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Abstract 

One dimensional acousto-optic signal processing techniques are examined from 

the systems and functional viewpoint, and are then used as building blocks to syn

thesize multidimensional time and space integrating architectures. Time and space 

integrating signal processing systems are capable of performing 2-dimensional linear 

transformations upon images or matrices, by sequentially entering rows of the image 

with a travelling wave acousto-optic Bragg cell. The travelling rows are frozen by 

a pulsed laser diode, and the stationary diffracted fields are spatially processed by 

an optical system. The successively transformed rows are sequentially multiplied 

by a time varying reference wavefront, and accumulated on a time integrating CCD 

detector array to complete the two dimensional processing. Long I-dimensional 

signals can also be linearly transformed by a time and space integrating system, 

by using a similar strategy upon a folded, or rastered, version of the high time 

bandwidth product signal. Small pieces of the long signal are slid into the system 

with an acousto-optic devices, and are spatially transformed over the device aper

ture. Then, successively transformed portions of the long signal are multiplied by 

a reference, and appropriately delayed and accumulated on a 2-D CCD in order to 

perform multichannel time integrations in the orthogonal dimension. The desired 

high time bandwidth one dimensional linear transformation is represented in the 

folded coordinate space of the 2-dimensional output detector. 

The operational characteristics of the principal active devices used in these 

time and space integrating systems are examined from the viewpoint of the system 

architect. The effects of the devices on the overall system operation are discussed, 

and device designs intended for application in a time and space integrating system 

operating environment are proposed. 
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The final chapter is a detailed theoretical and experimental investigation into 

the particular operating characteristics of systems designed to perform a folded 

spectrum analysis of very high time bandwidth signals. This spectrum analysis 

problem has a shift variant transformation kernel, which can be broken down into a 

succession of smaller temporal and spatial sub transformations. The !-dimensional 

space integrating spectrum analysis operation performed by a lens is used to produce 

a coarse spectral channelization of the input signal, displayed as a one dimensional 

spatial profile. Each resolvable spectral channel is fine frequency analyzed by tem

poral integration, producing a resulting intensity variation of each channel in the 

orthogonal direction, thereby forming a folded representation of the desired high 

time bandwidth spectrum analysis. The information which is needed to perform 

the fine frequency analysis is carried on the optical phase, so interferometric tech

niques are employed in order to detect the phase and transform it to an optical 

intensity modulation. Various bias terms are produced on the detector by the in

terferometric detection operation, and techniques for removing the unwanted bias 

are investigated. These include spatial carrier encoding of the interferometric terms 

combined with bandpass filtering, and direct bias subtraction techniques. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Optical signal processing systems are parallel analog computers which are useful 

when other signal processing techniques are somehow inappropriate or inadequate. 

Typical performance advantages of optical systems over the digital alternatives are 

in size, weight, or power requirements, which are important considerations for real 

time on board applications. Optical techniques also have very wide bandwidth 

capabilities, and they have a very large degree of parallelism and interconnectivity, 

which makes optical techniques appear attractive when compared with other analog 

signal processing techniques. These advantages can only be realized in certain 

classes of signal processing transformations which can be realized with available 

optical devices, and in this thesis I will consider the optical implementation of fixed 

linear transformations of images and high time bandwidth sequences. 

Although digital signal processing techniques are becoming more sophisticated, 

and parallel hardware implementations are increasing the computational capabilities 

of these systems, they are still unable to cope with some of the demanding scenarios 

involving real time high resolution processing of high bandwidth data. For low 

frequency signal processing tasks, such as speech processing and audio analysis, 

digitization and real time processing in a computer are readily achieved. Image 

processing applications involving small kernel transformations are readily performed 

with pipelined digital processors. However, for wide band radar and communication 

applications, the digitization operation itself presents difficulties, and processing 

multi GHz bandwidth signals in real time with digital techniques may stretch the 

capabilities of conventional silicon digital technology beyond the limits. It is for 

these reasons that acousto-optic signal processors have been investigated for many 

years. 

The one dimensional acousto-optic signal processing systems discussed in Chap

ter 2 are at a stage of maturity where they are beginning to be fielded in operational 

systems as key subsystems. These applications typically involve high instantaneous 
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bandwidths in multisignal environments, with moderate resolution capabilities. An 

alternative approach examined in this thesis is to use these one dimensional systems 

as components of more complex two dimensional systems, where extremely high 

resolution is the requirement and moderate bandwidths and processing speeds are 

sufficient. This outlook has become practical because of the simultaneous maturing 

of three technologies; laser diode optical sources, acousto-optic (AO) travelling wave 

modulators, and two dimensional charge coupled device (CCD) detector arrays. The 

small size of laser diodes when compared with gas lasers makes the development of 

extremely small, powerful two dimensional optical processors technically feasible. 

Although AO devices can have bandwidths of several GHz, limitations due to the 

other components limits TSI architectures to bandwidths in the lOOs of MHz range. 

The processing speed is primarily limited by the CCD detector array readout time, 

which is currently in the 10s of frames per second, but could be speeded up dramat

ically by parallel readout structures. An essential feature of the processors under 

consideration here, is that signals flow through the processor dynamically, and it 

is the spatial as well as the temporal variations of the optical modulations which 

are used to perform the two dimensional processing operations. When real time 

two dimensional spatial light modulators (SLMs) reach an equivalent level of de

velopment, with resolution and dynamic range characteristics approaching that of 

film and data throughputs approaching that of AO devices, then more conventional 

static space integrating optical processors will replace those discussed in this thesis. 

The optical signal processing system designer should have a top down, as well 

as a bottom up perspective, in order to satisfy both the constraints upon the signal 

processing system in its application environment, as well as obeying the physical 

limits intrinsic to the device technology which is utilized. In this thesis the appli

cation requirements are not considered in any detail, because the systems under 

investigation are still at the stage of laboratory experiments. It is hoped that 

this document will provide a running start to development engineers interested in 

building two dimensional time and space integrating systems for particular systems 

applications, especially for high resolution spectrum analysis applications. For this 

reason a number of experimental procedures, details, and difficulties which were 

encountered, are discussed at a greater length than might be considered necessary 

for a thesis. 
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1.1 Thesis Outline 

In Chapter 2, I begin with a review of the simple model for the operation of 

an acousto-optic (AO) Bragg cell as a travelling wave optical modulator. Spatial 

integration is defined, and the classic examples of image spectrum analysis and ma

trix vector multiplication are used to illustrate the principles. The most successful 

application of acousto-optic technology, the AO spectrum analyzer, is reviewed, 

and its interferometric implementation is presented. The shift invariant opera

tions of correlation and convolution are defined, and several different topologies for 

one dimensional acousto-optic space integrating correlators are reviewed. Tempo

ral integration is described and time integrating AO correlators are reviewed and 

contrasted with space integrating correlators, and pulsed source time integrating 

matrix vector multipliers are presented. The one dimensional time delay and inte

gration (TDI) correlators that make use of the scrolling capability of charge coupled 

device optical detectors are discussed. Finally, the chirp transform algorithm used 

in convolutional approaches to spectrum analysis is reviewed, and its characteristics 

and limitations are discussed. These one dimensional systems provide the neces-, 
sary building blocks for the two dimensional time and space integrating systems 

discussed in the remainder of the thesis. 

A general framework for combining the one dimensional AO space integrating 

systems with parallel arrays of one dimensional time integrating processors to create 

multidimensional time and space integrating (TSI) signal processors is presented in 

Chapter 3. These hybrid TSI systems can operate on data with high dimensionality, 

and the two cases of image transformation, and very high time bandwidth signal 

processing are considered. The set of linear operations which are achievable with 

TSI systems includes the shift invariant systems, and the separable and cascadable 

systems, but not the most general space variant transformation. This is not too 

disconcerting since conventional optical processors can not perform this fully general 

transformation, and digital computers are hard pressed as well, because of practical 

limitations on storage and processing time. The problem of synthetic aperture 

radar (SAR) processing is introduced, and the kernel structure is shown to map 

well into the processing capabilities of a TSI system. The general performance 

limitations of the hybrid time and space integrating technique are illustrated for 
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the SAR processor, and the issues of signal demodulation, and bias build up are 

addressed, and the advantage of additive interferometers is illustrated. 

The active device characteristics are the primary limitations to the TSI tech

nique, and an understanding of device operation can result in more practical system 

design, which utilizes the available features of existing devices, without expecting 

unreasonable performance from any of the components. Laser diodes (LDs) are 

used as the optical source in the experiments presented in this thesis, because of 

the ease with which they can be directly modulated at fast rates, or pulsed with nar

row pulses. The power and coherence limitations of these lasers provide constraints 

on the processor design and on the optical efficiency which must be obtained from 

the system. Acousto-optic devices (AODs) are the most mature optical modulator 

technology currently available, and are used throughout this thesis to sequentially 

enter real time data into the optical processors. Ideally, these devices are simply 

travelling wave modulators, but an exploration of the physics of the acousto-optic 

interaction leads to a deeper understanding of a number of deleterious effects that 

can degrade system performance if not properly controlled. The charge coupled 

device (CCD) detector arrays are used to accumulate and store optically generated 

image profiles during the period of temporal integration and to transduce these 

optical signals back into electronic format. The ease with which a two dimensional 

CCD can be operated in a linearly scrolling mode represents another flexibility for 

the system designer that can simplify the two dimensional processor, and improve 

its performance by incoherently averaging coherent optical artifacts. It was found 

that the detector array used in this thesis represented the limit on system resolution 

and noise performance, but a state of the art device could have characteristics that 

matched the performance limits of other parts of the system. 

The problem of extremely high resolution spectral analysis of high time band

width signals was selected as the test bed problem for the system concepts being 

investigated in this thesis. One dimensional systems are simply not big enough to 

contain all of the signal information that must be Fourier transformed by the spec

trum analyzer, so the signals are entered into the system a small section at a time. 

Individual sections are spatially Fourier transformed by a lens onto an array of time 

integrating fine frequency spectrum analyzers. The fine frequency processors pro-
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vide an orthogonal spectral analysis of the interferometrically detected sequences 

produced within each resolvable spot of the spatial transformation. This results in 

a folded format of the high resolution spectrum on the two dimensional output de

tector array, even though the entire input signal was never simultaneously present 

within the window of the input AOD. This is possible because the succession of 

partial products are properly weighted, delayed, and sequentially accumulated in 

order to produce the complete transformation. Several techniques are examined 

which perform this same signal processing task, in order to compare the different 

techniques, and to select the optimal processor topology for this application. A 

distributed local oscillator (DLO) interferometer combined with a scrolling TDI 

CCD chirp transform processor is analyzed theoretically, and found to have a good 

sidelobe suppression property due to the continuous temporal and spatial integra

tions. Several pulsed source interferometers are examined theoretically and were 

demonstrated experimentally. The pulsed source is used to alias a number of high 

frequency components to baseband for subsequent temporal integration, and the 

time between pulses is used to slide new reference information into the reference 

AOD. This technique is used to perform multichannel discrete Fourier transforma

tions {DFTs) upon each resolvable spot at the output of an interferometric space 

integrating spectrum analyzer. A simpler system that uses a TDI CCD detector 

array to perform time integrating chirp transforms on each resolvable channel of 

the space integrating spectrum analyzer was also tested. The bias terms can be 

removed by recombining the signal and reference beams at an angle in order to 

introduce an interferometric spatial carrier which can be used to band pass filter 

the output, and reject the bias. Alternatively, the bias can be eliminated with a 

bias subtraction technique, and successive frame bias subtraction is demonstrated 

to test this concept. 

The conclusion of the thesis contrasts the different approaches to spectrum 

analysis that were investigated, discusses the limitations of the TSI technique when 

applied to spectrum analysis, and makes suggestions for future research directions 

in TSI processing. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ACOUSTO-OPTIC SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Optical signal processing systems consist of sources, modulators, detectors and 

associated optics for interconnection and communication between elements. The 

device characteristics and their effects on system performance will be treated in 

detail in Chapter 4. In this chapter the idealized behavior of an acousto-optic beam 

deflector is introduced, and the basic !-dimensional architectures in which they can 

be used are catalogued. 

2.1 Simple Acousto-Optic Device Model 

An acousto-optic Bragg cell is a device used to modulate an optical beam in 

both space and time through its interaction with a travelling acoustic wave[1 l. A 

simple model of the device geometry to be discussed in this section is presented 

in Figure 2.1.1. The acoustic wave is generated from an RF electronic signal by a 

piezoelectric transducer bonded to a transparent photoelastic medium in order to 

launch a bulk acoustic wave into the medium. The acoustic wave is a travelling wave 

replica of the signal applied to the device, and induces a corresponding travelling 

wave index perturbation through the photoelastic effect. This results in a phase 

modulation of an optical field passing through the acoustic beam, which diffracts 

a travelling wave optical replica of the applied electronic signal. The finite size 

of the crystaline photoelastic medium limits the extent of this interaction, and 

the acoustic delay time from the transducer to the termination end of the device 

is a fundamental device characteristic. The product of the device delay Ta with 

the modulation bandwidth B gives the number of Rayleigh resolvable independent 
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analog samples that can be represented at one time in the device, and typically this 

number is approximately TaB ~ 103 • All AO devices to be discussed in this thesis 

are operated in the Bragg regime, which requires incidence at the Bragg angle, 

where a long interaction length between the acoustic and optical waves produces 

a volume diffraction effect allowing only one sideband of the diffracted beam to 

be produced. In the remainder of this section I will present a relatively simple 

analytical model of the behavior of an acousto-optic Bragg cell. In section 4.2 a 

much more detailed analysis will be presented. 

A bandlimited signal s(t) at center frequency lo is applied to the Bragg cell. In 

order to avoid the nonlinear generation of second harmonic intermodulation terms, 

it is usually required that the signal be less than octave bandwidth, where the upper 

frequency limit Iv. is less than twice the lowest frequency component lz. Thus the 

bandwidth of the signal must be less than B = fu - lz ~ 2/o/3. The input signal 

s(t) has a Fourier expansion which is given by 

s(t) = J S(f)ei27rftdf. (2.1.1) 

This signal is amplified and applied to the piezoelectric transducer, which has a 

resonant octave bandwidth centered at /o. This launches an acoustic wave replica 

of the portion of the input signal within the transducers bandwidth into the pho-

toelastic medium. The acoustic wave propagates at a velocity Va across the length 

of the crystal X, and is rep.resented by a finite aperture travelling wave in the x 

direction, with the origin at the transducer. 

[
x- X/2] u(x, t) =rect X s(t - x/v) (2.1.2) 

= rect [ x -:!2
] J s(t')8(t - x/v - t')dt' 

The acoustic wave produces a travelling wave volume index perturbation through 

the photoelastic effect that produces a phase modulation that results in an effective 
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optical transmittance modulation that may be approximated as 

t(x,t) = rect [ x -:!2
] eiEs(t-:r./va) ~ rect [ x -:/

2
] [1 + i€8(t - x/va) + ... ] 

[
x - X/2] [ ie_( / ) ie_*( / )] = rect X 1 + 28 t - x Va + 28 t - x Va • (2.1.3) 

Where e is the modulation index and relates to the acoustic amplitude applied 

to the device and the photoelastic interaction efficiency, and in the case of small 

diffraction efficiencies the higher order expansion of the phase modulation can be 

neglected. The phase modulation is expressed as upper and lower sidebands, which 

are complex conjugate pairs resulting from the analytic signal expansion of the real 

input signal 8(t) = [s(t) +s*(t)]/2. The spectrum of the signal is similarly broken up 

into the corresponding purely negative frequency sideband S(f) = f~oo 8(t)ei21Tftdf, 

and the positive frequency sideband S*(f) = J0
00 8(t)e121Tftdf. When the optical 

field is incident at the negative Bragg angle on a thick index perturbation so that 

the x component of its direction of propagation is counterpropagating to the acous-

tic wave, then the last term will produce negligible diffraction, and the diffracted 

optical field is said to be upshifted. Alternatively, when the incident optical field is 

at the positive Bragg angle so that its x component of propagation is copropagating 

with the acoustic wave, then the first signal term will not produce any diffraction 

and the diffracted optical field will be downshifted. The purely negative frequency 

sideband is responsible for the doppler upshifting interaction. This is because the 

analytic representation chosen for the incident optical field uses the negative tem

poral frequency as the representation of the optical carrier, so a doppler upshift 

requires the increase in the magnitude of the negative frequency carrier, by the 

addition of a negative frequency. 

The optical source is assumed to be a continuous wave laser emitting coherent 

light of wavelength A with temporal frequency v = c/ A. This light is spatially 

filtered and collimated producing a gaussian apodized approximation to a plane 
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wave, which will be modelled as an ideal plane wave for this simple initial model. 

The collimated light is tilted so that it is incident at the negative midband Bragg 

angle 0 = -IOBI = -sin-1(A/2Ao) ~ -A/2Ao, in order to maximize the band

width and coupling efficiency into the upshifted single sideband of the first order 

diffracted wave. In this expression A = va./ lo is the midband acoustic wavelength 

corresponding to the midband frequency of fo. The input optical wave referenced 

to the direction of acoustic propagation at midband is given by 

a(x, z, t) = Re[Ae-i21r[vt-sin8sz/.X+cos8Bzf.XJ]. (2.1.4) 

We will usually drop the explicit notation indicating the real part of the coherent 

optical field, and it should be noted that the use of the negative temporal side-

band representation has sign consequences in other definitions, such as the Fourier 

transform operation performed by a lens, and the meaning of doppler upshifting 

and downshifting. The emerging field from the acousto-optic device is given by the 

product of the incident optical field with a single sideband of the transmittance of 

the device for a field incident at the Bragg angle. 

b(x, z, t) = a(x, z, t)t+(x, t) (2.1.5) 

~ Arect [ x -:'/2 l e-i271"[vt-sin8Bz/.X+cos8Bz/.XJ [ 1 + ~s(t _ x/va)] 

This consists of the undiffracted term which continues to propagate at the input 

angle -0 B, and the diffracted modulation term propagating at an angle centered 

around the angle +OB. In reality the undiffracted field must be slightly attenuated 

by a negative image of the diffracted field so that its intensity profile will be equal 

to the incident intensity minus the diffracted intensity in order to conserve optical 

power, however this can effect be ignored for small diffraction efficiencies. The angle 

of diffraction as a function of frequency is most easily found for the case of a single 

sinusoidal input s(t) = cos(2n'ft) = [ei271"ft + e-i271"ft]j2, in which case the diffracted 
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field is given by 

d (x z t) = Arect [x - X/2] e-i2ir[11t-fo:i:/2t1a+cos8Bz/~J if. e-i2irf(t-:i:/va) 
I ' ' X 2 

= A~€ rect [ x -:/2 l e-i2ir[(11+ f)t+(f-fo/2).z/va+cos8Bz/~J. (2.1.6) 

Thus for an input at the midband frequency f = f o the angle of diffraction is 

seen to be 0 = +OB = sin-1(..\/o/2va) ~ ..\fo/2va. For other input frequencies f 

the angular spatial frequency of diffraction is seen to be linearly proportional to 

the input temporal frequency, a:i: = ..\(! - fo/2)/va. We will ignore the change in 

wavelength of the diffracted light, since it is less than 1 part in 106 • The output 

field is also seen to be doppler upshifted by the frequency f, which is also only 1 

part in 106 , but the frequency shift is of utmost importance when interferometric 

detection is utilized. In the case of a broadband input made up of a number of 

spectral components the diffracted signal is given by the superposition of that due 

to each component individually. Usually we drop the propagation dimension z from 

explicit notation in the diffracted field for simplicity. 

d(x,t) = Aierect [x-X/2] e-i2ir[vt-fo:i:/2valjo S(f)ei2irf(t-:i:/va)df 
2 x -oo 

=A ~rect [ x-.:/2] J S(f)i2ir[(f-11)t-(f-fo/2).z/va]df 

=A ~rect [ x-.:/2] e-i2ir[vt-fo:i:/2vaJs(t - x/va) (2.1.7) 

This is the basic result of the simple model of a Bragg cell. The output field is a 

travelling wave representation of a single sideband of the octave bandwidth input 

signal. Temporally it is doppler shifted in an exact replication of the input for as 

long as the laser remains on. Spatially it is diffracted at an angle proportional to the 

input, but it is also windowed by the finite aperture of the Bragg cell. The simplest 

representation is obtained by dropping the multiplicative constants and the explicit 

optical carrier frequency v, and the optical axis is aligned with the input beam. The 
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resulting Bragg cell model is given by the simplified expression for the diffracted 

field 

d(x,t) = rect [ x-;/2
] s(t - x/va.) = w(x)s(t - x/va.) (2.1.8) 

This expression will be used in all of the following sections as the simplest approx

imate representation of the diffracted wave. In most cases however the Gaussian 

spatial profile of the laser beam, the frequency dependent attenuation of the acous

tic wave, and various phase distortions combine to make a hybrid window function 

that can be much more complicated than the simple rectangular aperture of the 

photoelastic crystal. This window function is essentially the spatial aperture of the 

induced polarization field, which is responsible for radiating the diffracted wave. 

(2.1.9) 

In this expression u is the 1/ e width of the input Gaussian optical field, which 

may be offset by xo from the center of the AOD to partially compensate for the 

acoustic attenuation. The exponential a(!) = aof2 is a common frequency depen

dent attenuation behavior of the acoustic power, so half of this quantity is used to 

represent the exponential decay of the diffracted optical field. The term ¢( x) is a 

phase response due to acoustic diffraction and optical imperfections. Often we will 

utilize this window function in a coordinate system referenced to the center of the 

AOD where x' = x - X/2. 

The diffracted field from a Bragg cell is proportional to a windowed travelling 

wave representation of the applied voltage signal in the case of small diffraction 

efficiencies. However in many cases we are interested in producing a travelling 

wave intensity modulated optical representation of the applied signal. This can 

be accomplished in several different manners which will be briefly described here, 

and explained in more detail from the point of view of the coupled mode theory in 

section 4.2. When the diffraction efficiency is less than 10% the diffracted amplitude 
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is proportional to the applied voltage, as shown in the. voltage in to amplitude out 

relationship plotted in Figure 2.1.2a. This means that in the small diffraction 

efficiency regime the diffracted intensity is proportional to the applied electrical 

power, which is illustrated in Figure 2.1.2b. We can therefore modulate the applied 

power in order to produce an equivalently modulated intensity. An alternative 

interpretation is that we can achieve a linear intensity modulation, by amplitude 

modulating a midband RF carrier with the square root of the desired signal, as 

illustrated in Figure 2.1.2d. The square root operation compensates for the square 

law of optical field amplitude to intensity conversion, but it may be quite difficult 

to perform on wideband signals without introducing spurious components. 

Alternatively we can utilize an interferometric technique to produce the desired 

signal, in which a modulated signal is added to a coherent local oscillator reference 

so that the diffracted optical fields from the two signals linearly combine and the 

resulting field amplitude is modulus squared by the optical detection mechanism. 

If we represent the reference as a constant amplitude sinusoid, r(t) = r0e-i2w:frt, 

and the signal as a phase and amplitude modulated carrier s(t) = a(t)e-i[2w:ft+ip(t)], 

then the interferometrically detected image plane intensity, after blocking the un

diffracted beam in the Fourier plane, is given by 

I(x,t) = lw(x)[s(t - x/va) + r(t - x/va)]j2 

= w2 (X) [la(t - x/va)l2 + lrol 2 

+ 2roa(t - ~)cos (211"[(!- f,)(t- ~) + cp(t- ~)J)]. 
Va Va Va 

(2.1.10) 

This has turned the phase and amplitude modulated field into an intensity mod

ulated detected waveform on a temporal carrier of frequency (! - fr), and on a 

spatial carrier of spatial frequency (! - fr)/ Va with a constant bias terms lro 12, 

and a signal dependent bias ja(t - x/va)l2• This is most useful when the applied 

signal is a purely phase modulated signal so that the signal dependent bias term is 
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constant. It is possible to use the undiffracted light as the interferometric reference, 

but this will result in very high temporal and spatial carrier frequencies, and a poor 

modulation depth of the heterodyned product term, since the undiffracted beam is 

much stronger than the diffracted beam in the weak coupling regime. The sum term 

of the interferometric detection operation, which is due to the implicit presence of 

the other sidebands that are dropped by the use of the complex notation, is not 

presented in the interferometric detection equation because it rides on a temporal 

carrier of 2v ~ 1015Hz, so it is not directly observable, and this term averages to 

zero over a detector integration time constant. 

Another approach to linear intensity modulation utilizes the strong coupling 

results of the coupled mode theory of the Bragg interaction presented in section 

4.2. This analysis shows that the diffracted amplitude builds up linearly until it is 

strong enough to begin the process of rediffraction back into the undiffracted beam, 

which is beginning to be depleted. The diffracted amplitude, normalized by the 

input amplitude, as a function of the applied voltage v, which is plotted in Figure 

2.1.2a, is analytically expressed as 

Ad ( v) . CV • ( ) 

Ai(O) = -i jcvl sm cvL . (2.1.11) 

Where L is the interaction length, or the transducer length, and c is the coupling 

constant per unit applied voltage, and is proportional to the appropriate photoe-

lastic constant, and the piezoelectric coupling efficiency. From this equation we can 

see that for small diffraction' efficiencies the diffracted field is linearly proportional 

to the applied voltage, and is within .2% of linearity as long as the diffraction effi

ciency is less than 10%. The resulting intensity diffraction efficiency is the ratio of 

input intensity to diffracted intensity, and is plotted in Figure 2.1.2c. 

Id(v) = sin2 jcv!L ~ (lcvlL) 2 

Ii 
(2.1.12) 

This shows that the diffracted intensity is proportional to the voltage squared, or 
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acoustic power, for small arguments of the sine function. The plot of this nonlinear 

intensity diffraction efficiency relationship indicates that another region of linear 

intensity diffraction versus applied voltage should be achievable by applying an RF 

bias power to the transducer in order to operate around the linear portion of the 

sin2 (cvL) curvef22l, which occurs around cvL = 1f /4. The problems with this mode 

of operation are that only small relative intensity variations around this operating 

point are allowed, so a large bias is present with small modulation depth, and 

the acoustic power density becomes so large that acoustic nonlinearities begin to 

produce large nonlinear intermodulation products. 

In the following general discussions of acousto-optic signal processing architec

tures, it is often necessary to utilize one of the intensity diffraction modes briefly 

presented here. For simplicity I will often assume that it is possible to operate 

a Bragg cell in a manner in which the diffracted intensity is proportional to the 

applied signal without going into specifics as to which method that we shall utilize. 

From the above discussion a generic form of Bragg cell intensity diffraction will be 

given by 

I(x,t) = w 2 (x)[s(t - x/va) +bias] (2.1.13) 

Often it will be convenient to ignore the bias term in simple system analysis, but 

it is important to realize that it is present, and sometimes signal dependent. The 

presence of the optical bias term will invariably degrade overall system performance, 

especially detector dynamic range, and special techniques must be employed to 

remove the optical bias from the final output signal. 
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2.2 Spatial Integration 

Spatial Integration is the collection of light from a region of space onto an output 

plane location. It can be characterized by an integration over the spatial aperture 

defining the given region. Often parallel space integrating channels of processing 

are performed that separate different spatial or spectral frequencies to different 

output locations. Examples of this type of system would be Fourier analysis of 

images, acousto-optic spectrum analyzers, and optical spectrum analyzers. The 

region over which spatial integration is performed can be a 2-dimensional aperture, 

but in acousto-optic signal processing we employ 1-dimensional spatial integrations 

using cylindrical optics. 

A classic space integrating processor is the two dimensional Fourier transforma

tion performed by a spherical lensf2•3l, which is shown in Figure 2.2.1. This powerful 

operation is the basis of many space integrating optical signal processing systems. 

A mask g(x, y) is illuminated by a collimated coherent wave of wavelength A. The 

mask is placed at the front focal plane of a lens of focal length F, and at the back 

focal plane the field observed is given by the scaled Fourier transform of g(x,y). 

(2.2.1) 

The actual spatial size of the transform depends on the illuminating wavelength .\, 

and the lens focal length F. Often we will express the transform in terms of the 

normalized spatial frequency variables u = x/.AF, and v = y/.AF. Each position 

in the output plane is the integrated product of the transparency with the space 

variant Fourier kernel corresponding to that output position. 

Another classic space integrating processor is the Vander Lugt correlator!4l, 

which uses a Fourier domain multiplication in order to implement convolutions 

and correlations. The key to this approach is the ability to represent complex 

image Fourier transforms with an off axis holographic recording process. To make a 
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matched filter of the image g ( x, y), an off axis coherent reference beam is interfered 

with the spatial Fourier transform G(x, y) on a holographic recording medium. 

I(u,v) =IG(u,v) +reio:"l2 
(2.2.2) 

= IG(u,v)l2 + lrl2 + G(u,v)r*e-ict" + G*(u,v)reict" 

The final term is the Fourier domain representation of the matched filter for the 

image g(x-xo,y-yo). This hologram is developed and carefully repositioned in the 

Fourier plane of the optical processor illustrated in Figure 2.2.1, and a test scene 

containing a shifted and corrupted version of the reference scene is placed at the 

processor input. The hologram is illuminated with the field G(u,v)ei21r(uzo+v110) + 

N(u, v), and the matched filter term represents the phase conjugate of the desired 

input, so that a plane wave is diffracted by the hologram, at an angle proportional 

to the test image displacement. The final Fourier lens retransforms this plane wave 

back to the correlation domain where a bright spot is produced <_:orresponding to 

the correlation peak at the appropriately shifted output coordinate. 

A simpler type of spatial integration is simply the accumulation of light intensity 

across an aperture A. There are three primary techniques for performing this 

simpler operation. A detector matched to the aperture A can be placed directly 

behind the aperture, and photoelectric current generated across the detector area is 

summed electronically by the detector current collection mechanism. Alternatively 

Parseval's theorem can be utilized in order to attempt to decrease the detector size. 

It states that a power integration in the space domain is equal to a power integration 

in the spatial frequency domain, or at any intervening Fresnel transform plane along 

the propagation direction of a lossless optical system. Thus a smaller detector can 

be placed in the back focal plane of a lens, where it detects the optical intensity at 

each point in the transform plane and electrically sums the photocurrent across the 

detector surf ace. The detector must be larger than the highest spatial frequency 
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component of the image in order to accumulate all of the light in the Fourier domain. 

Another approach to image integration results from the realization that the Fourier 

kernel at the position (0, 0) is equal to one, so the DC spot in the Fourier plane 

is proportional to the space integration of an image. The size of the DC spot 

sampling aperture must be smaller than the scaled image bandwidth, in order to 

avoid transform roll off within the aperture, which will result in an incorrect estimate 

of the DC intensity. These three techniques for space integrating light across an 

aperture can be used interchangeably as appropriate in various systems. 

The inner product operation is the basis of almost all optical processing sys-

terns, and the space integrating inner product is a powerful parallel signal processing 

operation. An optical beam that is modulated by an image f(x, y), and is then im

aged onto a transparency with transmittance function g(x, y), will multiply pixel 

by pixel the corresponding image values. By space integrating this image prod-

uct, the space integrated inner product between the two images can be calculated, 

J J f(x, y)g(x, y)dxdy. One dimensional optical modulators such as acousto-optic 

devices or laser diode arrays can be used to calculate vector inner products, with a 

one dimensional space integrating optical system. A number of vector inner prod-

ucts can be calculated in parallel in the vector matrix multiplier system shown in 

Figure 2.2.2[5-sJ. The input vector vis used to spatially modulate an optical beam 

in the x dimension, which is imaged in x and smeared in y, broadcasting in par-

allel to a number of spatially multiplexed rows of a two dimensional matrix mask 

T(x, y). The light transmitted by the mask is the product v(x)T(x, y), and this is 

space integrated along x and imaged along y to from a spatially multiplexed array 

of vector inner products. 

il(y) = J T(x, y)v(x)dx (2.2.3) 
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This system can compute an arbitrary linear transformation of a spatially mod

ulated one dimensional optical vector, thereby implementing a space integrating 

matrix vector product in the time it takes light to propagate the length of the 

system. 
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2.2.1 Acousto-optic spectrum analyzer 

The space integrating acousto-optic spectrum analyzer is the simplest and most 

successful application of acousto-optic technology for signal processingf9,io]. It is 

also a fundamental building block for 2-dimensional signal processing applications 

as discussed in this thesis, so a thorough review of its operation is essential. These 

systems are usually operated as power spectrum analyzers, but they can also be 

operated interferometrically to produce a heterodyned output that allows the mea

surement of both amplitude and phase of the detected frequency components. The 

heterodyne receivers can extend the input dynamic range of the system, given a 

fixed output detector dynamic range!11l. There are two major types of AO spec

trum analyzers, the video detector filter banks, and the incoherent radiometers, 

and the difference is determined by the characteristics of the output detector array. 

Parallel wideband output detector arrays are typically used with under 100 channels 

as pulsed tone detectors, when time of arrival is an important parameter to be mea

sured. Integrating photodetector arrays with on the order of 1000 detectors that 

are serially read out are used when high spectral resolution and large integration 

times are desired. The most important attributes of the acousto-optic spectrum 

analyzers are the capability for wide instantaneous bandwidth, the large dynamic 

range of the AO device, the large number of spectral samples, and the simplicity of 

this compact, low power system. 

The basic acousto-optic spectrum analyzer is shown in Figure 2.2.1.1. It consists 

of an optical source, collimating lens, the AOD, RF amplifier and electronics, The 

Fourier transforming lens, and the detector array with its associated electronic 

readout circuitry. A bandlimited signal s1 ( t), centered at frequency Ji, is mixed 

with a local oscillator with frequency fz0 = fo ±Ji , producing a signal so(t) with a 

frequency component at the AOD center frequency fo, and a spurious term centered 

at the frequency f 8 = 2/i ± fo that can be removed by electronic filtering or by the 
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input. 
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acousto-optic device frequency response. The octave bandwidth signal s(t) resulting 

from this passband filtering operation is amplified and applied to the transducer of 

the AOD. 

The emerging field from the acousto-optic device is given by the product of the 

incident optical field and the transmittance of the device, as expressed in Equation 

(2.1.5). 

b(x, t) = a(x, t)t+(x, t) (2.2.1.1) 

= w(x)e-i27r[vt-sin8B:z:/.\] [ 1 +!Es (t - x -v~/2) l 
In this expression the origin of the coordinate system has been shifted to the center 

of the Bragg cell. This field consists of the undiffracted term propagating at the 

angle -6B, and the diffracted modulation term propagating at an angle centered 

around +(JB· The optical field propagates through a distance F, and is incident on 

a Fourier transforming lens of focal length F, so that at a distance F behind the 

lens the field observed will be the spatial Fourier transform of the field emerging 

from the aperture of the AOD. 

B(x, t) = J b(x, t)e-i21rd/.\F dx (2.2.1.2) 

= J w(x) [ 1 + ~€8 (t _ x -v~/2)] e-i27r[vt-sin8B:z:/-'le-i2nx/.\F dx 

The function w(x) of Equation (2.1.9) is a hybrid window function including effects 

of AOD surface imperfectio:r:is, optical apodization, and the finite aperture of the 

device. The spatial Fourier transform of the window function gives the impulse re-

sponse of the system, and is the fundamental limit on spectral resolution obtainable 

with this system. 

W(u) = J w(x)e-i21ru:z:dx (2.2.1.3) 

For an unapodized device the window function is just the rectangular aperture of the 

crystal, and the number of Rayleigh resolvable (19% dip between adjacent peaks) 
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spots observable in the Fourier plane is given by the time bandwidth product of the 

device TaB. 

The undiffracted term will result in a bright DC spot W (fi:, + sinA.Oa ), which 

carries no information about the signal and it will be blocked. It is sometimes 

useful to tilt the Fourier transform lens so that it is aligned with the undiffracted 

wave, and in the Fourier plane the DC spot will appear at the position defined 

as x = 0. This also removes the angular spatial frequency term ei2.,,.sinOBz/A. due 

to the minus Bragg angle incidence, and simplifies the resulting equations. In 

reality this introduces unwanted off axis aberrations into the Fourier transform of 

the diffracted field if the Bragg angle is large, and often the lens is actually aligned 

with the midband diffracted field component. An expression for the term of interest 

due to the diffracted wave at the Fourier plane is found by Fourier expanding the 

input analytic signal, and reversing the order of integration. 

B1 (x, t) = !ee-i211"vt J w(x)s (t - x -v~/2) e-i2nz/A.F dx 

= !ee-i211"vt J w(x) [Looo HAoD(f)S(f)ei21rf(t-20-,;~f2)df l e-i2nz/A.F dx 

= de-i2"""t J HAoD(f)S(f)e'21rftw (~ + L) df (2.2.1.4) 
AF Va 

The constant d = ~eei,..fTa has absorbed all of the constants and phase factors, 

and the single sideband frequency response of the acousto-optic device is given by 

HAoD(f). Thus at the focal plane of the lens the diffracted field from the AOD 

produces a spatial representation of the Fourier spectrum of the applied signal 

weighted by the device frequency response, and spatially blurred by the convolution 

with the resolution limiting window function transform. By utilizing the normalized 

spatial frequency variable u = x/ AF we can represent the field at the back focal 

plane of a Bragg cell spectrum analyzer with the compact notation 

(2.2.1.5) 
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The modified constant d1 = dva. The term in brackets would be the output for 

an ideal, infinitely long, perfect Bragg cell spectrum analyzer, and the * represents 

convolution with the blur function W(uva), which accounts for the finite length 

and apodization of the acousto-optic interaction. Let us examine the case of a 

single sinusoid of frequency f' input to the spectrum analyzer, so that s(t) = 

2acos(27r f't) = ae-i21rf't + c.c., and the temporal Fourier spectrum is given by 

S(f) = a8(! + !') + a8(f - !'). When this spectrum is substituted into the above 

equation, the negative sideband is selected by the single sided frequency response 

of the AOD, and the resulting spatial velocity scaled, delta function spec~rum mul

tiplies the next term, known as the distributed local oscillator or DLO. The DLO is 

a temporal oscillation whose frequency varies linearly in space, across the Fourier 

plane, or alternatively it is a plane wave, that is pivoted on the DC spot, and whose 

angular spatial frequency varies linearly with time. The delta function spectrum 

selects out of the DLO the exact negative temporal frequency of the input sig

nal, but the spatial convolution with the blur function produce a spatial blur spot 

d1aW(uva - f') with a phase term that is uniformly oscillating at the frequency 

- f'. This is considered a doppler upshifting interaction, even though we are using 

the negative frequency sideband analytic notation, because we are representing the 

optical field as a negative temporal frequency e-i27rvt, thus the upshifted signal is 

represented as e-i27r(v+f')t. 

Incoherent detection in the Fourier plane produces an instantaneous measure

ment of the power spectrum of the signal that is currently within the AOD aperture. 

The width of the intensity blur spot in the Fourier plane, W 2(u- !' /va), determines 

the spectral resolution of the space integrating spectrum analyzer. An integrating 

detector array, such as a charge coupled device ( CCD) or a photodiode array, is 

used to accumulate instantaneous power spectra for a time T0 • Thus the time in

tegrated output of this type of acousto-optic integrating radiometer is given by the 
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convolution of the signal spectrum with the AOD blur spot modulus squared. 

I(u) = l+To IB1(u,t)l2dt =/,.,Id J HAon(f)'S(f)e"'1'W (u+ !.) d/1
2 

dt 

h ~, 2 
= IS (uva) * W(vau)I dt (2.2.1.6) 

To 

Where I have abbreviated the AOD frequency response as a primed spectrum, 

S'(f) = HAon(f)S(f). Thus we can see that the space integrating acousto-optic 

power spectrum analyzer actually utilizes a combination of spatial and temporal 

integration. In this case the spatial integration is used for spectral channelization 

and the temporal integration is used to incoherently average a number of instan-

taneous power spectra in order to improve the detectability of a signal buried in 

noisef 1°•121. In succeeding chapters of this thesis we will see that the temporal in-

tegration can alternatively be used for further coherent signal processing, such as 

correlations, matrix multiplications, or spectral analysis of each spatially integrated 

output channel. 

The interferometric spectrum analyzer is the basis for the folded spectrum ar-

chitectures presented in Chapter 5. The simplest case of interferometric detection 

involves the addition of a simple plane wave reference beam to the output of a Bragg 

cell spectrum analyzer, and is illustrated in Figure 2.2.1.2. The instantaneous out

put will have a linear spatial dependence of the doppler induced temporal frequency 

of the detected output intensity that is given by 

(2.2.1.7) 

= IB'(uva) * W(uva)l 2 + lrol2 + 2rolB'(uva)I cos[27r(vaut + O'(uva))] * W(uva) 

Where I have expanded the spectrum in terms of its magnitude and phase, S' (!) = 

IS'(!) I ei2"'0 ' (!). The first term is a signal dependent bias term, identical to the 

instantaneous output of the power spectrum analyzer. The second term is a uniform 

bias due to the reference beam. The final term reproduces the amplitude and phase 
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Interferometric Detection of Bragg Cell Spectrum Analyzer 
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Figure 2.2.1.2. Interferometric detection of the output of a Bragg cell spectrum 

analyzer for three input tones, showing the temporal variations of the interferomet-

rically detected oscillations. 
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of the complex weighted input spectrum as temporal modulations of the detected 

intensity, spatially blurred due to the the input apodization. For the case of a single 

sinusoidal input tone at a frequency f', with amplitude lal, phase n, represented as 
' 

s(t) = lal cos(27r f't + n), the heterodyne detected instantaneous intensity output is 

(2.2.1.8) 

= ial2W 2 (u - f' /va) + lrol2 + 2lalroW(u - / 1 /va) cos(27r f't + 0) 

Thus we can see that the temporal modulation of the last term reproduces the input 

sinusoid in frequency, amplitude, and phase, at the spatial position corresponding to 

its frequency, and spatially blurred by the resolution limiting apodization function. 

We will come back to this result several times in the succeeding chapters. 
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2.2.2 Correlators and Convolvers 

The mathematical definition of a one dimensional correlation is given by the 

equation 

r1h(r) = l f(t)h*(t + r)dt = [/ * h](r) (2.2.2.1) 

It is seen to involve the point by point multiplication of a function f(t) with a shifted 

version of the complex conjugate of the function h(t), followed by the integration 

of all the products over the aperture A to obtain the output function as a function 

of the shift ordinate r. Acousto-optic devices have the capability of rapidly shifting 

and point by point multiplying two functions, and a lens can readily accumulate the 

light across an aperture, resulting in a space integrating (SI) family of acousto-optic 

correlators. The correlation integral is a measure of the similarity of shifted versions 

of the two functions f and h, and it becomes strongly peaked at the shift ordinate 

r if f(t) = h.(t + r). This property makes the correlation integral very useful in 

measuring the delay of a transmitted waveform f(t), which propagates an unknown 

distance through a homogenous medium, reflects off an object, and is returned to the 

transmitter where a delayed version of the transmitted signal is detected. The range 

delay resolution of a correlator is given by one half the signal propagation velocity 

divided by the bandwidth of the transmitted waveform 6r = v/2B, where the factor 

of one half is due to the round trip of the transmitted waveform. Because of the high 

bandwidths achievable with acousto-optic systems, they have seen wide application 

in radar and communication systems requiring high bandwidth correlators. In this 

section we will present a catalog of basic I-dimensional space integrating correlator 

architectures, from which in later sections of this thesis we will select the most 

appropriate building blocks of more complicated multidimensional systems. 

A similar operation to the correlation is the convolution, which can be mathe-
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matically described as 

Cfh(r) = l f(t)h(r - t)dt = [/ * h](r) (2.2.2.2) 

The convolution operation involves the point by point multiplication of a signal f( t) 

with a time reversed and r delayed signal h(t), followed by the integration of all the 

products within the aperture A in order to form the output g = f * h at all shift 

ordinates r. Because of the similarities between correlations and convolutions, a 

system that can perform correlations of real signals can also perform convolutions 

by reversing one of the signals. For this reason we will present the acousto-optic 

architectures in this section as correlators, but all of them can be used as convolvers 

as well, by temporally or spatially reversing one of the signals, and in some cases 

using a different diffracted order from the AODs to represent complex conjugation. 

The convolution theorem is a mathematical identity which has a great deal of 

physical significance in terms of Fourier plane implementation of optical correlators 

and convolvers. It states that the product of the Fourier transform of two signals 

is equal to the Fourier transform of their convolution 

c,h(w) = F(w)H(w) =I CJh(r)e-jwT dr =I l f(t)h(r - t)dte-jwT dr (2.2.2.3) 

This means that if we can optically multiply the Fourier transform of two functions 

and inverse transform the product, then we can perform convolutions. There is a 

similar Fourier domain relat~onship for correlations that is given by 

R1h(w) = F(w)H*(w) (2.2.2.4) 

So we can also perform correlations with multiplications in the Fourier domain. 

2.2.2.1 Fixed mask space integrating correlator 

The basic space integrating correlatorl13- 15l, illustrated in Figure 2.2.2.1, uses 

photographic film, or a I-dimensional spatial light modulator (SLM), to store the 
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Figure 2.2.2.1. Fixed mask space integrating correlator. 
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reference function as a spatial representation of the film intensity transmittance 

h(x). The diffracted intensity s(t+x/v) from the AOD is imaged onto the reference 

transparency, and the resulting product of the transmittances of the shifting AOD 

and film needs to be integrated. The integration can be performed with any one 

of the three methods of spatial integration; image plane integration, Fourier plane 

integration, or Fourier plane zeroth order moment sampling. In the technique of 

image plane integration a large photodetector is placed directly behind the film 

and detects the time varying product intensity distribution at each point across the 

detector surf ace. The detector electronically integrates the current generated across 

its surface of width A, in order to produce a temporal representation of the real 

correlation integral. 

I(t) = l s(t + x/v)h(x)dx = r8 h(t) (2.2.2.4) 

The problem with this technique is that the large area photodetector required will 

usually have too large a capacitance, resulting in a lower photodetector bandwidth 

than the bandwidth of the AOD. In order to minimize the size of the photodetector 

it is necessary to optimally compact the product intensity transmitted through the 

film. This is accomplished at the focal plane of a lens, where the Fourier transform 

of the product field is formed when coherent illumination is utilized. Parseval's 

identity then states that the power integration in the Fourier domain is equal to 

the power integration in the space domain. 

I(t) = j 1 l[s(t + x/v)h(x)]!e-i2,.."xdxj2du = JA s(t + x/v)h(x)dx = r8 h(t) 

(2.2.2.5) 

This technique can be used with a much smaller photodetector which can usually 

have sufficient bandwidth. However, if even higher bandwidth is required and suf

ficient light intensity is available, then the DC component of the Fourier plane can 

be measured by placing a pinhole or a very small detector at the axis of the optical 
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system in the focal plane of the lens. H the detector width is smaller than the 

maximum spatial frequency of the product field .6..u < fma:1)1F, then the detected 

temporal signal will be proportional to the correlation integral. 
Au 

I(t) = /-;u 1 l[s(t + x/v)h(x)J!e-i2""":z;dxl 2du ex: l s(t + x/v)h(x)dx = r8 h(t) 

(2.2.2.6) 

Any one of these three space integration techniques can be utilized for several of 

the succeeding space integrating correlators that utilize a time domain output, but 

will not be explicitly elucidated for each case. 

2.2.2.2 Programmable, counterpropagating space integrating correlator 

This architecture uses a time reversed temporal reference function as a pro

grammable input to the correlatorf13-i5J, rather than the fixed mask of the previous 

system. This system is illustrated in Figure 2.2.2.2, where it appears that the two 

AODs are propagating in the same direction, but because of the image reversal 

of the imaging system the two AODs are actually counterpropagating. The space 

integrated product output is a function of time that is given by 

I ( t) = f f ( t + x / v) g ( - ( t - x / v)) dx = f f ( 2t + x' / v) g ( x' / v) dx' = r I g ( 2t) 
}A iA+vt 

(2.2.2.7) 

This type of system is seen to time compress the output correlation function by a 

factor of two. 

2.2.2.3 Space integrating correlator with time compressed input 

Rather than using a time reversed reference function, we can employ a time 

compressed reference, and we can use a spatially demagnifying system to match 

the scale of the spatial signal representationsl161. This is especially useful when a 

time compressed reference, such as that produced by the previous system, needs 

to be utilized in a programmable correlator. Such a system is shown in Figure 
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2.2.2.3, where the first AOD is demagnified by a factor of two onto the second AOD, 

consequently its spatial velocity is half the acoustic velocity. The signal applied to 

the second AOD is time compressed by a factor of two, and its acoustic wave is 

copropagating with the demagnified image of the first AOD, so the two spatial 

representations have the same scale factor at this plane. The acoustic wave in the 

second AOD propagates at twice the apparent velocity of the image of the first AOD, 

producing the relative shift needed in the correlation integral. The system output 

is not time compressed, since the relative motion between the two copropagating 

different velocity signals i~ the coordinate system fixed with the demagnified signal 

is not counterpropagating. 

I(t) = r f(t - 2x/v)g(2(t - x/v))dx = r f(2x1/v)g(t + 2x1/v)dx1 = TJg(t) 
}A JA-vt/2 

(2.2.2.8) 

This type of technique can also be utilized when AODs with different acoustic 

velocities need to be utilized to implement a programmable correlator. 

2.2.2.4 Holographic filter space integrating correlator 

The classic Vander Lugt type of correlator!41 can be implemented in I-dimension 

with travelling wave optical modulators by using a pulsed laser source to freeze the 

acoustic motion, and this type of system is illustrated in Figure 2.2.2.4a. In this 

type of system we must form a holographic reference of the Fourier transform of the 

signal to be correlated. This is accomplished by interfering the Fourier transform 

of a transparency g(x) with an off axis reference plane wave, incident at an angle 

0 = sin-1 k,)., and recording the interference pattern on a piece of film. The 

resulting transmittance function of the developed film is given by the expression 

T(u) = 1 j g(x)e-i211'uzdx + roei27rk.,zl2 

= IG(u) 12 + lrol2 + G(u)r0e-i211'k.,z + G*(u)roi211'k.,z (2.2.2.9) 
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This consists of two low spatial frequency components, and the reference signal 

transform on a spatial carrier -kz, and the conjugate of the reference signal trans

form on a spatial carrier kz. The film is developed and realigned in the Fourier plane 

of an AOD, that is illuminated by a pulsed laser. The signal applied to the AOD 

transducer is s(t), and the diffracted signal is given by the product of the incident 

illumination with the travelling wave single sideband amplitude modulation of the 

AOD. 

a(x, t) = p(t)w(x)s(t + x/v) = 6(t)w(x)s(t + x/v) = w(x)s(x/v) (2.2.2.10) 

The laser pulse p(t) has been approximated by a delta function which has the effect 

of freezing the acoustic motion. A spatial representation of the input signal is then 

produced. As long as the laser pulse is narrow enough so that the highest spatial 

frequency of s(x/v) moves by much less than a single fringe in the AOD, then 

this delta function approximation is valid. This results in the condition that the 

laser pulse width r < 2/ B, where Bis the bandwidth of the AOD. The temporally 

sampled light that is diffracted by the AOD is Fourier transformed and is incident 

upon the reference hologram. The transmitted field after the hologram is given by 

the product 

b(u) = T(u) J a(x,t)e-i271"uzdx = T(u)[d'S(uv) * W(uv)] (2.2.2.11) 

= [IG(u)l 2 + lrol2 + G(u)r~e-i2 71"kxz + G*(u)r0ei211"kxz]vS(uv) * W(uv) 

This field is Fourier transformed by the lens following the hologram, producing 

both the correlation and convolution of the reference signal with the windowed 

input signal, at different locations in the output plane. 

b(x') = [lg(x)l 2 + lrol 2
] * [w(x)s(x/v)] + r~g(x) * [w(x)s(x/v)] * 6(x' - k:i>..F) 

+ rog(x) * [w(x)s(x/v)] * 6(x' + k:i>..F) (2.2.2.12) 

The first term represents an on axis spot bearing no useful information. The second 

term is centered at the position x' = k:i>..F, and is a spatial representation of the 
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convolution Cg8 (x'-k,) .. F). The last term is located at the position x' = -k:iAF, and 

is a spatial representation of the correlation function rg8 (x1 + k:r,AF). By adjusting 

the angle of the reference beam to a large enough angle, we can guarantee that none 

of these terms overlap, and we can center an output detector array at the spatial 

location corresponding to the desired operation of correlation or convolution. 

This type of correlator has a severe optical inefficiency problem because of the 

short amount of time during which the optical source is on, and the multiplicative 

diffraction from both the AOD and the hologram throws away most of the available 

light. The source must be pulsed in order to freeze the motion of the correlation 

peak as it travels across the output plane with a velocity equal to the optically 

demagnified acoustic velocity. An alternative is to use a detector array that oper

ates in a scrolling mode that travels in synchronism with the travelling correlation 

peakl17l, as shown in Figure 2.2.2.4b. In this case the laser can be turned on for as 

long as the detector integration coordinate frame remains in synchronism with the 

travelling correlation peak. Integrating in a moving coordinate system is a type of 

time integration that will be explored further in section 2.3. In this application it 

helps to increase the optical throughput of the system, and it averages out station

ary coherent artifacts that may be present, thereby improving the fidelity of the 

detected correlation. 

2.2.2.5 Joint transform filter space integrating correlator 

The joint transform correlator is similar to the holographic correlator, except it 

is programmable in real time through the use of an optically addressable spatial light 

modulator (SLM), or a nonlinear optical medium, which is operated as a Fourier 

domain multiplier. A simplified schematic of an acousto-optic joint transform cor

relator is shown in Figure 2.2.2.5. Once again a pulsed laser source is utilized, but 

in this architecture it is split into two beams which illuminate two Bragg cells at the 
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same Bragg angle, shifted off-axis by an amount xo, generating two upshifted (or 

two downshifted) diffracted beams. These two spatial representations of the input 

signals are Fourier transformed by the same large lens, so that at the Fourier plane 

of the lens the field amplitude is 

a(u, t) = p(t)[d'ei211"t1ut F(vu)]e-i211"[vt-:i:ou] 

+ p(t) [d' ei211"t1utG( vu )]e-i27r[vt+:i:0 u] 

= d1 F (vu) ei27r:i:ou + d1 G (vu) e-i2nou (2.2.2.13) 

The pulsed source, p(t) = 6(t), samples the distributed local oscillator phase term 

at time t=O, thereby removing the temporal oscillations. The time duration of the 

pulse must be short enough so that locally channelized distributed local oscillator 

terms produce stationary fringes, and this requires that the pulse width is less 

than the AOD aperture r < A/2. At the Fourier plane we insert a thin nonlinear 

optical material in which an absorption or index modulation can be produced that 

is proportional to the incident intensity. 

t(u) ex: I(u) = la(u,0)12 = ld'F(vu)l2 + ld'G(vu)l2 

+ [d' F( vu)][d' G(vu)]* ei211"
2:i:ou 

+ [d1F(vu)]*[d'G(vu)]e-i211"2:i:ou (2.2.2.14) 

The transmittance of the recording medium is assumed to be proportional to the 

detected intensity. By illuminating the recorded interference pattern with another 

source, with an appropriate wavelength and illumination angle, we can read out the 

product terms, and Fourier transform them with a lens. 

A(x) = J t(u)e-i2n"du = f(x) * f(x) + g(x) * g(x) 

+ f(x - 2xo) * g*(x) + f*(x) * g(x + 2xo) (2.2.2.15) 

This system produces the autocorrelations of the two inputs as on axis terms, and 

the cross correlation appears off axis at the locations ±2xo. The pulsed source used 
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to freeze the acoustic motion in the AODs, also must expose the optical recording 

medium, which places a high peak optical power requirement on the laser, but 

not as high as the Vander Lugt correlator of the previous section, because of the 

longer allowed pulse width. It is also possible implement this type of system with 

a single AOD, and temporally multiplex the two applied signals, so that they are 

not overlapping in the Bragg cell. 

2.2.2.6 Space integrating chirp correlators 

In radar signal processing linear frequency modulations (LFM), or chirps, are 

often used for ranging applications because of the ease with which high time band

width chirps can be generated, and there good correlation and cross correlation 

properties. The propagation of an optical field through free space can be de

scribed as a linear system with a quadratic phase impulse response. This can 

be utilized in several different fashions to produce compact chirp pulse compression 

systems15•18- 21l, and one version that produces a spatial representation of the out

put chirp correlation is illustrated in Figure 2.2.2.6. A pulsed laser source is used 

to illuminate an AOD to which a linear FM signal with unknown delay has been 

applied. The delay t 0 must be within the time delay aperture of the AOD. The 

applied signal is given by 

s(t) = arect [t ; to] e-i21T[fc(t-to)+!(t-to)2] (2.2.2.16) 

The instantaneous frequency of the applied linear FM (or chirp) signal is given 

by the derivative of the phase factor, and is seen to be le + b(t - t0 ), which is 

characterized by the chirp rate b, usually measured in MHz/ µsec (10-12sec-2), and 

the center frequency le· The total bandwidth of the linear FM is given by the chirp 

rate b times the duration T, so the time bandwidth product of the chirp waveform 

is TB = bT2• The diffracted light from the AOD is given by the usual travelling 

wave modulation expression, illuminated by a laser pulsed at time t = 0 with a 
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pulse of width less than the chirp inverse bandwidth r < 1/ B so that the focussed 

chirp will not appreciably smear during the laser pulse. 

a(x, t) = p(t)w(x)s(t + x/v) 

= 6(t)w(x)arect [ t - toT- x/v] e-i27r[/c(t-to-:i:/t1)+£(t-to-:i:/t1)2] 

a(x, 0) = w(x)arect [-to; x/v] ei2 7r[/c(to~:i:/t1)+£(to+:i:/t1)2 l (2.2.2.17) 

The temporally frozen diffracted signal is allowed to propagate through a distance 

z of free space, which results in a linear transformation of the diffracted signal that 

can be expressed as 

i I . ,,. ( I )2 b(x') = V>:; a(x, t)e'rz :i: -:i: dx (2.2.2.18) 

= _i_ J w(x)arect [-to -x/v] ei27r[fc(to+:i:/t1)+!(to+:i:/t1)2li{z(:i:12-2:i::i:'+:i:2)dx 
V>:; T 

When the condition -b/v2 = lj'>-.zo is satisfied, then the spatial quadratic phase 

terms in x will cancel and the diffracted wave comes to a sharp focus at that plane. 

For an upshifting acousto-optic interaction as illustrated here we would need to use 

a down chirp with a negative b in order to obtain a real focussed spot in front of the 

AOD with positive zo. If we use an up chirp then the diffracted light will appear 

to be emanating from a point a distance zo behind the AOD. We can use a down 

shifting acousto-optic interaction to obtain a real focus of an upchirp in front of 

the AOD, or we can image the virtual source behind the AOD with an auxiliary 

lens. This is equivalent to having performed an autocorrelation of the applied chirp 

signal, which is displayed as a function of the output spatial variable. The detected 

intensity at the plane z = zo = -v2 /b>.. is given by 

2 1 i"'"'
12 I r J ·2 r~ (t "') b(t2 2t "')] -i.±!L:z::z:' 2 I(x') = lb(x') I = >..zo iae .>.zo w(x)rect "'~;J.0 e' 7T Jc o+v +~ o+ 0 v e .>.zo dxl 

= , 
1 

lal 2 IW(x' />..zo) * (-vT)sinc[-vT(x' / >.zo - fc/v - bto/v)]l2 

l\ZO 

= BTlal2 IW(x' />..zo) * sinc[B(x' /v - fc/b - to)]l2 (2.2.2.19) 
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Thus the output plane contains a blurred sine of width given by the velocity scaled 

inverse chirp bandwidth l::l.x = v / B, at a position that is proportional to its center 

frequency divided by the chirp rate, plus its unknown delay. At this position all of 

the energy of the chirp has been concentrated to its focal spot, and a large peak 

with an intensity that is the chirp time bandwidth product TB times as large as 

the average diffracted intensity just after the AOD. 

When the laser is operated in a continuous mode, then the chirp focus will 

scan across the focal plane at the acoustic velocity. Placing a tiny high bandwidth 

output detector in the focal plane will produce a time domain output of the chirp 

correlation. Alternatively, a synchronously scanning CCD detector array could be 

used to accumulate energy from the focussed chirp as it scans across the output 

plane. This will help to average out coherent artifacts and spatial noise, and will 

lead to the same system resolution as long as the scrolling CCD and the travelling 

chirp focus remain in perfect synchronism. 

A travelling wave chirp lens as described here can also be used as an acousto-

optic scanner by modulating the input laser source as the chirp focus scans across 

an output detector array. In this case the time integrated charge profile detected 

in the chirp focus plane is given by the convolution of the laser diode temporal 

modulation f(t) with the chirp focus blur spot, which is valid as long as the chirp 

is fully within the AOD. 

ls(x') = j f(t) A~ iaeirlo"z
12 J w(x)rect [ v(t -v;) - x] 

e-i27T[fc(t-to-z/v)+!((t-to)2 -2(t-to)z/v)le -if1lazz' dxl2 dt 

= J f(t)BTlal 2 IW(x' /.Xzo) * sinc[B(x' /v - fc/b + (t - to))Jl 2dt 

~ f(x'/v - fc/b-to)BTlal 2 * IW(x'/.Xzo) * sinc[Bx'/v]l 2 (2.2.2.20) 

This result shows that to within the resolution limit imposed by the chirp focus, 

the integrated intensity profile at the chirp focus output plane is a spatially scanned 

image of the temporal laser modulation function. 
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Figure 2.2.2.6. Free space chirp correlator for an up chirp, imaging of the virtual 

focus for a down chirp, and detecting in a scrolling coordinate frame with CW 

illumination. 
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2.3 Temporal Integration 

Temporal integrationl22- 29l (TI) in an acousto-optic signal processor is accom

plished through the sequential accumulation of photogenerated charge in an inte

grating detector array. It can be analytically represented as a finite time integration, 

or for temporally sampled data, as a summation over the sequential data samples. In 

the systems we will be discussing, parallel spatial channels of temporally integrated 

data are simultaneously formed on a detector array. These can represent different 

shift ordinates of correlation integrals, just as they did for the space integrating 

systems of the last section. 

Typically charge coupled devices {CCDs) are used for temporal integration, 

since they have a high quantum efficiency as optical detectors, low read out noise, 

and an inherently integrating potential well structure. Alternatively, photodiode 

arrays can be utilized as integrating detectors by including an external integration 

mechanism, such as an external capacitor or CCD, or integrating in the junction 

capacitance itself. In a sense any optical detection operation involves an implicit 

temporal integration over a time of the order of the inverse detector bandwidth, 

but this is not the perspective which will be considered here. 

There are three primary types of temporal integration; data formatting, non

coherent averaging for processing gain, and signal processing. Temporal integra

tion for data formatting is employed in the space integrating architectures utiliz

ing pulsed sources, where an implicit time integration turns the product of the 

6-function source with the travelling wave modulator into a purely spatial modula

tion, as well as in the chirp scanner of the previous section. Temporal integration in 

a moving coordinate frame was used to detect a moving correlation peak produced 

by the holographic space integrating AO correlator in section 2.2.2.4 in order to 

improve the light efficiency and average out coherent noise. Temporal integration 

for noncoherent processing gain was utilized in section 2.2, in order to improve the 
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signal to noise ratio of an acousto optic power spectrum analyzerl12l. In this sec

tion we will present optical architectures for linear signal processing tasks that use 

temporal integration for the explicit integration variable of linear transformations. 

Temporal integration is invariably accompanied by an undesirable bias buildup 

on the detector array, due not only to thermally generated dark current accumulated 

in the integrating potential well, but also due to the optical intensity bias that 

must be employed in order to represent bipolar signals with inherently unipolar 

optical intensity modulation. This is the major drawback of time integration as 

compared to coherent spatial integration, and appropriate bias removal techniques 

must be employed. On the other hand time integration has the advantage that 

the integration interval can be very long, while for space integrating techniques the 

integration time is limited to the acoustic delay time of the AO medium. The limit 

on integration time for TI techniques is given by the rate of bias buildup, so that 

the detector dynamic range is not saturated by the bias. H still longer integration 

times are desired then bias removal can be followed by further digital integration, 

giving an effectively infinite integration capability. 

2.3.1 Time integrating AO correlators 

The basic TI correlator is shown in Figure 2.3.1, and it consists of a modulated 

laser source, and an AOD which is imaged onto the integrating detector array. The 

output intensity of a laser diode can easily be modulated as a function of time by 

applying across the diode terminals a modulated voltage at a large enough DC bias 

so that the modulation signal remains within the linear regime. In this case the out

put intensity from a temporally modulated laser diode contains a modulation term 

on an optical bias, and it is given by ILn = A+v(t), where v(t) can be bipolar. The 

emitted light from the laser diode can be collimated and aligned incident to an AOD 

at the Bragg angle, as shown in Figure 2.3.1. The diffracted intensity is given by the 
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product of the laser diode intensity modulation with the AOD intensity diffraction 

expression given in Eq. 2.1.13. This output intensity is Schlieren imaged onto a 

time integrating detector array, which has a width equivalent to the (demagnified) 

image of the AOD. The apparent acoustic velocity in the image plane is given by 

the actual acoustic velocity times the demagnification factor, v = vamz. The time 

integrated intensity that will be accumulated on the discrete detector array will be 

spatially sampled, so that after an integration period To the output is given by 

1
t'+To 

I(xn) = (A+ v(t)) w 2(x) [s(t - x/v) + B] dt 
t' 

= w 2 (xn.) [roAB + r As(t - x,,,f v)dt + r Bv(t)dt + r v(t)s(t - Xn/v)dt] 
1To 1To 1To 

= w 2 (xn) [ToAB +As+ Bv + rvs(xn/v)] (2.3.1.1) 

For zero mean signals, s = 0, and v = 0, the signal dependent bias terms disappears 

and the resulting time integrated signal consists of an apodization function times a 

constant bias plus a finite time correlation between the signal applied to the laser 

diode v(t), and the intensity diffracted by the Bragg cell s(t). Depending on the 

acousto-optic intensity modulation technique which is used, the bias term B may 

contain a time dependent signal power bias such as that given in Eq. 2.1.10, which 

will not integrate to zero, and will result in a deleterious fluctuating bias level. 

The most notable difference between time integrating and space integrating 

correlators is the presence of the bias terms, which can use up the available dynamic 

range of the detector array. The constant bias is relatively easy to remove with 

electronic post processing circuitry, but the signal dependent bias causes much 

more difficulty. The most common technique to remove the bias is spatial carrier 

demodulation!24J, in which the correlation term is placed on a spatial carrier of a 

high enough frequency so that it can be unambiguously separated from the bias 

terms with an electronic bandpass filter on the serial output samples from the 

photodetector array. In this case both input signals are placed on temporal carriers, 
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so that the laser diode intensity modulation is given by 

lLn(t) = A[l + m1v(t) cos(2?r/ot)], (2.3.1.2) 

and the AOD modulation is given by 

(2.3.1.3) 

The time integrated output contains the correlation term on a spatial carrier. 

I(xn) =AB [To+ m~ h,
0 

s2(t - xn/v)dt 

+ 2m1m2 cos(2?r foxn/v) h,
0 

v(t)s(t - Xn/v)dt] (2.3.1.4) 

The other three terms contain a temporally oscillating cosine, which time averages 

to zero. This discretely sampled spatial signal representation is turned into a serial 

data stream by the readout mechanism incorporated in the photodetector array, 

that reads out one pixel of width Ax each pixel sample time At. 

Io(tk) = L I(xn)6(nAx - kAt) (2.3.1.5) 
n 

Where the serial readout is at an effective spatial velocity vd = Ax/ At, which 

converts the sampled spatial carrier to a sampled temporal carrier of frequency 

fovd/v. The correlation signal rv8 (tkvd/v) has a temporal bandwidth equal to the 

overlap bandwidth of the two signal v(t) and s(t), scaled by the velocity ratio 

vd/v = vd/(vamx) which is usually much less than one, since AODs have much 

higher acoustic velocity than photodetector arrays have readout velocity. In the case 

of the autocorrelation of two signals with two sided bandwidth B, the condition Jo > 

3B will guarantee no spectral overlap between the bias terms and the correlation 

term so that a temporal bandpass filter with bandwidth Bvd/v at center frequency 

f ovd/ v can be used to remove the bias terms. 
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It is interesting to notice that an implicit spatial integration has been included in 

this equation to accomplish the discrete pixel sampling, that converts the continuous 

spatial modulation into a discrete photodetector output. Given a pixel response 

function that is independent of position and given by h(x), and with a pixel spacing 

of !ix, then the conversion from the continuous spatial intensity to the discrete 

photodetector representation is accomplished with a spatial sampling operation. 

I(xn) = j h(x - n!ix)I(x)dx (2.3.1.6) 

[ ~~ l = J h(x - n!ix)w2(x) fi, 0 
(A+ v(t)) [s(t - x/va) + B] dt dx 

This type of spatial integration due to pixel sampling is always implicititly present 

whenever discrete photodetector arrays are utilized. Notice that in order to properly 

sample the time integrated spatial intensity profile the maximum spatial frequency 

of the intensity at the photodetector plane must be less than the Nyquist limit of 

1/2/ix. This places a restriction on the spatial bandwidth of the intensity modu

lation of the AOD that can be satisfied when the number of photodetector pixels 

that the AOD is imaged onto is greater than twice the time bandwidth product of 

the Bragg cell. 

An alternative approach to time acousto-optic integrating correlation utilizes 

two counterpropagating Bragg cells as shown in Figure 2.3.2. The reverse imaging 

of the intervening optical system results in the images of the intensity diffracted from 

the two AODs to be counterpropagating, even though in the figure they appear to 

be aligned. The relative motion between the signals in the two AODs allows us to 

perform a correlation integral by time integrating the doubly diffracted intensity. 

t'+To 
I(x) = l [A+ f(t + x/v)][B + g(t - x/v)]dt 

= ABTo +A f g(t - x/v)dt + B f f(t + x/v)dt + f f(r + 2x/v)g(r)dr 
}~ }~ }~ 

= ABTo +Ag+ BJ+ r1u(2x/v) (2.3.1.7) 
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In this case the spatial scale factor of the detected correlation integral is twice that of 

the i::nodulated source correlator of the previous section. Once again there are several 

bias terms which will simplify if the signals are zero mean so that ] = 0, g = 0. 

The bias terms can be removed with a carrier demodulation approach as in the 

previous section. An alternative interferometric, or additive implementation, of 

this type of system has a higher optical throughput, since multiplicative diffractions 

from the AOD are avoided, and is often the preferable approach. 

2.3.2 Pulsed source time integrating optical processors 

Space invariant linear transformations such as the correlation and convolution 

operations are very useful, but some applications require more general space variant 

transformations such as vector matrix multiplications. A pulsed laser source can be 

utilized in a number of ways to implement these more general linear transformations 

on discrete data sequences using acousto-optic technology. The correlators and 

convolvers that have been considered are a special case of a general one dimensional 

linear transformation, in which the transformation kernel, or matrix, is Toeplitz, 

which means that entries along the diagonals are constant. The general space 

variant linear transformation of one dimensional data is given by a vector matrix 

product. 

N 

Ym = 2: AmnXn 
n=l 

(2.3.2.1) 

We can implement this transformation by sliding successive columns of the matrix 

Amn into an AOD and freezing the acoustic motion by pulsing the laser source for a 

short interval and modulating its amplitude by successive samples of the vector Xn. 

This involves a raster transformation of the 2-dimensional matrix Amn into a long 

!-dimensional temporal signal composed of successive columns of the matrix, each 

of the appropriate duration to fill the portion of the AOD aperture that is being 
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imaged onto the time integrating detector array. 

N-l M-l [t - nT - mr] 
a(t) = J; fo rect T Amn (2.3.2.2) 

In this expression the time between row samples is given by r, and the time between 

adjacent columns must be greater than the total time required for each column 

T > Mr. The modulation of the pulsed laser diode is given by the expression 

N-1 [t - n'T - to] N-1 
x(t) = nz;O rect f::.t Xn' ~ n'Eo o(t - n

1
T - to)xn' (2.3.2.3) 

The width of the laser diode pulses t::.t < < r, must be small enough so that it 

essentially freezes the acoustic motion of the matrix columns, and the pulses are 

delayed by to to facilitate the alignment of each column within the aperture of the 

AOD which is imaged onto the detector array. The signals a(t) and x(t) are applied 

to the AOD and LD, respectively, in the system illustrated in Figure 2.3.3, which is 

an identical architecture with the time integrating correlator shown in Figure 2.3.1. 

The diffracted intensity from the Bragg cell is imaged onto M time integrating 

detectors, spaced by t::.x = mzVaT = vr, where mz is the demagnification of the 

imaging system. The signal accumulated on the detector array after N laser diode 

pulses is given by the time integration of the product of the source modulation with 

the AOD diffracted intensity. 

Ym(x = mt::.x) = foNT x(t)a(t - x/v)rect [ x -;/
2

] dt 

N-1 N-1 M-1 [n'T +to - x/v - nT - mrl [x - X/2] 
= L Xn' L L rect T Amnrect X 

n'=O n=O m=O 

N-l [X/2 - mt::.x - xl 
= L rect t::. AmnXn 

n=O X 
N-1 

ex L AmnXn 
n=O 

(2.3.2.4) 

The portion of the AOD aperture that is utilized is X = M t::.x, and the delay 

to = X/2v, allows us to overlap the rectangle functions in space which enforces the 
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requirement that n1 = n. The integrated output of the mth detector at position 

m.6.x is proportional to the mth element of the matrix vector product. In this 

expression the bias effects associated with time integrating intensity based process

ing have been ignored for analytical simplicity, but they wiU be present in actual 

implementations, so bias removal must again be employed. 

2.3.3 Time delay and integration 

Another approach to performing correlation with optical time integration is 

to utilize a modulated source with a stationary reference, and a sliding detector 

plane. This approach is called time delay and integration {TDI) [27- 29l, or shift and 

add, and is a complimentary technique to the normal modulated source time in

tegrating correlator where the reference function in the AOD is a travelling wave 

representation, and the detector coordinate frame is stationary. However, they re

quire different technologies for implementation, the TI correlator of section 2.3.1 

require AODs in order to spatially shift the reference function with respect to the 

fixed detector, while the TDI approach requires a shifting time integrating detector 

array in order to transfer the photogenerated signals with respect to the fixed ref

erence transparency. Because of limits on the TDI rate of currently available CCD 

detector arrays, the TDI approach should be used for low bandwidth correlation 

applications, but high speed GaAs CCDs may eliminate this limitation. 

One possible implementation of a sliding detector frame is to translate a photo

sensitive medium such as film at a constant velocity in the detector plane, however 

a much more elegant implementation would involve no mechanically moving parts. 

The main reason that the TDI approach is important is the ease with which a CCD 

detector array can be operated in the shift and add mode, by simply modifying the 

applied electronic clock waveforms. In the TDI mode of operation the CCD array 

detects the incident optical intensity profile for a time .6.t, then shifts the discrete 
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photogenerated charge profile along the detector length a distance !l,.x. New photo

generated electrons are added to those already accumulated in the previous cycles 

at successively shifted spatial locations. This process of shifting the accumulated 

charge, and adding the new photogenerated charge, continues until a potential well 

reaches the edge of the detector chip, where it is amplified and read off chip. An

alytically the TDI operation can be described as a time integrating detection in a 

discretely shifting coordinate frame, for an arbitrary time and space varying optical 

signal I(x, t). 

m-1 r(n+1)6.t I 
Bm(t = m!l,.t) = L lri [h(x - (m - n)!l,.x)I(x, t)dx] dt 

n=m-N n6.t 
(2.3.3.1) 

The function h( x) is the spatial response function of a pixel centered at position 

x, and for low enough spatial frequencies incident on the detector array it acts like 

a sampling impulse. The mth output, which occurs at time t = m!l,.t, is seen to 

consist of time integrated photogenerated charge from a succession of pixel positions 

which move linearly in space from the first pixel at position x = N !l,.x at time 

t = (m - N)t::,,.t, to the final integration position centered at position x = !l,.x at 

time t = ( m-1) !l,.t. If we assume that the pixel spatial response acts like a sampling 

impulse, and the time integration between shifts simply averages a slowly varying 

temporal dependence of each pixels incident intensity, thereby replacing t by n, then 

we can simplify the expression for a TDI CCD. 

m-1 m-1 

sm(t = m!l,.t) = L J 8(x - (m - n)~x)I(x, n)dx = L I[(m - n)~x, n] 
n=m-N n=m-N 

(2.3.3.2) 

We can implement a TDI correlator by replacing the arbitrary time and space 

varying intensity profile incident on the shift and add detector, with the product of 

a temporally modulated laser diode with a fixed transparency that is imaged onto 

the detector. This system is illustrated in Figure 2.3.4, where the intensity emitted 
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by the pulsed laser diode is given by 

N-1 [t - nAt] N-1 
l(t) = Erect 'f In~ E o(t - nAt)ln (2.3.3.3) 

The reference transparency is either a fixed computer generated !-dimensional pho-

tographic transparency, or a spatial light modulator with a programmable spatial 

reference function. The mask intensity transmittance g(x), is sampled by the detec

tor at location kAx as g ( kl:l.x). The product of the emitted laser diode intensity and 

the mask transmittance is imaged onto the TDI CCD detector array. The signal 

produced by the TDI detector can be expressed as the sampled convolution of the 

most recent N samples of In with the reference function g(x). 

m-1 

8m(t = mAt) = L I o(x - (m - n)Ax)l(t)g(x)dx 
n=m-N 

m-1 

L lng((m - n)Ax) = c19 (mAt) 
n=m-N 

(2.3.3.4) 

Spatially reversing the mask g(x), or reversing the shift direction of the TDI de-

tector array results in the correlation of the most recent N samples of the unipolar 

intensity modulated signal I with the reference signal g(x). In order to implement 

bipolar signal processing operations it is again necessary to place the two signals 

on appropriate biases. This will, as usual, introduce deleterious bias terms into the 

resulting correlation that will have to be removed. The laser diode modulation can 

be placed on a temporal carrier, and the reference transparency can be placed on a 

spatial carrier, in order to facilitate a frequency domain approach to bias removal. 

Complex correlations can be performed once both signals are placed on carriers 

by simultaneously phase and amplitude modulating the respective temporal and 

spatial carriers. However, placing the signals on carriers will cut down the process-

ing gain obtainable with an N stage TDI correlator, by requiring that the spatial 

modulation bandwidth be only 1/4 or less of the available number of CCD pixels 

in order to leave at least 4 pixels per cycle of the spatial carrier. 
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2.4 Chirp Transform Algorithm 

The chirp transform algorithml9•24- 26•311 is the basis for a number of analog op

tical spectral analysis systems. It is a technique which allows the implementation of 

the shift variant Fourier kernel with shift invariant linear systems such as the corre-

lators and convolvers described in the previous sections. We will make extensive use 

of this algorithm in Chapter 5 in order to implement high resolution spectral analysis 

systems and an introductory explanation of the functioning of the algorithm will be 

given here. There are several different forms of the chirp transform algorithm, both 

continuous and discrete implementations may be realized, space integrating[ao] and 

time integratingl9•24- 26l systems are commonly implemented, and both symmetric 

and asymmetric representations are possible. All these different realizations arise 

from the observation that the exponent of the shift variant Fourier kernel, e-i27T ft, 

can be decomposed as follows into shift invariant operators. 

-2/t = (t - !)2 - 12 - t2 = 12 + t2 - (t + !)2 = (t - !)2 - (t + !)2 
2 

(2.4.1) 

The first version of the expanded exponent will result in a convolutional expression 

of the algorithm and the second will result in a correlation approach. The two 

are equivalent because of the even symmetry of the quadratic. The final identity 

results in the symmetric counterpropagating implementation of the chirp algorithm, 

and does not require a chirp postmultiplication. Any of these expressions can be 

substituted into the definition of the Fourier transform to yield one of the common 

representations of the chirp transform algorithm. 

S(f) = j s(t)e-i27Tftdt (2.4.2) 

= ei7Tf2 J [s(t)ei7Tt2]e-i7T(t+f)2 dt = ei7Tf2 [[s(t)ei7Tt2] * ei7Tt2] (!) 

= e-i7Tf2 J [s(t)e-i7Tt2]ei7T(f-t)2 dt = e-i7Tf2 [[s(t)e-i7Tt2] * ei7Tt2] (!) 

= j s(t)ei7T(t-!)2/2e-i7T(t+f)2/2dt 
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From the first form of this Equation the algorithm for computing the Fourier trans

form of the signal s(t), is seen to consist of a premultiplication of the signal with a 

quadratic phase function or chirp in the time domain ei'lft
2

, followed by a correla

tion with an identical chirp (or a convolution with a conjugate chirp), followed by 

a postmultiplication with a chirp in the frequency domain ei1ff
2

• Often we are only 

interested in the power spectrum of the signal s(t) in which case we can neglect 

the final chirp postmultiplication, since this represents only a complex phase factor 

correction in the frequency domain. 

(2.4.3) 

So the simplified chirp transform algorithm for the computation of the power spec

trum consists of a chirp premultiply, followed by a chirp convolution with the re-

suiting spectral representation modulus squared. 

The algorithm can best be understood by examining the case of a single sinu

soidal tone as the input signal, s(t) = aei21ffot. When this CW tone is premultiplied 

by the chirp we can combine the exponential terms by completing the square. 

S (!) =ei1r /
2 

[ aei21f f ot ei'lrt
2 * ei'lrt

2
] (!) 

=i-1rf
2 

[ ae-i1rf6 ei1r(t+fo)
2 * ei'lft

2
] (!) 

=a8(f- lo) (2.4.4) 

So the complex exponential ·single tone input acts to shift the position of the pre

multiplied chirp by an amount proportional to the frequency / 0 , and the correlation 

operation measures the amount of that shift, resulting in a peak at the position cor-

responding to the input frequency. The quadratic phase factor postmultiplication 

term is needed to correct for the phase factor introduced in completing the square. 

The correlation (or convolution) of two chirps of infinite extent results in the delta 

function in the spectral domain, just as an infinite extent Fourier transform does. 
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Thus the chirp algorithm can be seen to exactly compute the Fourier transform 

of a single tone input, and since any input signal can be decomposed into a linear 

superposition of sine waves, the linearity of the system will give the appropriate 

Fourier transformation of an arbitrary signal. 

A system implementing the chirp transform algorithm will integrate for a finite 

time T, and use finite bandwidth chirps, which will limit the spectral resolution 

that is achievable. Define a finite time chirp of bandwidth B = bT that starts at 

time t = 0 at frequency fz, and sweeps linearly to frequency /u = /1 +Bin time T. 

(2.4.5) 

This linear FM waveform has chirp acceleration parameter b = B /T, usually ex

pressed in MHz/ µsec, and center frequency le = fz + B /2. By substituting this 

signal into the chirp transform algorithm and neglecting the chirp postmultiplica-

tion, we obtain the finite chirp transform expression. 

S (br) = foT s(t)rect [ t-J: /2] ei27r[/1t+!t2lrect [ (t+rf-T 12] e-i2ir[f1(t+r)+!(t+r)2ldt 

e-i27r[r/1+!r2] J rect[t-~-l;?t2]s(t)e-i2irbrtdt (2.4.6) 

= e-i2ir[r/1+~r2j J S(f)(T - lrl)sinc[(T - lrl)(br - f)]e-iir(br-f)(T-r)df lrl < T 

As the overlap of the finite extent chirps decreases, the gain of the transform de-

creases linearly and the resolution decreases linearly, until there is no chirp overlap 

and the output becomes zero. The output chirp transform is in a scaled coordinate 

system, with frequency variable f = br taking on non-zero values for the region 

lrl < T, which implies that the two sided analysis bandwidth is twice the chirp 

bandwidth BA = 2bT, but the analysis bandwidth within the region of gain and 

resolution loss of a factor of two is equal to the chirp bandwidth. The range of ' 

spectral analysis is centered on the difference of the center frequencies of the pre-

multiply chirp and the reference chirp, which in this case is 0, so both positive 
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and negative frequency components may be discerned. By using a longer dura-

tion, wider bandwidth chirp as the reference function, the chirp overlap within the 

integration time will become trapezoidal instead of triangular, and the resolution 

and gain will remain constant in the region of constant chirp overlap. As in any 

spectral analysis system the technique of apodization can be used to decrease the 

sidelobe levels of the sine function at the expense of a loss in resolution, and this 

can be simply accomplished in this system by weighting the premultiply chirp or 

the reference chirp with a smooth function such as a Gaussian. For a single tone 

CW input at frequency Jo with amplitude a, the complex spectrum is given by 

S(f) = ao(f - /o), so the output of the chirp spectrum analyzer is given by 

S(br) ~ e-i27rfcr ei'lrfo(T-r)a(T - lrl)sinc[(T - lrl)(br - /o)] (2.4.7) 

So the system impulse response has a gain and resolution that linearly improve 

towards the central frequency, and the sine function impulse is on a carrier of fre-

quency le- Jo. Interestingly with this realization the explicit quadratic postmultiply 

chirp is canceled by the phase factor due to the motion of the centroid of the product 

of the two rect functions. 

In some of the implementations to be considered the signals will be real instead 

of complex, and the chirp transform will implement a two sided cosine transform 

instead of a Fourier transform. 

S(br) = J s(t)p(t)rect[*] cos[27r(/ct + £t2
)] 

rect[W] cos[27r(/:(t + r) +Ht+ r) 2)]dt (2.4.8) 

= J s(t)p(t)rect[*]rect [ W J ~ [cos[27r(/:r + U: - fc)t + H2tr + r 2
))] 

+cos[27r(/:r + U: + fc)t + H2t2 + 2tr + r 2))J]dt 

In this generalized expression for a finite real chirp transform, an apodization func-

tion p(t) has been included, and the durations of the premultiply chirp, T1, and 
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the reference chirp, T2, in general may be different. The chirps are represented 

symmetrically about the respective center frequencies, which may be different if 

analysis of a spectral region away from baseband is desired. When real chirps are 

used in place of the earlier complex notation we see that both sum and difference 

terms are generated. The difference term results in the desired cosine transform of 

the apodized signal, but the sum term retains a quadratic phase factor that upon 

integration will produce a term similar to a Fresnel cosine integral. For high time 

bandwidth chirps this will produce a small chirping ripple contribution due to each 

signal frequency component, containing as much power as the desired peak, which 

can cause serious degradation of the system performance in a multitone signal en

vironment. When the reference chirps are on a high enough carrier frequency this 

term can be ignored unless the signal contains a matched chirp component, in which 

case a spurious peaked integral could arise. 

When an interferometric implementation is used to generate the multiplication 

between the premultiplied chirp and the shifting reference chirp, then only the 

desired difference term is generated, and the quadratic sum term is absent. An 

example of an interferometric chirp transform processor based on the TDI correlator 

presented in section 2.3 is shown in Figure 2.4.1. In this system the signal is 

applied to an AO modulator in one arm of an interferometer, while the time domain 

chirp reference is applied to a modulator in the other arm. An auxiliary wavefront 

curvature is applied to the reference arm with a movable lens so that the spatial 

interference pattern generated on the detector array is a chirp whose curvature 

matches that of the temporal reference chirp, with the TDI velocity as the conversion 

factor. Interferometric detection accomplishes the chirp premultiplication, while 

time integration in the TDI coordinate frame accomplishes the chirp convolution of 

the matched chirps in order to produce a spectral scan at the detector output. In 

Chapter 5 this type of system is successfully applied to the folded spectrum systems 
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Interferometric TDI chirp transform processor 
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Figure 2.4.1. Interferometric TDI chirp transform spectral analysis system. 
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that are the major topic of this thesis. In any of the additive implementations of the 

interferometric chirp transform system the output does not contain the unwanted 

sum term of the cosine arguments and the desired output can be found from the 

first term in Equation 2.4.8. 

S(br) . JI/ S(f)ei2,..ftdfp(t)rect[fi-]ei2,..ffct+~t2 J +rect[~]ei27T[f~(t+T)+~(t+T)2J/2 dt 

= /ls(t)p(t)rect[ti]l
2 

+lrect(W]l
2
dt+ /IS(f)lj p(t)rect(ti)rect[W] 

cos[211"(f:r + u: - lc)t + ~(2tr + r2
) - ft) - n(f)]dtdf 

= J ls(t)p(t)rect[+;:)l
2 

+ lrect[W]l
2 

dt 

+ cos[211"(/~r + !r2
)] J IS(f)I J p(t)rect[fi-]rect[W] 

cos[211"(brt + 6/c - f)t - n(f)]dtdf 

+ sin[271"(/:r + £r2
)] J IS(f)I J p(t)rect[fi-]rect(W] 

sin[211"(br + 6/c - f)t - n(f)]dtdf 

(2.4.9) 

The first term is a bias term due to the interferometric detection, while the inter-

ferometric term can be split into its quadrature components. The cosine and sine 

transform quadrature components produce spectral scans centered at of= f~ - fc, 

with a scaled output frequency variable f = br. The quadrature components ride on 

chirping carriers that can be demodulated in quadrature, or envelope detection can 

be used to measure spectral amplitude. In this case the interferometric component 

which generates the difference frequency will be twice as strong as that in the mul-

tiplicative approach. This is because the interferometric implementation results in 

a fringe which slides along with the output variable producing a constructive con

tribution at all integration positions, while the multiplicative approach produces 

chirp patterns which beat on and off with the integration variable and contribute 

constructively only half the time. 

In the special case when both chirps are centered at DC, le = J: = 0, we obtain 
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an interferometric difference term which contains the two quadrature components 

with chirping carriers centered at DC. Neglecting the bias terms from Eqn. 2.4.9 

and performing the baseband chirp transform we obtain the following expression. 

S(br) ~cos[1f"br2 ] J 8*(t)p(t)rect[fi-]rect[W] cos[21f"brt]dt (2.4.10) 

+ sin[1f"br2
] J 8* (t)p(t)rect [ fi-]rect [ 1*f] sin[21f"brt]dt 

I 1
rh(T2;T1 -r)+~ 

=cos[1f"br2
] IB(f)I * P(f) 71 -T T cos[21f"(br - f)t - O(f)]dt 

rh(r-~)-~ 

I 1
rh(T2;T1 -r)+~ 

+sin[1f"br2
] IB(f)I * P(f) 71 -T T sin[21f"(br - f)t- O(f)]dt 

rh(r-~)-~ 

=cos[1f"br2
] J IS(f)I * P(f)traPar[Ti-]sinc[(br - f)trapaT[Ti-l] 

cos[1f"(br - f)ledgear[Ti] - 11(!)] 

- sin[1f"br2
] J IS(!) I * P(f)traP ar[ Ti-]sine [ (br - f)trapar[Ti l] 

sin[1f"(br - f)ledgear[Ti] - 11(!)] 

The limits of integration are given by the overlap of the two rectangle functions, and 

are specified in terms of the heavyside function h(t) = { 5 ~ ~ g. The convolution 

of the two rectangular window functions results in a trapezoidal resolution and gain 

of the spectral estimate, and an additional phase term due to the motion of the 

centroid of the product of the two rectangle functions. The trapezoidal function 

trap AT [Ti] has a fiat top of width l:::.T = IT2 -T1 I at an amplitude of T1, with ± unit 

slope sides extending a distance T1 from the fiat top, and this trapezoidal function 

becomes triangular when l:::.T = O, trap0 [Ti] = (Ti - lrl)rect[ 2f 1 
]. The additional 

phase factor function ledge AT [Ti] is zero over the central region Ir I < tJ.2T, and 

has unity slope extending for a distance Ti outside this region, hence the name 

"ledge" and it becomes simply rrect[ 2 7'
1

] when !:1.T = 0. Over the region when the 

chirp overlap is constant, lrl < ll.t = IT2 ;T1 I, the resolution and gain are constant, 

and no additional phase factors are introduced due to the motion of the centroid 
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of the region of chirp overlap. Thus in this region the computation of the chirp 

transform is ideal, and the quadratic phase factor can be canceled out with the 

appropriate chirp postmultiply circuitry. In the special case when the reference 

chirp has twice the duration of the premultiply chirp T2 = 2T1, then the analysis 

bandwidth over the region of constant resolution is given by the premultiply chirp 

bandwidth B1 = bT1 • The resolution with no apodization is given by the sine 

function width, which in the region of constant resolution is given by the inverse 

integration time ll.f = ll.r /b = l/T1. The number of Rayleigh resolvable frequency 

elements within the region of constant resolution is given by the ratio of bandwidth 

to resolution, which is equivalent to the premultiply chirp time-bandwidth product, 

Bi/ ll.f = bTf = B1T1. 

When the duration of the two chirps are the same, Ti = T2 then this equation 

becomes somewhat simpler, and it can be recognized as just the two quadrature 

components corresponding to Eq. 2.4.6. 

S(br) =cos[1f"br2
J / IS(f)I * P(f)(T1 - lrl)sinc[(br - f)(T1 - lrl)] 

cos[1r"(br - f)r - O(f)]df 

-sin[1r"br2J / IS(f)I * P(f)(T1 - lrl)sinc[(br - f)(T1 - lrl)] 

sin[1r"(br - f)r - O(f)] (2.4.11) 

This equation is valid over the region -T < r < T, and in this region the gain and 

resolution of the spectral scan are triangular. In theory these two quadrature com

ponents could be electronically demodulated, but practically it would be difficult 

to maintain enough chirp stability to accomplish this in an analog system. 

In Figure 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 are illustrated some of the important characteristics 

of this algorithm for both the multiplicative and interferometric implementations. 

In the first figure a baseband double sided reference chirp with time bandwidth 
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product TB=lOO is multiplied by a constant frequency complex sinusoid producing 

a shifted chirp. If the sinusoid is real, then the chirp is shifted in both positive and 

negative directions, and two peaks will be generated. The reference chirp slides by 

the shifted chirp and at the position where they are maximally aligned a peak is 

generated. In the real implementation of this baseband correlation integral a peak 

whose gain is one half times the triangular chirp overlap is produced, and the rest 

of the power is miss focused into the chirping Fresnel sidelobes. These chirping 

sidelobes have half the chirp rate of the input chirps, with twice the duration, so 

they have the same baseband bandwidth as the peak, and therefore can not be 

separated from the peak. In a multisignal environment the sidelobes can construc

tively add up to produce false peaks, or can destructively add up to cancel a true 

peak. Since there is equal power in the peak as in the chirping sidelobes the signal 

to noise ratio (SNR) of this type of real baseband chirp transform processor is al

ways 1:1, so this is not an acceptable spectrum analysis technique. However, when 

an interferometric correlation technique is utilized, then the chirping sidelobes are 

eliminated, and all the power is concentrated into the desired peak. In the numer

ical simulation of a multitone environment the respective peaks are clearly visible, 

and have the expected triangular gain, and the resolution appears to decrease away 

from the DC analysis position as expected. The carrier frequency is given by the 

highest frequency of the overlapping chirps, which in the case of baseband chirps 

is symmetric for both positive and negative frequencies. The theoretical results 

from Eq. 2.4. 7 are plotted at the bottom of the figure with the corresponding peak 

envelopes averaged over different phases (dotted), and they can be seen to be in 

excellent agreement with the numerical simulations. In the following figure the case 

of a single sided Nyquist limited chirp with a TB=lOO is plotted, and some im

portant differences become apparent. This chirp has the same chirp rate and time 

bandwidth as the previous figure, but is on a carrier of 4 pixels per cycle. When 
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a Nyquist limited up chirp is down shifted then it becomes more and more like a 

double sided chirp as is illustrated. When it is up shifted then part of the chirp 

is under sampled and aliases to produce a down chirp, but this does not correlate 

with the shifting reference up chirp and the algorithm still works. When a real chirp 

correlation is performed the Fresnel sidelobe term is significantly suppressed from 

the baseband case, although the gain is still only one half. The interferometric chirp 

transform produces twice the gain of the real case, and shows no Fresnel sidelobes at 

all, and so is the preferable implementation. The numerically computed multitone 

case shows the triangular gain and resolution as expected, and in this single sided 

case the chirping carrier is readily apparent. Although it may appear that this sin

gle sided chirp transform has better spectral resolution than the double sided case, 

this is misleading because this transform comes out on a higher frequency carrier, 

and actually the phase averaged resolutions are identical. The theoretical plots of 

impulse response and phase averaged resolution agree quite well with the numerical 

solutions, except for sampling effects associated with the large carrier frequencies. 

The chirp transform algorithm can be implemented with discrete systems, and 

in this context it is sometimes referred to as the chirp z-transformf31 l. In order to 

perform a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) upon a sequence f(n), we can perform 

a similar substitution as in the continuous case. 
N-1 N-1 

F(m) = L f(n)e-i21rnm/N = e-i7rm2/N L [f(n)e_.,,.n2fN]ei7r(n-m)2/N (2.4.12) 
n=O n=O 

Thus a DFT can be accomplished by premultiplying a sampled data sequence with 

a sampled chirp, then correlating (or convolving) with a sampled chirp with the op

posite curvature, and finally postmultiplying with a matched chirp in the sampled 

spectral domain. The same considerations apply as in the continuous case with 

respect to finite duration transforms, windowing, apodization and real implen'len-

tations. The additional constraint of the Nyquist limit applied to all signals within 

the system limits the achievable analysis bandwidth to the Nyquist limit. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TIME AND SPACE INTEGRATING SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Time integrating and space integrating signal processmg techniques, as de

scribed separately in the previous chapter, can be combined in order to yield more 

powerful multidimensional signal processing modules with some of the best charac

teristics of both methods. The primary motivation for investigating these hybrid 

techniques is the commercial availability of high quality laser diodes, acousto-optic 

devices and two dimensional charge coupled device photodetector arrays which can 

be effectively utilized to synthesize efficient signal processing modules with powerful 

computational abilities. The technique of temporal and spatial integration (TSI) 

allows the real time computation of certain classes of 2-dimensional linear trans

formations, without requiring the use of real-time 2-D spatial light modulators, 

as would be required by a purely space integrating system. The drawback of the 

TSI technique is the signal dependent bias that is always associated with temporal 

integration, which builds up within each space integrated channel of the detector 

array. Although this problem is not as severe as the uniform signal dependent bias 

term that floods the entire detector in a 2-D time integrating processor, its nonuni

formity and signal dependence makes it a serious drawback of the TSI technique. 

However, the bias terms can be effectively eliminated through the use of spatial 

carrier encoding, or with an auxiliary bias subtraction CCD. 

Time and space integrating (TSI) optical processing is a hybrid technique for 

performing signal accumulation along two axis of a signal space. Space integration 

(SI) is accomplished with a lens system or a free space propagation, that collects all 

of the light in a particular optical mode onto an array of corresponding photode

tectors, thereby channelizing the modes at spatially multiplexed locations. Time 
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integration (TI) involves the sequential accumulation of time varying optical wave

forms in an array of parallel photodetectors, which accumulate the photogenerated 

charge in the detector capacitance. There are always a number of implicit spatial 

integrations performed in any AO signal processing system, such as Fourier plane 

filtering to remove the undiffracted beam, and integration over the spatial aperture 

of the sampling pixels. Similarly, there are a number of types of implicit temporal 

integrations that are unavoidable in any AO signal processing system, such as the 

time integration implied by the finite frequency response of a photodetector. Tem:

poral integration of the output of a space integrating system can be performed on a 

1-D photodetector array in order to improve the SNR of the Fourier transform of a 

signal input to a Bragg cell power spectrum analyzer[1l, as discussed in section 2.1. 

Temporal integration can be performed in a coordinate frame moving synchronously 

with the output of a space integrating acousto-optic Vander Lugt correlator or a 

free space chirp correlator in order to average out coherent artifacts[2l, as discussed 

in sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.6. Alternatively, temporal integration can be performed on 

a 2-D photodetector array to improve the detection statistics of a space integrated 

time independent wavefront, such as in a Vander Lugt filter, which is usually re

ferred to as exposure control rather than TSI processing. Another type of system 

uses space integration to decrease the dimensionality of an image via a projection 

transformation on sequential rows applied to a Bragg cell, then performs a time 

integrating correlation of the projected image with a projected reference in order to 

implement a simple recognition without using two dimensional transformationsf3l. 

However, in this thesis I will only consider TSI processing systems where the spatial 

integration performs a channelization onto a two dimensional array of photodetector 

columns, while an explicit time integrating inner product signal processing oper

ation is performed at each photodetector site along each detector column. The 

time integration at each pixel location is performed on a dynamically varying signal 

wavefront incident on that detector column, which is beat against a family of refer-
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ence wavefronts. If the slow variations of the signal incident on a detector column 

matches one of the references of that column, then a DC component is generated, 

thereby producing a time integrated peak at the corresponding pixel, and local

izing the signal in the dimension orthogonal to the space integration. Thus the 

time integration performs a further signal channelization operation into a 2-D out

put space of signal parameters, which is represented in the two spatial dimensions 

of the photodetector array. This is therefore a multidimensional signal processing 

technique, with integrations performed over two variables, time and space, project

ing the input signal onto the two dimensional parameterization represented by the 

detector array. The coherent processing operation performed by the multichannel 

TI transformation sacrifices a potential noncoherent processing gain that is obtain

able through incoherent averaging, in a tradeoff for increased resolution or signal 

parameterization. 

In the context of this thesis, multidimensional signal processing can have several 

different meanings. It can refer to an image processing problem, where the input 

signal is a 2-dimensional function, and so is the output signal. Raster formatted 

image processing problems are really 2-D processing problems with 2-D outputs, 

but the serial raster format of the input and output allows a TSI optical system to 

treat the data as 1-D data streams with appropriate serial to parallel, and parallel 

to serial accumulation and temporary memory for partial products included within 

the processor. Multidimensional processing can also refer to a 1-dimensional input 

signal in a processing problem that produces an intrinsically two dimensional out

put space, such as the various time-frequency representationsf4- 7J. However these 

operations involve only one explicit integration over the input variable, and in the 

context considered here it is the dimensionality of the integration rather than the 

output dimensionality that I am referring to when I discuss multidimensional sig

nal processing. Various subspace projections of the time-frequency representations 

can be performed with multidimensional integrations, as in the time averaged in-
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stantaneous power spectrum analysis performed by a Bragg cell spectrum analyzer, 

but in this case the input and output functions are only one dimensional, and the 

subspace projection is really just an averaging operation. It is also possible to 

describe a very high time-bandwidth !-dimensional signal processing operation in 

terms of an artificially constructed 2-dimensional output space, that can represent 

the desired long I-dimensional output in a folded fashion, and more effectively use 

the space bandwidth capabilities of available optical devicesl5·1- 5·16l. In this case 

multiple integrations are required over the short time scale of the signal, and over 

the long term slow variations of the input signal, so even though a I-dimensional 

signal processing operation is being performed it is being performed in a folded 

multidimensional space. The Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) processing problem 

can be viewed as either a long I-D input or a raster scanned 2-D input, with a 2-D 

image output, and orthogonal integrations over the fast local variations (range) and 

slow long term variations (azimuth). 

The beating of the temporal dependence of the space integrated signal against 

a family of time varying reference functions can be accomplished with two different 

methods, called additive and multiplicative. An additive system is constructed as 

an optical interferometer, with the space integrating signal transformation system 

included in one arm, and the generation of the family of reference functions needed 

for the time integrating inner product accumulations accomplished separately in 

the other arm. The multiplication between the signal and reference wavefronts is 

accomplished as a cross term in the interferometric detection of the recombined 

wavefronts. I will use s to represent a generic signal wavefront, and r to represent 

the reference wavefronts, with both coherent wavefronts functions of time and space, 

and mutual coherence will be assumed. The detected output intensity is given by 

the modulus squared of the sum of the incident signal and reference fields. 

I= is+ rl 2 
= isl2 + lrl 2 + 2lR[sr*] (3.I) 
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The detected intensity contains the desired product which results in the beating 

between the signal and complex conjugate of the reference, thereby cancelling the 

temporal variations of the input signal at a particular reference location and allowing 

the production of a time integrated peak. 

In a multiplicative approach to system implementation, the AODs operate as 

intensity modulators, by including a local oscillator reference with the signal, and 

the output of the first cell is multiplicatively rediffracted by the following cells. 

The multiplication of the space integrated signal with the reference AODs accom

plishes the necessary heterodyning of the slow variations of the signal with the slow 

variations of the references. 

I= Is+ al2 lr + bl2 = l(s + a)(r + b)j2 = 

= (s2 + a2)2m[rb*]) + (r2 + b2)2m[sa*] + (s2 + a2)(r2 + b2
) 

+ 2m[sra*b*] + 2m[sr*a*b] 

(3.2) 

In this expression a and b are the local oscillator reference signals added to the 

signal and reference waveforms respectively, and in a sense they play the role of the 

beamsplitters of an interferometer. The final term is the desired beat between the 

signal and the complex conjugate of the reference. The first two terms will disap

pear if the signal and reference are zero mean signals. Both approaches introduce 

additional unwanted bias terms, both signal dependent and signal independent. 

The multiplicative approach has the distinct advantage that all of the optical com

ponents are in line, and if a component vibrates then all the wavefronts that pass 

through it are similarly affected, so that no additional modulations appear upon 

detection. This makes the multiplicative approach an inherently self referencing 

approach with intrinsic stability and suppression of unwanted modulations often 

associated with interferometers. On the other hand interferometers are notoriously 

unstable, with air currents and minute component vibrations introducing severe os

cillations of the output fringe pattern, greatly decreasing the practicality, especially 
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in on board applications. However, there is a serious drawback associated with the 

in line multiplicative approach, and that is the low optical throughput caused by 

the multiplicative diffractions from the inefficient acousto-optic devices. When the 

intensity diffraction efficiency of the AODs is given by E ~ .1, then the light effi

ciency of a two cell multiplicative architecture is given by e1 e2 ~ .01, while the light 

efficiency of an additive interferometer is !(e1 + E2) ~ .05, which is significantly 

more light. When pulsed optical sources are utilized, as they are in most of the 

architectures considered in this thesis, then the extra light efficiency of the addi

tive approach becomes very attractive. Another reason that makes the separated 

path approach to multidimensional TSI processing attractive is the decoupling of 

the optical design constraints that the in line architecture imposes on the various 

lens focal length ratios. A more fundamental reason to avoid the multiplicative 

approach arises in the consideration of complex signal processing operation, where 

an extra conjugate sideband is generated in the in line processors which is avoided 

completely in the interferometric approach. This term, which is the second to last 

term in Eq. 3.2 will produce additional spurious sidelobes, and additional consider

ations must be invoked to minimize these terms. Appropriate carrier encoding can 

be utilized to eliminate the unwanted conjugate sideband at the expense of using up 

some of the detector arrays space bandwidth, but since some sort of bias removal 

technique, such as carrier encoding, must be employed in any case this is not too 

severe of a restriction upon the multiplicative implementations. In order to avoid 

detailed consideration of thi~ problem I will usually consider interferometers as the 

preferred implementation of a given TSI architecture, but it is usually possible to 

rearrange the system into a more stable in line multiplicative processor if coherent 

high power lasers are available. 
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3.1 Time and Space Integrating Image Processing 

The linear transformation is the basis of all the signal processing tasks to be 

considered in this thesis, and it is the structure of the kernel that determines the 

classification and nature of a given task. The most general 2-D linear system is 

represented as a linear transformation from the two dimensional input space with 

variables x, y, to the two dimensional space of output variables x, y through the 

space variant kernel h. 

g(x, y) = J l f(x, y)h(x, y, x, fJ)dxdy (3.1.1) 

The kernel h(x, y, x, y) is a function of 4 independent variables, which exceeds the 

number of available dimensions (2 spatial and 1 temporal) that the optical system 

has available to internally represent information. Additionally, the number of de

grees of freedom in the optical system is insufficient to represent all of the samples 

of this completely general kernel. For example, if each input and output variable 

has a space bandwidth product of 103 , then the kernel contains 1012 independent 

analog samples, while a spatial mask can contain only about 106 samples, and a 

Bragg cell can only accommodate 103 samples at a time about 104 completely inde

pendent times during the period of temporal integration, far short of the required 

number. For these reasons it is not convenient to implement this general 2-D space 

variant system in either a purely space integrating or in a TSI architecture, but 

several important special cases can be accommodated within the framework of a 

TSI processing system. The special cases of 2-D linear transformations that can be 

implemented without using multiplexed devices, and obeying the physical restric

tions inherent to a TSI system are the shift invariant (or convolutional) systems, 

the separable linear systems, and the cascadable linear systems. If we include mul

tichannel Bragg cells, parallel laser diode arrays, or multiplexed holographic arrays 

we can broaden the class of problems computable with TSI techniques to include 
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certain space variant systems181 by decreasing certain dimensionalities of the system 

or by choosing impulse response from among a finite libraryl9 - 12l of separable, or 

shift invariant, or scaled impulse responses. 

For an image processing application using serially addressed AODs as the input 

light modulators, it is necessary to represent the image as a serial raster waveform, 

which is the standard method of transmitting video and graphics information. The 

video raster transforms the 500x500 video image f(x,y) into a very long serial 

waveform s(t) consisting of 500 image lines, with intervening synchronization sig-

nals. Ignoring the interleaving, which is often utilized to minimize flicker in com-

mercial broadcast applications, the serial raster waveform is calculated from the 

image intensity distribution by the raster transformation. 

s(t) = f. f(v,(t - nT), nt.y)rect [ t - n~ + ~] (3.1.2) 

In this equation the nth scan line is scanned over its full width X at a velocity 

v8 = X/To from time t = nT to t = nT +To, with T > To, and this scanning 

operation is repeated sequentially for each of the N lines in the image. Since the 

time bandwidth product (TB) of an AOD is typically 103 , we can contain only 

one video line at a time within the aperture of an AOD. Typical video line times 

of To = 52µsec, and T = 63µsec, fit well with available Te02 slow shear device 

apertures of TA = 68µsec, although video bandwidths of 5 MHz under utilize the 

available 50 MHz AOD bandwidths. When the serial raster representation is mixed 

up to the transducer center 'frequency wo, and applied to an AOD travelling wave 

modulator, it propagates across the aperture, so that at sequential times t = nT+to 

successive video lines are fully contained within the delay line length. At these times 

the laser can be pulsed synchronously with the raster scanning of the video image, 

with a very narrow pulse that effectively freezes the acoustic motion in the AOD. 

N 

a(t) = I: 8(t - nT - to) (3.1.3) 
n=l 
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Each pulse will transduce successive video lines on the carrier into the optical sys

tem as spatial modulations of the coherent wavefront diffracted by the AOD. The 

transformation of the serial image raster into spatial modulations of successive laser 

pulses can be described as a space-time raster conversion. 

N 
s(x, n) = L o(t - nT- to)s(t - x/v - A/2)eiwo(t-z/v)rect [x/AJ 

n=l 

= f(xvs/Va, nT)eiwo(nT+to-z/v) (3.1.4) 

The position and size of the AOD aperture A = Xv8 /va should be adjusted with 

respect to the timing of the laser diode pulses, to, so that exactly one video line is 

contained within the aperture without any synchronization signals on either side. 

The 2-D image is rescaled into the spatial coordinates of the optical system by the 

ratio of raster scan velocity to acoustic velocity, and the orthogonal dimension of the 

image raster is represented as variations of the wavefront diffracted on successive 

pulses. The carrier causes a spatial tilt of the coordinate system that can be ignored 

by aligning the lens with the diffracted wave, and the temporal variation from pulse 

to pulse can be canceled by making the carrier a harmonic of the video line rate or 

by interfering with the same frequency carrier from the reference AOD. 

The nature of this transformation to a space-time raster suggests the processing 

strategy that should be utilized. First, each spatially modulated wavefront should 

be spatially transformed on each pulse, then the succession of pulses must be ac

cumulated appropriately in order to perform the transformation over the y (or n) 

dimension of the raster scanned image. The time and space integrating technique 

is a natural consequence of the serial raster format, and its transformation into a 

space-time raster by an AOD illuminated by a pulsed source. The convenience with 

which the serial raster image data are entered into the AOD, formatted for process-

ing by the travelling wave modulator, and formatted for output by the raster scan 

mechanism of the output detector array, allows the intervening TSI image processor 
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to act as a real time system, with a latency of only 1 image frame. Thus the image 

pours smoothly into the processor, and as soon as the it is contained within the 

processor, the desired computation has been completed, and the transformed image 

data can be poured smoothly out of the output detector array. It is this smooth 

flow of data into and out of the processor in a standard video format that makes 

the TSI image processing technique convenient and practical for real time image 

processing applications. 

A generic interferometric time and space integrating optical image processing 

system is shown schematically in Figure 3.1.1. It consists of a space integrating 

multichannel 1-D linear transformation system, which is interfered with a time 

and space varying reference wavefront, and the resulting succession of interference 

patterns are time integrated on the detector array. The time and space varying 

reference wavefront can be generated by spatially transforming the multiplicative 

output from an optional point phase modulator and a pair of crossed Bragg cells, 

either of which is also optional. None of the systems examined in this thesis re

quires the full generality of this system, which some TSI systems in the literature 

requiref13l, because we include the extra flexibility of operating the detector array 

in a mode where it accumulates photogenerated charge in either a stationary or a 

scrolling pixel coordinate system. 

The space integrating arm is described by an optically implemented multichan

nel linear transformation equation which is illuminated by the temporally modu

lated coherent laser source. The collimated optical wavefront with time varying 

intensity a(t) is focussed in y into the signal AOD cell producing a narrow slit il

lumination at the Bragg angle, b'(y)ei2nsinOb/A, that is modulated by the travelling 

acoustic wave, f(t - x/v), and this is spatially transformed in x by the possibly 

multichannel linear system h(x, x, y). 
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s(x, y, t) = a(t) J s(t - x/va)h(x, x, y)dx 

s(x, y, nT) = l f(xv 8 /va, nT)h(x, x, y)dx 

{3.1.Sa) 

(3.1.Sb) 

In general it is very difficult to implement this fully general spatial transformation 

for arbitrary kernels h without a multiplexed hologram, and in the following dis-

cussion we will indicate the useful special cases of this general transformation that 

can be conveniently implemented, with conventional optical components. The two 

special cases of primary interest are the multichannel shift invariant 1-D correlator 

defined by the spatial transformation kernel h(x - x,y), and the separable system 

defined by the kernel hx(x, x)h 11 (0, y). 

The time integrating reference arm of the interferometer consists of an optional 

phase modulator, and a pair of crossed Bragg cells.In its full generality the equations 

describing this reference waveform is quite complex and'is not readily implementable 

for general kernels. 

r(x,y,t) = a(t) [j b(t- x/v)h1(x,x)dx] [/ d(t-y/v)h2(y,y)dy] {3.1.6) 

The transformation of the AODs onto the output system is represented as indepen

dently transformed separable kernels, although in some cases slightly more general 

transformations are used. A slow parametric variation on these transformation ker

nels by the pulse number can be implemented by moving an optical component 

during the time of integration. When one or the other AOD is not included, then 

the processor will be assumed to produce a uniform profile in that dimension. There 

are three primary simplifications of this generalized reference wavefront that will 

be considered in detail in this thesis. 

The first important special case that is of interest is when we eliminate the AOD 

in the reference arm that is parallel to the signal AOD, which results in orthogonally 
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propagating signal and reference acoustic waves, allowing us to process information 

in both the x and y dimensions. 

r2(x, y, t) = a(t)p(x; n) J d(t - y/v)h2(y, fJ; n)dy (3.1.7) 

This equation includes a x dependent spatial profile, for instance a focusing wave

front produced by a cylindrical wavefront, that can be slowly varied from pulse to 

pulse, by moving the lens during the integration period. Similarly the transforma

tion kernel h2 is shown as being parametrically dependent on the pulse number, but 

this extra generality is rarely used. 

Another special case is when the orthogonal reference AOD is not needed, be

cause the orthogonal multichannel time integration is performed in a y dimensional 

moving coordinate system on the detector. In this case the reference wavefront is 

given by a similar expression with a colinearly propagating reference AOD. 

r1 (x,y,t) = a(t)q(y;n) J b(t - x/v)hi(x,x;n)dx (3.1.8) 

Only certain classes of kernels h1 and h2 can be implemented for either of these 

spatial transformation of the reference acoustic signal. 

Finally, the simplest interferometric system eliminates both crossed AODs in 

the reference arm, so the reference wavefront is simply phase modulated in time, 

and may have a slow parametric change in angle of incidence or curvature with 

pulse number. 

ro(x, f;, t) = a(t)ho(x, fJ; n) (3.1.9) 

In order to perform a useful two dimensional signal processing operation with this 

type of reference wavefront it is again necessary to time integrate in a coordinate 

system on the detector that is moving in the y dimension, orthogonal to the space 

integration. They kernels ho, h1 and h2 may have a slow variation of a simple 

parameter with the pulse number n, as may the orthogonal spatial wavefronts p(x) 
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and q(y) but the systems analyzed in this thesis will used fixed components so this 

slow variation will be ignored. 

There are three types of transformation kernels between the reference Bragg 

cells and the output detector which are commonly utilized, but more complicated 

transformations can be performed as well by including generalized optical elements, 

such as tilted lenses or holograms. The simplest spatial kernel is just an imaging 

transformation of the acoustic field with some magnification, while smearing in the 

orthogonal dimension in order to form multiple copies of the diffracted image, and 

this can be performed on either a horizontal or vertical reference AOD. 

" " { 8(x - mx)ei211'YY 
hr(x, x, y, y) = . 

8(y _ my)ei211'zx 
(3.1.10) 

Fourier transforming the Bragg cell onto the output detector array, while smearing 

the orthogonal dimension is simply accomplished with a spherical lens that per-

forms a 2-D Fourier transformation of the diffracted wavefront illuminated by a 

cylindrically focussed wave. 

{3.1.11) 

A more general transformation that is also used is the chirp transformation which 

produces wavefronts with particular curvatures in order to produce chirping fringe 

profiles. 
" " { ei1rb(z-x )

2 
ei211'YY 

hr(x, x, y, y) = 
ei2nx ei1Tb(y-y )2 

(3.1.12) 

It is possible to implement more general reference wavefront transformations, and 

one example is the space variant kernel required for the SAR processor discussed in 

section 3.3. In that case the reference kernel is a quadratically curved phase front 

in y, where the curvature is inversely proportional to the x coordinate, as can be 

obtained with a tilted cylindrical lens. It is a fortuitous circumstance of the SAR 

processing problem that the space variant convolutional kernel can be obtained with 

a simple scale change of a conveniently produced optical modulation. 
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The crossed Bragg cell processor based on the reference wavefront given in 

Equation 3.1.7 uses a time integrating CCD to perform the multidimensional trans

formation. The interferometric output of the processor produces a heterodyne mul-

tiplication between the signal and reference arms, as well as some interferometric 

bias terms. The bias terms are necessary to represent a bipolar or complex signal on 

a detector array that accumulates charge proportional to the incident optical flux, 

which is a purely unipolar quantity. The output intensity as a function of space 

and time that is produced on the detector array will contain the product between 

the transformed signal and one form of the transformed reference. 

I(x,y,t) = a(t) ls(x,y,t) + r2(x,y,t)12 (3.1.13) 

= a(t)2m ([! s(t - x/v)8(y)h(x, x, y)dx]* J d(t - y/v)h2(y,y; n)dy) 

+ ls(x,y,t)l 2 + lr2(x,y,t)l 2 

The temporal accumulation of this optical intensity profile on a two dimensional 

matrix of photosensors over the full sequence of N optical pulses completes the 

required processing. However, the unwanted bias terms must be removed in the 

electronic post processing, and for this reason the signal and reference beams are 

recombined at an angle in order to introduce an interferometric spatial carrier. 

I(x,y) =/NT a(t) js(x,y,t) + r2(x,y,t)ei21r(cd:+.B£i)j
2 

dt (3.1.14) 

= JNTa(t)[is(x,y,t)l 2 + lr2(x,y,t)l2 

2m ([/ s(t - x/v)h(x,x,y)dx]* J d(t -y/v)h2(y,y)dyei21r(cd+.By)) dt] 

= f, 2!11[ (J f(x1,nT)6(y)h(x1,X,l))dx')' a(nT) 

J d(y1,nT)h2(y1,y)dy1ei21r(ci:X+.By)l + ls(x,y,nT)l2 + lr2(x,y,nT)l2 

The pulsing of the laser diode effectively freezes the acoustic motion of each raster 
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line of both the input and the reference, transforming the long sequential rasters 

into a space time raster representation within the optical system. Thus we can 

represent the processing operation as a sequential accumulation of the product of 

orthogonal space time rasters which have been spatially transformed by the optical 

system. The spatial carrier is usually chosen to be only in one direction either 

horizontally or vertically, so that either a = 0, f3 '# 0, or f3 = 0, a '# 0. This 

equation encompasses most two dimensional TSI image processing operations that 

can be performed with a stationary detector array, but it is so general it is difficult 

to see how any particular operation can be performed. In the subsequent sections I 

will illustrate particular implementations for special cases of this general equation. 

The time and space varying optical intensity profile of Eq. 3.1.13 can alterna-

tively be time integrated in a moving detector coordinate frame, where the motion 

is a rigid body motion of the photosensor matrix described by a change of variables 

to a coordinate system that is stationary with the accumulating pixels. 

[ '] [ [ 1 x cos(} t 
y' - - sin 0 t 

sinO(t)] [x+xol + [w(t)l 
cos O(t) y +Yo z(t) 

(3.1.15) 

This describes a rotation to a time varying angle O(t) about a coordinate center 

(x0 ,y0 ) in the x,y plane, with an auxiliary linear motion (w(t),z(t)). The full gen-

erality of this rigid coordinate rotation is not used very often except an extremely 

clever implementation suggested by Haneyf 39l, to compensate for higher order range 

migration effects in a synthetic aperture radar processor. In this thesis I will exam-

ine a much simpler class of time integrating processors where the detector is either 

fixed, or operating in a uniform one dimensional scrolling mode, orthogonal to the 

space integration, which is referred to as the time delay and integrate (TDI) mode 

of operation. 

(3.1.16) 

The scrolling detector can be implemented by mechanically scanning a piece of film 
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in the output focal plane of the processor, but a much more practical and reliable 

approach is to utilize a self scanning solid state CCD detector array. The CCD shifts 

by one pixel of width ll.y in the y direction upon the application of clock pulses with 

period T forming an effective velocity V = ll.y /T in a discretely stepping fashion, 

represented by the greatest integer notation [Vt] in Eq. 3.1.16. In general when this 

scrolling detector mode is utilized, then an AOD is not needed in they dimension, 

so an x propagating reference AOD will be assumed, and the reference wavefront 

transformation given in Equation 3.1.8 will be used. On a scrolling detector array 

the window of time integration for an individual pixel begins when the pixel enters 

the top of the CCD array and continues as the pixel propagates down the array 

until it leaves the bottom of the array where it is read out. 

s(x, y~=mT) = t I [!(n~!)T I(x, fJ, t)dt] o(fJ - y1 
- nll.y)dfJ 

n=m-M (n-'2")T 
(3.1.17) 

f ls(x, y' + nll.y, nT) + r(x, y1 + nll.y, nT)ei27r(az+.B(y'+nLly)) 1
2 

n=m-M 

f 2lR [ (J f (x', nT)h(x', x, y1 + nl:l.y)dx') * 
n=m-M 

a( nT) I d(x'' nT)h1 (x'' x)dx' ei27r(o:z+.B(y'+n..::ly))] 

2 2 m m 

+ 2: s(x,y' + nl:l.y,nT) + 2: r(x,y' + nll.y,nT) 
n=m-M n=m-M 

This equation represents the most general transformation that can be performed 

on an input raster image in an interferometric TSI processing system that utilizes a 

scrolling detector array. The resulting two dimensional linearly transformed output 

image scrolls out of the bottom of the detector array, and is converted back into a 

conventional raster by the high speed parallel to serial CCD horizontal raster read 

out register. This equation contains the desired transformed image on a spatial 

carrier, plus a nonuniform signal dependent bias and a reference beam bias. If 

the spatial carrier is in the horizontal dimension, (a =f:. 0, f3 = 0), then it can be 

tuned independently from the processing, by rotating the recombining beamsplitter. 
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However, when the spatial carrier is in the vertical dimension, (a = 0, {3 'I 0), then 

it plays a role in the time integration in the detector moving coordinate system, and 

varying the spatial carrier frequency will effect the processing operation. To produce 

a peak on a scrolling detector array illuminated by a travelling fringe interference 

profile, it is necessary that the velocity of the fringe pattern is equal to the detector 

shifting velocity. The fringe velocity is given by the spatial period divided by the 

temporal oscillation period, VJ =Afro= fo/fJ, so the spatial frequency along the 

scrolling direction plays an important role in the processing operation. 

3.1.1 Shift invariant 2-D linear system 

The simplest and most widely used two dimensional linear system is the space 

invariant linear system, with the correlation being the most common signal pro

cessing operation. The kernel becomes 2-dimensional, with an argument that 

only depends on the relative coordinate positions in the input and output spaces, 

h(x, y, x, fl) = h(x - x, y - fl) for convolutions, and h(x, y, x, fl) = h*(x + x, y +fl) 

for correlations. This type of correlator system can be implemented with a mul

tichannel space integrating correlator followed by a shift and add detector that 

accumulates the partial correlations in the appropriate format necessary to form a 

full 2-D correlationl14- 16l. The operation of the system is described with reference 

to Figure 3.1.2, which shows the pulsed laser diode illuminating a multichannel 

1-D Vander Lugt correlator, the output of which is imaged onto a scrolling CCD 

detector array. The correlator contains a holographic filter that is composed of a 

vertically multiplexed array of 1-D Fourier transforms of horizontal slices through 

the reference image. Thus, with each pulse of the laser diode the field incident on 

the CCD due to the space integration is the multichannel correlation with the bank 

of reference filters. 

s(x, fl, n) = j f (x, nT)h*(x + x, fl)dx (3.1.18) 
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image correlator. 
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If we apply a video signal to the AOD that matches the image stored in the multi-

channel reference hologram, a 1-D correlation peak will be generated at the top of 

the CCD on the first laser pulse since the first line of the video raster matches the 

top slice stored in the hologram. On the nth laser pulse a 1-D correlation peak will 

appear in the nth row of the CCD because the nth video raster line matches the 

nth slice stored in the hologram. These 1-D correlation peaks will appear to travel 

linearly down a column of the CCD from pulse to pulse, and to perform the 2-D 

correlation they must be accumulated in this travelling coordinate frame in order to 

complete the processing. To accomplish this the multichannel correlation pattern 

detected on each pulse is vertically translated by 1 pixel, and summed with that 

detected on the previous pulses. This system computes a nonlinear type of corre-

lation integral, because the detector is sensitive to intensity, which is the modulus 

squared of the 1-D correlation peaks computed on each pulse. 

I(x,y:=mT) = f, f 8(y-y1 -n~y) If f(x,nT)h*(x+x,y)dxl
2 

n=M-m 

f, If f(x,nT)h*(x + x,y' + n~y)dxr 
n=M-m 

(3.1.19) 

This type of nonlinear system also has recognition capabilities that can be superior 

to that of a linear correlator in certain types of operating conditionsl15l. 

The linear correlation can also be computed by using a uniform interferometric 

reference wave, doppler shifted by an AOD to the same center frequency as the 

signal AOD, and tilted to pi:ovide a spatial carrier for bias demodulation. 

I(x, y:=mT) = f, f 8(y - y' - n~y) [w~ (r*ei27r[az+,6y] f f(x, nT)h*(x + x, y)dx) 
n=M-m 

+ lrl 2 +If J(x,nT)h*(x + x,fJ)dxrJ dfl (3.i.20) 

For an input image which is matched to that of the filter a single correlation peak 

will be generated, modulated by a spatial carrier and riding on the signal depen-

dent nonlinear correlation, all residing on a relatively uniform bias plateau. The 
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appropriate carrier demodulation can separate the interferometric term from the 

bias terms leaving a discrete representation of the desired correlation integral, that 

pours out of the bottom of the scrolling detector array in a conventional raster 

format. 

I(x, y~=mT) = f 2r [j f(x, nT)h*(x + x, y' + n~y)dx] 
n=M-m 

(3.1.21) 

Where the CCD has M vertical pixels in which the sliding window integration is 

performed, and the output correlation appears as a raster waveform at the bottom 

of the CCD from time t = 0 tot= M + N. The system has effectively computed 

the correlation (or convolution) of the input signal with the image stored in the 

multichannel reference hologram in real time. For a video frame rate of 30 frames 

per second the computational power of such a signal processing module in raw 

analog multiplies per second is approximately 30N4 = 30(500) 4 ~ 2 x 1012• An 

equivalent digital processor would utilized an FFT based processing algorithm, and 

consequently would only need to perform 30 x 2N2 log N 2 ~ 3 x 108 multiplies per 

second, which represents a significant computational capability. An even higher 

computation rate should be achievable as the detector technology matures, with a 

potential of correlating 1000 x 1000 images at a frame rate of greater than lOOHz. 

3.1.2 Separable 2-D linear system 

The separable linear system is described by a kernel that can be broken up 

into the product of systems operating in the x and y dimensions independently, so 

the kernel function is given by h(x, y, x, fl) = hx(x, x)hy(Y, fl). Each kernel function 

is simply a two dimensional representation with 106 independent analog entries, 

so that it can be represented within the available temporal or spatial degrees of 

freedom in a TSI optical system. In this case the integration over either one of 

the kernel functions can be done first, completely independently of the other kernel 

function, producing an intermediate data representation that must then be linearly 
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transformed along the orthogonal dimension in an identical fashion for each channel 

of the system. 

g(x, y) = l [Ix 1cx, y)hz(x, x)dx] hy(y, y)dy = l fx(x, y)hy(y, y)dy (3.1.22) 

=Ix [l t(x, y)hy(y, y)dy] h:x(x, x)dx =Ix fy(x,y)hx(x, x)dx 

An alternate interpretation of this type of system for the case of discrete data is as 

a triple matrix product processorf18l, where the two dimensional input and output 

functions, and the two parts of the separable kernel, are interpreted as matrices. 

In this case the processing operation performed by the system can be written as a 

triple matrix product. 

[GJ = [BJ[F][D] (3.1.23) 

gi:j = t bik (t fk1d1:j) 
k=l l=l 

i = 1, ... , I j = 1, ... , J 

= t (t bikfkl) di:j 
l=l k=l 

The input K by L matrix [FJ is right multiplied by the L by J matrix [DJ and left 

multiplied by the I by K matrix [BJ, in order to produce the I by J output matrix 

[GJ. 

A time and space integrating interferometer that can perform the separable 

kernel image processing operation[17l, or the triple matrix product, is shown in 

Figure 3.1.3. It consists of a space integrating matrix vector multiplierl2•5- 2•8l in one 

arm, and an orthogonal outer product processor in the other arm, which interfere 

on the detector array in order to produce a time integrated output. The space 

integrating matrix vector multiplication is accomplished by first imaging the signal 

AOD onto the mask in the x dimension, while smearing the light uniformly in the 

orthogonal dimension. Each pixel in the AOD multiplies every element in a vertical 

row of the mask on each laser pulse, then the inner products between the entire AOD 

and the horizontal columns of the mask are spatially accumulated in parallel on 
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every pulse producing the matrix vector multiplication. The spatial accumulation 

of the inner products is accomplished with a horizontal Fourier transformation 

system that vertically images the parallel array of inner products. Thus on each 

pulse, before the sampling slit we have the Fourier transforms of the products of 

the mask horizontal columns with the information diffracted by the Bragg cell on 

that pulse. The desired inner products are formed by sampling the 0th moment of 

these transforms with a vertical slit whose width is less than the scaled bandwidth 

Bx of the image and reference. 

g(y, nT) = J f(x, nT)hx(x, y)ei2nudxl 
u<BllJ 

(3.1.24) 

The slit limits the light efficiency of this system, and so should be made as wide 

as possible, while still narrow enough to produce diffracted light that is essentially 

uniform over the horizontal aperture of the detector array after it is recollimated 

horizontally by the following lens system. With these restrictions the light incident 

on the detector array on each pulse from the signal arm of the interferometer is 

uniform horizontally, and represents a family of inner products vertically. 

g(x, y, nT) = J [/ f(x, nT)hx(x, y)ei2nudx J rect [; J ei21rddu 

~ J f(x, nT)hx(x, fJ)dx (3.1.25) 

The other arm of the interferometer is used to sequentially enter raster lines of the 

orthogonal transformation kernel, producing a reference space-time raster, which is 

imaged horizontally and uniformly smeared vertically. 

r(x, y, nT) = hy(nT, x) (3.1.26) 

The interferometric product between the signal and reference arms must be time 

integrated on a stationary detector in order to complete the 2-D processing opera-

ti on. 

N 
I(x, fl) = L jg(x, y, nT) + r(x, y, nT)ei2ir[ax+.8Y]j 2 (3.1.27) 

n=l 
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= t 2~ [/ f(x, nT)hx(x, y)dx h;(nT,x)e-i27r[az+P11l] 
n=l 

N N 
+LI J f(x,nT)hz(x,y)dxl 2 + L lh11 (nT,x)l 2 

n=l n=l 

The output consists of the separably transformed image modulated by the spatial 

carrier, which is riding on the signal dependent bias, plus a bias due to the kernel 

applied to the reference AOD. The appropriate carrier demodulation circuitry can 

be used to separate the desired linear transformation from the bias. The effective 

computational power of this architecture is much larger than the shift invariant 

system, because for arbitrary kernels an accelerated digital algorithm may not exist. 

Thus for 30 frames per second this system can compute approximately 30N4 = 

30(500)4 ~ 2 x 1012 analog multiplies per second, which is a computation rate that 

is unobtainable with other technologies. 

A special case of the separable kernel linear transformation is the 2-D image 

Fourier transform. 

(3.1.28) 

In this case the separable kernel functions are each space variant, and could be 

computed with the general purpose processor described above, but it is more fruitful 

to design a special purpose processor that makes use of the ability of a lens to 

perform a Fourier transformation[13•16•19•201. A TSI interferometer that can perform 

image Fourier transformations is shown in Figure 3.1.4, but many other topologies 

are also possible, several of which are discussed in a different context in Chapter 5, 

where they are referred to as folded spectrum processors. The signal arm is just a 

Bragg cell spectrum analyzer that spatially Fourier transforms in x each horizontal 

line of the video raster, smearing and collimating vertically at the same time. A 

synchronous raster representation of a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix is 

applied to the orthogonal reference AOD, which is imaged onto the CCD in y, and 

uniformly smeared and collimated in x, in order to interfere with the signal beam. 
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The operation computed by this system is the desired 2-D Fourier transform of 

the raster image, plus the usual interferometric bias terms associated with a TSI 

processing system. 

I(x, y) = JNT a(t) l.l s(t + x/v)ei2nx/>.F dx + J r(t + y/v)ei27T[a:i:+PY18(y - y)dyl
2 

N . 2 
= L 11 f (x, nT)ei2nx/>.F dx + rei27Tny ei27T[a:r:+,By] I 

n=l A 
N 

= L 2m [1 f (x, nT)ei27Td/ >.F dx rei27Tny ei27T[a:r:+.By]] 
n=l A 

N 2 

+ L 1 f(x,nT)ei27T:r:X/>.F dx + Nlrl2 

n=l A 
(3.1.29) 

The spatial carrier can be placed in either dimension, whichever is the most con-

venient, or it can be eliminated entirely and an auxiliary detector can be used to 

compute the bias, which can then be subtracted, as long as only the real part of the 

image is to be computed. When an image consisting of a single spatial frequency 

fringe pattern is applied to the processor, the output will consist of a uniform bias, 

a signal dependent bias ridge at the position corresponding to the horizontal spatial 

frequency, with a carrier modulated impulse at the position along the ridge that 

corresponds to the vertical spatial frequency of the image. Demodulation of the 

interferometric term on the spatial carrier will produce the desired image Fourier 

transformation. 

Another separable case that can be accommodated in a TSI system is when 

the dimensionality of the output space is much smaller than the input space, as in 

the generation of image moments. In this case the output space is a discrete set of 

about 100 image inner products indexed by the variables p and q, and described by 

the moment generating equation. 

(3.1.30) 

In this case the separable kernel is given by h(x, y; p, q) = xPyq, and simple topologies 
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of a moment generating optical processor can be constructed using purely space 

integrating techniques, or with slightly more complicated TSI architectures!21l. 

3.1.3 Cascadable 2-D linear system 

In a cascadable system the kernel is almost separable, but there is a parametric 

dependence of the kernel h2 on the output variable of the h1 linear transformation, 

so that h(x,y,x,y) = h1(x,x)h2(y,y,x). The integration must be performed first 

over the h1 kernel, producing an intermediate data set that has been spatially 

channelized in x. This must subsequently be linearly transformed in the orthogonal 

dimension over h2, where the transformation kernel parametrically depends on the 

output coordinate xof the h1 kernel. 

g(x, y) = f [! 1(x, y)h1 (x, x)dx] h2(y, y; x)dy = f fz(x, y)h2(y, y; x)dy (3.1.31) 

It is actually quite involved to perform this general transformation, although it 

might be possible with multiplexed holograms or multichannel Bragg cells, but 

some special cases can be conveniently implemented. 

One special case is when the second linear transformation is shift invariant. The 

kernel functions for each channel produced by the first transformation can be arbi

trarily dependent on the output coordinate x, so that h2(Y, y; x) = h2(y- y; x)This 

type of system is implementable because the transformation kernels are both two 

dimensional functions that can be represented with 2-D spatial transparencies.A 

multiplicative system that performs this processing operation is shown in Figure 

3.1.5. The operation of this system is as a space integrating matrix vector multi

plier of the output of the signal AOD when it is illuminated by the pulsed source. 

a(x, nT) =I f(y, nT)hi(y, x)dy (3.1.32) 

The sequence of output components produced by the matrix vector multiplication 

on successive laser diode pulses addresses a multichannel time integrating convolver, 
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so that each output from the matrix vector multiplier is convolved (or correlated) 

against its own reference function in parallel columns of a scrolling detector array. 

g(x,yLmT) = f J o(y-y' - n~y) [/ f(y,nT)h1(y,x)dy] h2(x,fl)dfJ 
n=M-m 

- . f [/ f(y, nT)h1 (y, x)dy] h2(x, y' - n~y) (3.1.33) 
n=M-m 

The reference functions can be stored as parallel columns of a reference mask as 

illustrated, or they can be produced interferometrically from a multichannel 1-D 

hologram in the reference arm of an interferometer, the diffracted component of 

which is imaged onto the scrolling output detector. An alternative topology that can 

be used to implement this transformation is a bank of 1-D holographic correlators 

like that used in the image correlator, which is interfered with a space time raster 

reference like in the separable processor, and then time integrated on a detector. 

A somewhat more involved transformation is possible when the second kernel 

can be decomposed into the product of a shift invariant kernel with a shift vari-

ant kernel, h2(y,y;x) = hA(Y - y;x)hs(y,x). Once again this is possible because 

both parts of this decomposed kernel are two dimensional functions, part A will 

be represented as a spatial mask hA(x, y), and part B will be represented as a 

space time raster input through an auxiliary Bragg cell in the reference arm of an 

interferometer hs(nT, x). 

Another special case is when the parametric dependence of the channel coordi

nate x on the kernel function is as a scale factor only, in which case h2(Y, y; x) = 
h2(y,y xx), or h2(y,y;x) = h2(Y x x,y). This system can be implemented with 

the interferometer used for separable system with a slight modification in which the 

reference AOD is imaged with different magnifications onto each row of the CCD. 

The synthetic aperture radar (SAR) problem very conveniently has both of 

these properties, as well as shift invariance of the first kernel, so that h(x, y, x, y) ~ 

h1(x - x)h2((y - y)/x). In fact in SAR the impulse response of the shift invariant 
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kernels are complex quadratic phase functions, which are easily implemented in an 

optical system, because it is the kernel of free space for spatial integration, and a 

chirping interference pattern can be generated with a lens as the spatial impulse 

response for a scrolling time integrating correlation. The SAR application will be 

discussed further in section 3.3. 
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3.2 Time and Space Integrating Processing of Long 1-D Signals 

An alternative interpretation of a TSI image processing system can be arrived 

at by considering a raster transformation of both input and output dimensions. 

The space variant linear system of Eq. 3.1.1 can be represented in discrete notation 

as a rank 4 tensor transformation of a rank 2 matrix producing an output rank 2 

matrix. 
M N 

G(i,j) = L L F(m, n)H(m, n, i,j) (3.2.1) 
m=l n=l 

In this equation we can associate a particular element of the input matrix F(m0 , no), 

(or pixel of the input image), with a space variant impulse response matrix (or 

image) of the transformation tensor H(mo, no, i,j). To transform this equation 

into a very long 1-D system we unfold these tensors with the following discrete 

raster transformation, sometimes called the stacking operator, without intervening 

gaps between the rows. 

m+nM-+k k=l, ... ,NM (3.2.2) 

i + jl-+ l l = l, ... ,IJ 

This transformation turns the 2-dimensional space variant linear system into a huge 

matrix-vector multiplication. 
MN 

g(k) = L H(k,l)f(l) (3.2.3) 
k=l 

In this equation we can associate a particular element of the input vector !(lo) with 

its corresponding row in the transformation matrix H ( k, lo). Since the input and 

output vectors are of the same dimensionality as an image, but folded up into a 

long vector, MN ~ I J ~ 106 , then the matrix is a huge transformation matrix of 

size MN x I J ~ 106 x 106 • Although the optical system has enough dimensions 

to represent a matrix it does not have the resolution, or enough internal degrees 

of freedom, to represent this huge transformation matrix, so we can not implement 

this equation upon our folded vectors for arbitrary transformation matrices. 
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The corresponding continuous representation of the space variant linear system 

is given by an integral transformation. 

g(r) = J f(t)h(t, r)dt (3.2.4) 

This general 1-D transformation is beyond the capabilities of a TSI optical system 

for general transformation kernels of dimensionality 106 x 106 , but two special cases 

are implementable. The first is when the transformation is shift invariant, as in the 

correlation integral, because in this case there are only NM i;::::: 106 intrinsic degrees 

of freedom in the transformation kernel. 

g(r) = J f(t)h*(t + r)dt (3.2.5) 

The kernel h( r) is the impulse response for all the input delays t, and its 106 inde

pendent samples can be represented with a 103 x 103 spatial mask. In section 3.2.1, 

the techniques for folding a long correlation into the space and time representation 

of a TSI processing system will be explored. 

The other type of 1-D processing system that can be incorporated within the 

constraints of a folded TSI processing system is when the space variant transfor

mation kernel has an algorithmically decomposable substructure that can be im

plemented as a separable sequence of sub transformations. The structure of this 

separated transformation kernel implies that there is a short range and long range 

decomposability to the transformation. If we consider the transformation matrix 

to be broken up into blocks of size M x I, and index these blocks by indices n and 

j, then we can write any element as the product of a short range function of m and 

i with a long range function of m and n. This factorization of the kernel makes it 

only depend on the MI i;::::: 106 degrees of freedom of the short range function, and 

the NJ i;::::: 106 degrees of freedom of the long range function. Thus there are enough 

degrees of freedom within the TSI optical system to represent this type of factored 
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kernel, where the short range (i.e. high bandwidth) terms will be represented spa

tially, and the long range (i.e. low bandwidth) factor will be represented as a space 

time raster reference used for time integration. The decomposed transformation al

lows a TSI implementation as a sequential computation with a succession of space 

integrated transformations being accumulated by time integration. This is the basis 

of the folded spectrum operation which is the main topic investigated in this thesis, 

and reported in depth in Chapter 5. 

3.2.1 Folded TSI correlator for long 1-D signals 

The 1-D shift invariant transformation of a very large time bandwidth (TB) 

input vector can be implemented with a delay line whose time bandwidth is as large 

as the input vector. The delay line can be the travelling wave input modulator, as 

in a time integrating or space integrating correlators, or a scrolling detector, as in 

the TDI correlator. However, delay lines with a TB of 106 are not available, so it 

is necessary to fold the problem into two dimensions. With the long 1-D problem 

folded into two dimensions it is necessary to avoid edge effects due to the raster 

structure that has been arbitrarily imposed upon the signal in order to represent the 

high TB waveform. One way that this can be accomplished is by using a reference 

function which has redundantly sampled the cyclically shifted 1-D signal as it is 

being rastered into two dimensionsf22l. This is explained with reference to Figure 

3.2.1, which shows a binary signal of length 63 that has an unknown cyclic shift from 

the reference template. The input signal with an unknown delay is rastered into a 9 

by 7 two dimensional format which will be represented in space and time (or pulse 

number) in a TSI optical system. The 2-D reference template is a redundant raster 

of the cyclically shifted reference waveform, where each line is twice as long as the 

spacing between lines, and there are twice as many lines in the reference template 

as in the raster of the unknown signal. This formatting allows the signal raster to 
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Figure 3.2.1. Redundant raster for a folded circular correlator, a) delayed input 

signal and its raster, b) reference and redundant raster, c) 1-D correlation, d) 1-D 

circular correlation, e) 2-D correlation and its unrastered version. 
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slide around within the boundaries of the reference template, always overlapping 

with the necessary information to form an appropriately delayed inner product, 

without encountering the boundaries of the reference template. Performing a two 

dimensional correlation between the raster of the input and the redundant raster of 

the reference will produce a correlation peak at the folded position that corresponds 

to the unknown delay of the input signal. The unambiguous portion of the output 

correlation plane, corresponding to the extent the input raster can shift within 

the reference raster without encountering the boundaries, can be unrastered to 

reproduce the desired high TB correlation. 

It should be mentioned that this correlation operation as described is a circular 

correlation, which wraps back around on itself, to form a correlation output as 

long as the input. This is the desired operation for many of the pseudo-noise (PN) 

phase shift key (PSK) codes used in spread spectrum systems, because the maximal 

length codes have a nearly ideal sidelobe behavior in a circular correlation sense. 

The maximal length codes have a period 2r -1, and are produced by an r stage linear 

feedback shift register whose input is generated from its current state by an exclusive 

OR of a combination of its taps which represent a primitive generator polynomial 

over the Galois field G(2r). These bipolar binary codes have the property that all 

sidelobes of the circular autocorrelation are between zero and one, while essentially 

all of the signal energy has been collapsed into a correlation peak of magnitude 2r -1, 

while any noise included in the received signal remain uncompressed. As in digital 

FFT based circular correlators, when a conventional correlation is desired, it can be 

performed by padding the inputs with zeroes. In the folded correlator approach this 

means that the redundantly rastered reference template does not cyclically shift, so 

the reference template lines are twice as long as the space between lines, but there 

is only one more line in the reference template as there is in the input signal raster. 

One version of the folded TSI correlator of very long signals is very similar 
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to the image correlator presented in section 3.2.1, except that when forming the 

multichannel reference hologram a double image of the rastered reference sequence is 

used. The space time raster of a long 1-D signal is given by a similar transformation 

to the raster transformation used in the previous section, and this is accomplished 

by sliding a long signal into an AOD and illuminating with a repetitively pulsed 

source. 

f(x, nT) = J s(t + x/v)8(t - nT)dt rect [;] 

= s(nT + x/v)rect [;] (3.2.1.1) 

When a signal is given by a delayed version of a reference signal, s(t) = r(t - t0 ), 

with the delay expressed as an integral number of raster line times T = X/v, plus a 

fine offset T, so that the overall delay is to = mT + T, then the raster transformation 

is written as a serpentine delayed version of the reference signal. 

rect [;] (3.2.1.2) g(x, nT) = J r(t - mT - r + x/v)8(t - nT)dt 

= r(nT - T + x/v)rect [; J m<n<m+N 

This consists of a space time raster beginning with the delayed pulse number m 

which consists of lines which are all spatially shifted in x by a fine delay VT. This 

means that the first line at time mT only contains a portion v(T - T) of the input 

waveform, and the last line at time (N + m)T contains a portion VT of the long 

sequence, while all the N -1 lines in between fill the spatial aperture with a portion 

vT = X of the input waveform. 

The redundant spatial raster of the reference waveform consists of lines of length 

2T, each overlapping with the preceeding and the following line by T. Stated 

alternatively, it consists of two identical adjacent rasters of line length T, one shifted 

vertically by one line. 

r(x, y) = t r(nT + x/v)rect [ xx] * 8(y - nAy) 
n=O 2 

(3.2.1.3) 
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= f r(nT + x/v)rect [[; - ~] * 8(y - n.dy) 
n=l 2 

+ rect [; + ~] * 8(y - (n - 1).dy)] 

In this expression v - X/T is the effective scan velocity of the time to space 

conversion in the fast dimension of the raster, the spacing between adjacent raster 

lines vertically is given by .dy, and the height of the raster lines is neglected for 

simplicity. For a long reference signal of duration NT, there are a total of N + 1 raster 

lines of length 2T each, overlapping and separated by T, but the first and last lines 

are only half occupied. This pattern can be formed in real time by modulating a laser 

beam incident upon a dual travelling chirp lens Bragg cell, and vertical deflector 

which address a 2-D SLM, if a programmable joint transform implementation is 

desired. I will assume that a conventional Vander Lugt holographic correlator is to 

be built with a fixed reference function, so the two dimensional redundant reference 

template can be rastered off line with a computer controlled film recorder. The 

resulting mask is Fourier transformed vertically and imaged horizontally to form a 

multichannel 1-D hologram, which will act as the multichannel reference in the TSI 

correlator. 

R{u, y) ='};I/ r{nT + x/v)rect [ 2~] e"'""dx + ae'2•a•I' • 6(y - nLl.y) 

= f [ae-i21TnTuvR*(vu) * 2Xsinc[2Xu]ei211'au 

n=O 

+ a*ei21TnTuvR(vu) * 2Xsinc[2Xu]e-i211'au 

+ lal 2 + lvR(vu) * 2Xsinc[2Xu]1
2
] * 8(y - n.dy) 

(3.2.1.4) 

= '}; [ avR~ {vu) e"••• + a' R,, {vu )e-i2••• + lal 2 + lvR,,( vu) 1'] • 6(y - nLl.y) 

In this expression Rn(!) is the temporal Fourier transform of the information of 

duration 2T in the nth raster line, while R(f) is the Fourier transform of the 
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entire signal, and it is the first term containing the matched filters R~ that is 

of interest. When this multichannel 1-D holographic Vander Lugt filter is placed 

in the multichannel 1-D Fourier plane of the TSI folded correlator shown in Figure 

3.2.2, then the TDI CCD detector will accumulate the full correlation of the high 

TB signal. 

With each pulse of the laser a delayed and shifted version of part of the long 

signal is transduced into the processor, and this portion of the signal is Fourier 

transformed horizontally and uniformly expanded vertically to be incident upon 

each line of the multichannel hologram reference. The wavefront transmitted by 

the multichannel hologram on the nth laser pulse contains one line that strongly 

correlates with all of the light diffracted by the AOD for any delay T. Adjacent lines 

may also match part of the illuminating signal, but when these partial correlation 

peaks are inverse transformed they will produce peaks outside of the TDI detector 

plane width, so these terms can be neglected. All of the other diffracted terms from 

the multichannel hologram contribute to the normal sidelobes associated with the 

waveform r(t). 

T(u,y,nT) =R(u,y) J r((n - m)T- r + x/v)rect [;] ei27ru:cdx 

N 
= L [ae-i27rn'TuvR~1(vu) * 2Xsinc[2Xu]ei27rau] * t5(y- n1.6.y) 

n1=0 

vRn-m(vu)ei27ru((n-m)T-T) *sine[ Xu] 

(3.2.1.5) 

=e-i27ru(T-a)alvRn(vu)l2 * t5(y - (n - m).6.y) * Xsinc[Xu] * 2Xsinc[2Xu] 

+ L av2e-i27ru[n'-(n-m))T+T-a]R~(vu)Rn-m(vu) 
n1;il=n-m 

* t5(y - n1.6.y) * Xsinc[Xu] * 2Xsinc[2Xu] 

The first term represents a diffracted plane wave coming out of the ( n - m )th row 

of the multichannel hologram, tilted at a spatial frequency of T, on the nth pulse of 

the laser. The other term is the Fourier domain representation of all of the partial 
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cross correlations of individual reference raster lines with the part of the reference 

sequence diffracted on the nth laser pulse, and these will be accumulated in order 

to produce the correct correlation sidelobes. Only the term which will produce a 

focussed correlation peak on the detector will be included in the following expres-

sion, but the other terms diffracted by the hologram will build up the appropriate 

sidelobes of the long 1-D correlation as well. The inverse 1-D Fourier transform 

of this diffracted plane wave will produce a correlation peak on the CCD detector 

array in the ( n-m )th row and in the ( vr /Ax )th column, where Ax is the horizontal 

pixel separation. 

t(x, y, nT) = o(x - r) * o(y - (n - m)Ay) * VTBsinc[Bx/v] (3.2.1.6) 

From pulse to pulse this represents a correlation peak whose spatial width is given 

by the velocity scaled bandwidth of each segment, which is assumed constant, which 

then travels linearly down the detector array from pulse to pulse. Detecting on a 

TDI CCD which is synchronized with the laser pulsing, and shifting vertically a 

distance of Ay after each laser pulse will accumulate all of the correlation peaks in 

a single scrolling pixel. The CCD needs to have a horizontal width equal to the 

image of the time T = X/v in the AOD, and it must be shifted to the position cor

responding to the matched filter diffracted term from the hologram. The intensity 

integrated in the moving coordinate frame of the TDI CCD is the noncoherent sum 

of the intensity integrated at each delayed detector position. 

k 

I(x, t = kT) = L J jt(x, y, nT) j26(y - y' - nT)dt 
n=k-N 

= NTBsinc2[B(x/v - r)]okm (3.2.1.7) 

This represents a nonlinear type of pseudo correlation of the very long delayed 

input sequence with the reference sequence stored in the hologram, and it has the 

full processing gain of the high time bandwidth sequence. This operation has an 
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infinite range delay search because the TDI CCD continuously scrolls out the next 

slice of the folded pseudo correlation and the horizontal readout register unfolds 

this back into a high TB waveform. 

When a linear correlation is desired, then a plane wave reference can be added 

and the linear correlation can be placed on a spatial carrier, so that carrier demod-

ulation can be used to separate the linear correlation from the nonlinear correlation 

and from the reference beam bias. 

k 

I(x,t = kT) = L J lt(x,y,nT) +rei27razl 2c5(y-y1 -nT)dt (3.2.1.8) 
n=k-N 

= NTBsinc2 [B(x/v - r)]c5km + lrl2 

+ rNVTBsinc[B(x/v - r)]c5kmcos[(27rax) + </>] 

The last term can be demodulated in order to obtain the linear correlation, as well 

as the phase </> of the returned signal. The time delay of the return is determined by 

the position of the unfolded two dimensional correlation peak, and this unfolding 

can be accomplished by the raster read out mechanism incorporated within the 

TDI CCD. The time delay of the return is measured as the horizontal fine delay 

measurement in the TDI column containing the correlation peak at position x = vr, 

plus the coarse delay measurement which is determined by when this peak scrolls 

out of that column, t = mT. Thus the overall delay of the returned waveform is 

determined to be t0 = mT+r, which is the correct delay of the input waveform. This 

delay measurement can be determined from the interf erometrically detected linear 

correlation, or from the incoherently accumulated nonlinear correlation, because 

both will produce a peak at the same output location. The optimum reference beam 

amplitude is equal to the correlated signal beam at the detector plane, r = JTB, 
and in this case the linear correlation has the full processing gain of the high time 

bandwidth waveform. 

The incoherently accumulated pseudo correlation, consists of segments which 
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are linearly correlated, then magnitude squared and accumulated with subsequently 

delayed and computed squared correlations. This type of nonlinear correlation 

will destroy the beautiful sidelobe properties of conventional PN sequence codes. 

However, a code that is created from a number of maximal length PN codes of 

the same length stacked end to end, and then rastered into a 2-D format with 

one maximal length code per raster line may have excellent nonlinear correlation 

properties in this type of TSI processor operated in the simpler incoherent detection 

mode. 

Alternatively, a folded image plane style of space integrating correlator can be 

constructed by using a parallel output wideband detector array connected by high 

bandwidth delay lines to appropriately accumulate partial correlations123l. However, 

since this type of detector and accumulating delay line structure is not commercially 

available, an architecture that folds the problem into two spatial dimensions and 

uses standard 2-D CCD technology might be preferable. This can be accomplished 

by using a travelling lens chirp scanner to scan the array of partial correlations 

onto a 2-D TDI CCD detector array. The chirp lens repeats with a period T that 

is equal to the image plane mask width scaled by the AO velocity, and that is 

synchronized with the orthogonal shifting of the TDI CCD array. This effectively 

turns the temporal output of a space integrating image plane correlator into a time 

integrated spatial variation of light for each traversal of the acoustic lens. This type 

of system is illustrated in Figure 3.2.3. It has an infinite range delay search, and a 

processing gain equal to the 2-D space bandwidth of the mask which represents the 

long sequence .in a folded raster format. The mask does not 'need to be redundantly 

rastered as long as the chirp scan time is accurately matched to the TDI shift 

time, and the scanner fly back time is negligible. The image plane approach has a 

distinct advantage over the holographically implemented folded sequence correlator 

that the mask is in the image plane, so it can be updated in real time by using a 
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2-D SLM. Once again this is a nonlinear type of pseudo correlator because coherent 

integration are performed over the width of one line of the mask, and incoherent 

summations of these partial correlations are performed by the CCD. When linear 

correlations are desired, a reference beam can be added, but instead of illuminating 

the CCD with a uniform reference, a line reference should be used to illuminate the 

scanned sampling slit, which can be accomplished by illuminating the sampling slit 

with a focussed reference beam. This will decrease the bias due to the reference, 

and better match the reference beam amplitude to the space integrated signal beam 

amplitude at the peak. 

The sequence correlators described in this section have essentially the same 

computational power as the image correlator described previously. Raster images 

almost always occur at 30 frames per second, so there is very little motivation to 

speed up the processor, even though Bragg cells with multi GHz bandwidths, and 

µsec access time are commercially available. On the other hand, high time band

width sequences with GHz bandwidths and msec duration could be processed with 

the folded sequence correlator, if a fast enough CCD detector was avaliable, and if 

enough power could be obtained from the pulsed laser diodes. Parallel output CCD 

detector arrays have been fabricated that operate at 2000 frames per secondl24l, and 

GaAs CCDs may go even faster. The laser pulse width must be cut down to the 

nsec time scale if GHz bandwidth signals are to be processed, and pulse repetition 

frequencies will be in the MHz range, which will probably be difficult to achieve with 

coherent pulses, but the partially coherent summation could probably be achieved. 

The power output that will be needed will be about 100 times as large as the image 

processor, which only requires about lOOµW of total power if 30% diffraction effi

ciency can be achieved in the hologram. This corresponds to lOOm W peak power 

pulses with a duty factor of 1:1000, and this becomes lOW peak power for the high 

bandwidth sequence correlator, and an average power of lOmW. These peak and 
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average power capabilities are currently available in multimode laser diodes, so it 

should be possible to construct this type of high bandwidth sequence correlator out 

of existing hardware. The processing power that could be achieved would be on 

the order of 6 x 1013 raw analog multiplies per second, with an FFT equivalent 

processing power of 5 x 109 multiplies per second. 

3.2.2 TSI processing of long frequency hopped signals 

The TSI frequency hopped (FH) code processor125l is really a special case of 

the folded sequence correlator presented in the previous section, with the 2-D TDI 

detector array replaced by a wide aperture 1-D TDI detector array, and the bank 

of holographic matched filters replaced with a 2-D spatial mask with one aperture 

open in each row, so that it only has coarse delay resolution. This has the advantage 

that the mask can be changed in real time in order to alter the received code, but 

this flexibility is at the cost of a much decreased processing gain. The transmitted 

frequency hopped code with constant time between hops is represented as a sum 

over each non overlapping constant frequency segment. 

s(t) = f:, rect [t - (~+!)Tl ei21r[fnt+<Pn] 
n=l 1 

(3.2.2.1) 

Because of limits in the hopping rate of conventional signal generators T is typically 

between 1 and lOµsec or more, and there may be some dead time between tones, 

so that T ~ T1 . The sequence of frequencies f n is chosen to have a low correlation 

with other sequences being used by other transmitters known to be operating in the 

spectral band of interest. The sequence of starting phases, </>n, of each tone segment 

are typically random, with a uniform probability distribution between 0 and 2?r, 

because the wideband frequency hopping signal generators are not phase coherent, 

and for this reason an incoherent correlation is appropriate. 

A TSI correlator designed to detect a particular sequence of tones with an 

arbitrary delay is shown in Figure 3.2.4, and the correlator can be programmed to 
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Figure 3.2.4. TSI frequency hopped processor, a) frequency hopped waveform, b) 

succession of instantaneous Fourier transforms, c) spatial pattern passing through 

the mask for successive frequency components, d) optical processor architecture. 
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detect another FH code sequence by modifying the spatial mask. The mask can be 

described as a sum over the rows of one aperture per row at the expected frequency 

for the time slot corresponding to that row. 

N [UV - f ·1 [y - j/:iyl 
H(u,y) = E. rect A/ 

3 
rect Ay {3.2.2.2) 

The operation of this TSI system is easily explained by considering the succession 

of space integrated spectra incident on the mask as the code slides through the 

AOD, which has an aperture approximately equal to the duration of a frequency 

hopped tone. As the first frequency slides into the AO cell, a vertical slit of light 

appears at position fi, which shrinks in width and grows in amplitude as the AO 

aperture is filled. This lets a beam of light through the mask aperture at position fi 

in the first row, and this is imaged onto the first row of the 1-D TDI detector array. 

As the second frequency segment enters the AO cell, a slit of light appears on the 

mask at the column corresponding to f2, letting light through the aperture in the 

second row. The CCD is vertically shifted by one mask pixel at the same rate as 

the expected frequency hopping rate, so that the beam of light transmitted by the 

mask in the second row adds to that already produced at the previous integration 

location. As the integrating potential wells continue to shift down the detector 

array the one that is most closely synchronized with the hopping code incoherently 

accumulates a large peak, while the other pixels remain empty. It is easy to show 

that the time integrated power that passes through a mask aperture due to a single 

frequency segment is a constant, say A, which is proportional to the received power 

and the tone duration. However, since the TDI detector array shift time is not 

necessarily aligned with the incoming frequency hops, it is possible for this time 

integrated power to be divided among the adjacent pixels, thereby losing up to 6dB 

of processing gain, but for simplicity synchronization will be assumed, so that the 
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delay will be assumed to be to = pT. 

rCk+l)T I r . 12 I(u, y, kT) = lkT lA s(t - to+ x/v)e'2nudx H(u, y - k!::..y)dt 

N 
=A I: c5(uv - fn)c5(k - (p + n)) (3.2.2.3) 

n=l t. O(uv - f;)O(y- jt>.y) Hect[:~] rect [~yl 
= Ac5(uv - fk-p)c5(y - (k - p)!::..y) * rect [~;] rect [;y] 

During the time interval from kT to (k + l)T a slit of light is incident upon the 

fk-pth column of the mask, and a small windowed beam of light passes through 

the aperture in the (k - p)th row of the mask, and this is illustrated in Figure 

3.2.4 by the sequential time slices shown passing through the mask. By detecting 

in a vertically scrolling coordinate frame behind the mask, N successive frequency 

hopped pulses can be accumulated in a travelling potential well. The TDI detector 

needs to have pixels as wide as the horizontal extent of the mask in the Fourier plane, 

or an anamorphic demagnification of the Fourier plane onto the detector must be 

used. This is analytically described as an integration over the spatial frequency 

plane variable u. 

m+Nf [ y l l(y~=(m+N)T) = I: c5(y - y1 + k!::..y)c5(y - (k - p)!::..y)rect T dy 
~m y 

A J c5(uv - fk-p) * rect [~~]du 

[
y' - pl::..yl 

~ NArect l::..y (3.2.2.4) 

This indicates that all of the energy in the FH waveform has been incoherently 

accumulated into a peak at the pixel that scrolls out of the bottom of the detector 

array at time (p+N)T, thereby measuring the delay of the received waveform. The 

sidelobe components that pass through other mask apertures, and fall on TDI CCD 

pixels with different shift ordinates will contribute to the appropriate sidelobes of 
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the FH correlation function. Once again this is actually a nonlinear correlation 

operation, which has excellent delay measurement capabilities, but is not identical 

with the linear correlation. 

3.2.3 TSI separable kernel transformation of long 1-D signals 

The high resolution output variable of a long 1-D linear transformation can be 

represented in a folded coordinate space, r = rx.+Nr71 with about N ~ 103 positions 

in each folded dimension, in order to represent the full 106 TB of the output. The 

linear transformation equation transforming the high TB input signal to the folded 

output space has too many degrees of freedom to represent within the constraints 

of an optical system, unless the transformation kernel is separable in the folded 

output variables. 

(3.2.3) 

The transformation kernels h1 and h2 have 106 x 103 independent entries, and 

therefore they still overflow the information handling capacity of the optical system. 

Anticipating the folded time space raster representation that will be used on the 

input variable t, the input space can also be folded, and if the kernels in x and y are 

each independent of the other folded input variable, then the problem is separable 

in the folded coordinate system. 
N 

g(r:r,,~71 ) =I: J f(x,nT)hi(x,nT,rx)h2(x,nT,r71 )dx 
· n=l 

N 

= I: J f(x, nT)h:r.(x, rx)h71 (nT, r71 )dx 
n=l 

(3.2.4) 

The transformation kernels h:r, and h71 are two dimensional functions with 103 x 103 

degrees of freedom, so they can be internally represented in the optical system, hx 

as a spatial transformation and h11 as a time space raster. 

The classic example of such a transformation kernel is the Fourier transform, 

and it is this type of decomposability of the Fourier kernel which results in the 
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fa.st Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm used in digital signal processing. The FFT 

is based on successively dividing the DFT in half log2N times, while the folded 

spectrum is based on dividing the DFT into two successive orthogonal arrays of J'N 
transforms, each with dimensionality of y'n. When the output frequency ordinate 

is represented in a radix base equal to the square root of the overall resolution 

f = E}=o /;( v'N)i = lo + Ii v'N, then the Fourier transform can be derived as 

orthogonal sub transformations in a folded coordinate space, where lo is a fine 

frequency variable and Ji is a coarse frequency variable. 

ei27rft = i21r'E:=of;(ffi)i = IT e(i27rf;(ffi)i)t = ei21rfotei27rfi(VN)t (3.2.7) 

j=O 

The Fourier kernel is thus decomposable as a fine frequency phase factor times a 

coarse frequency phase factor, and this allows a separable implementation of a high 

resolution Fourier transformation. A long integration of a high TB input can be 

broken up into the delayed summation of a number of smaller integrations. In the 

TSI approach the summation is accomplished with a time integration over successive 

pulses, while the smaller integration is accomplished with a repetitively computed 

spatial integration over the AOD aperture. In terms of the computation of the 

Fourier transform of a long input signal we can factor the Fourier kernel to express 

this transformation as a sequential computation. 

NT N-1 T 
S(f) = f s(t)e-i27rftdt = L ei27rfnT f s(x + nT)e-i27rfzdx 

k n~ k 
The input variable t has been decomposed into a succession of N high bandwidth 

segments, and correspondingly we can separate the output variable I into a coarse 

frequency component l/T, and a fine frequency component k/NT, so that I = 

l/T+k/NT. 

S ( ~' ;;T) = E .-i2•1"e-i2dn/N foT s(x + nT)e-i2•lz/T .-•••kz/NT dx 

N-1 T 
~ L e-i21rkn/N lo s(x, nT)e-i21rlz/T dx 

n=O O 
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N-1 
= L e-i21rkn/N S,,,(l /T) 

n=O 

The phase factor e-i2'll'ln = 1 for all n and l, so it can be dropped. The additional 

phase factor e-i2'll'kx/NT has been dropped, because it simply provides a skew to 

the output coarse and fine raster. A succession of coarse spectra can be formed via 

space integration and these complex spectra can be transformed in the orthogonal 

dimension with a temporal accumulation over a succession of pulses forming a folded 

representation of the high TB output spectra. 

The various decompositions of the Fourier kernel which are possible allow a 

large number of possible implementations of spectral analysis systems, including 

the Fourier transform by a lens, the DFT, the FFT, and the chirp transform. When 

designing a hybrid TSI folded spectrum system of a very high TB waveform there 

are a large number of possible systems that can be designed, and a number of these 

are analyzed both theoretically and experimentally in detail in Chapter 5. In this 

section I will briefly outline the difference between a TSI folded spectrum proces-

sor and a TSI image Fourier transformation system. The image Fourier transform 

system presented in section 3.1.2 and shown in Figure 3.1.4 can also be used to per

form folded spectrum analysis of a very long signal with only slight modifications. 

The optics can remain identical and the same DFT reference waveform space time 

raster can be used for fine frequency analysis via temporal integration. The system 

is illuminated by a pulsed source of period T, which freezes the acoustic motion of 

the columns of the DFT matrix in the reference AOD, and simultaneously trans

duces successive delayed portions of the input signal into the system to be spatially 

Fourier transformed by a lens. This description sounds identical to the operation of 

the image Fourier transformation system, but there are critical differences. In the 

image transformation system the two orthogonal transformations are completely in-

dependent, and the various resolution limitations do not affect the other dimension. 
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While in the folded spectrum system it is very important that the resolution of the 

space integrating coarse analyzer be less than or equal to the analysis bandwidth of 

the sampled time integrating fine frequency DFT processor. The maximum obtain

able bandwidth of the fine frequency processor is given by the Nyquist sampling 

rate of the laser IN= 1/2T and the coarse resolution is limited by the signal AOD 

aperture le = 1/TA, ~o there must be more than two laser pulses during the acoustic 

transit time of the signal AOD. Therefore, the space time raster is oversampled and 

adjacent lines contain overlapping pieces of the long input signal. Another difference 

between a folded spectrum processor and an image Fourier transformation system 

arises when considering the succession of starting phases transduced from pulse to 

pulse in the input space time raster. In the folded spectrum processor with a single 

tone input the phase advance from pulse to pulse and across a line is always the 

same, so that in the space time raster only certain fringe angles are possible; while 

in an image transform system with a tilted and skewed sinusoidal fringe input the 

phase advance in the horizontal dimension is completely independent from that in 

the vertical dimension, so that tilted fringes at any angle are possible inputs. These 

issues will be discussed at great length in Chapter 5. 
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3.3 Synthetic Aperture Radar 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) has been the most successful application area 

of coherent optical processing techniques from the inception, and remains so to 

this dayf25- 31J. It also represents an almost ideal match with the capabilities of 

the TSI processing technique. The design and performance of TSI SAR processing 

systems has been reported in great detail in the thesis by my colleaguef32l, as well 

as in several publications[33- 39l, so it will only be briefly reviewed in this section. 

The importance of the conjugate sideband term present in multiplicative processors 

will be illustrated, and interferometers designed to perform SAR processing will 

be presented that eliminate the spurious sidelobes associated with this unwanted 

misfocusing term. 

The SAR problem arises from the desire to obtain a high resolution radar image 

of the ground in both range and cross range dimensions from a moving aircraft 

platform without carrying a huge real aperture antenna. Radar systems can obtain 

high resolution ranging information through pulse compression techniques by using 

time delay measurements of reflected waveforms. Ideally, a narrow RF pulse would 

be broadcast, and the resulting range delay measurements could be made to the 

precision of the pulse width times half the speed of light (due to the round trip 

propagation), as long as the reflected wave produced a detected signal well above 

the noise floor. However, the peak power limitations of RF transmitters, combined 

with the 1/ R4 decay of the reflected amplitude with range R, leads to a pulse coding 

approach to RF ranging. Typically the narrow pulse is applied to a surface acoustic 

wave (SAW) dispersive delay line producing a spread out chirp pulse of bandwidth 

B, and duration Tc, that can be broadcast with low peak power. The received pulse 

with an unknown range delay can be correlated against the broadcast reference pulse 

using an AO correlator which will achieve a processing gain and compression ratio 

of TcB. The optical matched filter recompresses the received signal to an effective 
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pulse of width 1/ B, leading to a slant range resolution 8, = c/2B. Bandwidths 

of 50 MHz can easily be obtained with this type of technique, thereby obtaining 

range information with a resolution of 3 m. A scanning real aperture antenna 

of width Da has a 3dB angular beamwidth (in radians) fJ = .BSA.,/ Da, so the 

diffraction limited cross range ground resolution is 8 ~ .88RA., / Da. To obtain 

the same resolution in the range and cross range dimension for typical ranges of 

10 Km and radar frequencies of 1 GHz, requires that the antenna width must be 

impractically large Da = RA.,/ 8, ~ lKm. The synthetic aperture technique allows 

the use of a small moving antenna in order to obtain high resolution in the azimuth 

(or cross range) dimension. This is accomplished through the use of a special 

purpose signal processor that coherently accumulates radar returns recorded at a 

sequence of locations as the aircraft traverses a distance equal to the required real 

aperture. A small aperture radar will illuminate a wide antenna footprint on the 

ground of 4dB width in the along track dimension L =RA.,/ Da, so that a succession 

of pulses made as the aircraft traverses a distance L will all illuminate a given point 

scatterer on the ground. This allows the signal processor to synthesize a synthetic 

aperture of width Land achieve an azimuthal ground resolution of Oa = Da/2, that is 

twice as fine as a real aperture of width L. This azimuthal resolution is independent 

of range, because the beamwidth, or synthesized processing aperture, grows with 

range, thereby compensating for the range dependent azimuthal resolution of the 

synthesized processing aperture. The inverted dependence of the azimuth resolution 

on the radar antenna width can only be achieved when adequately sampled data 

from the full synthetic aperture for each range are processed coherently retaining 

all phase relationships, and when the aircraft follows a simple known trajectory, 

such as a straight line at constant velocity. 

There are several equivalent viewpoints which can be used to explain the op

eration of a SAR imaging systemf26- 29l, including the range doppler principle, the 
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Figure 3.3.1. a) Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) geometry, b) sequence of broad

cast chirp pulses, c) received range delayed and phase shifted chirp pulses, d) range 

compressed returns showing real part of the azimuthal phase history, e) azimuth 

compressed phase history. 
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synthetic aperture technique, the azimuthal phase history approach, the matched 

filter or cross correlator viewpoint, and the holographic viewpoint. The azimuthal 

phase history approach will be briefly discussed with reference to Figures 3.3.1 and 

3.3.2. An airplane at a height h is travelling at a velocity V in the fJ direction, car

rying a small antenna with its boresight mounted orthogonal to the velocity vector 

(side looking), pointed downward at a slant angle t/J. The radar emits a series of 

chirp pulses of duration Tc at a nominal pulse repetition frequency (PRF) fp = 1/T 

(Tc < < T), that is slaved to the aircrafts velocity, so that the pulses are actually 

transmitted from discrete locations, separated by a constant distance dp = VT. 

The broadcast sequence of chirp pulses is given by the reference signal 

s(t) = I:rect [t - nT] ei27rvrtei,,.b(t-nT)2 
n Tc 

(3.3.1) 

In this expression Vr is the radar carrier frequency (typically 1-10 GHz), and b = 

B /Tc is the chirp acceleration parameter, usually expressed in MHz/ µsec. The 

signal that is reflected from a single point scatterer of reflectivity u, on the ground 

at location (fo,fJo), where e is the ground range coordinate and T/ is the azimuth 

position, is given by a delayed version of the transmitted signal, apodized by the 

radar footprint as it sweeps across the stationary scatterer. 

~ 1 
S(t) = uA(t, €0, T/o)s(t - 2Rj c) R4 (3.3.2) 

The radar footprint A ( e' T/) = A ( e cos tP' 77) = A (Ro' 77) is given in the far field by 

the scaled Fourier transform of the antenna aperture of width Da and height Dr, 

so that e = >i.,R/ Da and 77 = >i.,R/ D,, stretched in range by the cosine of the slant 

angle t/J. The 1/ R4 range dependent gain of the radar is due to the 1/ R 2 beam 

spreading of the transmitted and reflected waves, and is compensated with a t4 

time varying amplification of the returned signal on each pulse. The target range 

R is a function of time t, or pulse number nT, and reaches a minimum Ro when 

the aircraft position is equal to the targets azimuthal coordinate rJ = Vt = T/O· 
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The azimuthal phase history of a point scatterer can be derived by considering 

the aircraft to be essentially stationary during each broadcast and reception interval, 

separated spatially by dp, so the reflection from a single point scatterer on the 

ground is simply a delayed version of each transmitted pulse. The delay is given by 

the instantaneous range at the time of the pulse broadcast R(t) ~ R(nT), and the 

range is typically much larger than the footprint width on the ground, allowing a 

small angle approximation of the square root. 

R(t) = Vh2 + €5 + (TJ - TJo) 2 = J R5 +(Vt - 110)2 

R( T) ,..., v_ (VnT -110)2 = v_ (ndp -110)2 
n ,....,, .LL<J + 21l{) .. LO+ 2Ro (3.3.3) 

The received signal due to a single point scatterer consists of a sequence of chirp 

pulses which have been delayed by the large constant delay 1l{) = Jh2 + e5, plus a 

small quadratic delay term, the offset of which is dependent on the targets azimuthal 

position T/o· For SAR processing with a reasonably small synthetic aperture L 8 = 

N dp the higher order effect of range walk and range curvature can be ignored in 

the side looking geometry as long as the target range migration is less than the 

range resolution, (N dp) 2 /BR0 < c/2B. In this case the fine delay term is only 

measurable on the phase of the carrier on successive returns, and this phase delay 

is approximately quadratic in the pulse number. 

S(t) = u I>ect [t-2R(nf,/lc-nT] ei7rb(t-2R(nT)/c-nT)
2 

ei21rvr(t-2R(nT)/c) A(nT, eo, TJo) 
n 

~ uei21rvrt I: rect [t-2R*c-nT] ei7rb(t-2l?o/c-nT)
2 

ei21f'Vr(ndp-'lo)
2 I l?oc A( nT, ll{), TJo) 

n 

(3.3.4) 

This returned signal must be processed in order to recreate the image of the point 

scatterer on the ground, at position (R0, TJo), where 1l{) is the slant range and 110 is 

the azimuth position. The approach used in the TSI processor is based on sequen-

tial processing of the range and azimuth dimensions. This can be accomplished by 
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first correlating against the transmitted chirp to obtain a sequence of range com

pressed impulses, detecting the phase of each range compressed impulse, and then 

correlating against the appropriate range dependent phase history for each range 

bin, as shown in Figure 3.3.1. This successive range and multichannel azimuth cor

relation approach is the basis for modern digital SAR processorsl40l, and it is the 

same principle which is employed in the cascaded TSI SAR processor architecture. 

The original approach to processing SAR data utilized a film recorder to stack 

the successive radar returns into a raster format r ( t, nT), and then a 2-dimensional 

space integrating coherent optical processor was used to focus these microwave 

holograms into the desired image simultaneously in both range and azimuthf26- 31l. 

In this approach the range focal length of the film is a constant, FR = Vk/b>.. 0 , 

where VR is the range scanning velocity and >.. 0 is the optical wavelength. However, 

the focal length in the orthogonal azimuth dimension, or pulse number dimension, 

nT, is proportional to the range, FA = Rv1 c /2V 2 A0 Vri where v A is the azimuthal 

scanning velocity, resulting in the range-azimuth coupling phenomenon of the SAR 

image formation operation. This coupling can be understood by imagining concen-

tric spherical shells around each target of separation .Ar/2 = c/2vr, which represent 

isophase surfaces of the round trip radar returns, and considering the intersections 

of the aircraft's trajectory with these successive shells. The closer target the shells 

have a larger curvature, and the straight line constant velocity aircraft trajectory 

intersects more shells per unit time, indicating a higher rate of phase change from 

pulse to pulse than for a target with a larger range. The phase history of the 

returned pulses is approximately a quadratic function of the pulse number, and 

the phase curvature is scaled inversely proportional to the target range, as is illus-

trated in Figure 3.3.2. This produces a linear dependence of azimuth focal length 

on range, since focal length, F, is inversely proportional to the quadratic phase 
• '1" 2 

factor of an equivalent lens, e'>:;;1'z • When the radar detects the returned pulses 
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Figure 3.3.2 Top view of a SAR imaging geometry, azimuthal phase histories of 

near and far targets, isophase contours surrounding a target intersecting with the 

aircraft trajectory, the two dimensional range dependent anamorphic zone plates 

produced by a SAR film recorder, and the corresponding focussed image. 
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on the microwave carrier frequency, they are mixed with a coherent local oscillator 

down to a near baseband frequency, in order to allow raster scanning onto a pho

tographic medium. However, the chirps are not mixed with the original microwave 

carrier clear down to baseband, because in this case the conjugate sideband term 

(or virtual image) diffracted by the hologram can not be filtered from the desired 

image in the Fourier plane of the optical processor. A spatial carrier frequency is 

used in the recording process, so that the microwave records represent an off-axis 

optical hologram, thereby allowing the convenient spatial filtering of the unwanted 

conjugate sideband diffraction of the real hologram. 

3.3.1 TSI processing of synthetic aperture radar data 

The SAR processing problem is ideal for casting into the framework of a real 

time TSI optical signal processing system. This is because the incoming SAR echoes 

are in the form of a very long I-dimensional signal consisting of high bandwidth 

segments each of which must be independently range focussed, with slow azimuth 

variations from pulse to pulse, which must be independently correlated against the 

appropriate range dependent impulse responses. As described above, the process

ing is often performed in a rastered coordinate space, which is the conventional 

form of TSI image processors, but in the SAR case the raster scanning of the mi

crowave hologram is naturally accomplished by the motion of the aircraft rather 

than through the scanning operation performed by a video camera. In the TSI 

approach, the SAR data must first be range focussed via a space integration before 

the time integrating azimuth processing can be attempted. This is because the 

required azimuth filter is range dependent, so a cascadable type of processor must 

be utilized, which is the most powerful of the TSI processor architectures. The 

output of the range correlation must be displayed spatially, so that it can address a 

multichannel CCD correlator array, which suggests a pulsed laser space integrating 
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AO correlator, or a time integrating correlator architecture1411. However, because 

of the severity of the bias buildup associated with 2-D time integrating techniques, 

only space integrating range correlation techniques will be considered here. The 

SI correlator could be a free space chirp correlator for chirp pulses, or a Vander 

Lugt holographic correlator could be used for arbitrary pulse codings. The SAR 

echoes usually comes in high bandwidth segments with large dead times between 

radar pulses, so the AO processor can take in very high bandwidth radar data, and 

produce much lower bandwidth focussed imagery at the output of the two dimen

sional TDI CCD detector array. The continuous scrolling nature of the TDI CCD 

array, is combined with the strip mapping capabilities of a SAR system to produce 

continuous swaths of focussed radar imagery for the duration of the aircraft's flight, 

with a latency of only one frame delay, which is very convenient for on board real 

time image preview applications. 

The TSI processor originally designed for real-time SAR processing consists 

of a pulsed source, free space, range chirp correlator, and an orthogonal, range 

dependent multichannel TDI azimuthal phase history correlator array133- 361, as 

shown in Figure 3.3.3. Each radar return is applied to the AOD transducer and 

the laser is synchronously pulsed with a narrow pulse, thereby freezing the range 

chirps within the AOD aperture. The diffracted light propagates through a distance 

Zc = -v~/ >.0 b, where Va is the acoustic velocity, which brings the range chirps into 

sharp focus. This free space propagation accomplishes a complex space integrating 

chirp correlation on each successively entered radar return, and the cylindrical lens 

collimates these uniformly expanded focussed chirps in the orthogonal dimension. 

At the chirp focus plane a mask is inserted which contains the appropriate range 

dependent azimuthal phase histories as appropriately scaled y dependent transmit

tance variations, so each focussed range chirp illuminates a single column of the 

mask which contains the appropriate azimuth chirp. From pulse to pulse the range 
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Figure 3.3.3 Schematic representation of the TSI AO/CCD SAR processor. 
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delay is essentially constant, so the focussed range chirp illuminates the same col

umn of the mask. In order to detect the azimuth phase histories it is necessary to 

use an interferometric technique, which can be simply accomplished by adding a 

synchronous CW local oscillator to the radar return before applying to the AOD. 

For a single target the time and space varying intensity pattern observed at the chirp 

focus plane will be the interference between the plane wave reference and the range 

focussed chirp. From pulse to pulse the quadratically phase modulated sequence 

of radar returns will produce an intensity modulated sampled chirp with a range 

dependent temporal chirp rate, and the entire vertical slit of range focussed light 

will uniformly beat on and off accordingly. This temporally modulated slit of light 

will multiply by the spatially varying mask transmittance function corresponding to 

that range bin. Imaging this time and space dependent intensity pattern onto the 

CCD and detecting in a scrolling coordinate frame will produce a real correlation 

between the time dependent interferometrically detected azimuth history of a given 

point target with the mask reference function in that column. This multichannel 

TDI correlation completes the azimuthal focussing operation of a point scatterer, 

resulting in a well focussed SAR image in both range and azimuth, plus additional 

bias terms due to the interferometric detection operation, and a spurious azimuth 

misfocussed term due to the multiplicative implementation. The radar returns from 

a large number of point scatterers can be processed in parallel because of the lin

earity of the SAR system, however the cumulative bias and conjugate sideband 

due to the TSI optical processor must be removed. The unwanted terms can be 

removed with a carrier demodulation scheme, with the carrier in either the range or 

azimuth dimension, at the expense of a corresponding loss of resolution in the di

mension chosen for the carrier. Alternatively, an additive TSI interferometer can be 

constructed which eliminates the conjugate sideband term, even without a spatial 

carrier, thereby increasing the obtainable image resolution. This allows an auxil-
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iary CCD to be used to compute the signal dependent bias and directly subtract it, 

producing the real part of the desired SAR image or a special purpose bias removal 

CCD structure can be employed. 

The analysis of the TSI SAR processor begins with the results of the space 

integrating free space chirp correlator of section 2.2.2.6, and combines this with a 

multichannel version of the TDI correlator array presented in Section 2.3.3. The 

pulse width of the laser must be narrow enough so that the focussed chirp scans 

less than a CCD pixel during the pulse duration, and so that any internal fringe 

structure moves by much less than half a period during the pulse duration. These 

conditions can be met by requiring that the laser pulse width To is less than the 

inverse bandwidth of the highest frequency components interferometrically detected 

at the chirp focus, To< D..B = lfr -(le ±B/2)1, where fr is the reference frequency, 

and le is the chirp carrier frequency in the AOD. For a single point scatterer at 

position (co, 110), the optical field observed on the nth laser pulse at the plane of 

the chirp focus will be the sum of the plane wave reference and the focussed chirp. 

a(x,y,t) = p(nT- to)q(y) d f [S(t - x'/va) + gei21rfr(t-x'/va)] iA:zc(x'-x)2dx yr;;;; }A 

a(x, y, nT) ex dq(y) [uA(nT)y'r;Bsinc [B ( ~ - ~c -
2~0 )] (3.3.5) 

.'''"' 
1"1;;;:012 

e'" f,(nT-•/•.) + ge'" f,( nT-•/<a)] 

In this expression p(nT-t0 ) is the nth laser diode pulse of width r0 , and normalized 

amplitude, which has been delayed from the nth radar pulse by a time to to allow 

the radar return to fully occupy the AOD aperture A. The orthogonal profile 

of the laser, q(y), is approximately constant after recollimation by the cylindrical 

lens, and d has absorbed all of the constants and arbitrary phase factors. The 

gain g represents the relative amplitude of the reference to the radar return, and 

for the optimum modulation depth for a single target g = uyT;}i, so that at 

the chirp focus the reference and chirp have the same amplitude. The diffracted 
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plane wave due to the reference tone is assumed to remain a plane wave after the 

Fresnel diffraction, and edge effect ripples are neglected. The carrier frequency 

f c = Vr - f LO is the resulting center frequency of the range chirp after mixing down 

from the microwave carrier frequency Vn and this carrier must be coherent with the 

transmitted chirp, and near the AOD center frequency. The coherent reference local 

oscillator frequency is chosen to be displaced from the chirp carrier by a harmonic 

of the laser PRF, plus a small offset, fr = le+ k/T +fa, so that from pulse to pulse 

the relative phases of the two carriers varies at an adequately sampled temporal 

frequency fa < 4/T. The intensity incident on the reference mask placed in the 

chirp focus plane is given by the modulus squared of the incident field, and the 

integrated intensity over the pulse width is proportional to the pulse duration r0 • 

J,(n+~)T J(x,y,nT) = 
1 

la(x,y,t)l2dt 
(n-~)T 

(3.3.6) 

rod2q2 (y) [a2 A2 (nT)TcBsinc2 [B(x/va - fc/b - 2.Ro/c)] + g2 

+ gaA(nT)['i:Bsinc[B(x/va - fc/b - 2.Ro/c)J 

2cos [2n (vr (ndpR~c"lo)
2 

+Uc - fr)x/va + fanT) ]] 

The first two terms are the usual bias terms associated with interferometric detec-

tion in a TSI system consisting of a signal dependent bias ridge and an approxi-

mately uniform bias. The focussed range chirp has the expected width 1/ B scaled 

into the spatial output coordinate by the acoustic velocity Va, and the intensity 

ridge has the usual chirp processing gain TcB, while the interferometric term has 

an amplitude g,/TJJ. The last term is the desired term which contains the az

imuthal phase history as a time dependent intensity modulation of the amplitude 

of the range focussed sine function, on a sampled temporal carrier fa, and a spatial 

carrier in the range dimension of spatial frequency Uc - fr)/va. Only one of these 

two carriers needs to be utilized in order to appropriately represent the complex 

azimuthal information in the resulting unipolar intensity distribution. However, if 
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both carriers are eliminated then the unwanted spurious sidelobe term will produce 

a large chirping contribution which can not be removed, that will seriously degrade 

the processor SNR in a multitarget environment, as is typical in SAR imaging 

applications. 

When the range carrier is utilized, then a spatial mask is placed in the chirp 

focus plane that also has a range carrier in the intensity transmittance of the mask, 

as illustrated in Figure 3.3.4, and fa is set equal to zero. 

T(x, y) = .!. +.!.cos [271" (fxx + b' y
2 

)] 
2 2 x+xo 

(3.3.7) 

The factor b' represents the effect of range azimuth coupling scaled into the spatial 

representation of the processor coordinate space, and will be calculated in order to 

produce the desired azimuth focussing operation at all range bins. The offset factor 

x0 represents the appropriate midrange coordinate corresponding to the center of 

the CCD, and the CCD range coordinate xis symmetric about this offset position, 

varying from -W /2 to +W /2. The CCD is composed of K columns of pixels, 

so the overall CCD width is W = K .6.x, where .6.x is the width of an individual 

pixel in range, which has a corresponding range resolution 6r = 2.6.xva/ c. The 

vertical spatial coordinate y will be centered, corresponding to a side looking offset 

position, and it extends from -H/2 to +H/2, where the CCD height is equal to 

H = N .6.y. The spatial carrier in the x dimension must be chosen large enough 

so that the sum frequency spatial carrier generated on the CCD is large enough to 

allow a bandpass filter to separate the image modulation on this carrier from the 

bias terms and the difference term. This can be accomplished when the mask spatial 

carrier is greater than or equal to the spatial carrier produced by the interference 

of the radar returns and the local oscillator, and the local oscillator is outside the 

bandwidth of the chirps, fr - Jc > B /2, and for convenience one might choose 

fz = Uc - fr)/va > B/2va. This condition necessarily implies that the range 

focussed sine illuminates at least one full cycle of the mask range carrier, and 
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contains at least one full cycle of the interferometrically produced range carrier. 

It is then necessary to adequately sample the frequency doubled carrier produced 

on the CCD, which requires at least 2, and hopefully 4, pixels of width ll.x per 

carrier cycle. The range focussed sine profile will contain 2 full cycles under the 

main lobe, therefore requiring 8 CCD pixels per range resolution element, so that 

va/ B > 8!:::.x. The two full cycles of the range carrier under the sine profile are 

necessary to adequately separate the spatial frequency of the interferometrically 

detected term from the incoherent sinc2 ridge. The range carrier decreases the 

number of resolvable range bins from the number of CCD pixels in x by a factor of 

8, giving K/8 independent range bins, with effective slant range resolution at the 

4dB point of Or = 8!:::.xva/ c. 

Alternatively, the mask can be fabricated with a spatial carrier in the y di-

mension, which can be used to produce an azimuth carrier, and the corresponding 

architecture is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.3.5. This azimuth carrier ap

proach is at the expense of decreasing the processing gain and resolution in the 

azimuth dimension, and it requires the radar to massively oversample the azimuth 

bandwidth. This requires a higher PRF or the use of a wider antenna, or operation 

at a closer range than might otherwise be desired, but the processor can easily ac-

commodate PRFs up to lSKHz, so this is not a serious disadvantage. The mask on 

an azimuth carrier is given by an equation similar to Eqn. 3.3.7, with the x carrier 

replaced by the y carrier. 

T(x, y) =~+~cos [27r (fyY + b'xy: xo)] (3.3.8) 

In this case the interferometric range carrier is eliminated by setting I fc - fr I ~ 
va/W, so that no spatial fringe pattern is detected in the range dimension over the 

width W of the CCD. The azimuthal carrier frequency must be larger than any 

frequency within the processing aperture, thereby requiring that the mask is single 

sided, and the more stringent constraint that the temporal carrier is greater than 
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1.5 times the signal bandwidth will result in an octave bandwidth mask, which 

will more effectively eliminate the contribution of the unwanted conjugate side

band term. For a synthesized aperture Ls = N dp < L containing N radar pulses, 

corresponding to N TDI CCD stages, the azimuth reference frequency should be 

greater than V Ls/ Ro>.r <fa· Using an azimuth carrier frequency higher than the 

highest azimuth frequency produced within the main lobe of the radar footprint, 

fa > !max ~ V / Da, is an even better limit that eliminates any frequency fold over 

effects. Simultaneously, the azimuth carrier frequency must be less than half the 

Nyquist frequency of the azimuthal sampling rate, so that the upshifted azimuth 

information is adequately sampled in the processor coordinate space, fa < 1/4T. 

The lowest frequency of the carrier modulated azimuth information should be well 

above DC, and the highest frequency should be well below the Nyquist limit to 

minimize unwanted within band sidelobes due to the real correlation operation. 

In the following analysis, both cases of range and azimuth carrier will be treated 

simultaneously, using a reference mask that contains both carriers, however, only 

one carrier would be used in practice. The product of the incident intensity with the 

mask transmittance is imaged onto a TDI CCD shifting by a pixel of height Ay each 

l laser pulses, where l is the number of samples which are incoherently averaged, 

or presummed, before azimuth processing is performed. The effective velocity of 

the TDI CCD is therefore given by vccD = Ay/lT, and this scale factor must 

be used to match the temporal carrier, fa, with the y spatial carrier of the mask 

through the equation / 11 = !a/vccD = falT / Ay. Clearly this spatial carrier must 

be adequately sampled by the CCD pixels of height Ay in y, and this implies that 

/ 11 < 1/4Ay, which is equivalent to the previously stated temporal sampling limit 

imposed upon fa· For either choice of carrier direction, the detection in the moving 

coordinate frame of the TDI CCD will contain a term that performs the desired 

complex azimuthal phase history correlation for each range bin of pixel width Ax 
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on the CCD. Ignoring the presumming capability by setting l = 1, the operation of 

the multichannel space variant TDI azimuth correlator array can be described with 

the usual shift and add notation. 
m 

I(x, mT) = L T(x, (m - n)Ay )1( x, (m - n)Ay, nT) (3.3.9) 
n=m-N 

d2 m 
= ro2u2TcBsinc 2 [B(x/va - fc/b- 2Ro/c)J L A2 (nT)q2 ((m - n)Ay) 

n=m-N 

d2 r;;;-:;; 
+ Nro2g2q2 + rodguyTcBsinc[B(x/va - fc/b - 2Ro/c)] 

.~~NA( nT)q' (( m - n).6.y) cos [ 21T ( f •" + fanT + ( n\-;_~o)')] 

cos [27r (fxx + fa(m - n)T + ((~,: :)~Y)
2

)] 
The bias in the mask produces the first two terms which represent the TDI aver-

aging of the uniform reference beam intensity, and the TDI convolution between 

the squared antenna footprint and the laser beam apodization in the y dimension, 

which will result in a slowly time varying bias within the coarse frequency bin cor-

responding to the point scatterer at range Ro. The final term represents the desired 

azimuthal phase history autocorrelation that must be performed on each range bin, 

and it is apodized by both the range dependent antenna footprint and the laser 

beam profile in y. The product of the cosinusoidal interferometrically generated 

intensity pattern with the cosinusoidal mask transmittance will generate sum and 

difference terms, the sum term appears on a frequency doubled range carrier, or 

on an m dependent azimuthal carrier, and is the desired azimuthal focussing term, 

while the difference term represents a spurious misfocussing contribution. The di-

mension that is chosen to represent the carrier frequency will suffer a decrease in 

the available resolution capabilities of the detector array. Filtering in the range di-

mension must remove the contribution due to the tightly focussed incoherent ridge, 

while the bias in azimuth is slowly varying, so that more carrier cycles will be needed 

within a blur spot if the range carrier is utilized. 
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The scaled mask range-azimuth coupling factor needed to fabricate the reference 

mask can be computed by setting the coefficients of n2 in the spatial and temporal 

cosines equal, or by setting the number of fringes over the processing aperture 

equal to the number of fringes over the CCD height for all ranges. The range swath 

processed over the CCD width is given by dR = cW /2va, and this is centered about 

the gross range delay at the center of the AOD and CCD, Re, which is determined 

by the time delay to = Tc/2 + 2Re/c + A/2va between each radar pulse and the 

corresponding laser pulse. In terms of these variables the constants which specify 

the mask range azimuth coupling become quite simple. 

b' = (H) 2 
>i.,dR = (dy)

2 
>i.,dR _ vccnc

2 

Ls W dp W - 2V2v,va 

H)2 (dy)2 
Xo = (Ls ArRe = dp ArRe 

(3.3.10) 

This completely specifies the functional form of the image of the mask on the CCD 

in terms of the CCD height H and width W, the processed synthetic aperture 

width Ls = N dp, the midrange Re, and the range processing width dR. However 

other scale factors, such as imaging system magnification, and appropriate pixel 

size scale factors and sampling effects on the mask and CCD must be accounted for 

in an experimental implementation. 

The output of the SAR processor will consist of a number of bias terms near 

baseband, the conjugate sideband azimuth misfocussed term, and the desired range 

and azimuth focussed image riding on a high frequency spatial carrier. The appro

priate carrier demodulation will separate the desired term from the other terms, 

however they will use up some of the available resolution and dynamic range of the 

CCD, especially in a multi target environment. For the point target under consid-

eration here, the processor output can be greatly simplified by considering only the 

desired term which is modulated by the spatial carrier, and assuming that the other 

terms have been removed by electronic bandpass filtering of the CCD output, and 
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neglecting the apodizations due to the radar footprint, the laser beam profile in y, 

and additional CCD blurrings due to resolution limitations. 

Todg r;;::;; . 
I(x,mT) =-

2
-uyTcBsmc[B(x/va - 2(~ - Rc)/c)] 

.JN cos [2~ (2/,x+ f 0 Tm- j, [m' -~ -2n ( m- 4)])] 
Todg t,;;-;; • [ 2d2 l ~-2-uyTcBsmc[B(x/va - 2(~ - Rc)/c)]Nsinc N ~~r (m - rto/dp) 

cos [2~ (2f,x + f 0 Tm - j, ( m 2 
- ~D)] (3.3.11) 

This demonstrates that the TSI AO /CCD SAR processor has the capability to 

achieved a good focussing operation in both range and azimuth dimensions, for all 

range bins. The azimuth resolution that has been achieved is linearly proportional 

to the range, and in ground coordinates T/ the resolution is Oa = RoAr /2N dp = 

Ro'Ar/2L8 , which is equivalent to a Rayleigh resolved real aperture equal to twice 

the range dependent processed aperture width. The reason that the resolution 

gets worse for farther ranges, and is not constant with range as was mentioned 

previously, is because only N pulses are being coherently accumulated, and for 

farther ranges the footprint is wider and more pulses should be included within the 

synthesized aperture. The neglected apodization effects will degrade the achievable 

resolution below this idealized limit, but will also help to minimize the sidelobe 

amplitudes. Similarly, the interferometrically detected range focussed sine function 

has the expected range resolution width given by Or = c/2B, which is scaled into 

the spatial processor space by the acoustic velocity. The two dimensional peak is on 

a carrier in either the range or azimuth dimensions, and the additional quadratic 

carrier in azimuth has a curvature which goes to zero at the position of the peak, 

and contains less than a fringe over the width of the azimuth peak, so it can be 

neglected. 
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The amplitude of the detected scatterer at x = 2Il-Ova/ c, m = fJo/ dp is propor

tional to the laser power and optical efficiency d, the target reflectivity u, the laser 

pulse width ro, the reference beam amplitude g, the number of TDI gain stages N, 

and the square root of the range chirp time bandwidth product .,;T;ii. However, 

the important parameters that will affect the resulting image quality are the modu

lation depth and resulting SNR that is achieved on a CCD with a limited dynamic 

range. The modulation depth requires knowledge of the amplitude of the various 

bias terms within a given range bin. The unwanted terms which use up the avail-

able detector dynamic range include the reference beam bias, the signal dependent 

range focussed intensity ridge due to each scatterer, and the conjugate sideband 

azimuth misfocussed term, all of which can be removed by bandpass filtering. The 

modulation depth can be defined as the peak to peak interferometric signal swing 

divided by twice the bias, which is equivalent tom= (/maz - Imin)/(Imaz + Imin), 

and is also equivalent to the signal to bias ratio (SBR). 

m =signal swing =~=SER 
2 x bias b 

2go-y'TJJN 
-

Ng2 + Nu2TcB 
(3.3.12) 

It is interesting to note that the number of TDI gain stages N cancels in this 

expression, so the SBR can not be improved by using larger CCD arrays, because 

both signal and bias terms build up linearly with the number of TDI stages. For 

a single target the modulation depth can be optimized by setting g = u,;T;B, and 

the resulting optimum modulation depth is mopt = 1. In this case the radar image 

can theoretically achieve an SNR equal to the detector dynamic range, but limits 

on the pulsed laser coherence will probably reduce this considerably. 

In a distributed multitarget environment, the modulation depth of each target 

is decreased by the bias contributions of all other targets within that range bin that 

are simultaneously illuminated by the antenna footprint. For Mk targets within the 
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illuminated footprint in the kth range bin, with average reflectivity u, the resulting 

modulation depth of an average target is decreased. 

(3.3.13) 

In this case the optimum reference beam amplitude is found to be increased by 

the square root of the number of illuminated targets within a range bin, g = 

u../TJ] .J"Mk, so it is range dependent and can not be optimized simultaneously for 

all range bins unless the reference beam amplitude is appropriately modulated. The 

resulting optimum modulation depth is decreased to mopt = 1/VJVfk. The compro

mise gain should be set equal to the expected number of scatterers within the various 

range bins, which has an expected value of M at Re. Since the number of illuminated 

scatterers grows linearly with range as the footprint widens, Mk ex: k, a square root 

increase of g with time would be a sensible choice, g(t - nT) = up;}JVM jii/c, 
and at Re the reference beam and expected signal power should occupy about one 

quarter of the CCD full well each. The achievable dynamic range is found by setting 

the maximum signal plus bias equal to the CCD full well capacity, and the resulting 

SAR image dynamic range is given by the CCD dynamic range, Dllo, times the 

fraction of that dynamic range that the signal swing occupies. 

DR= DR ~ = Dllo2 s/b = 2Dllo l/ VXfk = 2DR.o 0
s+b l+s/b 1+1/VMk .JMk'+l 

(3.3.14) 

The image dynamic range decreases from the CCD dynamic range inversely pro

portional to one plus the square root of the number of illuminated targets within 

a range bin, so for 100 targets within a given range bin the image dynamic range 

is decreased by a factor of 11. A typical CCD might have a dynamic range on 

the order of 103 : 1, and typically at least 100 targets would be illuminated within 

each range bin, resulting in an image amplitude dynamic range of 91:1 or 39dB, 

which should be acceptable for many real time applications. It is important to 

realize that in this type of interferometer the image dynamic range does not fall 
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inversely proportional to the number of targets within a range bin, which would 

be disastrous for more than 10 targets. Even more important is the fact that the 

dynamic range does not depend on the number of targets within the entire image, 

as it does with purely time integrating approachesf40l, since the antenna footprint 

can easily illuminate 105 or more targets. Since Mk is the number of illuminated 

targets within a range bin and not the number within the processing aperture of 

a range bin, the processor should be designed to process the entire radar footprint 

width at midrange, in order to avoid excess bias build up. 

3.3.2 Additive approaches to TSI SAR processing 

The unwanted conjugate sideband term that results from the multiplicative im

plementation of the AO/CCD SAR processor can be eliminated by using an additive 

approach. In this configuration the spatial carrier demodulation can be replaced 

with a bias subtraction operation, so that the full resolution capabilities of the CCD 

detector can be achieved in both dimensions. The additive SAR interferometer can 

be configured as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer as shown in Figure 3.3.6, with one 

TDI CCD on each beam splitter output port. The appropriate azimuth reference 

functions are introduced interferometrically by introducing a quadratically curved 

vertical phase in the reference arm, with a cylindrical lens. However, because of 

the range azimuth coupling the cylindrical lens will need to be tilted about its y 

axis, or alternatively a conical lens could be used. The interference between a range 

focussed chirp that has been collimated in y with the quadratically curved refer

ence wavefront will produce chirping fringe profiles along the columns of the CCD. 

The lens tilt will introduce an inverse linear dependence on the chirp rate from 

column to column, so adjustment of the tilt angle will produce the appropriate 

range azimuth coupling for a given radar geometry. The spatial intensity varia

tion detected within each column acts as the azimuthal impulse response with an 
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Figure 3.3.6. Mach-Zehnder architecture for AO/ CCD SAR processing, with two 

out of phase TDI CCDs used for bias subtraction. 
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Ttrne Integrated 
Correlation 

Figure 3.3. 7 Time and space dependent intensity profiles observed on a column of the 

TDI CCD, and the resulting time integrated chirp correlations, a) interferometric 

case, b) multiplicative approach. 
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important difference, the absence of the conjugate sideband. This single sideband 

modulation results in the travelling of the chirping fringes seen on the CCD from 

pulse to pulse, rather than the blinking on and off of the stationary mask that was 

obtained in the multiplicative implementation. The pulse to pulse phase shift of the 

radar returns prodl!ces a corresponding shift of the vertically chirping interference 

profile, as shown in Figure 3.3. 7a, and when the spatial and temporal chirp rates 

are appropriately matched, then one of the fringes will shift by a single pixel from 

pulse to pulse, producing a large peak on the synchronously scanning TDI detector. 

The fundamental difference with the multiplicative approach is illustrated in Figure 

3.3. 7b, where from pulse to pulse the stationary mask is seen to blink on and off, 

which can be decomposed into the interference of two oppositely travelling chirping 

fringe profiles. In the multiplicative approach half of the incident energy is in the 

desired sideband and produces a peak with half the gain of the interferometric ap

proach, but the other half is the wrong sideband which produces fringes travelling in 

the wrong direction, and this results in the chirping azimuth misfocussed conjugate 

sideband. A spatial carrier must be used to eliminate this sideband, because a bias 

subtraction CCD can not compute this term. 

When the phase shift upon reflection from the beamsplitter is 90°, as it should 

be theoretically for an ideal beamsplitter, then the two CCDs shown in Figure 

3.3.6, will produce out of phase images that can be directly subtracted in order 

to remove all the bias contributions. For any phase shift produced by a lossless 

dielectric beamsplitter on reflection and transmission the two output fields must 

be exactly 180° out of phase in order to conserve power and obey Stokes relation 

r't* + r*t' = 0. In this expression r and r' are the amplitude reflection coefficients 

and t and t' are the correspoding amplitude transmittances of the beam splitter, and 

the two interference patterns must be exactly out of phase since r't* = -r*t'. Thus 

in the interferometric case the complex processing operation can be accomplished 
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without the use of a spatial carrier by subtracting the two carefully aligned detector 

outputs. The full resolution capabilities of the CCD detector array can be achieved 

in both dimensions with this technique, although the detector area is effectively 

doubled as well. 

m m 
D(x,m) = I1(x,m) - I2(x,m) = I: IS + iRl2 

- liS + Rl 2 = L 4~(SR*) 
n=m-N n=m-N 

(3.3.15) 

This bias subtraction processing scheme would result in the real (imaginary) part 

of the desired SAR image, so if true complex processing is desired a carrier could 

be included as well, or an auxiliary imaginary (real) part processor could be con

structed. The phase shifts of the returns is a uniform random variable from 0 to 

27r, so each target will be multiplied by a random gain term equal to the sin of its 

phase. Only a few targets will disappear completely, and typically the amplitude 

will decrease by 1/ y'2. In the interferometric implementation the gain of the signal 

term is twice that of the multiplicative approach, and the combination of the out 

of phase outputs of the two CCDs results in an additional increase by two, so that 

the resulting image dynamic range is 4 times as large. A carrier can be included to 

represent the complex information in conjunction with the two out of phase CCDs. 

In this case the carrier is not used to separate the spectra of the image from the 

bias and sideband terms, because the bias is directly subtracted. This means that 

the number of carrier pixels per resolution element can be minimized to approxi-

mately 3 or 4, rather than 6 or 8 as required before, giving an additional resolution 

improvement of the interferometric implementation. 

The disadvantage of the Mach-Zehnder structure is its sensitivity to component 

vibrations, and for this reason an in-line approach is usually preferable. However, 

the multiplicative in line approach suffers from the problem of the conjugate side-

band contribution, so an additive in-line architecture as shown in Figure 3.3.8 can 

be used instead. In this approach the reference frequency, which is near a harmonic 
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of the laser PRF, is well outside of the chirp bandwidth, and a long focal length 

chirp is used, so that at the chirp focal plane the reference and focussed chirps are 

non overlapping. This leads to an inefficient utilization of the available AOD oc

tave bandwidth, Ba, given by Be/ Ba < 1.5Tc/Ta, so that the achievable number of 

independent range resolution elements is decreased from the AOD time bandwidth 

by a factor of 1.5(Tc/Ta - T! /T;,). In this case the optimum chirp duration, Tc, 

is half the AOD width, Ta, and the chirp bandwidth is . 75Ba, thereby using only 

3/8 of the available AOD time bandwidth, but this may be acceptable since AODs 

are available with much higher time bandwidths than CCDs have pixels. A tilted 

cylinder, or a conical lens, with power in y is inserted in the chirp focal plane in the 

region of chirp focus, but not in the region of the reference beam, thereby introduc

ing an appropriate range dependent quadratic phase factor between the focussed 

radar chirps and the reference. Imaging of the chirp focus plane onto the CCD 

will not produce any interference in this case because the reference and focussed 

chirps are not overlapping spatially. The reference beam can be diffracted to over

lap with the range focussed signal beam by placing a grating with the appropriate 

high spatial frequency in the Fourier plane of the lens which is used to image the 

chirp focus plane onto the TDI CCD. This grating will diffract the reference beam 

to be collinear with the chirp midband frequency fc, thereby eliminating the range 

carrier, and allowing individual range pixels to correspond to single range resolution 

elements. The signal dependent bias terms can be computed with an auxiliary TDI 

CCD that picks off the focussed chirps before they are recombined with the refer

ence, and this can be subtracted from the processed output. This leaves only the 

approximately uniform reference beam bias, which can be eliminated in real time 

from each processed azimuth swath with a premeasured and stored 1-D reference, 

since it is constant. 
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CHAPTER4 

DEVICE PERFORMANCE FOR TSI SIGNAL PROCESSING 

The performance characteristics of the active devices utilized in a Time and 

Space Integrating (TSI) signal processing system determine the accuracy and prac

ticality with which a desired computational task can be performed. The principal 

active devices which affect the system operation are the light source, the optical 

modulators, and the photodetectors, although the quality of the passive devices, 

such as lenses and beamsplitters, may also affect system performance. The most 

compact and efficient coherent light source available is the semiconductor laser diode 

(LD), and this was selected to illuminate the signal processing systems studied in 

this thesis because of the ability to directly modulate and pulse the optical source. 

Two dimensional optical modulators exist, but are not yet as fully developed as the 

1-D travelling wave acousto-optic devices (AOD) which were used to enter data into 

the TSI systems discussed here. Solid state silicon charge coupled device (CCD) 

detector arrays have emerged at the leading edge of VLSI technology as the largest 

integrated circuits in production, and they represent an excellent technology for 

performing 2-D time integrating detection in optical signal processing systems. 

With ideal devices, the signal processing operation can easily be accomplished 

with almost arbitrary precision and fidelity, limited only by shot noise, and the 

achievable resolution and computational speed are phenomenal. However, the fun

damental device limitations must be considered by the system architect while de

signing an optical signal processing system, so that the performance capabilities of 

each component are maximally utilized, and unreasonable performance expectations 

are not required. The engineering performance limits of commercially available de-
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vices will provide another limit on the capabilities of any practical optical signal 

processing system that must be considered in the system design phase. The possibil

ity of building custom devices for the particular system should only be considered if 

standard devices are inappropriate. The first step should be to examine the system 

architecture from the point of view of obtaining the full performance capabilities of 

existing devices, and selecting the simplest architecture that makes the best use of 

available hardware. 

Commercially available devices have reached a high level of sophistication, and 

the appropriate utilization of these state of the art electro-optic components can 

lead to optical signal processing with significant performance advantageous over 

other analog processing techniques, or the digital signal processing counterparts. 

These advantages can include size, weight, power, computational speed and cost, 

although there will also be disadvantages associated with the analog nature of the 

information representation, and the sensitivity to alignment errors associated with 

optical systems. Highly coherent laser diodes with modulation bandwidths up to 

lOGHz and single mode optical power outputs of 10-lOOmW are available, and 

much higher power multimode devices exist as welll6•7l. Acousto-optic deflectors 

are available with over 2000 resolvable spots, dynamic range as large as 80dB, and 

bandwidths on the order of 50MHzl32l, although bandwidths of several GHz are also 

commercially available, although with smaller time bandwidth products and smaller 

dynamic rangel33l. Two dimensional scientific CCD detectors with 2048 x 2048 pix

els are available as wafer scale integrated chips with dynamic ranges on the order 

of 104:1, and readout rates in the 10s of megapixels per second, though not si

multaneously with the high SNR operation145l. Each device is made with its own 

tradeoffs and optimized regime of operation, and numerous manufactures produce a 

plethora of designs, from inexpensive consumer products not intended for scientific 

applications to extremely expensive state of the art devices. The optical signal pro-
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ceasing systems designer must select from the available and affordable devices the 

appropriate selection of components to build the desired system, with the required 

performance characteristics. The interrelationships between the device characteris

tics will affect the system performance, and must be considered from an interacting 

system viewpoint, rather than looking at each device in its optimum region of oper

ation. Similarly the requirements of the architecture and of the optical design will 

affect the choice of devices and the operating characteristics of the devices. 

As an example of these tradeoffs consider the most common commercially avail

able laser diodes, which are made from GaAs/GaAlAs, and consequently have an 

operating wavelength in the range of 780-900nm. However in this spectral region 

the resolution of silicon CCD imagers is significantly decreased due to the migration 

of deep carriers generated by the deeply penetrating near IR light. This can be over

come by using a visible gas laser, or by using a thinned backside illuminated CCD 

detector array. The gas laser is bulky, inefficient and not as easily modulated as the 

laser diode, and thinned CCDs are fragile and expensive. Another consideration is 

the diffraction efficiency of commercially available acousto-optic deflectors at this 

near IR wavelength. Because of the dispersion of the optical rotary power, as well as 

the wavelength dependence of the photoelastic coefficients, commercially available 

Te02 deflectors operate much less efficiently at the laser diode wavelengths than at 

the visible wavelengths for which they are designed. Interacting considerations of 

this nature indicate the importance of system and device tradeoffs. 

In this chapter, I will review the operation and performance of laser diodes, 

acousto-optic devices and charge coupled device detector arrays. The performance 

characteristics that can have significant effects on TSI signal processing systems are 

reviewed from the device perspective in order to assist in the interpretation of the 

experimental results presented in Chapter 5. Some speculations as to custom device 

design intended to optimize TSI signal processing system performance are included 

to illustrate the relationship between systems characteristics and device tradeoffs. 
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4.1 Laser Diode Optical Sources 

The laser is the "power supply" of an optical signal processing system, as well 

as the carrier of the information within the system. When the laser power output 

is directly modulated it also represents an additional signal port through which 

data and control signals can be entered into the system. Laser diodes represent 

the most efficient coherent optical source currently available, boasting a differential 

quantum efficiency of up to 70%, and an overall electrical to optical conversion ef

ficiency of over 30%. The small size and efficient operation of laser diodes makes 

them extremely attractive for on board systems applications, where size and power 

considerations are important. Even more significant is the ability to directly mod

ulate the light power output of a laser diode with an applied voltage waveform at 

bandwidths of up to 1 GHz or more. This allows the simple implementation of 

modulated source time integrating correlator architectures and triple product pro

cessors. Laser diodes can also be pulsed with narrow pulses in order to freeze the 

acoustic motion in an AOD and implement space integrating holographic correla

tors and time integrating matrix multipliers. This pulsed mode of operation was 

the primary mode utilized in this thesis, and this section will briefly review the 

operating performance of a pulsed laser diode and its effect on a multidimensional 

TSI signal processing system. 

A laser diode is a forward biased p-n junction in a direct gap semiconductor 

inside an optical resonator11 :-3]. When a high injection condition is established at 

the junction, a population inversion is set up at the junction boundary between the 

electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence band. In the active region 

where the population inversion is maintained, spontaneous emission of photons will 

take place due to the recombination of electrons and holes. These spontaneously 

emitted photons, with energy approximately equal to the semiconductor bandgap, 

will be isotropically radiated, while some fraction will be confined by the optical 
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resonator. The resonator can be formed with external mirrors, but is usually formed 

by cleaving the semiconductor diode along parallel crystal planes, and relying on the 

index mismatch between air and the active layer to form a low finesse optical cavity. 

Those photons which are within the angular aperture confined by the mirror facets 

will have a probability of reflecting back and forth within the cavity, where they 

can be absorbed by inducing band to band transitions in the semiconductor. Since 

the direct semiconductor is in an inverted condition the photons in a cavity mode 

will interact with the inverted carrier population and produce coherent photons via 

stimulated emissions, thereby causing electron hole pairs to recombine. When the 

rate of stimulated emission is greater than the absorption rate then the inverted 

semiconductor will have gain for a photon propagating within the cavity. A lasing 

threshold condition is obtained when the cavity gain coefficient is equal to the loss 

coefficient plus the mirror losses. Below this threshold the emitted light is dominated 

by the incoherent spontaneous generation term and the emission spectra has a width 

given by the gain profile of the semiconductor. When the p-n diode is pumped at 

an injection current density larger than the lasing threshold current density, then 

the emission spectra becomes dominated by the cavity mode structure, and the 

emitted radiation becomes coherent. At high enough injection levels, small cavity 

devices can operate in a single mode, giving extremely long coherence length, which 

is ideal for coherent optical processing, and it is this mode of operation which is 

most important for TSI interferometers. 

The diode laser used in the experiments reported in Chapter 5 was a GaAlAs 

double hetero structure single mode device manufacture by Hitachi (HLP 1600)!31, 

that had a rated CW output power of 15m W, but could be pulsed to much higher 

levels. This diode had about .2m W of spontaneous emission at its 49mA threshold, 

and an electrical to optical conversion efficiency above threshold of .32m W /mA. 

The double hetero structure, which is illustrated in Figure 4.1.la, is used in these 
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devices because it results in a small threshold current density by confining the in

verted carriers in the same region as the optical waveguide. Carrier confinement is 

accomplished by sandwiching a thin ( .lµm-.5µm) active layer of GaAs between a p

type layer of GaAlAs and an n-type layer of GaAlAs. The bandgap of Gai-zAl:i:As 

is a linear function of the composition given by Eg(eV) ~ 1.424+1.247x, for x < .37, 

so the emission wavelength in microns will be approximately>.~ 1.24µm/ Eg(eV) = 

1.24/(1.42 + 1.25x). When the narrow band gap GaAs is sandwiched between the 

wide gap ternary GaAlAs p and n layers, intervening conduction band and valence 

band discontinuities will result, with most of the discontinuity in the conduction 

band. When this diode is forward biased under high injection conditions the het

erojunction band discontinuities effectively trap the electrons and holes in an over

lapping spatial volume where a highly inverted condition is maintained, as shown 

in Figure 4.1.lb. This active layer of GaAs will have a high gain coefficient which is 

proportional to the inversion density. The emitted optical radiation will be confined 

within the active region because the refractive index is also a function of the compo

sition, n = 3.59-. 71x, thereby producing a dielectric waveguiding step index profile 

at the heterojunction boundaries as shown in Figure 4.1.lc. This index guiding can 

also be accompanied by gain guiding or thermal guiding, where the active iayer in

dex dependence on the injected carrier density or on the junction temperature can 

be used to confine the optical mode. The mode is effectively confined to the region 

of gain as shown in Figure 4.1.ld, so that only small evanescent tails extend into the 

GaAlAs region, which is essentially transparent at the lasing wavelength because of 

the wider bandgap. This simultaneous waveguiding and inverted carrier population 

confinement of the narrow GaAs layer results in a highly efficient device. In the 

lateral dimension the light can be confined by burying the heterostructure within a 

lateral region of GaAIAs producing a built in lateral waveguide. Alternatively, only 

a thin strip is injected by a metal contact along the length of the laser, producing 
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a gain guided strip within the thin GaAs layer. Typically light is emitted equally 

from both end facets, but only one direction is utilized by the optical system, and 

the other facets emission represents wasted optical power. 

The transverse modal properties of the laser are determined by the size and 

shape of the active and confinement regions. When a very thin layer of GaAs is 

used then the electric field of the emitted laser light is linearly polarized in the 

plane of the junction. Moreover, a small cavity can be made to oscillate in only 

the fundamental TEMoo mode, and this was the case for the Hitachi laser, which 

had an effective near field laser profile of 1.3µm by 4.µm, measure at the 1/e point 

of the emitted Gaussian beams. This very small optical spot size radiates as an 

anamorphically expanding Gaussian beam with half power full width divergence 

angles of 10° in the plane of the active layer, and 30° in the transverse plane of 

the heterojunction, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.2. This beam can be well collimated 

since it emerges from such a well defined point source, unless the horizontal and 

vertical beam waists are at different positions within the cavity. However, it will 

produce an elliptical beam profile unless special collimating optics are employed. 

The longitudinal modal properties of the laser determine the coherence and 

spectral purity of the emitted light. In an optical interferometer the coherence de

termines the visibility of the fringes detected at the output which determines the 

modulation depth of the desired information with respect to the incoherent bias. 

The Fabry-Perot cavity resonance condition determines the allowed frequencies of 

oscillation of the laser. The allowed oscillation wavelengths for a cavity of length L 

and index n are determined by the requirement that an integral number N of half 

cycles fit within the resonator, nL = >.N /2. At sub threshold drive currents the 

laser is almost totally incoherent, with a spectral width as large as the GaAs gain 

profile, and may not exhibit a modal structure. As the drive current is raised above 

threshold a number of modes within the gain profile begin to lase, and they com-
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pete for the available population of inverted carriers. The Hitachi laser diodes are 

designed to operate as single mode devices at higher drive currents, and for output 

powers over a few mW one of the longitudinal modes wins the modal competition. 

The winning mode steals the gain from all the other competing modes and contains 

more than a thousand times the power of any other mode. The spectral width of a 

single oscillating mode can be as low as ~v=50MHz, out of a center frequency of 

v =cf>..= 3.6 x 1014, giving a spectral purity of almost one part in 107 • The corre

sponding coherence length le = c~v can be as long as lOm, making the laser diode 

one of the most coherent lasers available. However when these lasers are operated in 

a pulsed mode rather than with DC drive current then the laser coherence suffers 

drastically. For the first few nanoseconds of a pulse several modes will compete 

until one wins and steals the gain from the others, which results in an essentially 

incoherent output until single mode operation is achievedf4l. The winning mode is 

usually the most favored mode that is near the peak of the emission spectrum, but 

several modes can show a non negligible probability of becoming the dominant sin

gle mode, so that on successive pulses different modes may dominate. The winning 

mode will experience a small frequency drift during a long pulse due to junction 

heating effects, until an equilibrium condition is reached. If the frequency drift is 

large enough the adjacent mode will become favored, and the lasing mode will hop 

to the adjacent oscillation frequencyf3l. These frequency drifting and hopping ef

fects will introduce fringe shifts in the interferometrically detected output from an 

interferometer, which become more severe for longer path length differences. These 

effects can seriously affect a TSI interferometer where thousands of laser pulses need 

to be coherently time integrated on a detector array as spatial fringe patternsf5l. 

The probability of interpulse modal hopping can be minimized by biasing the laser 

just below threshold, and adjusting the rise time and pulse amplitude. The in

coherent emission during the first few nanoseconds of the pulse should be made 
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a small fraction of the pulse duration, so the bias introduced during this time is 

only a small percentage of the coherently detected fringes during the remainder of 

the pulse. Conversely the pulse length should be short enough to avoid effects of 

junction heating during the pulse, and to freeze the acoustic motion and travelling 

fringes caused by the doppler shifted AO diffraction. These considerations lead to 

a pulse with a 50-100 nsec width, and a 30-50 nsec rise time on a bias just below 

the laser threshold, in order to maximize the laser coherence. 

The power obtainable with a single mode diode laser is typically from 10-30m W, 

but in pulse operation peaked powers on the order of lOOm W may be obtainable. 

However, the coherence may suffer when the laser is pulsed at higher output inten

sities than its rated CW output power. The typical current input versus optical 

power output relationship of a laser diode is plotted in Figure 4.1.3, which shows 

a strong thresholding behavior. Below the lasing threshold only incoherent sponta

neous emission is generated and the spectral output is broad, like a light emitting 

diode (LED). Above the lasing threshold the coherent laser output dominates and 

the spectral output becomes dominated by a set of Fabry-Perot resonance peaks. 

Well above threshold a single mode can win the modal competition for the avail

able gain and the laser output becomes highly coherent with a very narrow spectral 

peak. The linearity of the current power relationship is very good over two or

ders of magnitude with a second harmonic distortion as low as 45dB below the 

fundamental[3]. 
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4.2 Acousto-Optic Device Model 

In this section I will review some of the essential operating characteristics of 

acousto-optic devices[8] (AODs) that are used in signal processing systems. These 

devices are based on the periodic modulation of the optical index of refraction 

caused by an acoustic wave propagating in a transparent material. An optical wave 

passing through the region containing the acoustic wave will experience a periodic 

phase modulation that can produce a corrugation of the optical wavefront which 

will result in a scattering of the optical wave into diffracted orders. The acousto

optic interaction is somewhat different from other types of optical volume diffraction 

effects because the perturbation is required to be a superposition of propagating 

eigenmodes of the acoustic wave equation. This is especially relevant in the case 

of highly anisotropic acoustics, such as in the slow shear mode of paratellurite 

(Te02), which was used as a birefringent AO deflector in the systems reporteg in 

Chapter 5. An understanding of the nonideal behavior of this type of device is 

important at the stage of system design, in order to minimize unwanted effects, 

and in order to understand apparently anomalous behavior of the experimental 

arrangement. However, from the systems analysis point of view the issues discussed 

in this section are far too involved to be treated analytically at the level of the full 

signal processing system operation. 

The acousto-optic interaction results in the phase modulation of an optical beam 

by an acoustic wave in a photoelastic medium. In order to properly describe this 

interaction I will represent the acoustic and optical waves separately, and then in

troduce the coupling between them. This interaction is mediated by the 4th rank 

photoelastic tensor which describes the dielectric impermeability tensor perturba

tion caused by the propagating strain wave. In practice, devices are designed to 

make use of only a single element of the coupling tensor, and the problem is greatly 

simplified. 
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4.2.1 Acoustic eigenmodes 

The acoustic wave is modelled as a time and space varying particle displace

ment vector field it( x, t), which at each crystal lattice site describes the particle 

displacement from its equilibrium position!9,ioJ. A sinusoidal displacement wave of 

amplitude W, radian frequency n, wave vector IKI = 211" /A, acoustic wavelength 

A, propagating with a phase velocity va(S) = O/IKI in the direction defined by the 

unit vector s = K / IKI, and with unit polarization U is described by the particle 

displacement field 

" -+ " 8 ·X [ .......... l iZ(x, t) =WU cos(Ot - K · x) =WU cos O(t - va(S)) (4.2.1) 

The displacement gradient matrix is the spatial derivative of the displacement field, 

and its components are given by 

Q··( ..... ) _ [aui(x,t)] 
i3 x,t - a x· J 

(4.2.2) 

The symmetric part of the displacement gradient matrix is known as the linearized 

Strain tensor and its components are given by 

(4.2.3) 

The Stress tensor Tij' which is symmetric in non feroic materials, is related to the 

Strain tensor through the 4th rank elastic stiffness tensor in a generalization of 

Hooke's law. 

(4.2.4) 

Where the Einstein summation convention over repeated indices is implied, and 

i, j, k, l may take on any of the three spatial directions x1 , x2 , x3 or equivalently 

x, y, z. The elastic coefficients possess certain symmetries because of the symmetry 

of S and T, so that Cifkl = Cfikl = Ciflk = Cfilk, and energy arguments show that 

Cijkl = Cklij. The acoustic field equations show that energy oscillates between the 
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stress energy and the strain energy in a fashion that is analogous to the electromag

netic oscillation between electric and magnetic energy. The dynamical equation of 

motion for a vibrating medium relates the restoring force as given by the divergence 

of the Stress tensor with the mass times acceleration of the displacement field. 

- a2:a 
F = V · T =Pm at2 (4.2.5a) 

a a2ui 
Fi= ox. Tij =Pm ot2 (4.2.5b) 

J 

In this equation Pm is the scalar equilibrium mass density of the medium. Sub-

stitution of the Stress-Strain relationship, and the definition of Stress in terms of 

particle displacements into the dynamical equation of motion results in the differ

ential equation governing the propagation of particle displacement fields. 

a2uk a2ui 
Fi = Cijkl BxzBx; = Pm atz (4.2.6) 

Substitution of the assumed plane wave of Equation 4.2.1 into this equation results 

in the equation for the allowed modes of propagation. 

(4.2.7a) 

(4.2.7b) 

This system is only compatible for all waves if the determinant of the system is 

zero, which results in the dispersion relationship in terms of the Christoffel matrix 

fik(S) = CijklSjSl as a function of the propagation direction 8, where S:r,,Sy,Sz are 

the appropriate direction cosines. 

det lri;iS) - PmOikl = 0 (4.2.8) 

This equation has three solutions for the acoustic slowness, or inverse velocity 

1/va(S) = K /0 for each direction 8, forming three equivalent frequency scaled 

surfaces in K space, known as acoustic momentum space. The corresponding eigen

polarizations U(S) for each direction of propagation correspond to the longitudinal 

(or quasilongitudinal) and two shear (or quasishear) solutions. 
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An example of cross sections through this surf ace, calculated via an explicit 

solution of the Christoffel equation are shown in Figure 4.2.1 for the important 

case of paratellurite Te02l111. The anomalously slow shear mode is recognized 

by the large lobes extending in the [110] direction, and this is the acoustic mode 

utilized in the Bragg cells used in this work. The acoustic velocity along this axis is 

.62rnm/ µsec, and the radius of curvature in the x-y plane is about 1/44, and in the 

xy-z plane that orthogonally cuts through the slow shear lobe the radius of curvature 

is about 1/12. The acoustic phase velocity surface is found by inverting the slowness 

surface radially about the unit sphere. It is important to realize that the acoustic 

Poynting's vector, which describes the direction of energy flow, is orthogonal to the 

slowness surface, thus in the regions of high curvature around the [110] direction 

slightly off axis acoustic components will not only propagate faster, they also will 

rapidly walk off from the main beam. 

4.2.2 Optical eigenmodes 

Optical propagation through a homogenous, lossless anisotropic medium can 

be described in terms of Maxwell's equationsl12l. Faraday's law gives the relation 

between an induced electric field and a time varying magnetic field. Ampere's law 

describes the creation of a magnetic field due to a dielectric flux, a conductivity 

current, and a source current, however for the case of interest to acousto-optics, 

no currents are present. Similarly, we will assume no free electric charges, and of 

course no free magnetic monopoles. 

- afJ VxE=--
iJt 

(4.2.9) 

- afJ - - afJ v x H = at + Jc + JB = at {4.2.10) 

V · fJ =Pe= 0 (4.2.11) 

(4.2.12) 
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In an optically anisotropic medium the displacement vector D and electric field E 
are not necessarily parallel, and are related by the Hermitian second rank permittiv

ity tensor e. In magnetically isotropic material the magnetic vector ii is related to 

the magnetic induction i!J by the scalar permeability µ. The resulting constitutive 

relationships describe the effect of material media on the propagation of electromag

netic waves, and allows the unique solution to Maxwell's equations with a given set 

of boundary conditions. 

fJ = eE = eoE + P (4.2.13a) 

(4.2.13b) 

i!J = µii = µoii + M (4.2.14a) 

(4.2.14b) 

The permittivity tensor is expressed as the free space permittivity e0 plus a material 

dependent susceptibility tensor, Eij = eo(l + Xij), and the presence of the matter 

is seen to induce a polarization vector P which is related to E through the linear 

susceptibility tensor Xii· 

In order to derive the optical eigenmodes we will assume an electromagnetic 

plane wave with angular frequency w, and wave vector lkl = 27r /).. , propagating in 

the direction of the unit vectors= k/lkl, with a phase velocity vp = c/n = 1/ y7if. 

The refractive index n = ;;;;; is a function of the direction of propagation, the 

polarization of the wave, and the frequency if the material is dispersive, and it is the 

allowed eigen-velocities vp and eigen-polarizations Eo which are to be determined. 

E(x, t) = Eoe-i(wt-k·z) (4.2.15a) 

H(x, t) = iioe-i(wt-k·i) (4.2.15b) 

We can now substitute these assumed solutions into Maxwell's equations to obtain 

f xi= wµii (4.2.16a) 
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"k xii= -wfE (4.2.16b) 

Substituting the first equation for ii into the second equation yields an equation 

for i. 
k x ( k x E) + w2 µEE = 0 

[k·k · - 6· ·k2 + wµf··] E· - O ' 3 ,, ,, 3 -

(4.2.17a) 

(4.2.17b) 

In the absence of optical activity, the symmetry of the permittivity tensor f allows 

us to rotate to a principal dielectric coordinate system where fij is purely diagonal. 

In order for a nontrivial solution to exist the determinant of the matrix in brackets 

in equation ( 4.2.17b) must be zero. 

(4.2.18) 

This is the equation for the optical normal surface in k space, referred to as optical 

momentum space. It is analogous to the acoustic momentum surface, and the inverse 

optical phase velocity vp-1 = n/c = k/w in a particular direction, is proportional 

to the radius of the momentum surface in that direction divided by the optical 

angular frequency. For each direction of propagation there are two possible eigen-

phase-velocities, with corresponding orthogonal, eigen-polarizations as solutions to 

equation (4.2.17). The two surfaces intersect in degenerate directions known as the 

optical axes, and there may be up to four such intersections in biaxial media. For 

uniaxial materials there are only two such intersections along a single line, giving 

a single optical axis. For th,e case of Te02 optical activity breaks the degeneracy 

along the optical axis, and results in a slight splitting of the two eigen-velocities 

along the optical axis, as shown in Figure 4.2.2. The eigen-polarizations are circular 

along the optical axis, and become elliptical as the direction of propagation moves 

away from the optical axis. 

The impermeability tensor r/ij = fo(f-l )ij is the inverse of the dielectric tensor 

f and is given by the relation (f-1}k;fik = bij· As a second rank symmetric tensor 
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it describes a quadratic surface known as the index ellipsoid 

(€-l )ijXiXj = (:2 ) ij XiXj = 1. (4.2.19) 

In the principal coordinate system this equation reduces to the familiar representa-

tion of a general ellipsoid. 

xi x~ x~ 
n2 + n2+n2=1 

1 2 3 
(4.2.20) 

This surf ace is a convenient geometric representation for finding the optical eigen-

modes of the displacement vector D for a given direction of propagation. These 

eigenmodes are found by finding the principal axes of the ellipse normal to the 

propagation direction. Associated with each eigenmode is a corresponding index of 

refraction, equal to the ellipse radius along each principal axis. 

4.2.3 Photoelastic coupling 

The photoelastic effect is usually described in terms of an elastically induced 

perturbation of the impermeability tensor mediated by a fourth rank elastooptic 

tensor, which has nonzero components in all materials!10•131. 

LlTJij = Ll (:2 ) ij = PijklSkl (4.2.21) 

The symmetry of the index ellipsoid in i and j, and the strain tensor ink and 1 result 

in the symmetry relations for the strain-optic tensor Pijkl = Pjikl = Pijlk = Pjilk· 

Because the index perturbations due to the photoelastic effect are small we can use 

the relationship dn = -!n3d (~) to write 

n3 
(Lln)i; = -2Pijklsk1 (4.2.22) 

Thus the perturbation of the optical index is proportional to the magnitude of 

the applied strain, and as long as the appropriate photoelastic tensor coefficient is 

nonzero there will be a resulting phase modulation of a properly polarized optical 

wave passing through the medium. 
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An acoustic eigenmode plane wave as in Eq. (4.2.1), will induce a strain wave 

of the form 
1 A ~ 

S(x,t) = 2WSmncos(Ot- K · X) (4.2.23) 

Where Bmn is a unit strain tensor for the given mode. This will induce a periodic 

travelling wave volume dielectric tensor perturbation that will couple the ith polar-

ization component of the input mode with the jth polarization component of the 

output mode 

(4.2.24) 

For an isotropic medium this corresponds to a perturbation of the index of refraction 

given by 

(4.2.25) 

3 A 

This index grating of amplitude Cno = - ~ W PijmnSmn can diffract an incident 

optical plane wave, of polarization i into a diffracted beam with polarization j, if 

the appropriate photoelastic tensor element is nonzero, and as long as both energy 

and momentum are conserved. This results in two conservation equations for the 

incident and diffracted optical waves. 

m = 0,1,2, ... N (momentum conservation) (4.2.26) 

m = 0,1,2, ... N (energy conservation) (4.2.27) 

The plus and minus signs in these equations correspond to the annihilation or 

creation of m phonons, respectively. 

With near normal incidence, many orders are simultaneously created and we are 

said to be in the Raman-Nath regime, which is illustrated in Figure 4.2.3a. When 

the width of the acoustic wave in the direction of light propagation greatly exceeds 

the characteristic length Lo = n~{088 , indicating that an optical beam encounters 

several acoustic wavefronts as it traverses the acoustic wave at an angle 8, then the 
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Figure 4.2.4. a) Momentum matching conditions for isotropic Bragg diffraction 

in the interaction plane, b) coherent reflection off of individual acoustic wavefronts. 
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interaction is in the Bragg regime. When the incident light is at the Bragg angle 

with respect to the acoustic wave, then only one diffracted order is allowed with 

either m = ±1, which is illustrated in Figure 4.2.3b. This describes a quantum 

mechanical particle scattering interaction between three particles, the incident pho-

ton, the diffracted photon, and the acoustic phonon. In order to conserve energy 

the diffracted photon is doppler shifted by the moving phase grating by an amount 

exactly equal to the frequency of the acoustic phonon. This frequency shift can only 

be observed interferometrically, and it plays a key role in the spectrum analysis sys

tems analyzed in Chapter 5. The momentum matching equation ( 4.2.26) describes 

a closed triangle in momentum space whose vertices, corresponding to the incident 

and diffracted wave, must be allowed optical eigenmodes. This is illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.2.4a for the isotropic case, such as would be observed in fused silica, in which 

case the closed triangle is isosceles and lkil = lkdl, because the change in the optical 

frequency and energy due to the acoustic wave is less than one part in 106 . The 

angles between the acoustic plane wavefronts and the incident and diffracted optical 

beams are the same, and are called the Bragg angle OB. This direction corresponds 

to constructive interference between different portions of the diffracted beam. It 

can be derived by modelling each acoustic wavefront as a partially reflecting mirror, 

and requiring the reflected portion from adjacent wavefronts to add up in phase as 

is illustrated in Figure 4.2.4b. The resulting Bragg angle is given by 

e . -1 IKI . -1 A . -1 .Xf .\f 
B = sm -- = sin -- = sin -- ~ --

2lk I 2nA 2van 2van 
(4.2.28) 

The angular deviation of the diffracted light is seen to be proportional to the fre

quency of the applied acoustic wave in the small angle approximation, which is the 

basis of many acousto-optic systems. 

In an anisotropic medium the optical and acoustic momentum vectors can be 

a function of direction and polarization. The acousto-optic interaction can result 

in a change of the state of polarization of the diffracted optical wave as well as 
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the direction of propagation. The technologically most relevant case is when the 

incident optical polarization is in the slow mode, and an acoustic mode with the 

proper photoelastic tensor coefficient is used to switch the state of polarization to 

the fast model14l. This case is illustrated in Figure 4.2.5a for a positive uniaxial 

crystal, where the angle of incidence 81 has a corresponding extraordinary index 

n 8 (81) = ne(81), and the angle of diffraction 82 has a corresponding ordinary index 

n1(82) = n 0 • This type of birefringent diffraction can result in an increased band

width for a given efficiency by using tangentially degenerate phase matching, where 

the midband acoustic momentum vector is parallel with the nearest part of the 

inner optical momentum surface. For an acoustic beam rotated by an angle f3, the 

angles of incidence 8i = 82 - f3' and diffraction 8d = 81 + f3' measured with respect to 

the normal to the acoustic beam, are the appropriate coordinates for describing the 

interaction. The momentum matching condition requires the acoustic momentum 

to have a magnitude which closes the triangle in momentum space. 

The optical momentum wave vectors must also be conserved orthogonal to the 

rotated acoustic beam which leads to an expression for the full angle through which 

the light is diffracted. 

( 4.2.30) 

For an acoustic plane wave propagating along the optical symmetry axis with f3 = 0, 

the expressions for the required angle of incidence and diffraction of a polarization 

switching anisotropic diffraction mechanism are modified from the isotropic or po

larization preserving relationship, yielding the Dixon equationsl14l. 

(4.2.31) 
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These relations are plotted for the same birefringence indicated in the anisotropic 

Bragg matching diagram in Figure 4.2.5. The broad minimum of Oi can be used as 

a fixed incidence angle which yields a wide range of diffraction angles for different 

input frequencies. When the slow and fast modes are degenerate, n 8 (01) = n1(02), 

then this is seen to reduce to the familiar Bragg diffraction condition of isotropic 

media where oi = od. 

When the acoustics are also anisotropic, then Va varies with the acoustic beam 

angle f3, and the Bragg matching condition is most easily solved for graphically, 

as illustrated in Figure 4.2.6. In this figure the diffracted optical momentum vec

tor is found at the intersection of the optical normal surface with the perturbing 

acoustic normal surface of the appropriate scale for the input frequency which is 

centered on the input optical momentum vector eigenmode. The acoustic momen-

tum surface can be approximated with a taylor series expansion in the vicinity of 

the crystal symmetry axis, and to second order the acoustic momentum vector can 

be represented as an asymmetric paraboloid. 

(4.2.32) 

In this expression {3y is the off axis angle in the height direction, f3z is the off axis 

angle in the interaction plane, and vo is the acoustic velocity along the symmetry 

axis. The linear terms in {3y and f3z represent on axis acoustic walkoff effects, and 

are identically zero if the transducer face is accurately aligned normal to an acoustic 

symmetry axis. The intersection of this paraboloid with the optical normal surface 

gives the locus of exactly phase matched momentum vectors of the diffracted optical 

field, and this is illustrated in the random dot stereo pair shown in Figure 4.2.7a. 

In the x-z interaction plane we can derive a relationship between the incident and 
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Figure 4.2.6. a) Tangential degenerate birefringent phase matching for positive 

uniaxial crystal when both acoustics and optics are anisotropic. 
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diffracted optical angles with the acoustic off axis angle f3z. 

n1 sin(01) - n 8 sin(02) = n1(D2) sin(Oa - f3z) - ns(01) sin(Oi - f3z) = (1 - bzf3;) >..J 
Vo 

(4.2.33) 

This relationship coupled with Eqs. 4.2.29-30 allows us to uniquely solve for the 

diffraction angle in arbitrarily anisotropic media. However, from the systems point 

of view it usually suffices to assume a linear relationship between input frequency 

and diffraction angle. In tellurium dioxide the acoustic anisotropy of the anoma-

lously slow shear [110] mode is so large that these effects must be considered in 

attempting to explain non ideal AOD operation, such as frequency plane scale 

distortion and frequency plane blur!15l. An illustration of the normal surf ace in

tersection for the case of the Te02 slow shear mode with a greatly exaggerated 

frequency is shown as a random dot stereo pair in Figure 4.2.7b. The Schaeffer-

Bergman diffraction pattern is given by the momentum conserving interactions in a 

uniformly excited acoustic medium, which are just the intersection of the diffracted 

wave vector momentum surface with the perturbing acoustic momentum surface, 

giving the locus of phase matched diffraction allowed eigenmodes. 

4.2.4 I-Dimensional coupled mode solutions 

I will solve the I-dimensional acousto-optic coupled mode equation assuming a 

perfectly phase matched interaction, while assuming that the modal amplitudes are 

only a function of the z coordinate, even though this is not completely rigorous. For 

an incident optical plane wave with polarization Eo and incident amplitude Ao(O), 

that is diffracted by the acoustic wave into a plane wave with polarization E1 whose 

amplitude grows with interaction distance z within the AO medium, the total field 

can be written in the interaction regime 0 < z < L, as 

(4.2.34) 

In the presence of the dielectric perturbation given by Eq. 4.2.24 the two modes 
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Figure 4.2.7. a) 3-D random dot stereo pair normal surface intersection for an 

arbitrary acoustic paraboloid. b) stereo pair of the normal surface intersection for 

the slow shear acoustic mode of Te02 with a greatly exaggerated acoustic frequency. 
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are coupled, provided that momentum and energy are conserved. The total field is 

a solution of the inhomogenous wave equation 

{4.2.35) 

The individual fields with constant amplitudes are solutions of the unperturbed 

homogenous wave equation which allows us to substitute the total field and the 

acoustically induced dielectric perturbation in the wave equation, and obtain for 

the one dimensional interaction configuration 

'"' E e-i(wmt-k.zm:i:-k.,mz) [ 
02 

_ 2ik !_] A (z) 
L..,, m 8z2 zm az m 

m=0,1 
(4.2.36) 

+ ~ £ik(Pklmn.Smn)Elj [e-i(Ot-K,.,z-K.,z) + c.c.] µ L wf A1(z)E1e-i(wit-k,.,,z-kziz) = 0 
l=0,1 

The adiabatic condition allows us to assume that the modal amplitudes Am ( z) 

are slowly changing in z compared to an optical wavelength so that we can ne-

glect the second order spatial derivative. We now require that the coefficients 

of Eme-i(wmt-k,,,.nz-kzmz) vanish for m = O, 1, in order to obtain a phase syn-

chronous transfer of power between the modes. This requires that kz1X - kz1 z = 

kzox - kzoz ± Kzx - Kzz and w1 = wo ± 0, which are the familiar momentum and 

energy conservation conditions. 

For Bragg interactions only a single order has a totally phase synchronous inter-

action with the input fields so we only get coupling to a single mode. This results in 

the well known coupled mode equations for perfectly phase matched interactions. 

dAo(z) . A 
dz = -'tK 1' 

dA1 (z) . *A 
dz = -'tK O· 

( 4.2.37) 

Where the coupling constant is found from the incident and diffracted polarization 

vectors left and right projected onto the dielectric perturbation tensor. 

( 4.2.38) 
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The solution of the coupled mode equation with the implied boundary condition of 

A 1 (0) = O, yields the perfectly coupled mode solution for z > 0 

Ao(z) = Ao(O) cos IKlz, 

A1(z) = -i ,:, Ao(O) sin jx;jz. 
(4.2.39) 

So the optical field is seen to oscillate back and forth between the incident and 

diffracted field each distance 2Lm = n'f IKI, as the beams propagate in the z direc

tion. Complete power transfer occurs from the input to the diffracted mode after 

a distance of z propagation given by Lm. The diffraction efficiency is the ratio of 

the incident optical intensity to the intensity transferred to the diffracted beam in 

a distance L, and it is given by 

IA1(L)l2 
• 2 

IAo(O)l2 = sm !KIL (4.2.40) 

Thus given the amplitude W of the acoustic mode Skz, the interaction length L, the 

input polarization E0 , the output polarization E1 , and the material tensors Eij and 

Pijkl' we can find the percentage of light diffracted into the output beam. 

4.2.5 Acousto-optic devices 

An acousto-optic device is constructed by bonding an acousto-electric trans-

ducer onto a photoelastic medium, so that acoustic waves can be launched into the 

medium, and is illustrated in Figure 4.2.8. The transducer is usually a piezoelectric 

crystal of thickness to, metalized on both faces so that an electric field can be ap

plied transversely in the k d'irection. This induces a strain through the third rank 

piezoelectric tensor d, which can only exist in non-centrosymmetric materials. 

(4.2.41) 

The appropriate choice of transducer crystal cut and orientation are used to produce 

the desired polarization of the acoustic wave which is launched into the photoelas-

tic medium. The time dependent strain within the transducer is coupled into the 
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Figure 4.2.8. Schematic diagram of an acousto-optic device. 
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photoelastic medium with a frequency dependent efficiency dictated by the acoustic 

impedance matching of the transducer and bonding layers. The frequency depen

dence of the electro-acoustic conversion R(f), is due to the electrical matching net

work, the transducers resonant bandwidth and the mechanical coupling efficiency 

bandshape. By applying a sinusoidally varying electric field to the transducer, that 

is within its acoustic resonant bandwidth, we can launch a propagating acoustic 

wave into the photoelastic medium. Since the transducer has a finite spatial aper

ture the harmonic acoustic field will have a spatial angular divergence. The angular 

spectrum of the transducer is given by the Fourier transform of its aperture p(y, z), 

scaled by the appropriate acoustic wavelength. The angular divergence of the trans

ducer in the interaction dimension coupled with tire phase matching condition is 

what determines the acousto-optic bandshape of the device. For an isotropic de

vice with a simple uniform rectangular transducer of length L and height H the 

transducer radiation pattern acoustic angular spectrum in the interaction dimen

sion is given by the simple 1-D transform sinc2(Lf3z/A). The resulting isotropic 

acousto-optic bandshape can be derived from the viewpoint of phase mismatched 

interaction, or from the viewpoint of selecting the appropriate angular component 

from the transducer radiation field in order to obtain perfect phase matching, and 

these different interpretations are schematically illustrated in Figure 4.2.9a. The 

isotropic acousto-optic bandshape is given in terms of the perfectly matched on axis 

frequency J m, normalized by the center frequency Jo, and the normalized interaction 

length, as a function of the normalized frequency F = f /Jo. 

W(F) =sine (2~0 F(Fm - F)] (4.2.42) 

Thus the transducer length L determines the acousto-optic bandwidth, and it de

termines the effective interaction length as well, thereby affecting the diffraction 

efficiency. 

In the tangentially degenerate approach to birefringent phase matchingf 16l, the 
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Figure 4.2.9. Transducer angular radiation pattern, 2-dimensional phase match-

ing, and phase mismatched diffraction, for the lower, midband and upper frequencies 

of a) an isotropic device and b) a tangentially degenerate phase matched device. 
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acoustic wave vector is tangent to the locus of fast diffracted wave vectors at the 

symmetric center frequency /i, and the peak of the transducer angular spectrum 

intersects the diffracted wave vector surface at two frequencies J'!ii, = Jo ± !if /2. 

The resulting birefringent acousto-optic bandshape is broadened, and is given in 

terms of normalized frequency variables. 

W(F) =sine [~(F - F1) 2 - tl.F] 
2Lo 2 

(4.2.42) 

When the symmetrical frequency is at midband and phase matched ti/ = 0, then 

fm = Jo = Ji, and the tangentially matched acousto-optic bandshape has a sim

ple quadratic frequency dependent phase mismatch term (F - 1)2 • The decreased 

transducer angular bandwidth needed by a device operating in the tangentially de

generate phase matching regime is illustrated in Figure 4.2.9b. The transducer can 

be longer and a larger interaction length results in a greater diffraction efficiency, 

and the bandshape becomes symmetrical. 

The transducer height H determines the degree of collimation in the orthogonal 

dimension which determines the diffraction limited usable aperture time. For the 

isotropic acoustic case the transducer radiation pattern remains within the near 

field in the height dimension for a distance D = H 2 /A, which is equal to the 

distance that the transducer angular spectrum at the 4dB half width intersects the 

transducer geometric shadow. In the anisotropic acoustic case the near field in the 

height dimension is modified by the acoustic curvature factor giving a near field 

distance D' = H 2 / A(!-by)· The transducer area LH relates to the acoustic power 

density through the equation Pa= !Pmv!ISl2 LH. and thus determines the optical 

diffraction efficiency in terms of the electrical power input to the transducer. A 

tradeoff between the diffraction efficiency and the interaction bandwidth can be 

tailored by an appropriate choice of the transducer length to height ratio L/ H. 

A Bragg cell or acousto-optic deflector (AOD) is the basic electrical to optical 

transducer used in the systems studied in this thesis. From the system point of view 
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this device is modelled as a 1-D travelling wave modulator with a finite aperture 

window. Thus when a temporal signal s(t) is applied to the device, the resulting 

transmission function of an idealized device is represented as 

t(x, y) = as(t - x/va)w(x) (4.2.43) 

The acoustic velocity Va is taken to be the nominal velocity along the symmetry 

axis normal to the transducer. The window function w(x) is the product of the 

device finite aperture window with the acoustic attenuation, and the input optical 

beam gaussian profile is often included as well, thereby making the window func

tion a hybrid window of the induced polarization field which is the product of input 

field and dielectric perturbation. This device model is sufficient for simple system 

calculations, but it ignores the nonideal behavior of a real device as discussed in 

this section. In considering the proper use of a device in a system, it is necessary to 

minimize the effects of its nonideal behavior, such as its polarization responsel17l, off 

axis diffraction effectsf15J, and intermodulation nonlinearitiesl18l. A more complete 

description of a Bragg cell responsef 191 is based on a superposition of its response 

at each frequency across the device bandwidth. When we apply a broadband signal 

s(t) to the transducer each of its Fourier components launches a spatially diffract

ing harmonic travelling wave into the photoelastic medium. The temporal Fourier 

decomposition of a single sideband of the input signal is given by 

(4.2.44) 

The device response to an individual Fourier component is a frequency dependent 

acoustic diffraction integrated along the direction of optical propagation. Thus we 

can write a more general description of the diffracted field from the device for an 

input plane wave at the Bragg angle. 

(4.2.45) 
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The function t I ( x, y) is the frequency dependent amplitude transmission of the 

Bragg cell. It can be obtained from the 3-D acoustic Sommerfeld diffraction integral, 

integrated along the direction of optical propagation to form a 2-D projection of 

the acoustic pressure density fieldl20•21 .22J. 

The momentum space representation of the amplitude transmission of the device 

is given by the spatial Fourier transform oft I ( x, y), and it is exactly what would be 

observed at the Fourier plane of an AO spectrum analyzer illuminated by a plane 

wavel23l, and it more clearly illustrates the dependence of the device behavior on 

the physical mechanisms discussed previously in this section. 

(4.2.46) 

The constant 1J = Lln >.c:~eo is just the amplitude diffraction efficiency derived from 

the coupled mode model and the transducer geometry, with a skewed interaction 

length L/ cos(00 ). The acousto-electric conversion efficiency R(f) is the frequency 

and phase response of the tuning network, the transducer and the coupling to 

the photoelastic medium. The acousto-optic bandshape W (!) is determined by 

the type of diffraction , either normal or birefringent, and upon the direction of 

propagation of the input wave and the transducer orientation and shape. The 

spatial frequency angular spectrum of the device, S ( kx, k 11 ), is the result of the phase 

matching conditions applied to the travelling wave anisotropic acoustic propagation. 

For the ideal travelling wave modulator device model of equation 4.2.42, the 

frequency dependent spatiai'frequency spectrum takes an especially simple form. 

(4.2.47) 

This equation represents a single diffracted spot in the Fourier plane, whose fre

quency resolution is limited by the device aperture in the acoustic propagation 

dimension. The phase factor represents the plane wave acoustic phase delay ac

cumulated in the propagation to the center of the device where the optical axis 
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is located. The term 8(k11 ) represents the Fourier transform of an infinitely high 

transducer, and in general it will be replaced by a 2-dimensional Fourier transform 

of the transducer aperture, P(lf, ft). For an input optical field propagating in the 

x-z plane the transducer angular spectrum is sampled along the kz = 0 slice, equiv-

alently projecting the 3-D diffracting acoustic wavefront by an integration of the 

acousto-optic modulation along the path of optical propagation, via the projection 

slice theorem. 

For an anisotropic medium, the acoustic propagation has additional curvature 

factors which enter into the phase matching conditions, and the acoustic propaga

tion equations yielding a more complex spatial frequency angular spectrum. 

(4.2.48) 

The curvature factors (b11 -!) and (bz-!) are the anisotropic curvature factors of the 

energy flow or acoustic Poynting vectors, and are derived as the normal vector of the 

momentum surface. This represents a curved locus in the Fourier domain weighted 

by the finite aperture sine in the propagation dimension and the transducer angular 

spectrum in the height dimension. When a collimated plane wave is incident on the 

device at a specific k then a slice out of this spatial frequency spectrum is sampled 

by the integrating optical p:r:opagation. 

In the experiments performed in this thesis a more complicated mode of opera-

tion is utilized, where the optics is focussed into the center of the acoustic column. 

In this case the individual slices of the spatial frequency spectrum will generate 

diffraction components due to each plane wave component of the input beam which 

must be summed up to find the full diffracted wavefront. An additional compli-

cation in anisotropic media is the fact that the acousto-optic bandshape function 
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Figure 4.2.10. Cross sections through the optical momentum surfaces for Te02 

at external off axis propagation angles of 5 and 12 degrees, showing the polarization 

eigenstates at 1 degree increments and the optically rotated tangential degenerate 

frequencies. 
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is also a function of the input optical propagation direction W f(f), and as the off 

a.xis angle increases the frequency corresponding to the tangential degeneracy also 

increases. In optically active media such as Te02124•25l the polarization states of 

the diffracted optical wave also depend on the off a.xis propagation angle because 

the birefringence begins to dominate the degeneracy splitting of the optical rotary 

power. These effects are illustrated for off a.xis propagation angles of 5 and 12 

degrees in Te02 in Figure 4.2.10., with the appropriate birefringence and rotary 

powers interpolated for 835 nm wavelength lightl26l, and these figures should be 

compared with the on a.xis optical normal surface plotted in Figure 4.2.2. A final 

complication is the dependence of the effective photoelastic constant and the cou

pling efficiency on the angle of propagation through the interaction medium. To 

minimize these off a.xis diffraction effects a limited range of off a.xis angles should 

be used to illuminate a slow shear Te02 Bragg cell. 

4.2.6 Acousto-optic modulators 

Another important device is the acousto-optic point modulator or AOM, which 

is similarly constructed by bonding an acousto-electric transducer to a photo-elastic 

medium. The principal difference between an AOM and an'AOD is that the AOM 

is used with a tightly focussed optical spot incident on the center of the acoustic 

column and the AOD is illuminated with a collimated wave. This is because the 

modulator must have a quick access time in order to achieve wide modulation band

width, which is the inverse of the acoustic propagation time across the beam waist 

of the focussed spot!27J. In order to be able to modulate each spatial frequency com

ponent of the focussed optical field there must be a corresponding phase matched 

frequency component of the diffracting acoustic wavefront, thereby dictating a short 

transducer length L. This leads to a tradeoff between diffraction efficiency and ac

cess time. The Bragg angle centered focussing incident beam and the diverging 
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diffracted wave must be separated in the Fourier plane for single sideband sup

pressed carrier modulation, where the diffracted intensity is proportional to the 

envelope modulation of the acoustic carrier. This leads to a requirement that the 

carrier frequency be several times higher than the access time limited modulation 

bandwidth, which in turn requires that several acoustic phase fronts be contained 

within the optical beam waist. The intensity modulation of the diffracted beam 

by the envelope of the acoustic signal can be considered to be a mixing of the car

rier with the sidebands which are responsible for the amplitude modulation. When 

the modulation frequency increases the diffraction angle of the sidebands increases 

so that less of the diffracted cones from the sidebands overlap with the carrier. 

Optical heterodyning is optimized when the interfering components are colinearly 

propagating, so as the modulation frequency increases the modulation depth de

creases, which is an alternative derivation of the modulator bandwidth limitation. 

This type of modulator arrangement is illustrated in Figure 4.2.11, and the overlap 

of the diffracted waves in momentum space is illustrated for a frequency near the 

modulator 3dB bandwidth limitation. 

An alternative modulation geometry that results in a phase modulated optical 

wave is obtained when the optical beam waist is much smaller than an acoustic 

wavelength, and is illustrated in Figure 4.2.12. In this case the optical beam sees at 

any one time an instantaneous acoustic density which homogenously slows down the 

optical wave uniformly across the aperture of the focussed beam. As an example of 

this regime of operation, consider LiNb03 which has a longitudinal acoustic veloc

ity of 6.57 mm/ µsec. This indicates that at an acoustic frequency of 50 MHz the 

acoustic wavelength will be 131.4 µm, and the optical wave can easily be focussed 

to a much smaller 10-30 µm spot. This type of phase modulation requires the pro

duction of a large number of Bessel function weighted temporal sidebands, which 

are a characteristic of Raman-Nath regime AO diffraction, and since the optical 
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Figure 4.2.12. An acousto-optic undulation phase modulator. 
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wave passes through less than one acoustic wavefront it is no longer a Bragg regime 

modulator. This type of acoustic undulation modulator is similar to an electrooptic 

modulator, and the phase modulated signal can be considered to be produced by 

the interference of the appropriately weighted temporal sidebands, which are essen

tially colinear spatially. A short transducer is again required in order to contain 

within its angular bandwidth appropriate components needed to diffract different 

optical momentum components several times in order to produce the appropriately 

weighted sidebands. An acoustic phase modulator of this nature is only useful in 

the context of an interferometric system, because the intensity is unmodulated by 

the passage of an acoustic wave, and the diffraction angle is far less than the optical 

momentum width. 

A Bragg cell can be used as a modulator as well as a deflector, but because 

of the long transducers that are utilized with narrow acoustic angular spectrums 

a limit is placed on the amount of focussing of the incident optical wave that is 

allowed in order to have a phase matched acoustic component for each momentum 

component of the input optical field. This places a limit on how small of an aperture 

that can be illuminated and therefore limits the modulation bandwidth, or inverse 

access time. In the experiments where I used an AOD as a phase modulator the 

incident light was collimated and incident at the Bragg angle, and it was pulsed 

with a very narrow pulse several thousand times a second. In this case access time 

is not a constraint, and the Bragg cell can be loaded with a phase shifted sinusoidal 

tone on each pulse. The diffracted phase modulated and doppler shifted plane wave 

is easily separated from the undiffracted wave in the Fourier plane since the AOD 

is deep within the Bragg regime and illuminated with a plane wave. 
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4.2. 7 Systems considerations 

It is possible to apply the system considerations examined in this thesis to 

the device design in order to obtain an optimized device for a particular systems 

application. Although in general it may not be an economically viable option to have 

a special purpose device custom made for a particular systems research project, it is 

another degree of freedom that should be considered when systems issues cannot be 

resolved with existing commercial devices. As an example I will consider a couple 

of specialized device designs that might be considered in the context of some of the 

systems discussed in this thesis. 

A number of the processing systems that I have investigated involve the interfer

ometric detection of acoustically phase modulated data diffracted from a Bragg cell. 

This can be accomplished with split path interferometers, or it can be accomplished 

with a self referencing in line approach, where a coherent local oscillator is added to 

the signal and the sum is applied to the transducer of a travelling wave Bragg cell. 

Each of these signal components produces a diffracted field which propagate through 

the optical system and interfere on the detector. In the systems I have examined 

the reference wave must be used to illuminate a large number of channels, while the 

signal is focussed into each channel by the optical system, thereby achieving a large 

processing gain. This means that the reference wave should have an amplitude N 

times larger than that of an individual signal component, where N is the number 

of channels that the signal is separated into, and also the processing gain of the 

signal channelization operation. In order to obtain sufficient optical intensity when 

a pulsed source is used for illumination it is necessary to achieve a high diffraction 

efficiency. With only one signal present the strong reference will push the device 

up into the nonlinear regime of the coupled mode theory. In this case acoustic non

linearities and acousto-optic multiple diffractions will produce unwanted intermod

ulations between the signal and reference which may degrade system performance. 
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Figure 4.2.13. Dual transducer Bragg cells for self referencing systems, a) in 

interaction dimension, b) in height dimension. 
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One possible solution!28l could be the use of the double transducer device pictured 

in Figure 4.2.13a, where the signal is applied to the first transducer, and the refer

ence is applied to the second transducer. Both diffracted waves will be generated 

and will interfere as before, but because the acoustic columns are separated, the 

acoustic nonlinearities between the signal and reference will not be generated. Both 

diffracted wavefronts are generated from within the same crystal so the system will 

still have the same interferometric stability of the self referencing approach. This 

approach will not eliminate the acousto-optic multiple diffraction effects so an alter

native vertically stacked double transducer device pictured in Figure 4.2.13b might 

be used if the additional vertical interferometric carrier can be tolerated or utilized 

in the system operation. 

In the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) processor discussed in section 3.3, it is 

necessary to perform a chirp correlation on a TDI CCD, which is accomplished by 

multiplying a time dependent chirp by a spatial chirp and detecting in a moving 

coordinate frame. When range curvature is considered the locus of focussed range 

energy should be a curved locus whose radius of curvature decreases with the target 

range. The spatial profile along the curved locus of focussed energy should be a 

chirp, with a range dependent spatial chirp rate. An interesting approach to the 

generation of these spatial patterns is to turn the temporal chirps at various range 

delays into different temporal frequencies by mixing the radar return with a properly 

matched long duration reference chirp of the same chirp rate!29l. These sinusoidal 

tones can be applied to a Bragg cell spectrum analyzer that is illuminated with a 

CW plane wave rather than a focussed pulsed source. A 2-D Fourier transform of 

the diffracted field will produce spatially curved loci modulated along the vertical 

dimension with the Fourier transform of the acoustic transducer aperture in the 

height dimension, which is illustrated in Figure 4.2.14 for the case of a vertically 

chirped transducer. Usually when a rectangular transducer is utilized this vertical 
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modulation is a simple sinc2 [H,By/ A] function of the transducers height. To obtain 

a chirp spatial modulation along these loci in the Fourier plane requires an inverse 

synthesis problem that may not be solvable with the constraint of the transducer 

being a uniform zero-one function determined by the transducer patterning. One 

simple possibility is to use the fact that the Fourier transform of a chirp is a chirp 

of inverse curvature, and pattern the transducer vertically with a hard clipped ver

sion of the transform of the desired spatial chirp, as is illustrated in Figure 4.2.15a. 

However, the Fourier transform of a hard clipped chirp is a poor reproduction of 

the desired spatial chirp modulation. The projection slice theorem applied to the 

transducer in the direction of optical propagation through the acoustic wave, allows 

the synthesis of a more accurate representation of a spatial chirp by sinusoidally 

modulating the interaction length along the vertically chirping transducer, as is il

lustrated in Figure 4.2.15b. A final alternative is to attempt to implement a bipolar 

spatial chirp transducer by using a split electrode phased array [30lchirping trans

ducer with an interaction length modulation as shown in Figure 4.2.15c. In this 

case the signal is applied across the two split electrodes, and the ground plane re

mains floating at an intermediate potential, thereby producing a push-pull acoustic 

wavefront. This type of complicated transducer design simplifies some aspects of 

the processing system, but perhaps at an unreasonable expense of device complex

ity, and it introduces other problems at the systems level as well. For example, the 

spatial chirps in the Fourier plane all have the same vertical chirp rates because of 

the cancelling effects of the decrease of the acoustic diffraction angles with higher 

frequencies coupled with the increased length of the acoustic momentum vector. In 

a SAR processing geometry where range curvature is significant, the range azimuth 

coupling which makes the azimuth chirp rate a function of the range will also be 

significant. This additional problem can be overcome at the systems level or at 

the device level but will not be considered here. An alternative is to consider this 
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transducer geometry in the context of folded spectrum processing, where a vertical 

slit modulated by a chirp is the desired spatial impulse response for each coarse fre

quency tone. This can be obtained if a self collimating acoustic modef31l is utilized 

with bz = !, so that the phase matched diffraction locus in the Fourier plane has 

zero curvature. 
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Figure 4.2.15. Chirped transducers producing quadratically diffracting acous-

tics, a) one-zero chirp transducer, b) interaction length modulated chirp transducer, 

c) bipolar vertical phased array chirp transducer. 
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4.3 Charge Coupled Device Detector Arrays 

A charge coupled device (CCD)l34- 45] detector array is composed of a matrix 

of photosensors, with an associated charge transfer readout structure. The pho

tosensors can either be photodiodes, which can be gated into the charge trans

fer readout register, or the photosensing can take place within the photosensitive 

CCD readout array itself. The CCD consists of a closely spaced array of metal

oxide-semiconductor (MOS) capacitors, usually constructed out of doped polysil

icon gates, deposited on top of a silicon dioxide insulator which is grown on the 

surface of a silicon substrate. When a bias voltage of the proper polarity is applied 

to the gate of a MOS capacitor it repels the nearby majority carriers in the bulk 

semiconductor and creates a depletion region which acts as a potential well that can 

accumulate mobile minority carriers. In the context of an optical photodetector, 

the accumulation of minority carriers is due to the photogeneration of electron-hole 

pairs in the substrate, followed by the collection of the mobile minority carriers by 

the depleted potential well. After an integration period the potential well fills up 

with an amount of photogenerated carriers proportional to the locally sampled in

cident intensity. The sampled photogenerated charge representation of the incident 

image needs to be transferred to an output node, where the accumulated signal can 

be read out, and this transfer process is accomplished through the use of charge 

coupling. Charge coupling takes place when two MOS capacitors are placed in close 

proximity, or preferably with overlapping edges, so that the accumulated carriers 

within the joint potential well attempt to minimize the configurational energy of the 

system by fl.owing to the region of highest potential, corresponding to the deepest 

well. Charge packets can be transferred along a linear array of overlapping MOS 

capacitors with very little signal degradation by the application of appropriately 

phased clocking waveforms, as long as a barrier is always kept between adjacent 

packets during the transfer process. This requires three distinct clocking phases 
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per unit cell, two to accomplish the transfer, and the third to prevent merging of 

adjacent potential wells. However by forming fixed potential steps, directionality 

can be built into the charge transfer process with fewer clocking phases. At the 

final stage of the array an output node is used that can sense the size of the charge 

packet within the potential well, and this signal is amplified and read off chip as 

a voltage or current proportional to the amount of light which was accumulated 

by each potential well. This is usually followed by some off chip signal processing 

to clean up the signal, removing clock feedthrough and correlated noise, and this 

signal is sampled and quantized by a digital to analog converter. 

The simplest type of charge coupled devices are formed out of surface channel 

MOS capacitors, where the potential well is formed at the Si-Si02 interface. The 

energy band diagram corresponding to a p-substrate surf ace channel MOS capacitor, 

biased with a positive voltage in order to repel holes and form a depletion region 

at the surface, is illustrated in Figure 4.3.1. At the top of the figure the parabolic 

band bending in the depletion region is illustrated for an empty potential well, 

and in the bottom of the figure the reduced band bending of a well partially filled 

with accumulated electrons is shown. The depletion region width collapses, and 

the interface potential decreases as more charge is stored in the potential well, until 

the well is completely full at which point no more charge can be accumulated. 

The full well capacity per unit area is approximately given by the capacitance 

per unit area times the gate voltage divided by the electronic charge, and for a 

typical 100µm2 pixel the capacity is approximately 2x106 electrons. An overlapping 

electrode surface channel CCD structure is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.3.2, 

which shows an input diode coupled through a pair of four electrode unit cells with 

two phase clocking, coupled through a final gate into an output diode. The potential 

wells at the surface under the electrodes at successive times in the clocking operation 

are illustrated under the cross sectional diagram, along with the two phase clocking 
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waveform. The clock waveforms have slow fall times in order to allow stored charge 

under one electrode time to diffuse to the next phase. There are three mechanisms 

of charge transfer in CCDs, the first 99% of the charge is transferred by the self 

repulsion of the electrons, diffusion is responsible for the last bit of charge transfer, 

and it can be assisted by fringing field drift. The main problem with surface channel 

devices is the fast interface states at the Si-Si02 surface, which trap electrons from 

a potential well as it is travelling by, and release it into a subsequent potential 

well that passes by. This introduces a trailing decay of a passing impulse, that can 

introduce serious impulse blurring when a large number of transfers are used, even 

though surface channel transfer efficiency is usually about .9999 at a transfer rate 

of several MHz. 

The buried channel (or bulk channel) charge coupled device (BCCD) was in

troduced to overcome the limitations of surface channel devicesl36l. In a BCCD a 

surface implanted layer of the opposite type to the substrate is used to form a junc

tion a few microns deep, and shift the potential maximum away from the surface. 

The corresponding energy band diagram for a buried channel MOS capacitor is illus

trated in Figure 4.3.3 for the case of a p-type substrate with an n-type surface layer 

with 4 times the bulk doping density. The parabolic band bending in the depleted 

device is due to the integration of the fixed doping charge in the solution of Poisson's 

equation, and the energy band curvature, or second derivative, changes sign and 

magnitude at the junction. As the potential well fills up the mobile electrons cancel 

the fixed space charge and produce a fiat band region near the bottom of the po

tential well. A cross section through a two level polysilicon overlapping gate buried 

channel CCD is shown in Figure 4.3.4, along with the bulk channel potential energy 

profiles, and the two phase clocking waveforms. The potential energy distribution 

in the buried channel is more graded because each position feels the influence of 

the neighboring electrodes, rather than being pinned at the surface potential of the 
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closest electrode. This results in much larger fringing fields, given by the potential 

gradient, which assist in the charge transfer, greatly increasing the achievable trans

fer speed and improving the charge transfer efficiency to about .99999 at several 

MHz clocking frequency. It is interesting to note that in a buried channel device 

the deepest potential minimum is under the electrode with the thicker oxide layer, 

and for this reason the clock wires have been ordered differently from Figure 4.3.2, 

in order to achieve the same direction of charge transfer. In buried channel devices 

it is very important to use overlapping electrodes, because interelectrode gaps lead 

to charge collecting potential valleys, while in surface channel devices these gaps 

lead to charge confining potential hills. Since charge is stored in the bulk the sur

face trapping states do not degrade this transfer efficiency, but bulk leakage does 

cause thermally generated carriers to fill up the potential wells. The charge storage 

capacity of a buried channel device is typically less than half that of an equal area 

surface channel device. 

The output stage of a CCD must sense and amplify the individual charge pack

ets while introducing as little distortion and noise as possible. A floating gate above 

a CCD channel, schematically shown in Figure 4.3.5a, will sense a potential induced 

by a charge packet travelling underneath it, and this can be used to nondestructively 

measure the signal charge contained in a potential well. The signal charge induces 

a proportional voltage on the floating gate through a capacitive coupling that is 

amplified by modulating the current through an on chip MOSFET. The area of the 

floating gate is proportional to the induced image charge, and this fixed multiplica

tive gain factor combined with the nondestructive sensing inherent to the floating 

gate can be used in a CCD tapped delay line filter known as the split electrode 

filter. The floating diffusion output circuit shown in Figure 4.3.Sb is another com

mon charge sensing technique. It is operated by resetting the implanted diffusion 

to a reference potential and then transferring the charge packet through a final out-
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put gate onto the floating diffusion. The charged up floating diffusion capacitance 

is connected to the gate of a MOSFET source follower amplifier, which acts as a 

charge to current transducer, producing a proportional current which can be read 

off chip as a voltage across a resistor or into a low noise preamplifier. The output 

waveform is shown in Figure 4.3.Sc, and a few features are worth noting. The reset 

feedthrough is often very large and must be removed by appropriate sampling, and 

the feedthrough due to the output gate can be minimized by not clocking it and 

simply leaving it at an intermediate potential which allows charge transfer across 

the final stage into the floating diffusion. Finally, the reference level is noisy due , 
to the thermal noise in the reset transistor, so the video should be measured as the 

difference between the reference level and the video level. 

Photodetection in a MOS capacitor occurs by the absorbtion of an incident 

photon with energy larger than the silicon bandgap within the bulk of the semi-

conductor creating an electron-hole pair. The majority carriers are swept away by 

the applied field to recombine within the bulk, while the mobile minority carriers 

that are generated within the depletion region or that wander into it are collected 

within the potential well. The electrode structure on top of the capacitor can reflect 

and absorb some of the incident energy, and to minimize this loss doped polysilicon 

electrodes should be used rather than aluminum. However, aluminum can be used 

as an effective light shield where photosensitivity is unwanted. The sensitivity of 

the detection process increases with the diffusion length of the minority carriers, 

and it depends on the size and depth of the potential well. The most important 

metric for this detection process is the quantum efficiency, which is the number of 

electrons collected by the potential well for each incident photon, and typically it 

can exceed 70%. In a CCD imaging array it is desired that photogenerated carriers 

are collected by the nearest potential well, in order to avoid optical cross talk. How-

ever when near infra red illumination is used, such as that provided by GaAs laser 
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diodes, then the absorption length is long enough that some of the incident photons 

penetrate deeply into the bulk of the substrate. In this case the mobile minority 

carriers can random walk several pixels away from the absorption site until they are 

collected by a potential well. This is most severe when the minority carrier lifetime 

is long resulting in a long diffusion length, so there is a tradeoff between sensitivity 

and optical crosstalk. 

4.3.1 Sensor organization 

Two dimensional CCD imaging arrays[37,3s] are organized in order to produce a 

serial raster readout of the photogenerated charge packets. This is accomplished by 

horizontally stacking Nz !-dimensional CCD detector arrays with N 11 pixels each, 

and shifting all the columns simultaneously into a fast horizontal readout register 

at the bottom of the array. The horizontal CCD quickly shifts each video line to 

the output node, where each charge packet is collected, amplified and read off chip, 

thereby clearing out the horizontal register so another line of video can be shifted 

down in order to raster out the entire video array. There are two classes of 2-D 

CCD image sensor organization, frame transfer and interline transfer, which are 

schematically illustrated in Figure 4.3.6. In a frame transfer CCD photodetection 

occurs within the CCD transfer channel itself, while in an interline transfer imag

ing array photodetection takes place in an auxiliary photodiode structure, and the 

opaque CCD array is only used to transport the signal charge to a low noise output 

structure. Frame transfer arrays consist of an imaging section, which is used to 

integrates up an image, and a readout section that is used to store and slowly shift 

out the image produced by the previous field, and between fields the image subsec

tion is rapidly shifted into the readout section. Interline transfer arrays consist of 

an array of photodiodes or MOS photosensors which accumulate a signal until they 

are gated in parallel into a raster organized CCD transfer register array, so that the 
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accumulated charge packets can be read to the output node while the next image is 

being accumulated in the photosensors. Both types of arrays can be operated in an 

interlaced format where alternating fields are accumulated under different phases 

of the individual pixels, so that the achieved resolution is doubled vertically. An es

sential difference of these interleaving techniques for signal processing applications 

is that the frame transfer CCD photodetectors integrate for a single field time, 

typically 1/60 of a second, while the interline transfer photodiodes integrate for 

offset and half overlapping full frame times, typically 1/30 of a second. The vertical 

columns need to be isolated from each other and this is usually accomplished by 

including an implanted diffusion between columns that is biased in order to drain 

away any excess charge that overflows from one column, and to keep deep carriers 

from diffusing horizontally. 

One final variant of a two dimensional imaging array that was very important for 

the signal processing work investigated in this thesis is the time delay and integrate 

(TDI) scrolling array. This mode of operation was intended for use when a moving 

image was to be detected by a stationary CCD, such as in satellite surveillance 

applications. In this case the CCD can be electronically scanned to remain in 

synchronism with the moving image so that the photogenerated signal builds up 

with the number of TDI stages, while the dark current and trapping noise add 

incoherently, giving an improvement of the SNR that goes as the square root of 

the number of TDI stages.· In this case the number of TDI stages is given by 

the number of pixels times the number of clock phases per pixel, so that it is 

advantageous to have many phases per pixe1!39], as is illustrated in the six phase 

TDI array shown in Figure 4.3.7. In the signal processing applications examined 

in Chapter 5, the scrolling detector is operated with time and space varying input 

optical fields so that instead of incoherently improving the SNR by averaging a 

moving image across the array, a coherent signal correlation is performed. In this 
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mode of operation, also called shift and add, an optical intensity profile is spatially 

sampled and time integrated between TDI shifts, then this charge profile is vertically 

shifted by one pixel and subsequent intensity profiles are integrated and added 

to that previously accumulated. This type of operation can be performed in a 

frame transfer architecture by simply hooking up the image and storage registers 

and clocking them together, forming a scrolling detector array coordinate frame. 

Integration can be performed at each clock phase as well if desired to increase the 

processing gain, but this can lead to an undersampling of the correlation function. 

The TDI mode of operation can also be performed in an interline transfer device 

by holding the transfer gate in the open position at all times, so that as the CCD 

readout register potential wells travel by the adjacent photodetectors the charge 

accumulated since the last shift time is poured from the photodetector into the CCD. 

If the CCD is shifted by full pixel steps then the two photodetectors per CCD pixel 

will simply add the accumulated charge, and will act as a single larger photodetector. 

However, if the dwell time is the same for each photodetector within a pixel, then 

undersampling of the integrated correlation function will result, because the origin 

of the integration times of the pixels associated with the two fields are offset. 

4.3.2 Imaging array performance 

The performance of a CCD imaging array is determined by several factors, the 

most important for signal processing applications are the signal to noise ratio (SNR) 

of the detected image, the achievable resolution as determined by the modulation 

transfer function (MTF), the optical sensitivity as determined by the quantum 

efficiency ( QE), the photoresponse linearity, and the achievable speed of operation. 

For monochromatic illumination, such as that provided by a laser, it is only the 

sensitivity, resolution and linearity at the given wavelength of operation that is of 

concern, so wide spectral response is not important. The speed of operation should 
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be determined by the signal processing system that is being implemented, and the 

array should be clocked as slow as possible while still satisfying the constraints of 

the desired processing operation in order to minimize the noise bandwidth and clock 

feed through. 

There are a large number of mechanisms that can create noise in a CCD image 

sensor system, and these will be briefly summarized. Since the CCD is detecting 

an optical field, the generation of photoelectrons will be governed by the Poisson 

statistics of the photon source, which is usually approximated with a standard 

deviation which is equal to the square root of the mean. There are several noise 

sources associated with the semiconductor trapping states, affecting the transfer 

and integration processes in CCDs, and these will present an ultimate limitation on 

CCD image sensors, but are not as large as other noise sources at room temperature. 

The thermal generation of electron hole pairs at recombination-generation centers 

within a diffusion length of the volume of the depleted potential well will produce a 

dark current that will add a bias to each signal well. This dark signal will produce 

a spatially fixed pattern across the image whose magnitude will grow linearly with 

integration time, and a statistical variation about the expected value of each pixels 

dark charge that is given by the square root of the mean dark charge. The expected 

value of the fixed pattern noise can be stored in a frame buffer and subtracted off 

with a field flattening technique that can significantly improve the image quality by 

removing the spatial variation of the dark signature, although this technique can 

not remove the variance of the thermal noise. At room temperature integration 

in CCD image sensors must be limited to about 1 second or less to avoid using 

up the available charge storage capacity with accumulated dark current, but a 

cooled device can be used to integrate for much longer periods. Finally there are 

unavoidable noise sources associated with charge detection and readout from the 

chip and the following signal amplification and quantization. After each charge 
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detection operation by an output floating diffusion, the floating diffusion must be 

reset to a reference potential by a reset switch, and this introduces a noise charge 

on the output node of capacitance C that is given by kTC, if the switch is left open 

long enough ( t > RC). This noise charge remains on the floating diffusion when 

the next charge packet is clocked onto the output node and adds a noise variance 

to the amplified signal charge. However, this noise source can be removed with a 

technique known as correlated double sampling!40l, by sampling the output voltage 

after the floating diffusion is reset to the desired bias potential, and subtracting 

this value from the sample obtained after the desired charge packet is transferred 

to the output node. In cooled, slow scan CCD cameras noise levels as low as 18 

electrons per pixel have been reportedf41 l, and noise of only 5 electrons should be 

achievable, yielding an SNR on the order of 104 : 1 or larger. However, in room 

temperature cameras operating at video rates 1000 electrons per pixel would be 

more typical, yielding an SNR of 500:1. An illustration of the signal dependent 

noise typically seen in a CCD detector is shown in Figure 4.3.8, along with the 

highly linear response of the detector up to its saturation limit. In this example a 

noise floor of 100 electrons limits the SNR at low light levels, but at higher signal 

levels the noise response is essentially shot noise limited. This is ignoring the fixed 

pattern noise associated with the thermal dark current and pixel to pixel sensitivity 

variations caused by fabrication variations which are typically the most noticeable 

noise sources, but these additive and multiplicative effects can be removed with 

field flattening techniques. 

The unambiguous spatial resolution of a CCD image sensor is fundamentally 

limited by the Nyquist sampling rate imposed by the periodicity of the discrete 

pixel structure. When spatial frequencies higher than one half of the sampling 

detector periodicity are incident upon the CCD, then they can beat with the detec

tor spatial frequency producing frequency components reflected about the Nyquist 
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frequency, resulting in low frequency beats referred to as aliasing or Moire. The 

resolution capabilities of a spatially sampled detector are primarily determined by 

the sensitivity profile of a detector element, but other factors decrease the obtained 

resolution. The overall resolution degradation can be described in terms of the 

point spread function (PSF), which describes the resulting detected spot for an in

finitesimal input optical blur spot. The Fourier transform of the PSF is called the 

modulation transfer function (MTF), and describes the spatial frequency dependent 

ratio of the modulation contrast of a detected sinusoid with the contrast produced 

at zero spatial frequency. The integration MTF degradation due to a rectangular 

pixel of width W and periodicity 1/ ~xis simply given by the Fourier transform of 

the sensitivity profile. 

MTFintegration (!) = sinc[!W] (4.3.1) 

Thus for a fiat spatial frequency response, infinitesimal width pixels would be de

sired, but in this case sensitivity drops to zero. In an interline transfer device the 

integration sensitivity profile is a rectangular aperture as large as the individual 

photodetectors. In the horizontal dimension the fill factor is only as large as the 

ratio of photodetector width to transfer channel width, which is typically equal to 

one half. The detector spacing for a single field in the vertical dimension of an 

interline transfer device is twice the detector width, but when the two fields are 

interleaved the resulting detector spacing is equal to its width. In a frame transfer 

or TDI device the sensing pixels in the vertical transfer direction have a sensitivity 

profile height equal to the pixel spacing, which can be approximated as a rect

angular aperture or as a trapezoid with a fiat top equal to the number of phase 

which are on during integration, with linearly decreasing sensitivity over the ad

jacent phases. When separate fields integrated under offset phases are interleaved 

to form a standard video frame, the resulting sampling pixels are twice as wide as 

their spacing producing a faster roll off of the high frequency response with respect 
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to the interleaved sampling frequency. In the horizontal dimension the sensitivity 

profile is as wide as the transfer channels, with trapezoidal wings as wide as the 

channel stopping implants between the channels. The integration MTF due to a 

trapezoidal pixel with pitch W, fiat sensitivity width W - w, and wing width w is 

degraded from the rectangular sensitivity profile by an extra roll off term. 

MTFintegration(/) = sinc[/W]sinc[/(W - w)] (4.3.2) 

The integration modulation transfer function is shown in Figure 4.3.9a for the rect

angular sensitivity profiles of an interleaved interline transfer device and for the 

trapezoidal sensitivity profiles of an interleaved frame transfer device in both hori

zontal and vertical dimensions. The spatial frequency response is better in the ver

tical direction by the interleave factor for both frame transfer and interline transfer 

devices. However, the use of a noninterleaved CCD imager, sometimes referred to as 

a scientific imager, makes the interpretation of the MTF and of the other operating 

characteristics considerably simpler for signal processing applications. 

The charge transfer inefficiency f. introduces an exponential tail point spread 

blurring, where the tail length is a linear function of the number of transfers un

dergone by an individual pixel, thereby yielding a space variant resolution with 

exponential tails in the horizontal and vertical dimensions. Thus for a pixel that 

performs its image integration at position (n,m), the resulting MTF degradation 

due to charge transfer losses is given by the Fourier transform of the space variant 

pixel point spread function. 

(4.3.3) 

Where Py and Px are the number of phases in the vertical columns and the fast 

horizontal readout register, Ay and Ax are the corresponding electrode lengths, 

and the charge transfer efficiencies in these two dimensions are given by f.y and 

Ex, respectively. Typically the fast horizontal readout register has a much worse 
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transfer efficiency than the slow vertical registers, so we can neglect the second 

term. The charge transfer inefficiency is illustrated in Figure 4.3.9, for various 

products of number of shifts N with the charge transfer inefficiency e, and it is seen 

to be symmetric about the Nyquist rate. 

The bandwidth limitation of the readout amplifier and post processing signal 

chain, B(f), provides a degradation of the horizontal MTF without affecting the 

vertical spatial frequency response. 

MTF amp(/:i:) = B(fxto/ 6x) (4.3.4) 

Where t0 is the fast horizontal parallel to serial converter readout pixel shift time, 

and this expression simply scales the temporal signal chain bandwidth into the 

spatial dimension via the effective readout velocity. 

A serious MTF degradation encountered in the experiments reported in this 

thesis was due to the diffusion of the carriers generated by penetrating infrared 

photons which were absorbed deep in the silicon bulk. For a depletion layer thickness 

given by Ln, a diffusion length in the silicon L 0 , and an optical absorbtion coefficient 

at the wavelength of interest a, the resulting diffusion MTF is given by[42l 

1 _ e-atLv/(I+atLo/Vl+(2rrfLo)2) 

MTF diffusion(!) = 1 _ e-atLv/(l+atLo) (4.3.5) 

For the case of illumination at 835nm the. absorbtion coefficient is approximately 

17 µm at 300°K[43l, the diffusion length is at most Lo ::; lOOµm, and the depletion 

width is typically Ln ~ 5µm, and this case is illustrated in Figure 4.3.9c for three 

common laser wavelengths. The overall MTF of the detector is given by the product 

of the individual spatial frequency responses, and an example of a composite MTF 

is shown in Figure 4.3.9d. In this example the 50% contrast is obtained at a sampled 

spatial frequency of approximately 4 pixels per cycle, which is much lower than that 

predicted from the integration MTF alone. 
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4.3.3 Bias removal detector structures 

A major obstacle to performing useful signal processing functions with time and 

space integrating techniques discussed in this thesis is due to using up the avail

able CCD dynamic range with optical bias. This problem is not as severe in the 

TSI approach to multidimensional signal processing as in purely time integrating 

approaches because the signal dependent contribution to the bias is spatially chan

nelized by the space integrating processing, and does not flood the entire detector. 

However, each space integrated channel will end up having a different bias compo

nent that must be removed in order to obtain the desired bias free multidimensional 

signal. Typically 90% of the available charge handling capacity will be used up with 

the unwanted optical bias, leaving only 10% of the CCD dynamic range to represent 

the desired signal, and in fact this is the least linear region of the CCD dynamic 

range as well. It is interesting to consider performing this bias removal operation in 

a special CCD structure, and I will suggest a few possible approaches to performing 

bias removal on the CCD detector array. 

The first is the simplest and most conventional, it involves interferometrically 

placing the desired information on a spatial carrier in either the horizontal or vertical 

dimension and performing a carrier demodulation on chip in order to separate the 

signal from the bias. The carrier demodulation operation can be accomplished by 

using a bipolar CCD tapped delay line based on a nondestructive sensing of the 

signal charge within the output channel by split electrode floating gates placed 

over the last few output pixels. The split ratio is modulated sinusoidally at the 

expected carrier frequency and the induced image charges from the two halves 

are separately accumulated and differentially subtracted in order to perform the 

bandpass filtering operation. This is called a split electrode transversal filter, and 

it can be implemented in either the horizontal or vertical directions of the video 

output, as illustrated in Figure 4.3.10 and 4.3.11, respectively. If a horizontal carrier 
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is used, a split electrode transversal filter with the desired bandpass characteristics 

is simply put at the end of the horizontal readout register. In order to implement a 

vertical bandpass filtering operation it is necessary to store several horizontal video 

slices on chip. This is accomplished with a serpentine CCD delay line that circulates 

several horizontal video lines with the proper delay and formatting so that vertical 

slices remain synchronously stacked so they can be bandpassed in real time and 

appear at the chip output in a conventional video format. Programmable bandpass 

filtering can be achieved as well, but at a cost of increased filter complexity, which is 

probably unwarranted since the spatial carrier frequency can be optically adjusted 

to match the bandpass characteristic of a fixed frequency split electrode filter. The 

problem with these bandpass filtering techniques is that they do not increase the 

available CCD dynamic range, because the bias still uses up the charge handling 

capacity of the detector pixels. 

A more promising approach would be to remove the bias as it is building up, 

leaving only the signal to occupy the available charge handling capacity of the CCD 

pixels. This can be accomplished with a fill and spill metering well which is used 

to bleed off any unwanted excess charge out of a detector pixe1!44l. In order to 

determine how much bias needs to be skimmed off each column adaptively as the 

signal and bias accumulate, it is necessary to have an incoherent radiometer at the 

top of each column that detects the bias alone. A conceptual layout of an optically 

adaptive bias subtraction CCD is shown in Figure 4.3.12a, and the operation of 

the fill and spill metering well which is used for bias subtraction is illustrated in 

Figure 4.3.12b. The potential difference between the metering well and the overflow 

gate determines the amount of subtracted charge, and is controlled by an amplified 

output from the incoherent radiometer. The charge packet in the CCD channel 

is either accumulated in or transferred to the phase adjacent to the fill and spill 

bias subtraction structure. Then the channel potential is lowered, or the metering 
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well and overflow gate are raised in tandem, so that the charge distributes between 

the metering well and the channel storage well, thereby filling the metering well. 

The voltage on the channel is then raised back to the starting potential, or the 

metering well and overflow gate are lowered to their initial potential, so that all the 

excess charge spills back into the channel, while a precisely measured charge packet 

remains in the metering well. The size of the skimmed charge packet in electrons 

is approximately given by the potential difference between the metering well and 

overflow gate times the metering well capacitance. The skimmed charge packet is 

dumped into the drain diode by raising the potential of the dump gate sufficiently 

to remove the potential barrier between the metering well and the higher potential 

drain diode. Thus a precisely measured bias charge has been skimmed off of the 

charge packet accumulated in the CCD channel leaving only the signal charge, and 

enough bias to represent a bipolar signal. After integrating up more signal and bias 

the fill and spill bias subtraction operation can be repeated as necessary. 

Each time this bias subtraction operation is performed a thermal noise charge 

with mean square deviation of afhermal = kTC, and a shot noise contribution with 

mean square deviation equal to the subtracted charge a!hot = CV = Q are included 

in the skimmed charge. Thus the total noise root mean square deviation after N 

bias subtraction operations will build up as a = VN ../kTC + CV, so the number 

of bias subtraction operations should be minimized. This dictates the appropriate 

strategy for optimizing the performance of a bias subtraction CCD in a low signal 

to bias ratio (SBR) environment, and this process is illustrated in Figure 4.3.13. 

The bias component should be allowed to build up to 3 / 4 of the CCD saturation 

charge, at which point a bias equal to half the CCD linear charge capacity should be 

subtracted, leaving a signal plus bias charge of approximately 1/4 the CCD linear 

dynamic range. The charge packet is then allowed to accumulate an additional 

signal plus bias, and when the bias component is equal to half the CCD dynamic 
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range it is subtracted, and this process continues for the full integration period. 

After the final bias subtraction, a bias charge of 1/ 4 of the CCD dynamic range 

remains in order to represent the bipolar signal swing of 1/2 the CCD dynamic 

range, for a resulting contrast ratio of 1:1 when the signal is read off chip. This 

implies that the number of bias subtraction operations that are utilized during the 

time integration should be made equal to one over the SBR detected by the CCD 

in order to optimize the signal to noise ratio and contrast of the final output. The 

degradation of the SNR with multiple bias subtraction operations is minimized by 

using a small metering well with a large applied voltage, and a resulting capacity 

equal to half the channel capacity can be easily achieved for a metering well of half 

the channel area. In this case the shot noise contribution will dominate the thermal 

switching noise introduced by the bias skimming operation, and the resulting SNR 

after N=l/SBR bias subtraction operations will be given by the CCD dynamic 

range times 1/J2Jii = J SBR/2. For small signal to bias ratios this is a significant 

improvement over the SNR obtained with a conventional CCD operating without 

bias subtraction, which is approximately given by the CCD dynamic range times 

the SBR. Thus for SBRs below .1 it is advantageous to use a fill and spill bias 

subtraction structure to repeatedly skim off excess bias charge, but for SBRs larger 

than this value it is only a marginal improvement in system dynamic range. An 

intriguing result reported by Kosonocky and Sauer!44l is the saturation of the shot 

noise introduced by repetitive bias subtraction operations in a recirculating delay 

line. If this effect can be reproduced in a bias subtracting optical detector operated 

in a low SBR environment, then significantly improved SNR performance would 

result for the signal processing systems considered in this thesis. 

Since the SBR will vary from column to column of the detector array, each 

column will need its own bias detector and a compromise will be required as to 

how often to subtract the accumulating bias. In an imaging array every pixel needs 
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to have its own bias subtraction circuitry, which in an interline transfer device 

will require a bias subtraction node per photodetector, while in a frame transfer 

device only one metering well structure is required per integrating potential well. 

In a TDI array the bias subtraction nodes can be sparsely positioned along each 

TDI column, since each travelling potential well will pass each subtraction node 

as it traverses the column. In the coherent TDI processors considered in Chapter 

5, the multitarget SBR decreases with the square root of the number of equal 

power targets within a single column, 1/ rm, and in a dense signal environment the 

maximum number of targets is given by the number of pixels in a column divided 

by the width of a resolution spot. In this type of coherent TDI processing a bias 

subtraction node should be placed as often as the square root of the total number 

of signal components within a TDI column. Unavoidable degradation of the optical 

coherence, and thermal dark current generation will decrease the signal to bias 

ratio even further, while many columns will have fewer targets than the maximum, 

so spacing the bias subtraction stages by the square root of the number of pixels 

within a column can be considered a compromise. This requires operating each bias 

subtraction node upon each TDI shift, alternatively the bias subtraction circuitry 

can be spaced more densely, and operated less frequently as required by the SBR 

of the signal environment. The extra circuitry between columns required by the 

fill and spill bias subtraction structure increases the horizontal spacing between 

photodetectors, thereby decreasing the fill factor, the achievable resolution and 

the optical sensitivity. This can be minimized to about 50% or less by folding 

the bias subtraction circuitry to be parallel with the CCD columns, rather than 

perpendicular. At an increase of clocking waveform complexity, the metering well 

and overflow gate can be folded into the transfer channel of a 4 or more phase CCD, 

further decreasing the spacing between detector columns. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MULTIDIMENSIONAL SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 

The ability of a lens to produce the two dimensional Fourier transformation 

of a coherent wavefront at its back focal plane was recognized as one of the most 

promising capabilities of optical processing systems long ago. Real time operation 

requires the use of a rapidly programmable two dimensional spatial light modulator 

(SLM) as the input transducer, and although they have been under development 

for many years, there still is no real time SLM with resolution comparable to film. 

The true potential of a 2-D optical Fourier analysis system can not be realized until 

a high resolution, wide dynamic range and rapidly programmable SLM becomes 

available. In this chapter I will explain how 1-D acousto-optic devices can be utilized 

to perform 2-D Fourier transforms using the technique of time and space integration, 

without the need for 2-D SLMs. These systems were designed to perform a high 

resolution Fourier transform of a very long high time bandwidth input signal in a 

folded output coordinate representation. With smaii modifications these systems 

could be used to perform image Fourier transformations as discussed in section 

3.1.2. Although slightly different design considerations apply in the image Fourier 

transform case, the general principles of time and space integration remain the 

same. However, the specific modifications necessary for image Fourier analysis will 

not be further elucidated in this chapter. 

The concept of the space integrating (SI) folded spectrumf1- 5J was introduced 

by Thomasf11 as an approach to wideband high resolution optical spectral analysis. 

He showed that the 2-D optical Fourier transform of a raster scanned signal was an 

orthogonally raster scanned version of the 1-D spectrum of the original high time 
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bandwidth signal. This indirect approach to spectral analysis of very long signals 

is illustrated schematically in Figure 5.1. The folded spectrum appears ideal for 

an optical signal processing system since it effectively utilizes both available spatial 

dimensions in order to perform a high resolution spectrum analysis operation that 

would be impossible in a 1-D system due to the limitation in space-bandwidth 

products of 1-D devices. As an example, if we had a signal with time-bandwidth of 

106 , that we wished to write on a one dimensional optical modulator with 1 micron 

resolution, then the spatial representation of the signal would be 1 meter long, 

and the optics required to illuminate and Fourier transform the signal would be 

impractical. However, if we represent the signal in a two dimensional raster format, 

then even with 25 micron resolution the signal can be compactly represented on a 2-

D SLM of less than two inches on a side. The folded spectrum processing operation 

can be performed in real time by raster scanning a very long input s(t) onto a 2-D 

SLM, and using the 2-D space integrating Fourier transformation performed by a 

spherical lens[5•6l. This system is illustrated schematically in Figure 5.2. After the 

complete 2-D raster is formed, coherent light is passed through the SLM and the 

resulting amplitude distribution f(x, y) is Fourier transformed by the lens. The 

power spectrum IF(uc,VJ)l 2 is detected by a 2-D charge coupled device (CCD) 

detector array at the back focal plane of the lens. The orthogonally oriented raster 

readout mechanism of the CCD can be used to turn the 2-D power spectrum back 

into a high resolution 1-D power spectrum IS(!) 12 , at a rate of up to 60 such 

transformations each second, which is the current limit on both SLM and CCD 

frame rates. 

The separability of the 2-D Fourier kernel, ei21r(xfx+11!11) = ei2nfxei21r11f11, al

lows an alternative implementation of the folded spectrum operation as a cas

caded system of multichannel 1-D transformations. This approach allows the use 

of acousto-optic devices to enter the signal to be transformed into the optical sys-
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tem, and thereby avoids the need for high quality, real time 2-D SLMs. Turpin171 

and Kellman18•91 have suggested such an approach utilizing acousto-optic devices 

(AODs) in an interferometric time integrating (TI) configuration. In this approach 

a reference 2-D array of local oscillators, with coarse and fine frequencies in the x 

and y dimensions, are produced by orthogonally oriented AODs to which fast and 

slow chirps are applied respectively. This 2-D reference distributed local oscillator 

array is interfered with a plane wave which is phase modulated in time with the 

signal information. When a frequency component of the signal matches that of a 

particular local oscillator, then an interferometrically generated baseband hetero

dyned beat frequency will be produced, and a time integrated peak will be created 

at that location on the output detector array. Since this approach involves time 

integration of an interferometrically detected signal, a bias will be generated due 

to the incoherently detected local oscillator reference, and a signal dependent bias 

will occur throughout the detector array due to the power in the phase modulated 

signal beam. Each frequency component of the signal will produce an incoherently 

detected bias term at each detector pixel, so that in a multitone signal environment 

a large signal dependent bias term will be generated thereby using up the detector 

dynamic range that is available for the interferometric signal detection. The inter-

ferometrically detected signal can be separated from the bias terms by placing it on 

a spatial carrier, through a change of the incidence angle of the signal and reference 

beams, and spatially bandpass filtering the detector output. However the dynamic 

range of the demodulated amplitude spectrum will be limited by the signal to bias 

ratio on the detector, which can fall as one over the square root of the number of 

equal power tones within the analysis bandwidth. 

A hybrid approach to folded spectrum processing that utilizes a 1-D space inte

grating Fourier transform performed by an AO spectrum analyzer in one dimension, 

followed by a multichannel interferometric time integrating fine resolution spectral 
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analysis in the orthogonal direction can combine the best features of 2-D SI and 2-D 

TI approaches to folded spectrum processing. Since an acousto-optic device is used 

to enter the data into the system, a 2-D real time SLM is not required. A standard 

space integrating acousto-optic spectrum analyzer (Section 2.1) is used to perform 

the coarse spectral analysis in one dimension without introducing a signal depen

dent bias at all other coarse frequency bins. A time integrating approach to fine 

frequency spectral analysis must be performed in parallel on each coarse spectral 

bin, using either the chirp transform algorithm (Section 2.4} or the discrete Fourier 

transform (DFT). In a dense multisignal environment this type of hybrid system 

will have a less severe signal dependent bias buildup problem than the 2-D TI ap

proach, because only signals within each coarse frequency channel will contribute 

any bias to that channel. 

The space integrating AO spectrum analyzer has on the order of TB=lOOO spa

tially resolvable coarse frequency bins at the 1-D output Fourier plane. The doppler 

frequency shift associated with acousto-optic Bragg diffraction produces a linear 

spatial dependence of the temporal frequency of the output spectrum, meaning 

that each spatially channelized Fourier component has a phase history of oscillation 

given by the frequency causing the diffraction. Time integrating processing on a 

CCD detector array is a baseband operation resulting in the accumulation of DC 

difference frequency components, so that the coarse frequency components of the 

SI spectrum analyzer must be removed within each coarse frequency bin, in order 

to facilitate further fine frequency analysis. There are two generic techniques for 

accomplishing this conversion to baseband, interference with a 1-D distributed lo

cal oscillator (DLO} reference wave, or illumination with a repetitively pulsed light 

source. Bader[10- 12l proposed a hybrid time and space integrating (TSI} system 

utilizing a DLO reference wave that was produced by applying a repetitive wide

band chirp to an auxiliary collinear AOD, and interfering the Fourier spectra of 

the signal and reference. An orthogonal AOD and a modulator were utilized to im-
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plement the time integrating chirp transform algorithm required for fine frequency 

analysis of each coarse frequency bin in his original system. In section 5.1 I present 

a modified version of this type of DLO interferometer that utilizes a time delay and 

integrate (TD I) CCD in order to perform an interferometric chirp transform fine 

frequency analysis, thereby eliminating an AOD from the system, and improving 

the immunity to coherent artifacts. Psaltisl13-i5] proposed an alternative technique 

for removing the coarse part of the temporal frequency of oscillation present at the 

Fourier plane of an interferometric AO spectrum analyzer which utilizes a repeti

tively pulsed light source, and this was first demonstrated in the work reported in 

this thesis117l. This narrow pulse train massively under samples the interferomet

rically produced temporal oscillations, thereby aliasing the signal to baseband and 

removing the coarse frequency part of the sampled temporal oscillations present 

within each coarse frequency bin. The use of a pulsed light source increases the 

flexibility in the design of the time integrating fine frequency processing, and al

lows the implementation of the space variant DFT operation, which is presented 

in section 5.2. A slightly simpler system, presented in section 5.3, uses the chirp 

transform algorithm on a TDI CCD to perform the fine frequency analysis of each 

coarse frequency bin. 

In this chapter I examine in depth the variations and tradeoffs between these 

TSI folded spectrum processing schemes, and I present some experimental results 

of pulsed source folded spectrum processing. Three different pulsed source TSI 

systems were experimentally demonstrated with slight readjustments of the same 

basic crossed Bragg cell interferometer. These were the time integrating DFT fine 

frequency processor, the TDI sliding DFT fine frequency processor, and the inter

ferometric TDI chirp transform fine frequency processor. All of these techniques 

were able to perform the multidimensional spectral analysis operation, but there 

were various tradeoffs between the different approaches which will be illustrated in 

the following discussion. 
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5.1 Distributed Local Oscillator Interferometer 

The folded spectrum interferometer proposed by Baderl10- 12l required 3 Bragg 

cells and a modulator. One is used for the signal arm spectrum analyzer, one for 

producing the distributed local oscillator (DLO), and the third cell and the modu

lator were used to perform the chirp transform in the orthogonal dimension upon 

each resolvable frequency bin produced by the interferometric space integrating 

spectrum analyzer. In this section I propose and analyze a modified D LO inter

ferometer that uses a TDI CCD to perform the multichannel chirp transform fine 

frequency spectral analysis, and this technique eliminates one of the Bragg cells 

from Baders system. The major advantage of the TDI approach to performing the 

chirp transform is that it averages out coherent artifacts and CCD fixed pattern 

variations in the dimension of the scrolling detection. The primary disadvantage 

of this technique is that the fine frequency analysis bandwidth is limited to the 

TDI transfer rate, which for commercially available CCDs is only 15.7 kHz. This 

is below the required rate, which is equal to the resolution of the space integrating 

spectrum analyzer, and is only appropriate for low bandwidth (15MHz), high res

olution systems (60Hz). However, special purpose parallel output TDI CCDsl4·39l 

have the potential of clock rates approaching 100 kHz, allowing the implementation 

of wider bandwidth (lOOMHz), medium resolution (500Hz) systems. 

The folded spectrum interferometer to be considered in this section consists of 

a signal arm which acts as . a space integrating acousto-optic spectrum analyzer, 

which is interfered with a reference arm spectrum analyzer. The reference arm 

produces the distributed local oscillator as well as the necessary spatial and tem

poral modulations which are needed in order to implement the time integrating 

chirp transform algorithm on a multichannel TDI CCD in the orthogonal direction. 

There are two generic approaches to implementing the chirp transform algorithm 

in this architecture, an interferometric approach to chirp multiplication, or an in-
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tensity modulated approach. The interferometric, or additive, approach appears to 

be more elegant, and avoids the sum term generation that results in undesirable 

Fresnel ripple sidelobes, so it will be considered in the detailed system analysis. 

The intensity modulated, or multiplicative, approach to TDI chirp transform fine 

frequency analysis will result in a more stable and compact, in line architecture, but 

the chirp transform analysis must be performed on a carrier in order to eliminate 

the unwanted conjugate sideband, so the systems analysis bandwidth is decreased. 

A schematic diagram of the interferometer configuration considered in this sec

tion is shown in Figure 5.1.1. It consists of a signal arm space integrating spectrum 

analyzer, which is interfered with a reference arm space integrating spectrum ana

lyzer which also includes additional temporal and spatial phase modulation. These 

additional phase modulation elements are used to perform the orthogonal multi

channel chirp transform fine frequency processing with the technique illustrated in 

Figure 2.4.1. The 2-D time and space varying interference pattern is detected on 

a two dimensional TDI CCD array to complete the fine frequency analysis of each 

coarse frequency bin. 

A coherent laser beam of wavelength .A is spatially filtered and collimated, in 

order to produce a collimated plane wave with separable beam profile g(x, y) = 

q(x)p(y), where q(x) and p(y) can be taken to be Gaussian apodizations. The laser 

beam is incident upon a beamsplitter, and a fraction JE of the incident field is split 

off to the signal arm, while a fraction J(1 - e) of the incident field continues on to 

the reference arm. In the signal arm the plane wave is reflected off a mirror and is 

made incident upon a cylindrical lens with focussing power in the y direction, and 

focal length Fcl· At the focal line of this cylindrical lens, a distance Fc1 beyond, is 

placed the signal AOD. The input signal, s(t), which is to be Fourier analyzed by 

the folded spectrum processor is applied to the transducer of this AOD. As usual 

the AOD is modeled as a windowed, travelling wave single side band modulator. 
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Figure 5.1.1. Schematic diagram of the DLO interferometer, which consists of a 

signal and reference arm spectrum analyzers, and an orthogonal multichannel TDI 

chirp transform CCD 
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The diffracted field from the AOD is Fourier transformed by a spherical lens of 

focal length F, placed a distance F behind the AOD, so that at the output plane a 

distance F behind the transform lens the observed field is recollimated and uniform 

in the y dimension with magnification m 11 = F / Fc1· Thus from Equation 2.2.1.4 

the output field of the signal arm can be represented by 

U(x, y, t) = fep(m111/)dse-i21rvt r-" S(f)ei21rftw (3-- + L) df 
Lk AF ~ 

(5.1.1) 

In this expression W ( u) is the Fourier transform of the AO D window profile w ( x) = 

q(x)rect(x/X), where X is the AOD length, and the frequency response of the 

AOD is omitted for simplicity, although a finite integration bandwidth from the 

lower frequency fz to the upper frequency /u is indicated. The AOD is operated 

in the doppler up shifting Bragg regime, so only the negative frequency analytic 

sideband is used in this expression. The constant d8 has absorbed all the constants 

and phase factors due to optical losses, diffraction efficiency and arbitrary path 

lengths. The output field produced by this space integrating spectrum analyzer 

has a wide bandwidth of spatially varying frequency of the phase oscillation that 

must be removed before further fine frequency analysis can be performed on the 

fine frequency information contained within each blur spot. The reference arm 

also contains a space integrating spectrum analyzer, and both arms produce an 

identical spatial variation of the phase oscillation frequency, so the interference 

of these two arms can remove these wideband oscillations, and convert the fine 

frequency information to baseband, as long as the appropriate repetitive signal is 

applied to the reference Bragg cell. 

5.1.1 Distributed local oscillator reference 

In this section the operation of a distributed local oscillator is analyzed, and 

the required reference signal is derived, for the application of converting the spa

tially varying oscillation frequencies produced by the signal arm spectrum analyzer 
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to baseband. The reference arm of the interferometer is designed to generate a 

distributed local oscillator (DLO), that is composed of a uniform array of evenly 

spaced blur spots in the Fourier plane W ( u), each oscillating at one distinct tempo-

ral frequency, which linearly increases as a function of space. Since an acousto-optic 

spectrum analyzer displays a spatially blurred representation of the ideal Fourier 

spectrum, with the correct temporal modulation of each spectral component, then 

the DLO spectrum can be produced in the Fourier plane of the reference arm by 

applying a broadband signal to the reference AOD that has a sampled comb spec

trum and uniform power over its full bandwidth. A sampled spectrum implies that 

the temporal signal is repetitive, and if the spectral samples are spaced by 1/T then 

the broadband signal must be repeated with a period T. Any broadband signal of 

duration T that has uniform power over the desired analysis bandwidth B can be 

used to generate a reference DLO by repetitively applying it to the reference AOD. 

Different choices for the repetitive signal will result in different phase relationships 

of the spectral samples and it would be desirable to minimize this effect. The sim

plest possible broadband repetitive signal is the bandlimited impulse train, or comb 

function, of finite duration. 
N-1 r / + 1,, 

r(t) = d(t) * L 6(t - nT) = d(t) * lcomb(t/T)rect ( ;T - ~ )J 
n=O \ 2 

(5.1.2) 

Where d(t) is a narrow impulse response with bandwidth B, on a temporal carrier 

centered at the AOD center frequency fo. In practice a single cycle gated car

rier could be used as a simple reference function, d(t) = rect(t/r)e-i27rfot, where 

r ~ 1/ f 0 • When this signal is applied to an acousto-optic spectrum analyzer, each 

impulse will travel across the AOD aperture and act like a travelling point source 

of spatial extent var, and separation vaT. In the Fourier plane of an AO spectrum 

analyzer, one would see a plane wave due to each travelling impulse, whose angular 

spatial frequency increases linearly as a function of time until the impulse leaves 

the AOD aperture. These rocking plane waves, pivoted at the DC spot, are the 
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essence of a distributed local oscillator (DLO), which is designed to interferometri

cally remove the spatially varying doppler induced temporal frequency of the signal 

spectrum across the Fourier plane. 

In the reference arm of the interferometer the light transmitted by the beam 

splitter is focussed into the reference AOD by a cylindrical lens of focal length 

Fc2 • The diffracted output field is Fourier transformed by an identical lens to 

that in the signal arm, or the same lens can be used, with focal length F, placed a 

distance F beyond the AOD, so that the field is recollimated in y with magnification 

m~ = F / Fc2• The field seen at the Fourier plane of the reference arm acousto-optic 

spectrum analyzer when the finite impulse train r(t) is input would be given by 

A(u, y, t) =Ji-=€p(m~y)dre-i211" 11t [rsinc(r(uva - fo)) (5.1.3) 

[Tcomb(uvaT) * NTsinc(NTuva)e-i7rNTuva]ei21f"tt.vat] * W(uva) 

The first sine function is due to the width of the reference impulses, and is approx-

imately constant, to within 3dB, over an analysis bandwidth B = 1/r. The comb 

function multiplies by the DLO term ei27ruvat, and each of the comb impulses selects 

at a spatial position u = n/vaT selects a linearly proportional oscillation frequency 

f = n/T, and these are spatially blurred by the convolution with W(uva)· This 

array of blur spots each oscillating with its own temporal frequency which is lin

early proportional to its position is the essential nature of a DLO. If the impulse 

train were of infinite duration then this would be of the form of an ideal sampled 

distributed local oscillator, an array of evenly spaced blur spots or "beads", the 

phase of each blur spot oscillating in time with a temporal frequency proportional 

to its central position, on a carrier at the optical frequency v. The finite extent of 

the impulse train results in a slight broadening of the frequency sampling, which 

in turn is due to the repetitive nature of the reference waveform, but as long as 

NT ~ Ta then this additional frequency blurring will have almost no effect on the 
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size of the spatial blur spots. The problem with using the impulse train to generate 

a spectrally sampled, spatially distributed local oscillator in the Fourier plane is its 

inefficient utilization of the available light that is incident on the reference AOD, 

since it only utilizes a fraction r /T of the available diffracted light. 

From the form of the equation of the reference signal it is clear that any broad

band signal can be used for d(t), however the phase in the Fourier plane will no 

longer be the simple linear expression as given above!181. It might be possible to 

compensate for phase variations of an arbitrary broadband signal with a holographic 

technique, if it was necessary. However, an additional holographic optical element 

will also decrease the efficiency of the utilization of the available optical power be

cause of the limited diffraction efficiency of the hologram. The linear frequency 

modulated (LFM), or chirp signal, has a nearly flat power spectrum over the sweep 

bandwidth, and it has the distinct advantage that the resulting quadratic phase 

curvature can be compensated quite simply with a cylindrical lens. The repetitive 

wideband chirp waveform can easily be generated by applying the repetitive pulse 

train to a surface acoustic wave (SAW) dispersive delay line. For the case of the 

repetitive chirp the DLO reference function would be given by 

, . . N-1 
r(t) = rect (;. ) e-i21Tfcte-i1Tbt

2 * L~ o(t - nT). 
1 n=O 

(5.1.4) 

The bandwidth of each chirp segment is given by the chirp rate times the time 

duration, B = bT1. In this expression the broadband signal which is repeated N 

times can be identified as a finite aperture chirp, with duration T1, not necessarily 

the same as the chirp separations T, so that d(t) = rect (/J e-i21Tfcte-i1Tbt
2

. The 

Fourier transform of a high time bandwidth chirp, where BT1 = bTf is very large, 

can be computed in an approximate fashion using the convolution theorem. 

D(f) = J rect (;1) e-i21Tfcte-i1Tbt2 e-i21Tftdt 

= j T1sinc[T1f'h{iei1T(f+fc-f')
2
fbdf' 
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~.Jiei7r(/+!c)2 /b J T1sinc[T1/']e-i27r(/+/c)/' fbd/1 

~.Jiei7r(f+ /c)2 /brect ( f b;:c) (5.1.5) 

In this expression the quadratic term /'2, of the integration variable was ignored, 

because over the width of one lobe of the sine function its contribution is negligible, 

71" /'
2 /b = 71" /bTf = 71" / BT1 ~ 1. Because of the finite system bandwidth, the 

approximately fiat bandlimited spectral envelope will have Fresnel ripples near its 

edges. The chirp has spectral power over a bandwidth B = bT1, centered at f = - fc, 

and with a quadratic phase curvature that is centered at the midband frequency. 

When the repetitive chirp signal is applied to a Bragg cell spectrum analyzer the 

resulting field distribution in the Fourier plane will be a spatially sampled DLO 

with a quadratic phase curvature. 

A(u, y, t) =drv/l=ep(m~y)e-i27r11t [rect ( uva; fc) {ie-i7r(uva-fc)
2 

/b (5.1.6) 

[Tcomb(uvaT) * NTsinc(NTuva)e-i7rNTuva]ei27r"'vat] * W(uva) 

This is similar to the ideal sampled distributed local oscillator given in Equation 

5.1.3, except for the quadratic spatial phase curvature term due to the focussing of 

the diffracted wavefront. Since the chirp duration T1 can be made equal to or even 

greater than the chirp separation T (resulting in overlapping chirps), this reference 

waveform will have a diffracted light utilization efficiency of Tif T, that is much 

greater than that of the repetitive pulse waveform. The quadratic phase curvature of 

the diffracted light can be approximately compensated by placing a cylindrical lens 

with the conjugate phase curvature in the Fourier plane. The required focal length 

of this lens is the distance in front of the Fourier plane at which the moving chirp 

focuses. The phase compensator lens will then recollimate the light diverging from 

the moving chirp focus, recreating a plane wave whose angular spatial frequency 
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increases linearly as the chirp slides through the AOD. The distance in front of the 

Fourier plane that the chirp comes into focus in terms of the focal length of the 

Fourier transform lens F, will be le = b>.F2 / v~. H a down chirp is used, b < 0 then 

the doppler up shifting interaction will result in a diffracted field from each chirp 

that is an expanding spherical wavefront, emanating from a virtual source a distance 

zo = v!/b>. behind the AOD, and this virtual source will be reimaged beyond the 

Fourier plane, so the required chirp collimator will be a negative cylindrical lens. In 

order to produce a diffraction from the chirp signal that will focus before the Fourier 

plane, thereby allowing the utilization of a positive cylindrical chirp collimator, an 

up chirl> can be used, b > 0, with a doppler up shifting interaction, or a down chirp 

with a doppler down shifting interaction can be used. In any of these cases, the 

resulting field of the distributed local oscillator at the Fourier plane just beyond the 

cylindrical lens will have its quadratic spatial phase curvature term almost exactly 

canceled, as long as the appropriate cylindrical lens is properly aligned with the 

center frequency diffracted component. 

B(u,y,t) =A(u,y,t)e-i,..(z-zo}2
/>.fc (5.1.7) 

=dr~p(m' y)e-i27rvtJi[rect { UVa:: le) 
11 . \ D J 

[Tcomb(uvaT) * NTsinc(NTuva)e-i,..NTuva]ei2iruvat] * W(uva) 

This distributed local oscillator reference wave is nearly identical to that given in 

Equation 5.1.3, except that the envelope modulation of the spectral beads is flatter 

over the bandwidth B for the chirped reference. Actually, it is not necessary to 

cancel out the quadratic phase curvature for power spectrum calculation, since it 

is the temporal oscillations of the DLO beads that is used for the interferometric 

conversion to baseband, while the phase relations of adjacent beads is irrelevant, 

and it is only indicated here for analytical simplicity. An amplitude spectrum 

with the correct phase response at all frequencies would require that the quadratic 
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phase curvature be cancelled out, and this could be done with the chirp collimator 

lens, or alternatively in the electronic post processing circuitry. The effect of the 

broadening of the spectral samples that is due to the finite duration of the repetitive 

chirp waveform can be ignored, by including this finite duration as a term in the 

slow modulation introduced to perform the chirp transform algorithm, or as a laser 

power modulation. 

It is interesting to consider how the Bragg cell with temporal aperture Ta, can 

give rise to a spectrally sampled spatially distributed local oscillator with temporal 

frequency definition of the individual blur spots 1/NT <t:: 1/Ta. Clearly, during the 

time it takes the first chirp segment to propagate across the AOD aperture, the 

spectral narrowing of the frequency content of an individual spectral bead can be 

no smaller than the inverse acoustic aperture. But as successive chirps slide across 

the AOD aperture, the assumed coherence between the chirp segments induces the 

creation of better defined spectral harmonics by including more cycles in the tem

porally defining phase history of each bead. This interpretation of the generation 

of accurately defined temporal frequencies of oscillation of the spectral beads obeys 

the principle of causality, and leads to an interpretation of the definition of the 

spectral resolution that evolves as a function of the integration time to the max

imum resolution 1/NT, at which point integration ceases. Since this is the point 

at which analysis begins, the spectral harmonics giving rise to the temporal oscilla

tions within each DLO bead can be considered to be well defined for our purposes. 

The continuous evolution of the well defined spectral content of the temporal phase 

oscillations within each spectral bead requires accurate coherence of the segments 

of the repetitive chirp waveform. If the successive chirp segment start times, or 

beginning phase, or chirp rate parameter, or chirp center frequency, deviates from 

the ideal theoretical value, in a statistical sense, with a variance that is relatively 

larger than one part in the overall number of spectral measurements to be per-
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formed, then spectral broadening of the fine frequency analyzers will occur. Thus, 

if one million spectral measurements are to be performed by the folded spectrum 

processor, then the jitter time of the impulse driving the SAW dispersive delay line 

must be less than one millionth of the entire processing window, and the frequency 

stability of the chirp carrier frequency must be better than one part in a million. 

Additional slow temporal modulations will be added to the reference wavefront in 

order to complete the fine frequency analysis, and the spectral coherence of these 

additional low bandwidth phase modulations is required to be better than the the 

inverse of the overall integration time, or additional fine frequency spectral blurring 

will occur. 

5.1.2 Spatial and temporal modulations for TDI chirp transformation 

In order to implement multidimensional spectral analysis one needs to perform 

a fine frequency analysis of each coarse frequency bin of the signal arm after the fine 

frequency information has been beat to baseband through the interference with the 

DLO. In order to accomplish this the system needs to perform a chirp transformation 

on each coarse frequency bin by premultiplying each baseband signal with a slowly 

varying temporal chirp and then convolving with a properly matched chirp. Both 

of these operations can be accomplished interferometrically in the Mach-Zehnder 

configuration being considered in this section. The chirp premultiplication can 

be accomplished by phase modulating one of the arms of the interferometer with 

respect to the other with a quadratic phase function. This could be accomplished by 

placing an AO modulator in one arm of the interferometer and applying a very slow 

quadratic phase modulation at the device center frequency. However, the additional 

doppler frequency shift due to the acoustic carrier frequency in the modulated arm 

would have to be compensated for by an additional modulator in the other arm 

with an unmodulated carrier applied, or by arranging that the sum of the carrier 
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frequencies in one arm of the interferometer is the same as the carrier frequency in 

the other arm. Alternatively, a baseband phase modulator, such as an electro-optic 

device, could be placed in one arm of the interferometer, and a baseband quadratic 

phase modulation could be applied across its electrodes. An interesting variant of 

this would be to parabolically move one of the mirrors in the interferometer during 

the integration period. This could be accomplished by mounting the mirror on a 

piezoelectrically movable translation stage. The maximum mirror velocity would 

be one quarter of a wavelength per half the period of the maximum bandwidth 

within each coarse frequency blur spot, Vmaz = J../2T, which is achievable with 

high resolution over a limited travel range with commercially available piezoelectric 

micrometers. Another possibility would be to slowly phase modulate the carrier 

used in one of the AODs with a quadratic phase shift, thereby using the AOD as a 

long access time modulator. The problem with this approach is that the maximum 

analysis frequency of the chirp algorithm is the maximum temporal frequency of 

the chirp, which would be the Nyquist limited frequency resulting from the acoustic 

transit time limitation, 1/2Ta. But the analysis bandwidth required is given by 

the DLO blur spot separation of 1/T, which can be covered with a two sided chirp 

modulation requiring a maximum frequency of 1/2T. This seems to indicate that 

as long as T > Ta that this modulation technique would be acceptable, however 

as we shall see in the following analysis, it is required that T < Ta, in order to 

properly separate and define the DLO spectral components spatially. Without 

being more specific as to the preferred implementation of the slow temporal phase 

modulation technique which is to be utilized, we shall consider a slow quadratic 

temporal phase modulation to be applied to the reference arm of the interferometer, 

in order to implement the chirp premultiplication on each coarse frequency bin of 

the interferometer. 

The chirp convolution can be performed using a TDI CCD shift register array, 
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by multiplying the time dependent interferometric beat incident on each column of 

the detector array with a matched spatial chirp in the shifting direction. The spatial 

chirp can be produced with an interferometric technique by interfering a plane wave 

from one arm of the interferometer with a cylindrically focussing wavefront from 

the other arm of the interferometer. Each coarse spectral component is produced 

by the focusing of the Fourier transform lenses in the x direction, and the TDI op-

eration will occur in the y dimension. Thus, a relative quadratic curvature must be 

introduced between the wavefronts in the y dimension only, and this can be simply 

implemented with a cylindrical lens with its focussing power in the y dimension, 

appropriately placed in one arm of the interferometer. A better approach to this 

interferometric chirp generation in the y dimension might be to place the cylinder 

focussing into the reference AOD at a larger distance than its focal length from the 

acoustic column, but with the constraint that all of the unfocussed optical energy 

passes through the acoustic column. In this approach a slightly detuned telescope 

is used so that the following Fourier transform lens does not simultaneously recol-

limate in the y dimension, leaving a residual quadratic curvature in y as is desired. 

For simplicity, I shall consider a cylindrical lens to be placed in the Fourier plane 

of the reference arm of the interferometer, and to have a focal length in the y di-

rection of fy· Thus the complete distributed local oscillator reference wave which 

is produced following the chirp recollimation and y dimensional focusing, with the 

baseband temporal quadratic phase modulation will be 

C( u, y, t) =B( u, t)e-i,..(y-yo)
2 f >.f11 e-i,..,B(t-to)

2 
rect ( t -:: 12 ) (5.1.8) 

=drkp(m~y)/ie-i'll"(y-110)2 />.fy e-i,../3(t-to)2 e-i271'vtrect ( t - :: /2) 
(rect ( uva; fc) Tcomb(uvaT)i2"'uvat] * W(uva) 

In this expression, a spatial shift y0 of the origin of the spatial phase modulation has 

been included , and a matched temporal shift to of the origin of the temporal phase 
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modulation has also been included. The spatial shift Yo of the quadratic spatial 

phase factor can be introduced by shifting the lens which gives rise to this quadratic 

curvature term in the y dimension, or by appropriately rotating the recombining 

beam.splitter. The slow temporal phase modulation has a quadratic chirp rate fJ, 

that must be matched to the interferometrically produced spatial phase modulation, 

with a space to time conversion factor given by the shifting velocity of the TDI CCD. 

This entire field must be recombined collinearly and aligned spatially with the signal 

arm of the interferometer. Because of the proximity of the chirp collimator lens and 

y focussing lens to the Fourier plane, this plane will have to be 1:1 imaged to the 

output plane with a telescopic imaging system, in order to avoid introducing any 

auxiliary phase curvature. 

In order to obtain proper interferometric detection, both AODs must doppler 

shift the light in the same sense, either up shifted or down shifted. If the two AODs 

are copropagating then the corresponding Fourier planes are aligned with the same 

spatial orientation, and will have the same scale factors as long as the two Fourier 

lenses have identical focal lengths. However if a two lens telescopic 1:1 imaging 

system is used to image the reference Fourier plane onto the CCD output plane, 

then the image inversion of the imaging system will spatially reverse the orientation 

of the reference, so that its high frequency terms align with the signal low frequency 

terms and vice versa. This can be corrected by using a 4 lens 1:1 double telescopic 

imaging system to reinvert the reference Fourier plane, or alternatively the reference 

AOD can be used with the acoustics propagating in the opposite direction, but still 

utilizing the corresponding diffracted order as the signal AOD. The complete optical 

layout of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration is shown in Figure 5.1.2, 

where I have shown the implementation with counterpropagating AODs and an 

auxiliary electro-optic baseband phase modulator. A simpler optical architecture 

can be constructed by introducing the relative spatial quadratic curvature with the 
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alternate technique of moving the cylinder focussing into the reference AOD at 

an appropriate distance F + Fc2 + ll.z behind the reference Fourier transforming 

sphere. The chirp collimator lens can be eliminated if phase information does not 

need to be extracted from the folded spectrum. Thus, no lenses need to be placed 

in the reference Fourier plane, so the auxiliary telescopic imaging system can be 

eliminated, and the reference and signal Fourier planes can be directly combined. 

This simplified architecture is shown in Figure 5.1.3, and the analysis proceeds 

almost identically for either implementation. 

5.1.3 Interference of DLO reference and signal Fourier spectra 

The two arms of the interferometer are collinearly combined and aligned spa-

tially using a dielectric beam splitting prism, to produce an output amplitude given 

by the weighted sum of the respective Fourier plane amplitudes. The final beam

splitter reflects a portion vfx. of the incident field, and transmits .Jl=X, so the 

output field is given by the appropriately weighted superposition of signal Fourier 

plane given by Equation 5.1.1 and the reference Fourier plane given by Equation 

5.1.8. 

E(u,y,t) = [Jl=xu(u,y,t) + vfx.C(u,y,t)] rect (t-::1
2

) (5.1.9) 

=rect (t -::1
2). [dsJeJ1 - xp(myy)e-i21rvt I S(f)ei27rftw (u + t) df 

+dr~.JXp(m~y)jie-i7r(y-yo)2/>.fye-i7rf3(t-to)2 e-i27rvt 

[rect ( uva; le) Tcomb(uvaT)ei27ru.vat] * W(uva)] 

In this expression an infinite duration perfectly coherent repetitive chirp reference 

waveform has been assumed, and the finite integration time has been included as 

an explicit temporal gating window of the light. Thus the intensity incident on the 
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Figure 5.1.3. Simplified optical layout of the TDI chirp transform DLO interferom-

eter. 
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2-D TDI CCD array at time tis given by the modulus squared of the incident field. 

I(u,y,t) =rect e-::1
2

) [(1- x)IU(u,y,t)l 2 + xlC(u,y,t)l2 

+ 2Re[Fxu(u,y,t)[JXC(u,y,t)J*]j {5.1.10) 

=rect ( t -:: 1
2

) rd~€{1 - x)p2(myy)IS(uva) * W(uva)l 2 

+d;(1 - €)xp2 (m~y)tl [rect ( uv.; f,) Tcomb(uv.T)] • W(uva)l'l 

+11j( dsdr\1'€FxJtJI=evx)lp(m~y)p(myy)rect (t-::1
2

) 

!c+,f /2 

L J IS(f)IW(u - f /va)W(u - n'/Tva) 
n'=!c-13/2 

[ ( 
(y y )

2 
{3 n't ) l 2Tcos 211" 2~1: + 2 (t - to) 2 + T - ft + </> df 

The constant 17 ~ 1 is included to indicate a possible degradation of the interfero-

metrically produced temporal and spatial beat terms from the theoretical optimum, 

due to degradations caused by the imperfect laser coherence. The last term contains 

all of the desired modulation, while the first two terms are merely bias terms. Tern-

poral beat terms will be generated between the spatially displayed signal spectrum 

and the discrete DLO frequency components that it overlaps, and these are the in-

puts to the TDI chirp transform fine frequency processors. Each spectral component 

will overlap with a reference DLO bead, and this will interferometrically generate 

the resulting temporal beats that are needed for further fine frequency analysis 

processing, and the appropriate alignment of the signal and Fourier spectra will 

guarantee that these temporal beats are near baseband. 

In order to understand the interferometric production of baseband heterodyne 

beat frequencies, we will examine the case of a single tone of frequency f' and 

a corresponding single sided Fourier spectra S (!) = ic5 (! + !'). This frequency 

can conveniently be broken up into a sum of coarse and fine frequency components, 
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Figure 5.1.4. Repetitive chirp reference waveform, its Fourier spectra, the output 
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where the coarse component is a harmonic of the DLO reference repetition frequency 

and the fine frequency is less than this rate f' = j/T + 61, with j = [f'T] an 

integer, and 1011 = l/'modtl < l/2T. This signal will produce a single blur spot 

in the Fourier plane of the signal AOD, at a position uva = f', and with an up 

shifted temporal oscillation frequency of f'. This is illustrated schematically in 

Figure 5.1.4, where it can be seen that the signal blur spot primarily overlaps 

with the DLO blur spot with an oscillation frequency of j /T, but the sidelobes 

of the signal blur spot also overlaps with the tails of the adjacent DLO beads, 

producing additional temporal modulation components. With proper apodization 

of the A ODs, the sidelobes can be decreased enough so that we only need to consider 

the temporal beat frequencies produced by the immediately adjacent DLO beads, 

oscillating at frequencies (i - 1)/T and (i + 1)/T. The relative strengths of the 

various temporal oscillation components will be proportional to the spatial overlap 

integrals of the field amplitudes detected within a single pixel, and the following 

abbreviated notation for the strength of the overlap integral detected on the nth 

pixel due to the lth harmonic of the reference waveform interfering with the blur 

spot due to the input tone at frequency f' will be used. 

aj(j') = J hu(u - nilu)W(u - i/vaT +OJ /va)W(u - l/vaT)du (5.1.11) 

where the function hu(u - nAu) is the 1-D aperture profile of the pixel at position 

nAu, and the overlap integral is only significantly large for l = i - 1,i,j + 1 . 

The DLO transform in the Fourier plane should be scaled so that the reference 

beads are spatially separated by exactly one pixel width, and the detector array 

should be positioned so that a DLO bead is centered on top of each pixel, thereby 

maximizing the desired term aj, which would occur at pixel n = j. This can be 

accomplished by relating the period of the DLO reference waveform to the pixel 

separation, 1/T = Auva = Axva(>..F. Under these conditions the pixel integrated 

spatial overlap integral only depends on the frequency difference between the DLO 
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bead and the signal spectral component, and the pixel weighted overlap integral 

incident upon the nth pixel can be notated by ar(c51 - ~) with l' = -1,0, 1. H the 

AOD is not apodized, then W( u) = Xsinc( uX), which has high sidelobe levels falling 

only as l/7rl1 for the l'th sidelobe, and this would produce significant temporal beats 

several lobes away from the main lobe. Apodization with a gaussian illumination 

profile will greatly decrease the sidelobe levels at the cost of a slight increase of 

main lobe width. In order to equally detect arbitrarily positioned frequencies, with 

respect to the discrete DLO blur spot locations it is important to space the blur spots 

appropriately. H they are spaced too far apart so that 1/vaT > width{W(uva)}, 

then a signal that falls between two DLO beads will produce weak temporal beats. 

To avoid this, the spacing of the DLO blur spots can be arranged such that the half 

amplitude of adjacent spatial blur spots are aligned, which will result in a minimum 

ripple of the reference profile, and allow nearly constant detectivity for arbitrary 

input frequencies. However, for typical apodizations the main lobe width to the 

first null will be several times wider than the half amplitude width, resulting in 

significant overlap of several adjacent DLO beads. 

Another approach, known as single sided processing, has the advantage that 

the chirp transform will be on a carrier, and allows for demodulation of the signal 

from the bias. This can be accomplished by providing for a uo = 1/2vaT relative 

shift between the signal and reference spectra. Thus, a weak DC beat frequency 

will be generated when a signal blur spot falls half way between two DLO beads, 

and a strong beat frequency of 1/2T will be generated when the signal blur spot 

falls exactly on a DLO bead. The maximum frequency of 1/T will be generated 

when the signal blur spot falls half way in between two DLO beads on the other 

side of the peak of the central bead. This single sided fine frequency analysis 

approach has a a spectral analysis range from 0 to 1/T, rather than from -1/2T 

to 1/2T. The chirping carrier resulting from the nonsymmetric chirp algorithm 
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requires chirp post multiply correction factors, which make this approach to carrier 

encoding and demodulation overly complicated. The time integrating suppression of 

high frequency temporal beats to be discussed, will also have more of a suppression 

on the temporal beats generated by the single sided processing approach. For these 

reasons the single sided approach will not be considered in detail any further. 

The corresponding beat frequencies generated will be given by the difference of 

the signal frequency with that of the appropriate DLO beads. The three frequencies 

generated in this example will be fj_ 1 = 61+1/T, fj = 61, and !j+1 = 61 - 1/T. 

These frequencies will be primarily detected at pixel n = j, but they will also be 

detected on the adjacent pixels n = j-1 and n=j + 1. In the bottom of Figure 5.1.4 

the temporal spectrum of the beat frequencies generated by the interference with 

the three DLO beads are illustrated, with the appropriate amplitudes. Because of 

the finite duration of the repetitive chirp reference, or the finite integration time 

of the detector, there is a small broadening of the beat oscillation frequency, and 

this leads to the fundamental limit on system fine frequency resolution. Notice 

that the two undesired sidebands will always have temporal oscillation frequencies 

greater than 1/2T and separated from the fine frequency baseband component 61 

by 1/T. For the example of a single tone, the resulting modulation due to the final 

interferometric term in Equation 5.1.10 will be given by the sum of the three DLO 

beat frequencies. 

I (t- NT/2) Ii(u, y, t) =cip(m11 y)p(m11 y)rect NT (5.1.12) 

+1 
L aTW(uva - (j/T + 61 ))W(uva - (j + l')/T) 

l'=-1 

cos [27r ((y - Yo)
2 
+ fJ (t - t0 ) 2 + (j + l')t - (j + 61)t) +cf>] 

2)./11 2 T T 

The constant Ci= 172Re(d8drJE"v'f=X/t~JX) has absorbed all of the mul

tiplicative constants, and the arbitrary phase term cf>, may be adjusted to zero by 
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minute motions of the mirrors or beamsplitters. The temporal modulation pro

duced within a single detector pixel will be given by the weighted sum of the three 

beat terms being considered, integrated over the spatial aperture of that pixels 
& 

responsivity, which can be represented with our abbreviated notation. 

I (t- NT/2) Ii(n, y, t) =cip(myy)p(myy)rect NT (5.1.13) 

+i l' [ ((y-yo)
2 f3 2 l') l aT 11~1 aii(81 - T) cos 211" 2>i.fy + 2 (t - to) - (81 - T)t + </> 

Each pixel time integrates the incident intensity for a period equal to the time be-

tween spatial shifts of the TDI detector, !:it < T /2, which will adequately sample 

the desired baseband component, but will under sample the two sideband contribu

tions. The sidebands are offset in frequency by 1/T, and will have an extra temporal 

oscillation during the local integration period, which will average to zero leaving 

a smaller amount of time to integrate a nonzero component. The temporal chirp 

must have a maximum frequency which is within the Nyquist limited frequency 

response of the TDI detector sampling l!mazl :::; !:it/2. The temporal chirp sweeps 

from -{3t0 to f3(NT - t0 ), which will be bandlimited to the desired bandwidth if 

it is generated from a phase stepped reference adequately sampled at the same fre

quency as the CCD local time integration between TDI shifts. With this sampled 

chirp reference approach, the reference function phase will be constant during a 

single local pixel integration time, and it will only change from integration site to 

integration site. Thus the local time integration only acts upon the three temporal 

oscillation frequencies generated by the interference with the DLO beads. 

(5.1.14) 
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- sin [ 27r ( (y 2~;:)
2 

+ ~ (kAt - t0)
2
)] 

l (k+!).6.t +l l' [ l' l l 
_ 1 aT L aZ,(61 - T) sin 27r(61 - T)t - </> dt 

(k 2 ).6.t l'=-1 

=c;p(m~y)p(m,ui[co• [2.- ( (y 2~::)2 + ~ (kLl.t - to)')] 
+l l' l' [ l' ] 

aT l'El aZ,(61 - T)sinc[(61 - T)At]Atcos .27r(61 - T)kAt + </> 

- sin [27r ( (y 2~;:)
2 

+ ~ (kAt - t0)
2
)] 

aT I'~• a~(81 - ;)sinc[(81 - ;)Ll.t)Ll.tsin [2.-(81 - ;)kLl.t- <P]] 

+1 l' l' 
=cip(m~y)p(myy)aT L aZ,(61 - T)Atsinc[(61 - T)At] 

l'=-1 

cos [27r ( (y 2~;:)
2 

+ ~ (kAt - t0 )
2 

- (61 - ~)kAt) + <t>] 

The effective strength of the undesired sidebands is further suppressed by the sine 

function response of the temporal local averaging integration, giving effective am-

plitudes for the three beat frequencies bj(fz) = aj(fz)Atsinc[lzAt]. Since this is 

now a sampled signal representation with sample time At, any frequency compo-

nent higher than the Nyquist rate 1/2At will be aliased. The desired baseband 

components should always be sampled sufficiently, since the TDI sampling rate is 

required to be faster than the laser pulsing rate, Is = 1/ At 2::: 1/T for double 

sided processing Us = 1/ At 2::: 2/T for single sided processing), but the undesired 

sideband beats can fold down into the spectral band of interest. The resulting 

aliased frequency will always be within the range 0 < !{a < ls/2, and is given by 

l;a = Ir- - llfmodls - Ir-1· Interestingly, if the TDI shift frequency is chosen to 

be equal to the reference repetition rate Is = 1/T, then the sidebands will alias to 

the desired baseband frequency 1r = 61 = 16· In this case the resulting spectral 

peaks due to the sidebands will be at the same fine frequency position as the desired 

main lobe, or they would be at the same fine frequency ordinate in the adjacent 
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coarse frequency pixel bins. This would produce separable sidelobe responses in 

the appearance of a sine function cross, like that due to the 2-D Fourier transform 

of a rectangular aperture. The detected baseband beat tones are now sampled in 

discrete time and can be processed by the TDI CCD. 

5.1.4 TDI detector output of the DLO interferometer 

The detector operates in the TDI mode in which it time integrates in a slid-

ing window coordinate frame, moving in discrete steps with an approximately 

continuous velocity v = t!i.y / t!i.t. ~ach pixel with 2-D spatial response profile 

h(x, y) = hz(x)h11 (y), time integrates the incident intensity for a period t!i.t ~ T 

( t!i.t ~ T /2 for single sided processing), then shifts the accumulated photogenerated 

charge profile by one pixel of width t!i.y in the y direction. Integration commences 

at the new location and adds to the previously accumulated charge. As a poten

tial well traverses the full aperture M t!i.y = H of the CCD, it integrates up three 

components; the time averaged reference beam intensity, the time varying average 

of the signal beam intensity, and the processed interferometrically detected compo

nent which produces a fine frequency scan within each coarse frequency bin. This 

operation is described by the multichannel TDI equation. 

m f,(k+l ).1.t 
D(n, t = mt!i.t) = L 

1

2 J J hz(>.F(u - nt!i.u))h11 (y - (m - k)t!i.y) 
k M (k--.1.t =m- 2 

J(u, y, t)dudydt (5.1.15) 

This equation can be simplified by assuming that the CCD pixel response function 

acts like a spatially sampling impulse H(x, y) = h(x, y). However it should be 

realized that the degradation of the CCD modulation transfer function (MTF), 

given by the Fourier transform of the separable pixel response will apodize the 

chirp transform in the y dimension, and may decrease the achievable resolution 

of the space integrating spectrum analysis in the u (or x) dimension. The effect 
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of the pixel spatial response weighted overlap integral of the DLO beads with the 

signal blur spot will be accounted for separately as in Equation 5.1.11. The above 

analysis of the temporal sampling performed by time integration at each stationary 

pixel positions, with widths equal to the DLO bead separation can be used, in order 

to obtain the simplified expression for the processing performed by the TDI CCD 

on the sampled incident intensity. 

m 
D.(n,t = m.6.t) = L I(n, (m - k).6.y,k.6.t) (5.1.16) 

k=m-M 

The result of this processing operation will be to perform a convolution between the 

time varying portion of the incident locally integrated intensity and the y spatial 

intensity profile detected by the CCD. Since the spatial intensity is a chirp, and the 

temporal variation is a temporal chirp multiplied by a superposition of sinusoidal 

tones, the resulting output from each TDI column will be a chirp transform fine 

frequency scan of the signals within that coarse frequency bin, plus bias terms. This 

can be shown by plugging the locally integrated incident intensity for a single tone 

into the simplified multichannel TDI equation. 

D(n,t = m.6.t) = f' rect (k.6.t - NT/2\ 
• · , L...J \ NT J 

k=m-M 

[c;p2 (my(m - k).6.y) j h(u - n.6.u)laW(uva - /')l 2du 

+c~p2 (m~(m - k).<ly) J h(u - n.<lu) I [rect ( ""•; f,) Tcomb(uv.T)] * W(uva)I' du 

+l l' l' 
+ciJi((m - k).6.y)aT L aZ,(81 - T).6.tsinc[(81 - T).6.t] 

l'=-1 

cos [211" ( ((m - ;>.~:- Yo)
2 

+ ~ (k.6.t - to) 2 
- (81 - ~)k.6.t) + <P]] (5.1.17) 

The constant c! = d!e(1 - x) represents the signal power at the CCD, while 

c; = d;(1 - e)x/b represents the reference heam power, and the amplitude of the 

interferometric modulation is proportional to Ci = 2TJC8 Cr. The first term is the 
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sliding window weighted average of the pixel detected space integrated coarse spec

trum of the single tone signal scrolling out of each TDI column. It can vary slowly 

in time, ·bandwidth limited by the full integration time M !:l.t, as the average power 

within each coarse frequency bin changes. The second term is the pixel integrated 

reference intensity, and should be approximately uniform at all coarse frequency 

TDI columns, but since it is gated on and off it will vary in amplitude as it comes 

out of each TDI column as that column scrolls downward. In the case of no laser 

beam apodization in the y dimension its dependence on m would be trapezoidal, 

which would become triangular if M=N, and the inclusion of the magnified aperture 

profile p2 ( m~y) would round the corners of the trapezoid. Both bias terms can be 

made approximately constant in m by performing repetitive chirp transforms with

out a break in between, thereby keeping the reference and signal powers constant, 

but this may lead to overlapping of successively computed spectral terms. The fi

nal term is the term of interest, which represents an apodized, spectrally weighted, 

chirp transform operating on all of the fine frequency components which are inter

ferometrically generated within each coarse frequency TDI column, and the effects 

of pixel spatial sampling in u and local time integration have been included. The 

hybrid apodization function, p, includes the product between the magnified signal 

and reference beam aperture profiles, with a further weighing of the interferometric 

spatial chirp modulation depth by the MTF of the CCD, which is given by the 

Fourier transform of the pixel response function in y, given by H 11 (!11 ). Because 

the spatial chirp profile has a linear dependence of the spatial frequency on spatial 

position, the effect of the MTF is to weight the chirp profile with the scaled CCD 

MTF centered at the chirp offset position ko at which the spatial frequency goes to 

zero, with the appropriate chirp rate spatial frequency to space conversion factor, 

so that p(k!:l.y) = p(m~k!:l.y)p(m11 k!:l.y)H11 ((k - ko) fl)· The chirp algorithm also 

results in additional trapezoidal or triangular spectral weighing due to variations 
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in the chirp overlap, as the temporal chirp is shifted by multiplication with fine 

frequency sinusoidal tone signal terms. The resolution of the chirp algorithm will 

also decrease as the matching chirp overlap decreases, and the carrier frequency 

varies as the center frequency of the matching chirp overlap region changes linearly 

with frequency, resulting in a quadratic phase factor. 

The interferometrically generated TDI chirp transform component can be an

alytically represented using a similar analysis to that in section 2.4 on the chirp 

transform algorithm. The temporal quadratic chirp rate f3, must be set equal to 

the spatial quadratic chirp rate b11 = 1/ ).f 11, as temporally detected in the TDI co

ordinate frame. This will result in the cancellation of the quadratic terms ink, and 

requires that t1y2 / '>..f11 = -f3t1t2• The minus sign in this expression means that a 

correlation between matched chirp segments is being performed rather than a con

volution of mirrored chirps, which are equivalent for two sided chirps. The offset 

of the spatial and temporal chirps should be set to cancel in order to maximize the 

chirp overlap at midband, and this leads to the requirement y0 t1y/'Af11 = (3!)..tto. 

Additionally, the arbitrary phase factors can be aligned if desired, in order to cancel 

one more term by requiring y5J 'Af 11 = -f3t5. In order to simplify this equation I 

will assume that T = t1t, and N = M, so the chirp transform will have a triangular 

gain and resolution response, and the double sided, baseband signal representation 

will have the sidebands aliased to the main lobe fine frequency. The effect of the 

optical amplitude profile along the TDI direction, p(kt1y), will be to suppress the 

sidelobes and decrease the achievable spectral resolution, via a convolution with the 

transform of the spatial apodizing profile, and this effect will be left out in order to 

simplify the final result. The interferometric term for a single frame of processing, 

can be analyzed over the region lml < M, where the output is nonzero, for the case 

of a single tone, by performing the interferometric TDI chirp transform summation 
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upon the final term of Equation 5.1.17. 

m (kAt - NT /2) +l 
Di(n, m) =aT k=EM c{p((m - k)Ay)rect . NT 

1
E

1 
br(61-.j.) 

cos [211" ( ((m - ~)..~:- Yo)
2 

+ ~ (kAt - to) 2 
- (61 - ~)kAt) +ct>] 

+l 
00 

(k-NT/2At) (k+(m-M)) 
=ciaT

1
E

1
br(61-.j.)kEoorect NT/At rect M 

2 

cos [211" (m2{3At2 /2 + m{3Atto - mk{3At2 - (61-J.)kAt) + ¢) 
+l n 1 (k - (M - m)/2) 

=ciaT L bz (61-T) Erect M- lml 
l=-1 k 

~ [e-i[211"(mk,BT2 +(61-.j.)kT-m2,BT2 /2-m,BTto)+<P] + c.c.] 

+l 1 2 2 
=ciaT L br(61-J.)2[ei[27r(m ,BT /2+m,BTto)-<P] 

l=-1 

(M - jml)sinc[(M - lml)(mf3T2 + 61T)]e-i7r[(m.BT
2
+61)(M-m)] + c.c.] 

+1 
=ciaT L br(61-.j.)(M - lml)sinc[(M - lml)T(mf3T + 61 )] 

l=-1 

cos [211" (m2{3At2 + m({3At(to - MAt/2) - 61/2) + 61M/2) - cf>] 

+1 
=ciaT L br(61-t)(M - jml)sinc[(M - lml)T(mf3T + 61 )] cos[<p] 

l=-1 

jmj<M (5.1.18) 

The impulse response of the unapodized TDI chirp transform is a sine function 

located at a position proportional to the fine frequency m = -6 I/ {3T, with a gain 

and resolution width which are triangular, and maximized for m = 0, placed on 

a chirping carrier, with a complicated phase factor in y represented by <p. The 

idealized spectral resolution is given by the sine lobe width in frequency 6 f = 

1/(M - jml)T, which is an inverse triangular function with maximum resolution 

given by the inverse of the integration time seen by a potential well fully traversing 

the CCD aperture. The spectral gain M - lml is proportional to the number of TDI 

sites at which integration takes place. The triangular spectral gain can be corrected 

after bias removal by an inverse triangular amplification, but the resulting signal 
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to noise ratio will be best at m = 0, and will degrade away from this position. The 

potential well that is at the top of the CCD as the processing begins will coherently 

integrate signal as it propagates down the TDI column, and will achieve the best 

possible resolution. The potential wells that begin the processing operation in the 

middle of the CCD will achieve a gain and resolution proportional to the time during 

which they are within the integration window of the CCD. Similarly potential wells 

that enter the top of the CCD after processing has begun will only integrate signal 

for the time that processing continues after they have entered the CCD aperture, 

and not the full time that it takes to traverse the CCD, unless NT > M l:lt. In theory 

the complicated chirping carrier phase term cp can be removed with electronic post 

processing, but in practice ideal phase alignment would be difficult. A much better 

approach to carrier encoding for the purpose of bias removal, would be to introduce 

a spatial carrier in the coarse dimension with a rotation of the recombining beam 

splitter, followed by carrier demodulation in the coarse dimension. This requires 

an increase in the number of pixels in the coarse dimension in order to adequately 

represent several carrier cycles within each coarse frequency resolvable spot, and 

the individual pixels are then much smaller than the blur spot. For this reason 

a CCD with very high resolution orthogonal to the TDI direction would be very 

appropriate, such as the Itek OSD 2048x96 space surveillance TDI array with 96 

TDI gain stages!4·39l. Another possibility for removing the bias would be to use an 

auxiliary bias subtraction CCD, in which case a more nearly square array would be 

appropriate. 

In order to visualize the coherently detected and TDI chirp transformed CCD 

output, the pixel detected, locally integrated response for the single tone being 

considered will be expanded, using Equation 5.1.11, and including the sidelobe 
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suppression sine derived in Equation 5.1.14. 

. 6 (' + l) 
bj(51-·M = Atsinc[(o1 -~)AtJj. hu(u- nAu)W(u - JT +-1.)W(u - J T )du 

Va Va Va 
(5.1.19) 

This equation shows that the additional sidelobe suppression due to the local tempo

ral integration between TDI shifts suppresses the higher frequency interferometric 

beats which are due to the overlap of the signal blur spot with the adjacent reference 

DLO beads on the adjacent pixel in x. The choice of T = At causes the aliased fine 

frequency sidelobes to have the same TDI sampled apparent frequency as the main 

peak so that the sidelobes at adjacent pixels will produce chirp transformed outputs 

at the same fine frequency locus as the main lobe. Within the n = ith column, the 

overlap with adjacent DLO beads will produce spectral beats that will be aliased to 

the same frequency as the desired baseband beat by the TDI sampling as long as 

the DLO reference waveform repeats each TDI shift time. In this case the resulting 

chirp transformed main peak will be at the same location as the weaker adjacent 

bead overlap contributions. 

The system impulse response to a single tone can be represented as the sum of 

the signal bias and the reference beam bias plus the interferometric TDI processed 

folded spectrum contribution. 

D(n, m) =c;T(M - lml) J h(u - nAu) jaW(uva - f')l 2du (5.1.20) 

+ c;T(M - lml)rect ( n.6.u~ +le) W 2 

+1 
+ciaT I: Atsinc[(o1 -t).6.t] j hu(u - n.6.u)W(u - ~ + ~)W(u - (t:J.l)du 

l=-1 

(M - lml)sinc [(M - lml)T(m,BT + 81) ]cos[cp + 2?raxn.6.x] 

All of the simplifying assumptions have been used in this representation, M = 

N, T = .6.t, and 1/T = .6.uva = .6.xva/ >..F, and the additional spatial carrier 

in the coarse dimension has been explicitly included. The apodization of the 
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Figure 5.1.5. a) Idealized impulse response of the TDI chirp transform DLO in-

terferometer, with triangular bias variation. b) Overlap of successively computed 

spectra, which eliminates bias variation. 
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TD I chirp transform is ignored in order to examine the idealized system per

formance. The power in the reference beam integrated over individual coarse 

pixel columns is assumed constant for all pixels, and is abbreviated by W 2 = 

f h(u-n.6.u)ITcomb(uvaT) *W(uva)l2du. Since the laser is assumed to be gated on 

and off for a period NT which is the same as the TDI integration time M .6.t, the 

bias terms have triangular weighing. When successive folded spectrum operations 

are performed back to back then the bias variation will be removed, but the tails of 

adjacent fine frequency scans will extend into the adjacent frames of computation. 

With apodization of the chirp transform, then the bias variation is no longer exactly 

triangular, and successive overlapping transforms will not produce a perfectly fiat 

bias contribution, and the bias will have small undulations which would repeat with 

each transform segment. The idealized impulse response for this system is shown in 

Figure 5.1.5a, it consists of the triangular bias due to the reference and signal beam 

power, plus the interferometrically detected, TDI chirp transformed folded spectrum 

information which rides along the incoherently detected coarse frequency ridge. The 

position of the peak along the TDI column represents the fine frequency of the single 

tone input and the position of the space integrated ridge represents its coarse fre

quency. The overiap of successively computed folded spectrum calculations results 

in the removal of the triangular bias variation, as is illustrated schematically in Fig

ure 5.1.5b, but also causes the fine frequency scans along each coarse frequency bin 

to overlap. The carrier placed in the coarse frequency dimension is schematically 

illustrated in the idealized isometric projection of the theoretical impulse response 

shown in Figure 5.1.6. The lines plotted along the coarse frequency ridge are seen 

to be at the Nyquist limit for the coarse frequency carrier, so that the scan at the 

center of the coarse frequency ridge contains a constructive peak, while the adjacent 

line contains a destructive peak, and so on. In reality, many more cycles at a lower 

sampled frequency than the Nyquist frequency would have to be utilized, in order 
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to separate the spatial frequency spectrum of the incoherent coarse ridge from the 

coherently detected peak on a carrier in the coarse dimension, for effective demod-

ulation of the signal from the bias. The additional sidelobe suppression factor due 

to the time integration between TDI shifts, of the temporal beats generated by 

the interference with the adjacent DLO beads is manifested as a rapid decrease of 

the interferometric sidelobes in the coarse dimension, falling almost as fast as the 

power in the incoherent ridge. When apodization on the coarse dimension space 

integrating spectrum analyzers is included, as in Figure 5.1.6b, the sidelobes in the 

coarse dimension fall so fast they are practically invisible on the scale of this plot, 

and the main lobe is widened, which helps separate the spatial frequency spectrum 

of the incoherent ridge from that of the peak on a carrier. 

ff we assume that the signal spectrum is composed of a number of CW tones 

at discrete frequencies fq with amplitudes aq, then the signal spectrum can be 

represented as the sum S(f) = Eq aq6(f + fq)· In order to decipher the processing 

operation that is occurring, we should represent the signal spectrum as a double 

sum over the coarse and fine frequency components. 

N 

S(f) = LLajk6(f + j/T + k/NT) 
j k 

(5.1.21) 

The folded spectrum processor is designed to reproduced the representation ajk. 

This spectral representation can be inserted into the above equation to obtain the 

output of the multichannel TDI CCD, and this output will be given by the linear 

superposition of the input frequencies. 

N 

D(n,m) =c;T(M- lml) LL la;kl 2 jh(u - nLlu)laW(uva - i+~IN)l 2du 
j k 

+ c;T(M - jml)rect ( nLlu~ +le) W 2 (5.1.22) 

N +I 
+ LLajkciT L Lltsinc[(*-i-)Llt] 

j k l=-1 
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Figure 5.1.6. a) Isomet:r:ic projection of folded spectrum output showing carrier 

frequency in coarse dimension. b) Isometric projection with apodization of Bragg 

cells included. 
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l hu(u - n~u)W(u- jT + ~T)W(u- (j +:))du 
Va Va Va 

(M - lml)sinc[(M - lml)T(m,BT + ,J"T) ]cos[~+ 27razn~x] 

Each spectral component will generate a chirp transformed peak on a chirping 

carrier at a position in the m dimension corresponding to its fine frequency m = 

k / ,B NT2 , along a triangular ridge locating its coarse frequency in the n dimension 

at the position n~u = j /vaT. The space integrated position of the incoherently 

detected bias ridge within each coarse bin will not vary significantly with the fine 

frequency, and for this reason its strength will be proportional to the sum of the 

squares of the elements in that column of the folded spectrum matrix aj = Lk la;k 12 , 

which is the same as a standard space integrating AO power spectrum analyzer 

output. If a very strong single tone jammer or a strong narrowband modulated 

signal is applied to the time and space integrating folded spectrum processor, then 

it will be spatially channelized, and it will saturate one or two coarse frequency bins, 

preventing fine frequency analysis within those channels, but other fine frequency 

processors will still operate unaffected by the strong signals. 

The modulation amplitude of each detected peak is a triangular gain function of 

the fine frequency offset times the spectral amplitude of that frequency component, 

however the modulation depth of each peak depends on the total power within 

that coarse frequency bin. .That is because modulation depth, or signal to bias 

ratio (SBR), is defined as coherently detected fringe depth over twice the bias level, 

and optimizing the system requires that the reference beam power within a pixel, 

c; = d;(1 - e)x/b, should be equal to the expected signal beam power, ajc; = 

ajd; e(l - x). The modulation depth of the frequency component in the jth coarse 

frequency bin with a fine frequency k/NT, depends on the optical efficiencies ci, c;, 

c;, the coherence factor 1'/, the signal amplitudes a;k the power in that column aj, 
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and the time integrated overlap integral bj defined in Eq. 5.1.19. 

m. = 2csc,a;k bn(k/NT) 
Jk r/ 2-2 + 2 0 c8 a; c, 

(5.1.23) 

In order to optimize the modulation depth and the resulting demodulated folded 

spectrum dynamic range the reference beam power should be made equal to the 

expected signal beam power. When a single tone of the expected average power 

falls in its own coarse frequency bin, c!a~ = c;, then the modulation depth will be 

the amplitude of the coherence function, f'J, times the sidelobe suppression factor, 

which for low offset frequencies will be negligible. However, when K equally strong 

tones fall within the same coarse frequency bin with a total power equal to the 

reference beam then the modulation depth of each tone will only be YJ / VK times 

the sidelobe suppression factors for each tone. This is illustrated schematically in 

Figure 5.1.7, neglecting the sidelobe suppression factors, where 4 coarse frequency 

bins contain equivalent energy, but K varies from 1 at the back of the plot, through 

8 at the front, by powers of 2 with randomly positioned fine frequencies within 

each coarse frequency bin. Several observations can be made from these plots, the 

modulation depth decreases as the power within a coarse frequency bin is divided up 

among more tones, and the triangular weighing function decreases the amplitude of 

large fine frequency offset tones. The overlap of successively computed TDI folded 

spectra results in an overlapping of the fine frequency scans, and decreases the 

effective modulation depth of tones with a large fine frequency offset. 

The fact that the modulation depth of each spectral component varies as 1 / VK 
rather than 1/ K is clearly important in dense multitone environments where K is 

large. This can be explained in terms of the coherent detection of K fine frequencies 

with 1 / K of the total power of that coarse frequency bin in each fine frequency 

component. The amplitude of each term is 1 / VK times the amplitude that would 

be observed if K = 1, and the interferometric detection produces a modulation 

proportional to this amplitude, and not each tones power. The maximum that K 
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can ever be is given by the number of resolvable fine frequencies per coarse frequency 

bin, which is bounded above by K < N = M, so the modulation depth of the worst 

case (white noise) would be rJ/VN, again neglecting the sidelobe suppression. This 

places a lower limit on the acceptable CCD dynamic range that could be utilized in 

a white noise environment, by requiring that the worst case modulation amplitude 

be several times larger than the detector noise. When the signal power in a coarse 

frequency bin is not equal to the reference power, optimum modulation depth will 

not be achieved. As a compromise the gain on the reference beam Bragg cell should 

be set to incoherently fill up one quarter of the CCD dynamic range, and the gain 

on the signal Bragg cell should be adjusted so the coarse frequency bin of the most 

interest also fills up about one quarter of the CCD dynamic range. In this case 

the perfectly coherent modulation due to a single tone in the optimized channel 

would swing from 0 to the CCD saturation level, stronger tones would saturate, 

and weaker tones would swing by less. 
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Figure 5.1.7. Idealized multitone spectra, showing that modulation depth decreases 

as more tones are added to a coarse frequency bin. 
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5.2 Pulsed Source Discrete Fourier Transform Folded Spectrum Processors 

In this and the following sections, several possible implementations of a time and 

space integrating folded spectrum processors that utilize a pulsed laser diode as the 

optical source will be considered. The architectures in this section use crossed Bragg 

cells and a time integrating CCD in order to implement the desired two dimensional 

folded spectrum processing operation. The pulsed laser is an alternative approach to 

using a reference distributed local oscillator (DLO), which interferometrically beats 

the output of a space integrating acousto-optic spectrum analyzer to baseband. 

Instead, the sampling action of the pulsed laser effectively aliases interferometrically 

detected tones to baseband, thereby removing the coarse frequency content, leaving 

only the fine frequency for subsequent time integrating processing. Fine frequency 

analysis of each coarse frequency bin can be performed with a number of possible 

techniques; a multichannel DFT can be implemented on a starring CCD array, a 

multichannel TDI chirp transform can be performed as in the previous section, or a 

hybrid approach can be utilized to implement a TDI DFT operation. The discrete 

Fourier transformation (DFT) is a space variant operation that is implemented 

with a matrix vector multiplication, and the utilization of a pulsed source gives the 

system the extra versatility needed in order to perform this more general operation, 

as elucidated briefly in section 2.3.2. 

In a more generalized context, it is possible to use the type of system described 

in this section to perform parallel time integrating matrix-vector multiplications on 

the field amplitudes of the outputs of a pulsed source space integrating processor. 

The space integrating processors could be a Vander Lugt correlator, or a free space 

chirp correlator, or a Fourier analyzer as discussed in this section. The system 

described in this section could thus be thought of as a special case of a frequency 

multiplexed time integrating outer product matrix-matrix multiplier, where in this 

case the matrix is a DFT. 
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Figure 5.2.1. Schematic representation of the Time and Space Integrating (TSI) 

folded spectrum processor illuminated by a pulsed source which produces the space 

time raster, which is spatially Fourier transformed by a lens, and then temporally 

Fourier transformed by a CCD processor. 
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The action of the pulsed laser is to convert a very long signal applied to the 

AOD into a raster like format in space and time, rather than the more familiar 2-D 

spatial raster. Since the limited time bandwidth product of the AOD will not allow 

the entire signal to be within the aperture simultaneously, successive overlapping 

portions of the long signal will slide into the AOD and the acoustic motion will be 

frozen by pulsing the illuminating laser with a very narrow pulse. For each laser 

pulse the AOD transduces part of the input signal into a 1-D spatial modulation of 

a coherent optical wavefront, and on successive pulses it will transduce succeeding 

portions of the input signal into the optical system. Thus, the long 1-D signal has 

been transformed into a 2-D raster of space (x), and discrete time or pulse number 

(n). The transformation performed by the AOD illuminated with a repetitively 

pulsed laser produces a raster of space and time, where the spatial dimension is 

continuous, and time is discrete. 

s(x, t) = J s(t - x/va)rect(x/A)6(t - nT)dt 

s(x,nT) = s(nT- x/va)rect(x/A) (5.2.1) 

In this expression A is the AOD width, T is the laser pulse repetition interval, 

and n indexes the pulse number. H the AOD temporal window is greater than 

the laser pulse repetition interval Ta = A/va > T, then the raster is oversam

pled, which means that successive raster lines contain overlapping portions of the 

signal. The desired 1-D Fourier transform can be performed on the input sig

nal s(t), with a 2-D transform on its oversampled space-time raster representa

tion s(x, n). Because of the separability of the multidimensional Fourier kernel 

e-i27r(uz+yv) = e-i27ruze-i27rt1Y, a 2-D transformation can be performed as Ny 1-D 

transforms along the x axis followed by Nz 1-D transforms along the orthogonal 

y axis. This cascaded system can be implemented by performing a spatial Fourier 

transform in x with a lens on the diffracted wavefront for each of the Ny laser 
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diode pulses, producing an intermediate data set Bz ( u, n), which is also a space

time raster. This is followed by an array of Nz parallel time integrating narrowband 

Fourier transform modules multiplexed in x, which utilize the second spatial dimen

sion (y) to perform the desired accumulation of partial products, thereby Fourier 

transforming S:r.(u, n) across n. After a succession of N11 laser diode pulses the full 

folded spectrum is produced in a 2-D format on a TI CCD detector array. A simple 

analytical representation of the idealized action of this system is as a cascade of a 

1-D continuous Fourier transformation, and a 1-D discrete Fourier transform. 

N-1 
S(u, m) = L [! s(x, n)e-i211"uzdx] e-i211"mn/N 

n=O A 
(5.2.2) 

This system is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.2.1, which illustrates the conver-

sion of a very long 1-D signal into the space-time raster which is spatially Fourier 

transformed by a lens, and then temporally Fourier transformed by an array of 

narrowband time integrating spectrum analyzers. 

5.2.1 Interferometric spectrum analyzer illuminated by a pulsed source 

In order to model the detailed operation of this system, the operation of an in-

terferometric space integrating acousto-optic spectrum analyzer that is illuminated 

with a narrow pulse train laser source will be considered. This type of 1-D inter

ferometric spectrum analyzer is shown schematically in Figure 5.2.2. It is critical 

that the pulsing laser is an accurate subharmonic of the systems coherent refer

ence clock signal, which is accomplished by digitally dividing a coherent reference 

frequency fr by a convenient integer L'. The laser pulses are of width r, separa

tion T = fr/ L', and amplitude c, so that the average laser power is decreased by 

a factor r /T from that of a continuous source of the same amplitude. The pulse 

width must be very short, less than the inverse of the highest temporal frequency 

which will be interferometrically generated. Therefore the laser pulse width must 
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Figure 5.2.2. An interferometric AO spectrum analyzer illuminated by a repetitively 

pulsed source. 
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be less than half the inverse of the AOD bandwidth which is to be utilized r < 2/B, 

but of course it must be much greater than the optical period of oscillation for the 

optical monochromaticity condition to be valid. The pulse train can be represented 

in the time domain, or a Fourier identity can be used to represent it as a sum of its 

frequency harmonics. 

g(t) =erect [!] * L 6(t - nT) = c 2: Tei27rmt/T rsinc[mr /T] 
r n m 

(5.2.3) 

This pulsed laser waveform is used to illuminate an AOD at the Bragg angle, and is 

split off to act as the reference beam of a generic interferometric spectrum analyzer 

system. When the reference beam is a plane wave of amplitude ro, frequency v' = 

v +Jo and normalized spatial frequency iiu = .\F(sin (J / .\) = F sin 0, where (J is the 

incidence angle of the reference wave with respect to the undiffracted signal beam, 

then the output of an interferometric spectrum analyzer is found by modifying 

equation 2.2.1.7. 

I(u, t) =g(t) l•-"'"'d J S(uv.)ei2•ftw ( u + !.) df + r 0e-i2>[v't+o.•[I' 

=g(t) [ldS(uva) * W(uva)l 2 + lrol 2 

+ 2rod J IS(f)I cos[27r{ft + 0(/) + iiuu + fot)]W ( u + ~) djl 
=l8 (u,t) + I,.(u,t) + Ii(u,t) (5.2.4) 

In this equation the standard representation of the field due to the first order 

diffraction term at the back focal plane of a Bragg cell spectrum analyzer is in-

terfered with a plane wave reference beam at a shifted frequency and angle, which 

results in additional spatial and temporal carriers. The signal applied to the AOD 

has a within band single sided negative frequency complex spectrum given by 

S(f) = IS(f)leiO(f), which consists of both magnitude and phase, and will result in 

an upshifted doppler interaction. The first term is the signal dependent bias, and 

the second term is the uniform reference beam bias, while the final term contains 
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the interferometrically produced spatial and temporal beats of interest. Both the 

amplitude and phase of the spectrum of the applied signal are reproduced as tem

poral and spatial modulations of each resolvable frequency bin, although there is a 

spatial blurring. due to the AOD apodization. At each location in the output plane 

all the temporal harmonics of the laser diode pulse train mix with the interferomet-

rically produced temporal beats resulting in a convolution of the frequency spectra. 

Time integration of this pattern for a period T results in a low pass filtering op-

eration that selects out the baseband component at each position. As one moves 

along the output plane it would be noticed that the temporal frequency due to the 

interferometric detection increases linearly with normalized output variable u, and 

the harmonic of the pulsed laser that is responsible for producing a time integrated 

baseband component would jump to the next harmonic each distance u = 1/vaT. 

J, (n+!)T 
Ii(u,n) = 

1 
Ii(u,t)dt 

(n-~)T 
(5.2.5) 

J, (n+!)T f ~ ( I) = 
1 

2rod IS(!) I cos[27r((f + fo)t + O(f) + iiuu)]W u + - df 
(n-2)T Va 

c L Tei27rmt/T rsinc[mr /T]dt 
m 

=c L rsinc[mr /T] J sine[(!+ Jo - m/T)T] 
m 

2rodlS(f)I cos[27r(fnT + O(f) + iiuu + fonT - mn)]W ( u + ~) df 

Within the bandwidth due to the first sine, which is imposed by the laser pulse 

width r, the spectral components closest to a harmonic of the pulse repetition fre

quency will be selected by the second sine function as the dominant time integrated 

temporal oscillation within any blur spot. This becomes clear when the case of 

a single sinusoidal tone at a frequency !', amplitude lal and phase 0, with single 

sided upshifting spectrum S(f) = laleiOo(f + f') is examined. It is convenient to 

consider the input temporal frequency to be broken up into a coarse and fine part 

by choosing the closest harmonic of the laser diode pulse repetition frequency as the 
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coarse term, and the offset from this frequency as the bandlimited fine resolution 

component. In this case,/'= k/T+61, where the coarse harmonic k = ["f] = [f'T] 

is the greatest integer function (or the rounded integer function when double sided 

representation is to be used), and the baseband offset 0 < 61 =/'mod~ < 1/T is 

always less than the harmonic separation (or l61I < 1/2T for double sided represen

tation). For this case of single tone input, the time and space varying output of the 

interferometric spectrum analyzer illuminated by sampling impulses of the pulsed 

laser is 

I!'(u,t) =g(t) [1adl 2W 2(u- / 1/va) + lrol2 

+ 2ialrodW(u - !' /va) cos[27r((/o - !')t + n + auuJ] (5.2.6) 

=erect[;.] * ~ 6(t - nT) [!adl 2W 2 (u - (k/T + 61 )/va) + lrol 2 

+ 2lalrodW(u - (k/T + 61 )/va) cos[27r((/o - k/T - 61 )t + 0 + auu)J]. 

The temporal modulation of the interferometric term thus reproduces the input 

sinusoid in amplitude and phase, and places this on spatial and temporal carriers 

which can be set to zero if desired. The fine frequency component 61 will not move 

the blur spot W ( u) by a significant amount and can be dropped from within the 

argument of the space integrated blur spot W ( u). The coarse frequency component 

will be sampled by the laser diode pulses at times t = nT, resulting in an argument 

within the cosine function of 27rnk, with n and k both integers, so that this term can 

be dropped leaving only the fine frequency temporal modulation. This is the key 

to the use of a repetitively pulsed laser source in this type of interferometer where 

it must act as an aliasing baseband converter. In this manner the distributed local 

oscillator reference used in the previous section can be replaced by the harmonic 

spectrum of the pulsed laser diode, because the pulsed laser accomplishes the same 

type of baseband conversion. However, there is an important difference between 

the two techniques, because the DLO spatially channelizes the available harmonics, 
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while all the harmonics of the pulsed laser are available everywhere for baseband 

conversion, so the sidelobes can choose the closest harmonic, and are not suppressed 

as they were with the DLO technique. 

It often is desirable to use another AOD to shift the reference beam frequency by 

a harmonic of the reference coherent oscillator, so that it is also an integral multiple 

of the laser diode pulse repetition frequency fo = v - v' = Lfr = LL' /T, where 

L and L' are both integers. In this way the temporal carrier term f 0 can also be 

dropped from within the argument of the cosine, because it will always be sampled 

by the laser pulses at integral multiples of 271". The reference frequency should be 

chosen to be near the center of the signal AOD bandwidth in order to minimize the 

effect of the laser pulse width, which results in the laser pulse temporal spectrum 

weighing rsinc[mr/T], thereby allowing the utilization of the longest possible laser 

pulser< 2/ B. Thus for the nth laser diode pulse at time t = nT the sampled output 

can be approximated by assuming an infinitesimal laser pulse width of amplitude 

er, while explicitly including the amplitude of the laser diode spectral harmonic 

closest to the interferometrically generated temporal frequency. 

l
(n+~)T 

I!'(u,nT) = 
1 

I!'(u,t)dt 
\n- 2 )T 

(5.2.7) 

~cr[lal 2W2 (u - k/Tva) + lrol2 

+ 2jalroW(u - k/Tva) cos[27r(h1nT + 0 - auu)]sinc[(LL' - k)r /TJ] 

Thus for a single sinusoidal input the interferometric output of the space integrating 

spectrum analyzer illuminated with an impulse train can be seen to consist of a 

temporally sampled, interferometrically detected blur spot located at the coarse 

frequency locus k/T, and oscillating in sampled time at the fine frequency hf, with 

phase 0, and amplitude proportional to jaj. The carrier fringe pattern at normalized 

spatial frequency au will be seen to be moving from pulse to pulse at hf fringes 

per second under the envelope of W ( u - f' / va) if it has more than one spatial 
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oscillation within the width of the blur spot. Otherwise, the interferometrically 

detected blur spot will be seen to constructively and destructively beat on and off if 

au ~ 0 at a sampled rate of c I oscillations per second. The weighing of the sampled 

interferometrically generated term by the pulsed laser diode temporal spectrum 

sine function can be kept to within 3dB by requiring that the maximum temporal 

frequency of the interferometrically generated temporal oscillations be less than the 

inverse of the laser pulse duration. 

The effect of the sampling pulse train that is utilized in order to eliminate the 

coarse frequency component is usually referred to as aliasing, and is considered 

highly undesirable in sampling data aquisition systems. It indicates that the sam

pling rate is too low to adequately sample the given signal bandwidth, and it results 

in different parts of the signal spectrum folding over on top of each other, thereby 

producing invalid signal components. However, in this case the coarse frequency 

channelization of the SI spectrum analyzer effectively separates in space various 

frequency components that would otherwise alias with each other. It is still im

portant to make sure that the sampling rate is fast enough to avoid aliasing of the 

bandlimited signals within each blur spot W ( u). The half power bandwidth of the 

signal information within each blur spot is increased over the acoustic transit time 

limited resolution of 1/Ta by the effects of apodization to approximately 2/Ta, and 

the bandwidth to the first zeroes of the sine function is 2/Ta, so an appropriate blur 

spot bandwidth can be assumed to be approximately 2/Ta. In order to adequately 

sample these bandlimited signal components the Nyquist criterion indicates that ' 

the sampling rate should be at least twice as fast as the highest frequency signal 

component that is present, thus the minimum sampling rate implemented by the 

pulsed laser should be at least 1/T > 4/Ta. This indicates that the laser diode 

should be pulsed at least 4 times as an acoustic signal is in transit across the 

laser beam illuminating the AOD aperture, in order to adequately sample the fine 
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frequency information within each coarse frequency bin, and produce the appropri

ately oversampled space-time raster. If a double sided representation of the blur 

spot frequency content is used, then both positive and negative half bandwidths 

of 1/Ta will be within an apodized blur spot, which can be adequately sampled 

with a sampling rate of 1/T > 2/Ta, indicating that the laser is pulsed twice per 

acoustic transit time, but positive and negative frequencies may be indiscernible 

in this case. Analysis of 2-D space integrating folded spectrum systems usually 

leads to the condition that the oversampling factor should equal 2, meaning that 

the duration of a raster line is twice the separation between lines. However, if an 

apodization were included in the fast dimension of a 2-D space integrating system 

in order to decrease the sidelobes in that dimension, then more oversampling would 

be required, just as in the time and space integrating implementation. 

5.2.2 Time integrating interferometric DFT processor 

In order to complete the folded spectrum processing the required operation 

that needs to be performed on the signal produced by the interferometric spectrum 

analyzer illuminated by a pulsed source is a narrowband time integrating discrete 

Fourier transformation (DFT) on each temporally sampled coarse frequency bin. 

The DFT is the discrete version of the Fourier transform as is appropriate for 

sampled data streams such as the interferometric term in Equation 5.2.7, which is 

a sampled fine frequency temporal oscillation. The TI DFT needs to be a baseband 

processor with analysis bandwidth equal to the blur spot width 2/Ta, and it should 

process the full Nyquist limited bandwidth of half the laser pulsing frequency. The 

resolution of the time integrating fine frequency processor should ideally be equal 

to the inverse of the total processing time 1/NT. The DFT kernel is space variant, 
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Figure 5.2.3. Time integrating interferometric DFT processor that uses the time 

between laser pulses to slide new matrix columns into the AOD. 
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and it can be implemented with a vector-matrix multiplication. The input vector 

s(n) is multiplied by the DFT matrix producing the output vector S(m). 

N-1 
S(m) = L s(n)e-i21rnm/N (5.2.8) 

n=O 

The pulsed source time integrating matrix vector multiplier described in section 

2.3.2 can be utilized to implement the DFT operation since it utilizes the time be

tween laser pulses to slide new columns of the DFT matrix into an AOD. A 1-D 

time integrating interferometric implementation of the DFT operation that utilizes 

a pulsed laser source is shown schematically in Figure 5.2.3. The light from a repet

itively pulsed laser diode is split into two by a beamsplitter. One arm illuminates 

an acousto-optic modulator that has a narrowband signal s(t) applied to its trans

ducer, and the diffracted field is sampled by the narrow pulse of the laser diode 

producing a sampled temporal modulation s(nT). In the other arm, a reference 

AOD with aperture T, equal to the laser pulse repetition interval, is schlieren im-

aged onto the output CCD array where it is interferometrically combined with the 

spatially uniform signal beam. With each laser pulse, a new column of the DFT 

matrix is applied to the reference AOD transducer, and propagates across the aper-

ture to align with the CCD, at which time the acoustic motion is frozen by the laser 

pulse thereby imaging that column onto the CCD. Since the successive columns of 

the DFT matrix represent sinusoids of successively higher frequencies, the reference 

waveform is a stepped frequency chirp, with the constraint that each new frequency 

phase reset to zero phase with each new frequency segment. The reference signal 

starts at frequency /z and frequency steps by !l/ each time T. 

r(t) = L unrect - 2 cos[27r(/z + n!lf)(t - nT)] 
N-1 [t (n+ l)Tl 
n=O T 

(5.2.9) 

Thus the reference waveform is analogous to a raster scanned version of the DFT 

matrix, except that along the columns it can use a continuous representation, which 

will be sampled later by the spatially discrete CCD pixel structure. An apodizing 
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function may be explicitly included in the reference signal by modulating the am

plitude of the sequence of reference segments by some broad smooth function such 

as a Gaussian, gn = e-(n-N/2)
2 
/u

2
, or the pulsed laser power can be modulated with 

this function. Usually the uncontrollable analog apodizations, to be discussed later, 

will introduce enough sidelobe suppression, so that additional apodization will not 

be needed and gn will be set to a constant for all n. This signal propagates in the 

y direction at the acoustic velocity Va, and each rect window aligns with the AOD 

and CCD apertures at the times of the laser diode pulses as given in Equation 5.2.3. 

The spatial modulation diffracted by the AOD on the nth pulse is windowed by an 

aperture which will exactly match that imaged onto the CCD. 

r(y, t) =rect [v:T] r(t - y/v)8(t - nT) * JCrect [;] e-i21Tvt 

r(y, n) ~JC"Trect [_]!_] ei21T(/1+nll.f)y/vae-i21Tvt 
VaT 

(5.2.10) 

Thus on each laser pulse a finite aperture plane wave with an angular spatial fre-

quency that is discretely stepped linearly with the pulse number n, is diffracted 

by the AOD and imaged onto the CCD. When this interferes with the collimated 

diffracted signal from the AOM a sinusoidal fringe pattern will be created, whose 

spatial frequency will increase linearly with the pulse number. The interferomet

ric ally detected intensity pattern on the nth laser pulse is found by combining 

weighted signal and reference beams. The signal beam is given an offset angle Oy 

with respect to the starting frequency of the reference by rotating the beam splitter, 

which results in an additional spatial carrier of spatial frequency ay = sin Oy / .X. 

l(y, n) =er las(nT)ei21T(flfv-ay)Ye-i21Tvt + brect [v~] ei21T(/1+nll.f)yfve-i21T11tl2 

=er [las(nT) 12 + lbl2 + 2abls(nT)I cos[27r(n.Ll/ /v + ay)Y + O(nT)J] 

(5.2.11) 

The stepped spatial frequency fringe pattern has an amplitude and phase given by 

the sampled signal waveform. The apparent spatial velocity of the AOD at the CCD 
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plane is given by the magnified acoustic velocity v = mva. By time integrating over 

N successive laser pulses a discrete summation of the interferometrically detected, 

photogenerated charge distribution due to each pulse is obtained. 

I(y) =CT [ Nlbl2 + E \as(nT)l2 + 2ab X:: i•(nT)icos[2ir(n6./ /v + a,)y + n(nT)]ll 

(5.2.12) 

This can be recognized as a sum of bias terms plus the discrete cosine transform of 

the complex sequence 8( nT), on a spatial carrier at the midband spatial frequency 

"( = ay + (N -1)6./ /2va. The carrier allows the utilization of a bandpass filter oper

ation to remove the bias terms, and the full complex DFT can be reconstructed by 

measuring the amplitude and phase angle of the modulated carrier for each resolv

able frequency component. The achievable resolution of this operation is I/NT, and 

the best single sided analysis bandwidth is given by the Nyquist limit 1/2T, which is 

achieved when an additional half cycle of the reference waveform is added with each 

frequency step A.fT = 1/2. Thus N /2 independent frequency measurements can be 

made per sideband of processing. In order to accomplish double sided processing 

the time of phase resetting should be in the middle of each frequency stepped sinu-

soid, and the frequency step interval should be doubled so that A.fT = 1, if double 

sided Nyquist limited analysis bandwidth is desired. This can best be visualized by 

examining the temporal history of each position on the integrating CCD, and noting 

that the reference induces an interferometric, sampled temporal oscillation whose 

frequency depends linearly on position along the detector array. Interferometric de

tection with a single tone of the signal will mix the signal and reference frequencies 

producing a low frequency difference and an unobservable sum frequency at twice 

the optical carrier. A peak will only be integrated up when the signal and reference 

phases oscillate in synchronism so that the difference frequency produces less than 

half an oscillation during the entire period of integration over all N laser pulses. 

Thus each integration position can be considered to be a heterodyned integrating 
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radiometer, with a heterodyne center frequency that changes linearly with position 

along the output photodetector array. At the detector position corresponding to 

the phase resetting of the stepped frequency sinusoid, the interferometrically gen

erated oscillation frequency induced by the reference is at DC and a peak will be 

integrated up if the signal s( nT) contains a DC component with no temporal phase 

oscillation. At the Nyquist limited high frequency end of the detector array an 

extra half cycle is added to the reference waveform each segment, so the reference 

generates a temporal oscillation which beats from high to low on alternate laser 

pulses. When the signal contains a matched Nyquist frequency term, then a DC 

component difference frequency will be generated and a peak will be produced by 

the time integrating detector at the high frequency edge of the photodetector array. 

Adding an extra half cycle of the reference each frequency step produces the desired 

alternating oscillation at the high frequency position at the edge of the detector, 

but a larger frequency increment f:::t.f will result in aliasing due to the laser sampling 

and will not produce a larger analysis bandwidth. 

The CCD is composed of an array of evenly spaced, discrete, time integrating 

pixels that must have sufficient resolution to adequately sample the spatial fringe 

structure under the DFT transform, and each of the integrated spatial sinusoidal 

patterns. The maximum spatial frequency that is incident on the CCD is given 

by /max = (N - l)f:::t.f /v + a 11 , and the minimum spatial frequency is a 11 , so the 

DFT carrier frequency is given by the midband spatial frequency /. For a pixel 

separation f:::t.y, the number of pixels per cycle of the maximum spatial frequency 

sinusoid is 1//maxl:::t.y, and the minimum number of pixels required to sample this 

spatial frequency is limited by the Nyquist rate to at least 2 pixels. The number 

of pixels per cycle of the DFT carrier fringe structure is l/1f:::t.y, and should be 

adjusted to about 4 to 8 sampling pixels per cycle in order to facilitate phase 

measurements. The total number of CCD pixels required is the product of the 
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DFT space bandwidth product with the number of pixels per frequency resolution 

element NccD = N fl./T /1!:l.y > 4N fl./T, which must be at least one cycle and 

hopefully more in order to improve the frequency definition required by the bandpass 

filtering operation in order to adequately reject the bias. When double sided Nyquist 

limited resolution is desired, then fl.fT = 1, so the number of CCD pixels required 

is given by the number of reference DFT matrix columns that are illuminated by 

the laser pulses, times the number of pixels per frequency resolution element, so 

that NccD > 4N. 

5.2.3 Pulsed source TSI folded spectrum processor architectures 

The characteristics of the interferometric TI DFT processor are complementary 

to that of the SI AO spectrum analyzer illuminated by a pulsed source. The TI DFT 

processor is a narrow band processor with analysis bandwidth fl./ < l/2T per side

band, and high resolution of l/NT. It requires pulsed source illumination in order 

to accomplish the sequential loading of successive DFT columns into the travelling 

wave reference AOD aperture. The pulsed SI AO spectrum analyzer is a broad

band processor with bandwidth equal to the AOD bandwidth B or inverse laser 

pulse width whichever is smaller, and apodized resolution of approximately 2/TA. 

It converts the interferometrically produced fine frequency modulations within each 

coarse spectral bin to baseband by the aliasing due to the sampling laser pulse 

train. The complete folded spectrum operation can be obtained by performing the 

interferometric time integrating DFT on each coarse frequency resolution element 

produced by the SI AO spectrum analyzer. Since the TI DFT processor is a purely 

1-D system, an array of such processors can be multiplexed in the orthogonal di

mension to the SI spectrum analyzer by using a 2-D CCD detector array. Each of 

the TI DFT processors in the multiplexed array needs to perform the same nar

rowband spectrum analysis operation, and each coarse frequency signal is brought 
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down to baseband by the aliased sampling of the pulsed laser diode, so they all can 

use the same reference AOD. 

There are several ways that an optical system can be configured in order to 

perform the desired 2-D acousto-optic folded spectrum operation. The additive 

Mach-Zehnder interferometer shown in Figure 5.2.4 will be concentrated on, be

cause this was the preferred implementation for the experimental demonstration of 

these system concepts. It consists of a pulsed source space integrating acousto-optic 

spectrum analyzer to perform coarse frequency channelization in the x dimension 

of one arm of the interferometer, and a spatially multiplexed array of time integrat

ing D FT processors in the other arm. The D FT processors perform fine frequency 

analysis in the y dimension upon the interf erometrically generated, baseband, sam

pled, fine frequency information within each coarse frequency bin. The separated 

path interferometer was chosen because of the added freedom that this allows in 

the choice of lens parameters to perform the various imaging and Fourier trans

formation operations that are necessary. The disadvantages of this separated path 

Mach-Zehnder configuration are its sensitivity to air motions and component vibra

tions, and the necessity of precisely aligning the path lengths of the two arms of the 

interferometer to obtain optimum pulsed laser coherence. 

An alternative interferometric implementation is an in line interferometer shown 

in two optical designs in Figure 5.2.5. In the top implementation the pulsed laser is 

cylindrically focussed into the signal AOD first and the output field is Fourier trans

formed by spherical lens F2, which also recollimates in y. The diffracted component 

in the Fourier plane is allowed to pass beside the orthogonal reference AOD acous

tic column, while the undiffracted component from the signal AOD is diffracted by 

the reference AOD. The output field from the reference AOD, consisting of both 

the Fourier transform of the signal AOD and the diffraction from the reference 

AOD is imaged onto the detector array with the two lens imaging system, while 
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Figure 5.2.4. Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration for performing the time 

and space integrating folded spectrum processing operation. 
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the undiffracted term is blocked in the Fourier plane of lens F3. In the bottom im

plementation the collimated pulsed laser is first focussed into the vertical reference 

AOD, which is Fourier transformed into the horizontal signal AOD. The undiffracted 

component is diffracted by the signal AOD and both singly diffracted components 

are Fourier transformed onto the detector, thereby reimaging the reference AOD 

vertically and simultaneously transforming the signal horizontally and collimating 

vertically. In either system the interferometric product between the signal and refer

ence beams will produce a spatial carrier along a diagonal, which is inconvenient for 

practical spatial carrier demodulation. However these in line interferometers have 

the advantage that the optical path lengths are automatically closely matched, and 

component vibrations introduce smaller unwanted modulations since both beams 

traverse the same optical path. 

Another option for the implementation of these system is to use a multiplicative 

in line approach using the same system and optics as either system shown in Figure 

5.2.5, with a slight optical modification, and additional reference signals added to 

the signal and reference waveforms. This approach would involve moving the sec

ond AOD so that the Fourier transform of the diffracted order from the first AOD 

is multiplicatively rediffracted by the second AOD, and the doubly diffracted term 

is imaged onto the detector, while the undiffracted and singly diffracted terms are 

blocked. In order to perform the desired interferometric detection operations of 

both signal and reference, an additional coherent reference tone must be added to 

the reference waveform, and a DLO reference signal must be added to the signal 

in order to accomplish interferometric detection within any coarse frequency bin. 

The DLO is not intended to beat each coarse frequency bin to baseband, which is 

accomplished instead by the laser pulse induced aliasing. The DLO field at each 

coarse frequency bin is needed to act as a reference beam for interferometric detec

tion, but since its frequency changes with position the sampling laser pulse could 
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Figure 5.2.5. In line approaches to TSI folded spectrum processing that can be 

configured as either additive or multiplicative systems. 
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be lengthened without decreasing the coarse analysis bandwidth. This approach 

suffers from the light inefficiency of the multiple diffraction operation, but this may 

be offset by the allowance of longer duration pulses, and it limits the signal band

width to the scaled height of the reference AOD transducer. The advantage of 

the multiplicative approach is its almost complete insensitivity to component vi

brations, low coherence length requirements, and the ability to introduce a carrier 

frequency in the x or y dimension separately. However, the multiplicative approach 

is essentially an intensity modulated system and introduces an additional conjugate 

sideband contribution that will produce strong sidelobes that will be devastating in 

a multitone environment, unless a carrier modulated encoding technique is used to 

eliminate these unwanted contributions along with the bias. 

One other optical architecture that should be considered because of its optical 

simplicity and ease of electronic reference generation is shown in Figure 5.2.6. In 

this folded spectrum system a dual axis acousto-optic device with wide aperture 

transducers is illuminated at the Bragg angle in both x and y by a collimated plane 

wave from a repetitively pulsed laser diode. The signal is applied to the x transducer 

of the AOD, and a reference waveform consisting of set of narrow pulses of a slightly 

different repetition frequency from the laser pulse train is applied to the orthogonal 

y transducer. With each laser pulse, separated by a period T, the wide aperture 

reference pulses of separation T + ll.T will have moved farther down the dual axis 

deflector than the previous pulse by a distance vall.T, and it will be frozen at that 

position by the narrow laser pulse. The multiply diffracted field from the dual axis 

AOD is Fourier transformed in both x and y by the following spherical lens and 

detected on the 2-D detector array. With each laser pulse a portion of the signal will 

have been transduced into the optical system in the x dimension, but they position 

of the multiplicatively diffracted wave will be a linear function of the laser pulse 

number. At the detector plane the signal will be Fourier transformed producing 
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a coarse frequency ridge whose angular spatial frequency is a linear function of 

the pulse number, as is desired in a DFT type of fine frequency spectrum analysis 

system. Interferometric detection and time integration will produce the desired 

folded spectrum, and this can be accomplished with an auxiliary reference wave 

or by adding extra reference signals to the two AOD transducers. The low light 

efficiency of this system make it somewhat impractical, although the light efficiency 

can be improved by using a chirp reference that is recollimated by an additional 

cylindrical lens. This system is mentioned primarily because it shows the connection 

between 2-D space integrating folded spectrum and TSI folded spectrum based on 

the DFT. This is made clear by thinking of the interferometric time integral of the 

image diffracted by this dual axis modulator, which would be a spatial raster of the 

input signal. Therefore the time integral of the interferometric Fourier transform of 

the multiply diffracted wave will be the same as the Fourier transform of the spatial 

raster, which will result in the folded spectrum. 

5.2.4 Mach-Zehnder interferometer for TSI folded spectrum processor 

The description and analysis of the additive Mach-Zehnder interferometer de

signed to perform the folded spectrum operation is made with reference to Fig

ure 5.2.4. This figure approximately corresponds with the experimental apparatus 

which was used to demonstrate folded spectrum processing, and contains two or

thogonal AODs referred to as signal and reference corresponding to the applied 

electrical waveform. The signal AOD is oriented vertically and the reference AOD 

is oriented horizontally, however for analytic convenience and continuity the signal 

AOD will always be referred to as x propagating and the reference AOD as y propa

gating. The timing of the system is controlled by a stable coherent crystal oscillator 

reference of frequency/,. The oscillator frequency is digitally divided by an integer 

L' in order to produce a stable pulse train of frequency fLD = J,/L' = 1/T to be 
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used as the laser diode trigger. The laser is biased just below threshold, and pulsed 

with waveform g(t), with a pulse of width r each period T, while the bias, pulse 

amplitude c, and rising and falling edge durations of the pulse are adjusted to opti

mize the coherence both between and within the laser pulses. The laser diode emits 

light of frequency v and wavelength ). in the near infrared, and it is critical that the 

laser wavelength does not vary during or between pulses. The anamorphic Gaussian 

beam profile emitted by the laser diode is collimated by a short focal length lens 

Fi = 14.Smm, and beam expanded by 6 times in order to produce a large aperture 

well collimated coherent plane wave with separable Gaussian beam amplitude pro

file q(x)p(y). The collimated beam is incident upon a beam splitter at a 45° angle, 

sending a fraction Jl=e of the incident field into the signal arm, and a fraction 

v'E to the reference arm. In the space integrating signal arm a cylindrical lens 

with curvature in y and focal length Fc2 = 300mm, focuses the light horizontally 

as it reflects off the mirror to a narrow vertical slit that is incident upon the verti

cal signal AOD at the midband Bragg angle. The signal s(t) applied to the AOD 

transducer produces a travelling wave propagating in the x (vertical) dimension, 

which produces a diffracted component that is spatially Fourier transformed by the 

foliowing spherical lens with focal length F3 = 250mm. The separation between the 

cylinder and sphere is given by the sum of the respective focal lengths, so that the 

spherical lens also recollimates the light in the y dimension with a magnification 

given by the focal length ratio M 11 = -F3/ Fc2 = 5/6. The diffracted field is incident 

upon another beam splitter that reflects a portion yX. towards the time integrating 

CCD detector array that is placed in the focal plane of the Fourier transforming 

lens. The output field can be represented in the standard form in terms of the 

single sided, negative frequency, within band analytic signal spectrum S (!), and 

the spatial Fourier transform of the hybrid blur function w(x) = rect[x/A]q(x). 

U(u,y,t) =ds~../Xp(M11y)g(t) J S(f)ei27rftw(u + f /va)dfe-i271"'d 
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=c8 p(Myy)g(t)e-12"""'t[S(ttva)e12"°"a"t] * W(ttva) (5.2.13) 

The constant c8 = d8~vfx has absorbed all of the multiplicative constants and 

arbitrary phase factors have been set to zero. Each frequency component of s(t) 

produces a horizontal slit of light at the output plane during each laser pulse, with 

a field that is weighted along its length by p(Myy) and with a spatial width given 

by the blur spot W ( tt). 

In the time integrating reference arm of the interferometer a cylindrical lens 

with vertical focussing power and focal length Fc1 = 300mm collapses the light as 

it reflects off the mirror, and this is incident on the reference AOD as a narrow 

horizontal slit at the Bragg angle. Only a portion of the AOD corresponding to the 

length of one reference segment of duration T needs to be uniformly illuminated by 

the horizontal beam profile p(y). The signal AOD should be completely illuminated 

over the entire width A= vaTa, while the reference AOD only requires illumination 

over the width X = v~T, and the laser will be pulsed several times during the full 

acoustic transit time because T < Ta. For this reason the laser should be oriented 

with its wider angle of diffraction in the vertical dimension in order to illuminate 

more of the signal AOD aperture. The additional complication of different acoustic 

velocities will not be considered here, but it represents another possible degree of 

freedom in system design which might be required if a circular beam profile was to be 

optimally utilized. The stepped frequency reference signal is applied to the reference 

AOD transducer, and launches an acoustic wave in they (horizontal) dimension with 

velocity Va· The AOD is positioned so that one segment of the reference will be 

imaged onto the CCD horizontally, and so the focusing horizontal slit is optimally 

aligned with the acoustic column. The diffracted reference wavefront is spatially 

Fourier transformed by the spherical lens with focal length F2 = 120mm, and this 

lens is separated from the focusing cylinder by the sum of the focal lengths, so the 

light is recollimated vertically with magnification mz = -F2/ Fcl· At a distance 
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F2 behind the spherical lens will be the transform plane of the AOD, and in this 

plane a vertical slit of diffracted light will be observed to hop horizontally by a 

distance 6y = fl.f >..F2/va with each laser diode pulse. An adjustable aperture 

slit will be placed in the Fourier plane to facilitate DC blocking and reference 

band pass filtering. The filtered light is retransformed in the y dimension by the 

following cylinder of focal length Fca = 150mm, that is separated from F2 by 

the sum of the focal lengths, to form an inverting telescopic imaging system in 

y with magnification my= -Fca/ F2 = 1.25. This auto collimating imaging system 

turns the finite aperture slit plane waves diffracted by the AOD back into plane 

waves in y while simultaneously collimating them in x. The magnification of this 

imaging system is chosen in order to image the portion of the AOD corresponding 

to one reference segment X = vaT, onto the full available height of the CCD 

H = vT, so my = -H / X. The final beam splitter passes a fraction vlf=x of 

the reference field, reflecting the rest and is used to carefully align the signal and 

reference wavefronts. The alignment procedure to be discussed in the experimental 

section ensures that the image plane of the reference AOD coincides with the Fourier 

plane of the signal AOD, but this is not really necessary since plane waves diffracted 

by the reference AOD will be plane waves at all locations beyond the retransforming 

cylinder. The laser diode is pulsed synchronously with the reference waveform so 

that each segment is imaged onto the CCD, and the pulse width r is narrow enough 

that it essentially freezes the acoustic motion, producing a spatial image of each 

reference segment on the CCD during each pulse. 

r(x,y,t) =dr{i~q(mxx)p(myy)r(t - myy/v)g(t) 

r(x, y, n) =crq(mxx)p( myy)ei27T(f1+n.6.f)myy/va (5.2.14) 

A constant Cr = d,./lvlf=x has been defined that absorbs the appropriate mul

tiplicative terms, and the phase factors are arbitrarily set to zero. The signal and 
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reference beams are recombined with an adjustable angle between them, and the 

interferometric products produced on each laser pulse are accumulated on a time 

integrating CCD detector array. 

The optical field incident on the CCD during the nth pulse is the sum of the 

reference wave, which acts as a linearly stepped spatial frequency modulation in 

the y dimension, with the spatially Fourier transformed signal that is currently 

within the signal AOD aperture. The signal beam recombines with the reference 

beam at an angle 811 = sin-1 [a11 .A) controlled by the beam splitter rotation, that 

is referenced to the magnified starting spatial frequency diffracted by the reference 

AOD, resulting in a spatial carrier in the y dimension with spatial frequency a 11 • 

The photogenerated charge profile detected by the CCD on each laser diode pulse 

is the time integral of the modulus square of the field which is incident on the CCD 

of aperture H during that pulse. 

(5.2.15) 

m 

J sinc[T(f + (!1 +n~f)- m/T)JIS(f)IW (A~+~) 
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[ 
n!:if ] 2cos 211"[(1- ¥)nT- (11 + n!:if)~ - (-v- - ay)Y + 0(1)] df 

As usual this pattern consists of an approximately uniform bias, a signal depen-

dent bias ridge and the desired interferometrically detected term, which in this case 

consists of the coarse frequency channelized spectral information multiplied by a 

spatial cosine in the orthogonal direction. The modulation depth of the interfer-

ometric term is decreased from perfect coherence by the factor f1, which includes 

effects due to path differences, vibrations, and pulsed laser diode intra- and inter

pulse mode hopping. The reference window function is synchronously timed with 

the laser diode pulses and the reference AOD is translated so that the magnified 

image of the desired reference segment exactly aligns with the CCD aperture at 

the time of the laser diode pulse. The amplitude and phase of each component 

of the signal spectrum are reproduced as modulations of the amplitude and phase 

of the detected fringe pattern in the y dimension on each pulse. The important 

information is in the terms within the argument of the cosine that exhibit sam-

pied temporal oscillation dependent on the pulse index n. The first term in the 

argument of the cosine (! - m/T)nT is the aliased to baseband component due to 

each input frequency, and is due to the periodic sampling by the laser diode of the 

interferometrically detected signal as it continuously drifts in and out of phase with 

the reference waveform at each position in space. The next term (11 + n!:if)T /2 

contains an arbitrary phase factor due to the starting frequency phase at the middle 

of the first reference segment that can be dropped along with an oscillation that is 

due to the definition of the reference segments with centroids at nT /2. The final 

term (n!:if /v - ay)Y contains the spatial fringe pattern that increases its spatial 

frequency with each laser pulse, on a carrier that remains fixed, and it is this term 

that results in the desired fine frequency processing. It is very similar to a dis-

tributed local oscillator, in the sense that the sampled temporal frequency !:ify/v 
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is a linear function of space, and the spatial frequency nA/ /v is a linear function 

of the pulse index. This temporally sampled distributed local oscillator has a sam

pled frequency of temporal oscillation that increases from !alo = 0 at the bottom 

of the CCD, to the maximum frequency represented, falo = A/ at the top of the 

CCD, that is given by fr1.10 (y) = Af(T/2 + y/v) = A/{i + y/H). At the bottom 

of the CCD y = -H /2, and the sampled phase oscillation nA/T /2 cancels with 

the spatial term nA/ y / v leaving no oscillations induced by the reference signal. 

The equation can be simplified by changing to an alternative spatial coordinate 

system on the CCD y1 = y + H /2, so the sampled temporal oscillation will then be 

given as a function of the new spatial variable as !d1o (y') = A f y1 
/ H. Each input 

frequency will produce within its coarse blur spot a position at which its sampled 

fine frequency of oscillation matches closely with that of the sampled distributed 

local oscillator, and it is at this position of stationary phase that a peak will be 

integrated up, thereby locating the fine frequency of oscillation. 

The first sine function in the above equation describes the limited bandwidth 

of analysis ~ue to the limitation imposed by the finite laser pulse duration r. The 

second sine function selects the laser diode spectral harmonic which is closest to the 

difference frequency of the input signal and the reference frequency during the nth 

segment of the reference waveform, as the primary term responsible for producing 

a baseband time integrated contribution. Thus the particular pulsed laser spectral 

harmonic which is responsible for producing the detected contribution is a function 

of the stepped reference frequency, and since the first sine function weights the 

spectral harmonics, a modulation depth of the cosinusoidal fringes will be observed 

that is a sine function of width 1/r of the difference frequency between signal and 

instantaneous reference. As the difference frequency between a particular reference 

segment and the input frequency varies away from a multiple of the laser diode 

pulse repetition frequency, the second sine function introduces another amplitude 
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modulation of the fringe pattern. However since the sine functions at the multiples 

of the laser diode pulse repetition frequency have a width equal to the laser diode 

pulse rate the nearest sine will never have an amplitude less than sine( .5) = .64. 

When the reference frequency step increment is given by ll.f = K/K'T, with K < 

K' and both integers with no common divisor, then the difference frequency will 

drift through the equally spaced array of sines in a manner like a vernier, that 

will repeat each K' laser pulses thereby inducing an amplitude modulation of the 

interferometrically detected fringe pattern with a principal frequency components at 

1/ K'T and its harmonics. When the input signal has a fine frequency of oscillation 

that is a multiple of one of these harmonics, then a peak can be integrated up at 

all locations within an interferometrically detected coarse frequency bin, and if a 

spatial carrier is being utilized then this carrier will run the length of the ridge. 

This problem can be eliminated by making the reference frequency step increment 

equal to the laser diode pulse repetition frequency. In this case as the fine frequency 

of oscillation of each input temporal frequency moves away from an exact multiple 

of the laser diode PRF the second sine function produces an amplitude modulation 

of the cosinusoidal fringes that is the same for all the laser pulses. This will produce 

a weighing of the transform that will suppress the large fine frequency terms by as 

much as .64 when the fine frequency offset is half the laser pulse repetition rate. The 

major effect of this sine function will be to select the appropriate laser harmonic 

needed to convert the interferometrically generated difference frequency between the 

signal and reference to baseband, so that f + fz + nll.f - ~ = (f + fz + nll.f)mod+. 

When the frequency step size is chosen equal to the laser diode pulse repetition 

frequency, and the first stepped frequency to be an integral multiple of this frequency 

as well then the second sine function causes the first terms in the cosine argument 

to take the especially simple form /mod+, and it introduces a constant amplitude 

modulation of the fine frequency sinc[T(f mod+)]. 
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The importance of the phase resetting of the reference waveform is demonstrated 

by the cancellation of the quadratic term in n, within the argument of the cosine 

that occurs when nT is substituted for t as a result of the time integration over 

the nth pulse. If the reference waveform was not phase reset, then the coefficient 

of the quadratic term would be required to always be an integral multiple of 27r, 

so that it could be dropped from within the argument of the cosine, and this leads 

to the condition !::i..fT =integer. However, for Nyquist limited analysis an extra 

half cycle of reference should be added per sideband with each frequency step, 

so that !::i..fT = 1/2 per sideband. Thus if phase resetting the stepped frequency 

reference waveform is not used, then the processor is limited to performing Nyquist 

limited double sided processing that utilizes phase continuous frequency stepping. 

This type of phase continuous frequency stepping is very difficult to perform over 

the bandwidths necessary for the reference signal. Many frequency hop techniques 

require a dead time during frequency switching, so phase continuity is impossible, 

but all that is really required is the ability to phase reset each new reference tone 

coherently with the laser diode trigger. For this reason phase resetting of the 

reference waveform with each frequency step should be performed. This eliminates 

any conditions on the frequency step size, and allows the time integrated DFT to 

be arbitrarily scaled by changing A/, which is very convenient for implementing 

spectral zooms of the coarse frequency bins, and testing the folded spectrum analysis 

technique with lower bandwidth reference waveforms. 

During the period r that the laser diode is emitting light, the spatial fringe 

pattern can move slightly on the detector array in the y dimension, and the time 

integrated charge profile which is accumulated is of the form of a convolution be

tween the laser pulse shape g(t), and the cosinusoidal spatial fringe profile in y 

which is moving at a magnified velocity v = va/my. It is required that r be chosen 

small enough, so that during the duration of the laser diode pulse the highest spatial 
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frequency incident on the detector for all n, will move by only a small portion of 

a spatial fringe. The highest spatial frequency will occur when the reference beam 

and the signal beam are at the largest incidence angle, and this can occur for either 

n = 0 or n = N - 1, depending on the beam splitter rotation angle. H the signal 

beam is aligned with the midband reference beam angle in y, then there will be no 

spatial carrier, and a two sided transformation will be implemented, with analysis 

of both positive and negative fine frequencies, and the maximum spatial frequency 

will occur at both n = 0 and n = N - 1. H the signal beam is aligned near the 

ending reference frequency, then the interferometric fringe pattern will start at a 

high spatial frequency, and from pulse to pulse the spatial frequency will decrease 

towards zero, and a negative fine frequency spectral analysis will be implemented. 

When the signal beam is aligned closer to the beginning reference beam angle, then 

the fringe pattern will begin at a low spatial frequency, and will step to higher 

spatial frequencies on each pulse to a maximum of "!max = (N - l)A/ /v + cxy, and 

a positive fine frequency spectral analysis will result. The motion of this fringe 

pattern during the laser diode pulse should be less than one half of a fringe of the 

maximum spatial frequency, VT < 1/2"!max, so that r < my/2Va"fmax· H no addi

tional spatial carrier is introduced, cxy = O, then this limits the pulse duration to 

r < 1/2N A/, so the laser is on for a maximum of half the inverse bandwidth of 

the reference waveform. When the beamsplitter is rotated in order to place the 

DFT on a spatial carrier then the pulse duration must be even less than the inverse 

reference waveform bandwidth. Recalling that the spatial pixel sampling is limited 

by the Nyquist rate to at least 2 pixels of width Ay per cycle of the maximum 

spatial frequency "!max, one arrives at an alternate condition. This states that the 

pulse duration must be less than the time it takes for the image of the reference 

acoustic wave to propagate through a distance of one pixel r < Ay/v. This is an 

auxiliary condition to the previously arrived at relation for the laser diode pulse 
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duration, where it was determined that in order to have spectral harmonics of suffi

cient amplitude over the full signal bandwidth to act as local oscillators it is required 

that the laser pulse is shorter than the inverse of half the signal AOD bandwidth, 

r < 2/ Bsig· Normally, it is desired that the highest resolution possible is obtained, 

which requires long integration and wide bandwidth of the reference waveform, so 

if the full available octave bandwidths of both signal and reference AODs are used, 

and the transform is placed on a high frequency spatial carrier to facilitate bias 

removal, then the auxiliary condition on the pulse duration limited by the imaged 

reference acoustic wave pixel transit time, is more stringent. Notice that the time 

integration of these moving fringe patterns will suppress the effective modulation 

depth of the higher spatial frequency fringes, and at the limiting duration of r in

dicated above the highest spatial frequency fringe will move by half a fringe during 

its period of integration, and thus produce no modulation, thereby introducing a 

strong apodization of the time integrating discrete Fourier transformation. The 

reference AOD will have a Bragg regime frequency response that will also apodize 

the spectral computation. The CCD modulation transfer function (MTF) will also 

act to suppress the higher spatial frequencies of the interference pattern thereby 

introducing a further apodization of the DFT. For baseband processing all of these 

apodization functions will be smooth symmetric functions and will help to decrease 

the sidelobes at the expense of decreasing the spectral resolution. However, when 

the DFT is placed on a spatial carrier by rotating the beamsplitter then the MTF 

and time integration of moving fringes will produce more modulation suppression of 

the high spatial frequency components, and this will no longer be symmetric with 

respect to the center frequency and will not suppress the resulting sidelobes as much 

as it broadens the main lobe. The AOD Bragg frequency response can be made 

nearly symmetric by rotating the Bragg cell in the interaction plane, or the band 

shape can even be made purposefully asymmetric, in order to partially compensate 
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for the MTF asymmetry, with a further rotation of the AOD. 

The analysis of the processing is completed by summing over the laser pulses 

during the period of integration. This requires the representation of the pulse train 

in the time domain, but the effect of the spectral harmonic bandwidth of the laser 

diode due to the pulse width should be retained. The contribution due to the two 

bias terms will be simply N times their contribution during a single pulse for highly 

coherent single tones. For pulsed signals, the signal spectrum changes during the 

integration time but the signal bandwidth becomes so wide that fine frequency 

analysis is unnecessary. For this reason it will be assumed that the signal spectrum 

is constant from laser pulse to laser pulse, and consists of a superposition of stable 

single tones. The interferometric folded spectrum term of interest can be calculated 

with a grating lobes summation of the interferometrically detected intensity profile 

on each pulse. 

Ii(x, y1
) ='IJCsCrq(mxx)p(myy)p(Myy)rect [~-!] (5.2.16) 

I IS(f)IW (.x~ + ~) df 

L crsinc[(f +fl+ nD.f)r]~i\fT F(nflf /v +a) 
n 

2 cos[27r[([/mod~JT - y' Di../ /v)n + ayy1 + O(f)J] 

::::::17c 8crq(mxx)p(~yy)p(Myy)rect [~-!] 

I jS(f)lcrsinc[(f + fc)r]W (~ + 1-) Nsin.[27rNT(fmod~ - Di..~~)] 
.XF Va sm(7rT(f mod~ - !::i..f 1Jr )] 

2cos[27r(ayy1 + fN; 1lT(!- l::i..f JT)) + O(f)]df 

::::::172c8 crq(mxx)p(myy)p(Myy)rect [~-!] J IS(!) lcrsinc[(f + fc)r] 

W (.x~ + ~) Nsinc[NT(fmod~ - Di../~)] cos[27rayy' + O(f)]d/ 

The grating lobes sum results in a fine frequency localization of each frequency 

component along the y axis of each coarse frequency ridge at the position of fringe 
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generation, apertured in x by the AOD amplitude blur spot and in y by the grat

ing lobes sine function. The grating lobes occur periodically in y' for any input 

frequency but are windowed by the magnified AOD aperture which is imaged onto 

the detector of height H. Over the detector height only one peak will be generated 

for any single input frequency, and the bandwidth over the height of the detector 

is seen to be Di./. The apertured grating lobes can be conveniently replaced by a 

sine function for large N, and the phase factors which are due to the definition of 

the shifted reference window segments can be dropped. The spectral resolution of 

the time integrated DFT is given by the inverse of the integration time 1/NT, but 

it will be degraded from this by the effects of apodization. H an input frequency 

increases by an exact harmonic of the laser diode pulse repetition frequency, then 

the fine resolution sine in the y1 dimension is at the exact same position. Since the 

bandwidth of the fine frequency analysis is given by 6.f, then it is clear that the 

space integrating coarse frequency channelizer should have a resolution of at least 

6.f, so that two input signal with a frequency difference of exactly 6.f would be 

discernible. This indicates that the acoustic transit time of the signal AOD should 

be at least Ta= 2/ 6.f if apodization effects are to be included. 

5.2.5 System impulse response and demodulation 

The system output for a single tone input can be best visualized by breaking 

up the input frequency into a sum of its coarse and fine parts, f' = k/T +ht. The 

coarse part is chosen to be the nearest harmonic of the laser diode pulse repetition 

frequency (PRF), and the fine part is the offset from this frequency. The analytic 

single sided negative frequency spectrum of the input tone that will result in a 

doppler upshifted diffraction is given by S(f) = lalem6(f + !'). In this case the 

impulse response of the folded spectrum processor can be found by assuming that 

the fine part will not make the space integrated blur spot move by a significant 
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amount, and the coarse part is aliased away by the sampling action of the pulsed 

laser diode. For full generality, the possibility of a spatial carrier in the coarse ( x) 

dimension will be included as well. 

Ir(x,i/) =Ncrc;l(m,x)p2(m,y) + Ncrc;p'(M,y) law ( .l.~ - ~JI' 
+ 217c8 crq(m.zx)p(myy)p(Myy) J lalo(f + /')crsinc[(f + fc)r] 

W c~~ + :~) Nsinc[NT(f - Llfift)jdf cos[27ro:yy' + O:.zX +OJ 

=Ncrc;q'(m,x)p2 (m,y) + Ncrc!p2(M,y) law c~ -~JI' 
+ 211c8 crq(m.zx)p(myy)p(Myy) laicrsinc[(f' - fc)r]W ( ).~ - v:T) 

Nsinc[NT(-01 - Ll/f)]cos[2?ro:yy' + O:.zX +OJ (5.2.17) 

This pattern consists of a uniform bias, a signal dependent space integrated coarse 

frequency bias ridge, and the desired interferometrically detected folded spectrum 

impulse at position x = k>.F/vaT, y' = -01H/Llf, and riding on a spatial carrier 

in the y' dimension of spatial frequency o:11 • and in the x dimension of spatial 

frequency O:.z. The amplitude and phase of the interferometrically produced spatial 

carrier under the envelope of the integrated peak at the coarse and fine locus are 

proportional to that of the input tone with the addition of an arbitrary phase factor. 

Usually, the spatial carrier will be introduced in only one dimension, however, 

the dimension that is chosen to represent the spatial carrier will require an increase 

in the corresponding number of detector pixels. The theoretical impulse response 

is shown in Figure 5.2. 7 and 5.2.8, for the two cases of carrier in the coarse dimen-

sion, and carrier in the fine dimension respectively, with apodizations of the two 

orthogonal transformations neglected. Notice that there is a tradeoff, whichever 

dimension is chosen to represent the spatial carrier must suffer a decrease of spatial 

resolution in order to represent the carrier fringes within the limit imposed by the 

detector space bandwidth product. When the carrier is placed in the fine frequency 
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Figure 5.2.7. Perspective view of the theoretical impulse response when the carrier 

frequency is placed in the fine dimension with the apodization neglected. a) output 

of CCD, b) after bandpass filtering, c) after rectification and low pass filtering. 
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Figure 5.2.8. Theoretical impulse response when the carrier frequency is placed in 

the coarse dimension with the apodization and the feed through of the bias ridge 

neglected. a) output of CCD, b) after bandpass filtering, c) after envelope detection. 
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dimension, as in Figure 5.2.7 (a)-(c), the fine dimension impulse response becomes 

very broad in order to contain enough carrier fringes to define its center frequency 

accurately, and the coarse dimension can be very tightly focussed on the detector 

array. When the carrier is placed in the coarse dimension, as in Figure 5.2.8 (a)-(c), 

The impulse response in that dimension must be broadened in order to represent 

several carrier cycles within the width of the coarse resolution blur spot, but the 

fine dimension is allowed to focus down to a very narrow impulse response. These 

tradeoffs do not necessarily imply anything about the actual spectral resolution 

achieved in either coarse or fine dimension, they simply refer to spatial scaling fac

tors at the detector plane, and efficiency of the utilization of the available CCD 

space bandwidth product (ie number of pixels) in the two dimension. For instance 

if a CCD were available with 2000 x 500 pixels, then whichever dimension, either 

coarse or fine, was chosen to contain the spatial carrier information would clearly 

be the direction that utilized the 2000 pixels available in the high resolution direc

tion of the CCD. By choosing a spatial carrier frequency of 4 pixels per cycle and 

a resolution spot of 8 pixels in the dimension containing the spatial carrier, and a 

resolution spot width of 2 pixels in the orthogonal dimension, then the number of 

independently resolvable frequencies that could be detected in this example would 

be 250 in each dimension for a total of 2502=62,500. The demodulated outputs 

after bandpass filtering and after envelope detection are also shown in these figures 

in order to demonstrate the final impulse response of the entire signal processing 

system. If phase information was to be obtained it would be measured after band

pass filtering the detector output. After envelope detection, the phase information 

is removed and direct spectral amplitude measurements can be performed. If power 

spectrum information is desired the spectral amplitude coefficients can be squared. 

The impulse response is given by a product of sine functions, and the sidelobes 

in both dimensions only fall off as 1 over 1r times the inverse of the number of 
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a) 

FINE -> 

b) 

FINE -> 

c) 

FINE -> 

Figure 5.2.9. Theoretical impulse response when the carrier frequency is placed in 

the fine dimension including the sidelobe suppression due to apodization. a) output 

of CCD, b) after bandpass filtering and rectification, c) after low pass filtering. 
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lobes away from the main lobe. The sidelobes extend clear to the edge of the region 

plotted, and would produce spurious responses at coarse and fine frequency positions 

where no input tone exists. The importance of apodization in both dimensions 

is demonstrated by the sequence of more realistic impulse responses plotted in 

Figure 5.2.9. Here, the Gaussian profile of the laser beams results in an overall 

spatial weighing of the output, and this also results in an apodization of the space 

integrating coarse spectral analysis. The time integrating DFT performed on each 

coarse frequency bins is also apodized by the reference AOD frequency response, the 

CCD MTF, the integration of moving fringes, the sequence of weights of the nearest 

laser spectral harmonics as the reference frequency is stepped, and an auxiliary 

weighing function that can be applied to the successive columns of the raster scanned 

DFT reference signal. The apodizations broaden the main lobes in both the coarse 

and fine dimensions, and thereby decrease the available spectral resolution in the fine 

dimension and increase the required analysis bandwidth of each DFT processor to 

the achieved resolution of the apodized coarse frequency analyzer. But this tradeoff 

between resolution and sidelobe level is clearly worthwhile in order to avoid spurious 

responses due to the sidelobes. The maximum amount of apodization that should 

ever be used would decrease the sidelobe level of a strong CW tone that almost 

saturates the CCD dynamic range to the level of the noise. 

The spatially continuous optical field will be detected on a discrete pixel detector 

array with pixel profile h(x, y), and pixel separation Ax in the coarse dimension and 

Ay in the fine direction. 

N-1 [ ] 
D(n, m) = L J J h(x - nAx, y - mAy)I(x, y, n')dxdy 

n 1=0 

(5.2.18) 

= J J h(x - nAx,y - mAy)I(x,y)dxdy 

= f / I(f:r,, fy)H(f:r,, f 11)i
27rlf,,,x+fy1J]dfxdf11 

In this case the only effect of the discrete sampling is essentially a weighing of the 
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spatial frequency spectrum of the incident intensity on each pulse by the Fourier 

transform of the pixel response function, H(/z, / 11 ), known as the CCD modulation 

transfer function (MTF). This will result in an additional apodization of the DFT 

transformation given by the vertical component of the CCD MTF. The sidelobe 

levels will be reduced and the main lobe will be broadened, thereby decreasing the 

obtainable fine frequency resolution, and broadening the coarse frequency impulse 

response. This spatial frequency weighing can equivalently be performed after the 

time integrating accumulation of laser pulses since both operations are commutable 

linear operators, assuming that the CCD is in the linear response regime. The pixel 

response function consists of the rectangular aperture convolved with the wave

length and temperature dependent Gaussian diffusion of carriers, convolved with 

the exponential tails in both dimensions due to the CCD readout mechanism charge 

transfer inefficiency. The horizontal component of the CCD MTF will degrade the 

space integrating coarse frequency resolution, which will increase the required fine 

frequency analysis bandwidth. Of course it is required that any incident intensity 

profile must obey the Nyquist condition for spatial sampling by the CCD in order 

to avoid aliasing effects on the CCD. 

The temporal output data stream will be bandpass filtered along one of the axis 

(or possibly both) in order to remove the bias terms. The ability to reject the bias 

terms depends on the filter design, and on the spectrum of the various bias terms 

in the dimension of the filtering operation. Primarily two filtering methods should 

be considered, tapped delay lines and active bandpass filters. When the fringe 

pattern is in the horizontal dimension of the CCD, the output is a video bandwidth 

sampled data stream that requires high frequency filtering such as an active filter 

or multistage LC filter can provide. Alternatively when the fringe pattern is in 

the vertical dimension of the CCD the data streams of all the vertical columns are 

interleaved and must be stored in video delay lines or a computer so that they 
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can be processed by a discrete tapped delay line filter or processed by a digital 

convolution in a frame buffer memory. In order to choose the optimum dimension 

in which to insert the spatial carrier, the two cases of carrier demodulation in coarse 

and fine will be considered. The spatial frequency spectrums of the bias and signal 

terms of the two cases are plotted in Figure 5.2.10, along with the appropriate filter 

response and tap coefficients for an example demodulation operation in each of the 

two cases. 

When the spatial carrier is placed in the coarse dimension, a.11 = O, it rides on 

top of the incoherently detected coarse frequency ridge, which because it is tightly 

focussed will have a wide spatial bandwidth. Ignoring the effects of apodization, 

the incoherently detected coarse frequency ridge will have a spatial profile that 

will be an adequately sampled version of the square of the Fourier transform of 

the AOD aperture, W 2(x) = sinc2 [xA/ .AF], so that its spatial spectrum will be 

triangular j>.F /Al - fz· Needless to say, the AOD apodization will narrow this 

spectrum while it broadens the blur spot. The reference beam bias should be 

approximately uniform and have a very narrow spatial frequency spectrum given by 

Q * Q(fz/mz), but multiple reflection may introduce high frequency fringe patterns, 

and the CCD noise will probably be spatially white and thus have a flat spectrum 

clear out to the Nyquist frequency. The interferometric fringe pattern of spatial 

frequency CX.z in the x dimension is under a coherently detected envelope given by the 

Fourier transform of the idealized AOD aperture, and will have an amplitude profile 

W(x) = sinc[xX/ >.F] cos[2?razx] with higher sidelobes than the incoherent ridge. 

The sampled version of this high spatial frequency pattern will have its modulation 

amplitude decreased by the MTF of the CCD, and the resulting spatial spectrum 

will be a shifted rectangular bandshape, rect[(/z - ax.).AF / X]. Clearly the spatial 

spectra of the signal cannot overlap with any of the bias terms, and its overlap with 

multiple reflection coherent artifact modulations and CCD noise spectra should be 
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Figure 5.2.10. Carrier demodulation for the two cases of carrier in coarse and fine. 

a) MTF of the CCD, b) Spatial frequency spectrum in that dimension of the CCD, 

c) unapodized bandpass filter frequency response, and )d taps that are used to 

implement the filter. 
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minimized if possible. A more restrictive constraint is that the integrated power of 

the bias terms that passes through the sidelobes of the bandpass filter should be 

less than the integrated power of the noise that passes through the filter. Because 

the spectrum of the incoherent coarse ridge is so wide, filter apodization may be 

required to reduce the sidelobe amplitude feedthrough of the bias ridge, which will 

further broaden the bandpass filter and increase the filter length thereby broadening 

the filtered coarse analyzed fringe pattern of width W(x/.AF), by the convolution 

with the filter impu~se response. 

Alternatively, the interferometrically produced spatial carrier can be placed 

along the coarse frequency ridge in the fine dimension ( O:.z = 0), with a spatial fre

quency in y of a:71 • In this case the reference beam bias will be approximately uni

form, and will have a very narrow spectrum along the y axis given by P * P (I 11 / m 11 ), 

but it could also contain high spatial frequency terms due to coherent noise arti

facts, and the CCD noise spectrum in y will very likely be flat. Similarly, the signal 

beam bias along the ridge should be essentially uniform and should have a very 

narrow spectrum given by P * P(f11 /M11 ), but it can also contain high frequency 

coherent artifacts along the ridge. The interferometrically detected fringe pattern 

will have an idealized spatial spectrum, ignoring any apodization effects, that is 

given by rect [ (! 11 - a:71 ) H / t:l. f NT], and the modulation of the high spatial frequency 

terms will be attenuated by the CCD MTF. The width of the bias spectral compo

nents are much less in this case, so the condition that the spectra of the signal and 

bias terms due not overlap can be more easily met with a lower spatial frequency 

carrier than when the carrier is in the coarse dimension. The bandpass filter needs 

to be designed so that very little of the bias terms near zero spatial frequency will 

pass through, but the number of filter taps should be minimized in order to avoid 

broadening the fine resolution peak by the convolution with the filter impulse re

sponse. The DC response of a tapped delay line filter can always be made zero 
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by simply having the average of the filter tap coefficients to be zero, and an un

apodized filter with an integral number of half cycles of the proper phase will have 

a sine zero crossing at 0 spatial frequency. The Q of the filter is determined by the 

frequency width over the center frequency which, for an unapodized rectangular 

filter window, is given by the number of cycles within the filter impulse response. 

The filter bandwidth should be matched to the bandwidth of the sine riding on 

a carrier, and optimally the filter should be a matched filter to the expected im

pulse response. Thus if the expected impulse response is a sine function with 3 full 

cycles under the main lobe, then the filter should be designed as a sine function 

apodized filter with 3 cycles under the main lobe. In this case the signal spectrum 

and filter spectrum are matched rectangles and the resulting convolution will not 

widen the filtered impulse response and the spectral resolution will be the same as 

the width of the initial sine. However, this requires a very long filter to accurately 

represent the infinite sine sidelobes, and the added processing requirements of the 

output bandpass filtering is proportional to the filter length. In the case of an 

apodized D FT the sine function impulse response is convolved with the transform 

of the apodization window, thereby reducing the sidelobes and broadening the main 

lobe. A subsequent bandpass filtering operation will further broaden the impulse 

response in the filtering direction by approximately the sum of the filter width and 

impulse response width, thereby decreasing the obtainable spectral resolution. For 

this reason there is a trade off between the obtainable resolution after spatial carrier 

demodulation, and the rejection of the unwanted bias terms. 
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5.2.6 Optical design of the DFT interferometer 

In this section and the following sections I will describe the experimental ver

ification of the ability of a time and space integrating folded spectrum processor 

to accurately measure the coarse and fine frequency of an input tone. This begins 

with a theoretical optical design, which is followed by the modifications necessary 

in order to utilize commercially available optical components. A careful alignment 

procedure must be followed in order to obtain a close approximation to the desired 

system behavior. Once the system is accurately aligned initial interferometric tests 

were performed in order to measure the coherence and stability of the optical system 

and reference waveforms. Finally, the full folded spectrum processing operation was 

performed with a variety of test waveforms and bias removal techniques in order to 

characterize the system operation. 

Each of the active components in the system has a physical size and relative 

scale parameter which dictates certain aspects of the optical design. In order to 

illustrate the design procedure of a time and space integrating processor, I will 

briefly discuss the important design choices which were necessary to compensate 

for device geometry in the interferometer tested in these experiments. The active 

optical devices which dictate the design parameters are the laser diode, the reference 

and signal acousto-optic devices, and the 2-dimensional CCD video detector array. 

The laser diode used in these experiments was a Hitachi HLP-1600 single mode 

device with approximately 20mW of CW output power. Because the laser will be 

pulsed with a very low duty factor, being on for only about 50 nsec every 10 µsec, 

the very limited optical power (about 109 photons per pulse) emitted by this device 

must be efficiently utilized by the processor. The laser has a near field spot size of 

about dx =1.3 µm by dy =4 µm, with the plane of polarization in the elongated 

dimension. The far field output beam has an anamorphic divergence at the full 

angle half power points of Ox =30 degrees by Oy =10 degrees. When this beam 
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is collimated by a spherical lens of focal length Fc0 z, then the output elliptical 

Gaussian beam profile will have a half power size given by Dz = 2Fcol tan Rt by 

D 11 = 2Fcol tan ;u.. The light utilization efficiency will be limited by the f-number of 

the lens, which is the ratio of lens aperture to focal length, and in general smaller 

lenses will have a larger f-number. For this reason a short focal length collimator, 

with Fcol =14.8 mm, and aperture of 8 mm, was combined with a 6 times beam 

expander, with an aperture of 48 mm, in order to produce a collimated output beam 

profile with an aperture at the half power points of the elliptical Gaussian beam 

given by D~ =48 mm by D~ =15 mm. Notice that the half power profile is actually 

the . 7 amplitude profile, which contains slightly more than half the optical power 

within the aperture of the beam expanding telescope. 

The AODs used in these experiments were slow shear Te02 anisotropic polar

ization switching devices, with a nominal acoustic velocity of .62 mm/ µsec, and a 

spatial aperture of about 42 mm, which yields an acoustic delay time of 68 µsec, 

although less than that is actually utilizable due to edge effects. Since these de-

vices are highly anisotropic, and will be used with a focussing optical beam in the 

transducer height dimension, the angular spread of the focussing beam should be 

minimized in order to reduce the extent of off-axis diffraction effects. This dictates 

that long focal length cylinders should be utilized, and the longest readily available 

focal length of 300 mm was chosen for Fc1 and Fc2· The signal AOD needs to be 

fully illuminated, while the reference AOD only needs to be uniformly illuminated 

over the spatial aperture of one reference segment, which should be about 1/4 of the 

full aperture of the signal AOD. Clearly, one should use the large axis of the ellip

tical Gaussian beam to illuminate the full aperture of the signal AOD, and use the 

narrow axis of the elliptical beam to illuminate the smaller portion of the reference 

AOD that must be illuminated. The unapodized resolution of a space integrat

ing AO spectrum analyzer implemented with the full aperture of the signal Bragg 
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cell would be the inverse aperture time, giving a resolution of 15 kHz. However 

the acoustic attenuation and laser beam apodizations will decrease the obtainable 

resolution quite severely. The field uniformity of the collimated incident Gaussian 

profile over the 42 mm aperture of the signal AOD is about . 77 at the edges, and 

the additional resolution loss due to the optical nonuniformity will be only 10%. 

The acoustic attenuation across the aperture will introduce a 4.4 dB attenuation 

at the center frequency of 60 MHz, which will introduce another amplitude profile 

variation from one edge of the cell to the other of about . 72, further broadening the 

space integrated blur spot. 

An even more important consideration is the spatial scale factor of the space 

integrated Fourier transform resolvable spot size on the CCD detector array, and the 

additional spatial blurring due to the resolution limitation of the detector array. The 

CCD used in these experiments was a Sony XC-37 industrial black and white video 

camera with 384 horizontal by 491 vertical pixels. The individual pixel separation in 

the horizontal dimension is 23 µm, and in the vertical dimension the pixel separation 

is 13.4 µm. This yields an overall array size of 8.8 mm in the horizontal dimension 

by 6.6 mm in the vertical dimension, for a conventional television aspect ratio of 

4/3. Notice that the horizontal dimension is the fast readout dimension of the 

raster output format with a pixel output frequency of 7.4 MHz, and the vertical 

dimension is a double interlaced scan at a video line rate of 15. 7354 kHz. There 

are two possible orientations of the CCD in the processor output plane, with the 

space integrated coarse folded spectrum axis in either the horizontal or vertical CCD 

dimension. The horizontal dimension has fewer pixels, yielding fewer individually 

addressable coarse frequency analysis channels, but the increased spatial separation 

of the individual pixels will help to decrease the number of pixels within the space 

integrated blur spot of the signal AOD. Ideally, the coarse blur spot size >..F3 /A 

should be about the same as the pixel separation .6.x when the spatial carrier is 
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placed in the fine dimension. However, this will require a very short focal length 

lens, which will have too small an aperture to integrate the entire diffracted field 

without introducing additional spatial blurring due to lens aberrations, which are 

larger on high f-number lenses. The coarse pixel resolution is given by ·fl.xv a/ .\Fa, 

which should be equal to the fine frequency analysis bandwidth, while the overall 

bandwidth is given by the number of pixels in the coarse dimension times the 

frequency width of each pixel. 

For convenience in the definition of coarse and fine frequency, the laser diode 

PRF was chosen to be exactly 100 kHz in the initial set of experiments. The 

reference segment is therefore going to be approximately 10 µsec in duration, which 

will have a spatial extent in the reference AOD of 6.2 mm. The narrow axis of 

the elliptical Gaussian beam profile will have a 95% amplitude uniformity over 

this spatial aperture. This will be imaged onto the CCD with a sphere cylinder 

telescopic lens pair with a magnification m 11 = -Fca/ F2. The aperture profile in 

the orthogonal dimension of the reference wavefront will be a demagnified image of 

the wide axis of the elliptical Gaussian beam profile with magnification given by 

mx = -F2/ Fc2· In order to obtain an optimum light efficiency utilization, a very 

large demagnification of the wide beam orthogonal to the reference AOD should be 

used in order to collect it all on the detector, but this must be traded off against the 

desire for a uniform amplitude profile of the reference wave at all coarse frequency 

bins. Similarly, in the signal arm the demagnification of the narrow axis of the 

elliptical Gaussian beam profile orthogonal to the direction of the signal AOD must 

be limited by the desire for uniform amplitude weighing of the signal beam along 

each coarse frequency ridge. 

All of these conditions and tradeoffs are mollified by the commercial availability 

of the dictated lens ratios, and the additional condition that the path lengths of the 

two arms should be approximately equal. The final design parameters which were 
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Lens Focal Length Aperture 

Collimator Fcoz=l4.8 mm 8mm 

Beam Expander x6 48mm 

Cylinder 1 Fc1 =300 mm in y 60 x 50 mm 

Cylinder 2 Fc2=300 mm in x 50 x 60 mm 

Signal Fourier Transform lens F3=250 mm 50mm 

Reference Transform lens F2=120 mm 48mm 

Reference imaging cylinder Fc3=150 mm in y 60 x 50 mm 

Table 5.2.1. Lens values chosen for optical components in the experimental demon-

stration of the folded spectrum interferometer. 

chosen for these experiments are shown in Table 5.2.1. The compromise lens values 

were not fully optimal, but they served to demonstrate the principles involved. 

The major limitation of the experiments described in this chapter is that the 

space integrated coarse spectral resolution is much wider than the fine frequency 

analysis bandwidth. There are primarily two reasons for this limitation, difficulty of 

high bandwidth reference waveform generation and excessive blurring of the coarse 

frequency analysis. The reference waveform is a phase reset stepped frequency 
. 

raster scan of the DFT matrix, which must have excellent coherence throughout 

its entire duration. The reference waveform should have a bandwidth that fully 

utilizes the AOD bandwidth, and its temporal extent is N times the duration of 

each segment, which results in a time bandwidth of about N 2 ~ 106 • Two methods 

of reference waveform generation were examined, analog generation with a voltage 

controlled oscillator (VCO), and digital reference generation with a video frame 

buffer. The excessive blurring of the space integrated coarse frequency resolution 
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spot was caused by optical aberrations, as well as photo generated charge diffusion 

due to the deep penetration of the infrared photons in the CCD detector. These 

limitations will be discussed in more detail as the experimental results are presented. 

5.2. 7 Alignment procedure of the crossed Bragg cell interferometer 

A highly involved optical alignment procedure was required in order to obtain 

even reasonable fringe modulation in the active crossed Bragg cell interferometer 

described here. The invisible nature of the infrared radiation from the laser diode 

made these alignments much more involved than an equivalent visible alignment 

procedure would be. This procedure involved the iterative realignment of all opti

cal components in order to have three separate alignment measurements in as good 

agreement as possible. These three conditions were the alignment of all back reflec

tions from the multiple surface lens elements on the optical axis, the transmission 

of a pencil beam without any angular deviation, and most important, the interfero

metric testing of the intermediate wavefront through the interferometer. Except for 

the collimator, the lenses closest to the CCD were aligned first, and once a compo

nent was aligned it was never moved again. The interferometer configuration that 

was arrived at was remarkably stable when the optical table was isolated on air, 

and needed very little realignment from day to day. The interferometer alignment 

easily survived a noticeable shaking due to an earthquake. 

It was very important that each optical component had all of the necessary 

degrees of freedom of its motion, and the critical motions needed to be on smooth 

micrometer driven stages. Spherical lenses required 3 translational degrees of free

dom, with the focussing mechanism being the most critical, and a gimbal motion to 

adjust the two tilt axes. Cylindrical lenses required an accurate focussing method, 

and a translation only in the dimension of lens curvature, with a critical in plane 
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rotation, and both axes of tilt. The mirrors required in plane translational mo

tion, with both axes of tilt. The acousto-optic devices require all three dimensions 

of translational motion, combined with a Bragg angle adjustment and optical tilt 

plane adjustment, and an acoustic rotation would have been useful but was not 

utilized. The CCD detector array had all translational degrees of freedom, and it 

had an important rotational motion, as well as a vertical tilt. The laser diode had 

all 6 degrees of freedom, and was coupled to the collimator and beam expander on 

a single plate that could be tilted and translated in both horizontal and vertical 

directions to direct the collimated beam without affecting the collimation. The 

beam splitters were the most critical of all the components, they were aligned with 

a translation stage running perpendicular to the split face, and they had all three 

rotational degrees of freedom arranged with an in plane rotation, and a critical tilt 

orthogonal to the split face with an unnecessary and relatively insensitive rotation 

about the splitting face. 

The alignment procedure begins with the collimation of the laser diode by the 

collimator beam expander, as interf erometrically tested with an optical flat. These 

components were mounted together on a tiltable and rotatable plate so that the 

beam could be directed parallel to the optical table and parallel to an alignment 

guide in the first leg of the interferometer. An adjustable iris was placed immedi

ately beyond the collimator output aperture and centered on the beam, in order 

to produce a narrow pencil beam for component alignment. The first beam split

ter cube, with a 2 inch aperture, was inserted and aligned so the back reflection 

from the cube face retroreflected, and the beam split off was made parallel to the 

table and to an alignment guide orthogonal to that in the transmission leg. The 

mirrors were inserted in both arms and aligned at 45 degree angles producing out

put beams parallel to the table, and parallel to the alignment guides in each arm, 

thereby forming a nearly rectangular pair of beams. The recombining 1 inch beam 
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splitter cube was inserted where the beams crossed, with the splitting face at a 45 

degree angle in order to recombine the beams as parallel wavefronts. Using a small 

aperture pencil beam the back reflections from the cube faces were trace back up 

the table, and the mirrors and beam splitters were iteratively realigned until the 

back reflections traced back up the same exact path in both arms, while the output 

beams were interferometrically measured to be parallel, thereby guaranteeing that 

the beams now propagated in a perfectly orthogonal rectangle. The CCD detector 

array was centered in one arm of the output beam, and the other arm was magnified 

and observed with an IR viewer. The recombined output beams were very nearly 

parallel, and the interferometrically produced output seen on the CCD is shown 

in Figure 5.2.lla, where less than half a wave of nonparallelism is observed. The 

worst problem encountered in these Mach-Zehnder interferometer experiments was 

the unwanted honeycomb pattern which is observed in this photograph, which is 

probably due to multiple reflections off the cube beam splitter faces. The cube beam 

splitters used in these experiments were antireflection coated on the cube faces to 

a specification of less than 1 % intensity reflectivity per face, and the multiple re

flection artifacts are due to a pair of double pass reflections that reflect off at least 

2 cube faces and the splitting face at least once, and then interfere with the main 

beam. Thus the expected amplitude of each of the multiple reflections should be 

about 1 % as strong as the main beam, so the coherently produced multiple reflec

tion artifacts should have a modulation depth of about 4%, however the observed 

modulation depth was closer to 10%, and this anomalously large modulation depth 

introduced severe bias 'variations. This might be reduced by using a larger recom

bining cube beamsplitter so that the path length difference between the multiple 

reflections and the main beam was longer than the pulsed laser coherence length, 

but this would not eliminate the much weaker coherent artifact introduced by the 

interference of different multiple reflection paths with each other. Another problem 
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is that cube beamsplitters should only be used with plane waves, and in this TSI 

Mach-Zehnder interferometer a space integrated focussing slit passes through the 

beam splitter introducing unwanted cylindrical aberrations. The best solution to 

all of these problems would be to use a wedge beamsplitter with one of the faces 

antirefl.ection coated, or to use a very thin pellicle beam splitter. The unwanted 

vibrational modes associated with pellicle beamsplitters might not cause serious 

problems because of the short integration times involved with a single frame of 

processing. 

When the interferometer is fully aligned, the reference arm will reproduce a 

plane wave, while the signal arm will produce a focussing slit. Because of this the 

reference arm can be used to align the signal arm but not vice versa, so the reference 

arm should be aligned first. Optical systems are always aligned with the component 

farthest from the source being aligned first. The cylindrical lens Fca, with power in 

y, was inserted and focussed onto the CCD, and rotated so the focal slit from the 

cylinder was parallel with the sampling CCD detector pixels. Next the spherical 

lens F2 was inserted before the cylinder by a distance equal to the sum of their 

focal lengths which was interferometrically verified by observing that the output 

beam is quadratic in the x dimension and perfectly collimated in y, as is shown in 

Figure 5.2.llb. The cylindrical lens Fc1, with focussing power in the x dimension, 

is inserted before the mirror in the reference arm, at a distance before the sphere 

given by the sum of the respective focal lengths. The focussing beam from this 

cylinder bounces off the mirror as it collapses down to a slit where the reference 

AOD will be positioned, and then expands back out, to be recollimated in x by 

the following sphere. The rotation of this cylinder with respect to the orthogonal 

cylinder is quite critical in order to remove all residual quadratic phase factors. 

After the alignment of this cylinder, the reference arm reproduces an anamorphically 

magnified plane wave, that interferes with the plane wave in the unmodified signal 
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arm, and produces the fringeless pattern shown in Figure 5.2.llc, which indicates 

a wavefront aberration of less than half a wave over the CCD aperture. 

The next component that should be aligned is the y propagating reference beam 

Bragg cell, at the focal slit of the first cylinder, but this presents certain problems, 

because the AO diffraction bends the angle of the output beam, and doppler shifts 

it so it will no longer interfere with the plane wave in the signal arm which is 

being used as an alignment reference. Thus both AODs must be aligned, and then 

the diffracted components must be interfered to measure the residual wavefront 

aberrations after acousto-optic diffraction. The reference AOD is inserted at the 

position of the focus of the first cylinder and aligned at an angle of ()B with respect 

to the optical axis in order to produce a strong +1 diffraction order. In the Fourier 

plane of F2 a very narrow slit is positioned at the DC focal slit, to mark the center 

of the previously aligned optical components, and the position of the + 1 diffraction 

order is carefully marked in the Fourier plane. Then the mirror before the AOD is 

rotated through an angle of OB, so that the DC beam is rotated by 20B, and strikes 

the AOD at the angle -OB, and is focussed onto the same spot in the Fourier 

plane that the + 1 diffraction order was previously. At exactly the right mirror 

rotation angle the -1 diffracted order will pass through the narrow slit positioned 

in the center of the Fourier plane, thereby guaranteeing that the -1 diffracted order 

will be aligned with the following optical components. The only problem with 

this approach is that in the space between the mirror and the AOD, the optical 

beam shifts along the direction of acoustic propagation by several centimeters. This 

must be compensated for by translating the mirror back towards the laser by an 

appropriate distance so that a deflected pencil beam once again strikes the center 

of the CCD. This arm is now fully aligned and is shown in cross section in the top 

view of the interferometer shown in Figure 5.2.12., where the bend due to the AOD 

diffraction, and the compensating mirror tilt and translation are indicated to scale. 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Figure 5.2.11. The interferometrically produced pattern detected on the CCD at 

various stages of the alignment procedure (see text). 
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Figure 5.2.12. Top view of the TSI DFT interferometer as aligned, approximately 

to scale. 
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A very similar procedure must be performed for the signal AOD, using the input 

plane wave, with the additional complication that the acousto-optic diffraction bend 

is out of the plane of the interferometer. The appropriate position for the signal 

AOD is found by inserting the Fourier lens so that it optimally focusses on the 

CCD and then placing the focussing cylinder behind the sphere by the sum of their 

focal lengths and interferometrically aligning them into a telescopic system. At the 

focal plane of the cylinder the x propagating signal AOD is inserted, and aligned 

to produce a strong +1 diffraction order, at which point the FT sphere and the 

cylinder are removed from the signal arm. A small aperture pencil beam was used 

to illuminate the AOD, so that the +1 diffracted order was deflected down towards 

the table. Then the mirror before the AOD was tilted out of the plane, by an angle 

2tJB, so that the -1 order was deflected perfectly parallel with the table, and the 

DC beam propagated down towards the table at the same angle the +1 order did 

before the mirror was tilted. The problem is that in the intervening space between 

the mirror and the signal AOD the tilted incident beam walks down towards the 

table, and the diffracted -1 order comes out of the AOD too low. This cannot be 

corrected as simply as in the reference arm, because the shift is out of the plane 

of the interferometer. In order to correct for this shift, the first beamsplitter must 

be tilted up so the reflected beam walks up, before it hits the mirror, by the same 

amount that it will walk down after reflecting off the tilted mirror. However the 

two adjustments are coupled so that the output beam is no longer parallel to the 

table, and the tilts of the mirror and beam splitter must be performed iteratively, 

until the -1 diffracted order at midband is diffracted exactly parallel to the table at 

the same height as the original DC beam. At this point the laser aperture can be 

widened, and with the same midband frequency of 60 MHz applied to both AODs 

the interference pattern after AO diffraction can be recorded on the CCD, and is 

shown in Figure 5.2.lld, where less than half a wave of aberrations are visible. By 
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adding an extra Hertz to one of the signals the interference pattern is made to blink 

on and off at a 1 Hz rate. The coherence was found to be somewhat limited by 

the crossed Bragg cell alignment procedure, in that the reference beam path length 

was shortened by about 2 cm, while the signal beam path was slightly lengthened. 

To compensate for this path length difference a glass optical flat was added to the 

reference arm of the interferometer before the first cylinder, effectively lengthening 

the optical path in that arm. Perfect path length matching was not achieved because 

the thickness of the optical flat was not large enough, and the residual path length 

difference introduced a degradation of the coherence of the two arms that limited 

the achievable modulation depth to approximately 40%. 

The signal Fourier transforming sphere can now be reinserted, in order to focus 

the diffracted plane wave from the signal AOD down to a small spot on the output 

detector array, and the spot size should be minimized. Finally, the cylinder which 

bounces a focussing cylindrical wavefront off the tilted mirror and produces an 

optical slit in the signal AOD can be replaced where it was before, however it no 

longer focusses into the signal AOD properly. The focal slit is rotated so that it is 

no longer parallel with the x propagating acoustic wave in the signal AOD. This is 

because the entire optical system between the beam splitter and the AOD have been 

rotated into a new coordinate system by the tilting of the mirror and beam splitter, 

and the cylinder must be aligned with this new coordinate system. This requires 

that the cylinder be rotated so the focal slit is parallel with the direction of acoustic 

propagation in the signal AOD, and that the top of the cylinder be tilted back 

towards the beamsplitter to make the cylinder orthogonal to the incident wave. The 

cylinder should be interferometrically aligned so that the output produces uniform 

slits of light which interferometrically beat on and off in unison, and the rotation 

of this cylinder must be aligned with those in the reference arm and with the CCD. 

The interferometrically produced output of the completely aligned interferometer is 
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shown in Figure 5.2.lle. The signal arm is now fully aligned, and a 3-D projection 

which attempts to show the various tilts of the components and the paths of the 

optical beams is shown in Figure 5.2.13. 

Two techniques are suggested in order to simplify the alignment procedure 

of a crossed Bragg cell interferometer. The first is to design the interferometer 

configuration in order to minimize the distance between the mirror and Bragg cell 

in each arm, thereby minimizing the spatial shift caused by tilting the mirror. This 

approach will be limited by the space required for the mechanical mounting of the 

optical components. An alternative that will eliminate the required rotation of the 

cylinder in the signal arm would be to place the cylinder in the signal arm after 

the tilted mirror, and simultaneously to minimize the distance between the mirror 

and Bragg cell in the reference arm, in order to minimize the resulting path length 

difference between the two arms. 

A picture of the fully aligned interferometer is shown in Figure 5.2.14. The 

laser diode and collimator assembly are mounted on a post at the right edge of 

the photograph, and the CCD detector array is seen at the opposite corner of the 

interferometer at the left edge. The large dielectric beamsplitter cube reflects about 

half the collimated light towards the signal arm and transmits half to the reference 

arm. In the signal arm the first cylinder, with horizontal power, focusses down the 

light, which bounces off the mirror and into the vertically propagating signal AOD. 

The diffracted wave from this AOD is horizontally recollimated, and Fourier trans

formed vertically, by the following spherical lens, to produce a diffracted horizontal 

slit of light for each coarse frequency component. The diffracted light is reflected 

off the the small output beam splitter cube and onto the CCD detector array. In 

the reference arm the collimated beam passes through the path length compensat

ing optical flat, is focussed down in the vertical dimension, by the cylindrical lens, 

bounces off the mirror to illuminate the reference AOD with a horizontal slit. The 
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Figure 5.2.13. Perspective view of the interferometer, showing the paths of the 

optical beams with the out of plane tilt of the signal arm needed to compensate for 

the A 0 diffraction angle. 

Figure 5.2.14 Photograph of the crossed Bragg cell interferometer. 
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diffracted light is Fourier transformed by the following sphere, which also recolli

mates vertically, to produce a slit of light in the Fourier plane for each reference 

segment. An adjustable slit acts as a Fourier plane filter to block the DC, and 

bandpass the diffracted light from the reference AOD. The following cylinder hor

izontally reimages the AOD reference segments through the beamsplitter onto the 

output CCD array, while leaving them uniformly expanded in the vertical dimen

sion. The recombined space integrated signal and imaged reference are interfered 

and time integrated on the CCD detector array. 

5.2.8 Characterization of the DFT interferometer 

In order to characterize the coherence, stability and resolution of the interferom

eter some tests were performed before the system was operated as a folded spectrum 

processor. By placing a variable aperture immediately before the signal AOD the 

effect of the wide aperture space integration of the -1 order diffracted optical wave

front could be measured. The spatial resolution as a function of the aperture width 

is plotted in Figure 5.2.15. For very narrow signal AOD apertures the resolution 

decreases as expected, but as the aperture is widened beyond about 6mm, the de

tected spot size remains constant because the resolution limit due to the extended 

pixel response function and limited output bandwidth of the CCD in the horizontal 

dimension is larger than the spatial blur spot. The coarse frequency resolution and 

bandwidth of the space integrating power spectrum analyzer with a 6mm aperture 

are illustrated in Figure 5.2.16, In the top of the figure the entire CCD output is 

shown as the input frequency is varied, while in the bottom a magnified portion of 

this trace is examined. The full power spectrum analyzer bandwidth over the 384 

CCD pixels is seen from the figure to be 25 MHz, giving a scale factor of 65 kHz 

per horizontal pixel, compared with an expected theoretical value of !lxva/ >.F ==68 

kHz per pixel. From the magnified image of the pixel detected blur spot, the full 
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width at half maximum (FWHM) can be measured to be a little more than 2 pixels, 

giving a detected coarse resolution of approximately 150 kHz. 

The interferometric modulation depth was found to be a strong function of the 

illuminated aperture of the signal AOD, and this dependence is plotted as a func

tion of aperture width in Figure 5.2.17. For an aperture width larger than lOmm 

the modulation depth :flattened out at an unacceptably low level of about 15%. At 

an aperture size of 6mm the modulation depth was about 35% and the resolution 

was as good as it was going to be, so this was chosen to be the aperture width 

used in the following experiments. There are several possible explanations that can 

contribute to this dependence of modulation depth on aperture size, these include 

acoustic diffraction effects, poor laser beam collimation quality, sidelobe integration 

of the focussed spot by CCD pixel response, and path length differences affecting the 

laser coherence. To investigate these possibilities the 6mm aperture was translated 

along the signal AOD, normalizing the diffracted power at each stage, to obtain 

the plot of modulation depth versus aperture position shown in Figure 5.2.18. This 

plot shows an unexpected strong dependence of the modulation depth on the po

sition of the aperture, with a peak near the center of the collimated laser beam 

profile, where the 6mm aperture should be placed for all further experiments. The 

observed oscillatory behavior could be due to an acoustic phenomenon, or to poor 

beam collimation. To determine which was the probable cause, the aperture was 

placed at the optimized position and the AOD was translated vertically behind the 

fixed aperture and the interferometric modulation depth and diffracted power were 

measured, and are plotted in Figure 5.2.19. The diffracted power can be seen to 

slowly roll off by about 40% as the aperture is translated the length of the AOD as is 

expected due to acoustic attenuation, and diffraction decreasing the acoustic power 

density as one moves away from the transducer. However, the modulation depth 

actually increases gradually as one moves away from the transducer, indicating that 
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Sp at i al Resolution vs Signal ROD Aperture Width 
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Figure 5.2.15. Spatial resolution of space integrating spectrum analyzer as a func

tion of AOD aperture width, and the approximate effect of CCD pixel blurring. 
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Figure 5.2.16. Space integrated blur spot for various frequencies across the processor 

bandwidth, and magnified pixel response for small frequency variations. 
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the acoustic diffraction actually helps to smooth out possible phase ripples near the 

transducer producing a more uniform acoustic beam near the termination end of 

the device. Thus the modulation depth variation seen in Figure 5.2.18, as the aper

ture was translated was probably due to poor laser beam collimation quality. This 

can be understood by considering the space integration across the aperture when a 

half wave plate is inserted over half of the aperture. The diffracted field from the 

two halves of the aperture will always be out of phase, and if the amplitudes are 

the same the interferometric modulations will essentially cancel. This is similar to 

what will occur in the presence of a one wavelength phase curvature over the uti

lized AOD aperture, and this is why in interferometric space integrating processors 

the laser beam collimation is critical. I was able to obtain good collimation over 

the extent of the CCD, but a few waves of curvature remained over the full 48mm 

collimator aperture, which is why I could not spatially integrate across this full 

aperture. Another effect that limited the modulation depth of the space integrated 

ridge was due to the collection of the out of phase sidelobes, along with the main 

peak within the extended pixel response function. The first sidelobes will destruc

tively contribute about 1/3 the contribution of the main lobe. By doubling the 

resolution of the unapodized space integrated peak from when its width to the first 

zero is equal to the extended pixel response function, one would expect a decrease of 

the interferometric modulation depth by one third. This is one reason why proper 

apodization of the space integrated signal AOD is more important in an interfero

metric system than in a power spectrum analyzer. With the small 6mm aperture 

which was used in these experiments the signal AOD is essentially unapodized, and 

the coarse frequency impulse response will be an extended pixel response sampled 

sine function. 

The space integrated diffracted wavefront also suffers from the introduction 

of different optical path lengths caused by the acousto-optic diffraction geometry 
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Modulation Depth vs Si gna 1 ROD Aperture Position 
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signal AOD for a 6.5mm aperture. 



Figure 5.2.19. Modulation depth and diffracted power as the signal AOD is trans

lated behind the fixed 6mm aperture at the center of the collimated beam. 

a 

ROD 

b 

Figure 5.2.20. a) Schematic illustration showing path length difference due to acous

tic diffraction through angle 20B, when lens is aligned with diffracted wavefront. b) 

Path length difference is compensated when the lens is aligned with the undiffracted 

wave, thereby decreasing temporal coherence requirements. 
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which are then accumulated by the lens, and thereby decreasing the coherence of 

the blur spot. The total path length difference from one side of the aperture to the 

other is illustrated in Figure 5.2.20a, and can be seen to be 2Asin0, for an aperture 

A. This is a consequence of the Fourier transform lens being realigned with the 

diffracted wavefront in order to minimize the aberrations produced by non paraxial 

rays. If instead the lens remained aligned with the undiffracted incident beam and 

was used off axis by the diffracted wave, then the path length differences caused by 

the tilt caused by the AOD diffraction is compensated at midband by the effective 

tilt of the Fourier transform lens as seen by the diffracted wave. This alternative 

arrangement of the space integrating Fourier transform lens is illustrated in Figure 

5.2.20b. It will result in larger off axis lens aberration effects, but the increased 

coherence of the focussed spot may make this tradeoff worthwhile, since limited 

coherence was one of the largest problems encountered in these experiments. 

The system resolution and CCD modulation transfer function (MTF) were mea

sured in the fine frequency dimension with two different methods. In order to mea

sure the CCD MTF in the interferometric system, 60 MHz CW tones were applied 

to both Bragg cells and the beam splitter was rotated, thereby producing various 

spatial frequency modulations on the CCD. An extra .1 Hz was added to one of 

the 60 MHz tones and the modulation depth of the resulting moving fringe pattern 

was measured at its maximum. This is plotted in Figure 5.2.21, and it is nearly 

fiat clear out to the Nyquist frequency limit of the detector. This plot does not 

display the expected sinc2 function MTF dependence because each measurement 

was spatially shifted in order to be detected with the optimum modulation depth 

by the CCD, thus this is really a best case MTF. When the spatial frequency of the 

incident intensity profile is equal to the Nyquist frequency or half this frequency 

then the worst case modulation depth can be zero. Another important system 

characterization is the modulation transfer fonction detected by the CCD when 
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Interferometric System MTF with Pulsed Laser 

Reference • Signal m 60 MHz, Beam Splitter is Rotated 
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Figure 5.2.21. Interferometer MTF with pulsed laser illumination as beam splitter 

is rotated. 
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Modulation Depth vs Applied Reference Frequency 
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Figure 5.2.22. a) Modulation depth of fringe pattern versus reference frequency 

with pulsed source illumination. b) Modulation depth as reference frequency is 

varied plotted versus normalized spatial frequency detected on the CCD. 
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different reference frequencies are applied to the reference AO with pulsed source 

illumination. The modulation depth as a function of applied frequency is plotted 

in Figure 5.2.22a, and it is seen to roll off as the reference frequency deviates from 

the 60 MHz signal frequency because of the integration during the laser pulse of the 

moving interference fringes. The half modulation offset frequency is about 6 MHz, 

which indicates that the effective pulse width was about 80nsec for this experiment. 

The modulation depth data can also be plotted as a function of normalized CCD 

detector frequency as is shown in Figure 5.2.22b, and the roll off can be seen to be 

much faster than the CCD MTF alone. Since this frequency response is an apodiza

tion function of the time integrating DFT, and will strongly affect the modulation 

depth as well as the achievable resolution, it is important to minimize the laser pulse 

width, while still having enough light to fully utilize the available CCD dynamic 

range. 

A set of interferometrically produced spatial fringe patterns produced by apply

ing 60 MHz to the signal AOD and varying the frequency applied to the reference 

AOD by increments of 80 times the video line rate is shown in Figure 5.2.23. The 

linearity of the RF frequency applied to the reference AOD versus the interfero

metrically produced spatial frequency detected on the CCD was very good as can 

be seen in Figure 5.2.24, with a variance of only .5%. The theoretical value of this 

slope should be Hm 11 /va = 8.5, and the experimentally determined value of 8.15 

(cycles/CCD height)/MHz indicates that either the magnification was not exactly 

1.25, or the assumed acoustic velocity of Va=.62 mm/ µsec is too low. Since the 

acoustic velocity is a strong function of interaction angle, increasing by an order 

of magnitude as the acoustic direction deviates from the <110> slow shear axis, 

a larger than assumed acoustic velocity is the most likely explanation of the slight 

discrepancy. 
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Figure 5.2.23. Interferometrically produced spatial fringe patterns detected on the 

CCD detector for reference frequencies incremented by 80 times the video line rate. 
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Spatial Frequency on CCD vs Applied Reference Frequency 
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5.2.9 Analog reference signal DFT experimental results 

The first approach to implementing the folded spectrum processor relied on the 

analog generation of the reference waveform. This was based on a the use of a phase 

resettable voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) chip, that could have its phase reset 

to zero under external control. The coherent clock 10 MHz reference signal was 

digitally divided by 100 to make the 100 kHz laser diode trigger clock. This was 

applied to a 10 bit digital counter whose 10 outputs were applied to a 10 bit digital 

to analog (D /A) converter, producing a staircase stepped ramp, with 1024 segment 

of 10 µsec each, for a total duration of 10.24 msec. Upon reaching the maximum 

counter state, the counter was disabled until it received a field synchronization 

signal from the CCD detector, and the laser diode was only pulsed for the 1024 

pulses while the counter was active. The synchronized ramp and video vertical 

sync pulse are shown in Figure 5.2.25. The staircase waveform was applied to the 

frequency control input of the phase resettable VCO, and the phase is reset by 

a 400 nsec wide laser diode trigger pulse. Thus the circuit produces a stepped 

frequency, phase reset reference waveform with reference segments of duration 9.6 

µsec, separated by 10 µsec. This circuit could produce oscillation frequencies up to 

85 MHz, with bandwidths as large as 1/3 of the center frequency, but when high 

frequencies were utilized the waveform coherence suffered drastically. Because of 

this limitation the VCO was operated at lower frequencies, usually sweeping from 

20 MHz to 30 MHz, and mixed up to the AOD center frequency of 60 MHz with 

an auxiliary 30 MHz reference. By adding a reference segment to a coherent local 

oscillator (LO) an amplitude modulated beat can be generated that can be used to 

display the coherence between the VCO output and the coherent LO. When this 

amplitude modulated reference waveform is mixed to the AOD center frequency, 

applied to the AOD transducer and imaged onto the CCD an equivalent spatially 

magnified, detector sampled fringe pattern is generated on the CCD. An example 
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of a reference segments and its corresponding image is shown in Figure 5.2.26. This 

is a noninterferometric test of the uniformity of the fringes produced at all coarse 

frequency bins, and the image detected by the CCD shows that the fringes are 

uniform orthogonal to the reference AOD. 

In order to test the operation of the time integrating DFT processor with the 

reference waveform generated by the VCO, the time integrating arm of the pro

cessor was operated independently by adding the signal to the frequency stepping 

reference, mixing to the AOD center frequency and applying to the transducer. The 

spatial carrier frequency that the DFT rides on is given by the difference between 

the reference function center frequency and the coarse frequency component of the 

input signal, scaled by the optically magnified acoustic velocity. The CCD time in

tegrates two successive DFT transformation fields per frame, then reads them out as 

a sampled video waveform, turning the spatial carrier back into a temporal carrier 

with the CCD spatial readout velocity as the conversion factor. The optical system 

was designed with a magnification of 1.25 so that the image of the 9.6 µsec reference 

waveform, which has a spatial extent of about 6 mm, would be imaged onto 7.4 mm 

of the 8.8 mm detector width, thereby utilizing 324 of the 384 available horizon

tal resolution elements. In this experiment I chose to detect the time integrated 

transform along the horizontal dimension of the CCD, in order to perform real time 

bandpass filtering of each video raster line read out of the CCD. A set of typical 

output video horizontal line traces for different fine frequency inputs is shown in 

Figure 5.2.27. The performance of the active bandpass filter of the fast horizontal 

video was not satisfactory, because of the large amount of ringing produced by the 

video timing signals and by the time integrated peaks themselves. However, it did 

demonstrate that real time carrier demodulation could be performed on video rate 

signals using active filter technology, effectively removing the bias, albeit at an ex

pense of a huge decrease of resolution due to the filter ringing. The bias pedestal 
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Figure 5.2.25. Video synchronized staircase ramp, and region where laser diode is 

pulsed 1024 times each video frame. 

Figure 5.2.26. An example lOµsec reference segment produced by the VCO and its 

image on the CCD. 
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of the video output drops away near the edge of the output traces, indicating the 

region of processor analysis corresponding to the image of the reference segments. 

As the fine frequency is varied the time integrated peak on a carrier indeed moves 

from the left to the right as desired, and the linearity of the peak position for var

ious input fine frequencies is shown in Figure 5.2.28. In this experiment the peak 

position deviates from the actual linear relationship by less than 4 % . At a fine 

frequency of 120 Hz the constructive peak, has good modulation depth, and has 

moved away from the phase reset edge position, which represents 0 fine frequency, 

by about a half width. At a fine frequency of 240 Hz the peak, destructive in this 

photograph, has moved over by about its width, indicating that a resolution of 120 

Hz has been achieved. At a frequency of 600Hz the peak has moved over farther, 

but appears to be smaller. In the bottom trace the peak has moved more than half 

way across the CCD, but has broadened considerably, and decreased in amplitude. 

As the fine frequency is increased the peak amplitude decreases, and the width 

increases markedly, thereby decreasing the resolution. This appears to be due to 

the analog nature of the reference waveform generation, which introduces a lack of 

reference function coherence. 

Two types of reference waveform coherence degradations were encountered, the 

first was due to noise and interference on the frequency control input of the VCO, 

and the second was due to nonlinearities of the staircase produced by the D to A and 

of the VCO voltage to frequency conversion. This can be understood by considering 

each pixel of the CCD as a time integrator across the successive reference segments. 

At the phase reset position at the edge of the CCD, the phase is set to 0 for all 

frequencies and the processor integrates up a narrow peak for a DC fine frequency 

input. At some position To in the middle of the reference segment, the reference 

phase is given by the integral of the frequency from the phase reset position to 

the position To, and if the VCO frequency has a statistical variation during each 
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DFT Output 

6f -120 Hz 

6f - 240 Hz 

6f - 600 Hz 

6f • 2100 Hz 

Figure 5.2.27 A typical set of horizontal fine frequency video output traces for 

various input fine frequencies, note broadening of peak for higher frequencies. 
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Linearity of DFT Fine Frequency Scan Using Analog VCO Reference 
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Figure 5.2.28. Linearity of peak position versus input fine frequency, width of bars 

equals FWHM after bandpass filtering. 
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reference segment, and from segment to segment, then the variance of the phase 

will integrate up, becoming larger for larger T0 • Thus the processor is integrating 

across rows of the DFT matrix where the phase is a statistical function with a 

variance that increases for the higher frequency rows. The nonlinearity of the 

frequency sweep compounds this problem by including a small chirping across the 

rows, so the kernel implemented by the system becomes ei27rm(n+an
2
+··+u), where the 

quadratic nonlinearity has a coefficient a ~ 1, and the variance of the frequency 

of the reference segments is u. For small m the nonlinear and statistical terms 

will introduce small phase variations that can be ignored if they are much less 

than 7r during the time of integration. But for large m these phase variations will 

significantly affect the performance of the processing operation. Because of these 

limitations of the analog reference generation method I decided to use a digital 

technique in order to generate the reference waveform, and hopefully avoid the 

problems with reference stability and coherence. 

5.2.10 DFT processing using a video frame buffer for reference generation 

The desired reference waveform should consist of between 1000 and 3000 con

stant frequency segments, each with a duration of 10 µsec containing about 1000 

samples read out at a data rate of 100 MHz, yielding a Nyquist limited analog 

bandwidth of 50 MHz. Each reference segment should contain 1000 samples, and 

the entire reference waveform should contain at least 106 samples, and have an 

overall time bandwidth product of at least 5x105 • These are very demanding spec

ifications, and cannot be readily achieved with commercially available hardware. 

For this reason I chose to use a standard digital video frame buffer memory with 

512x512 resolution and 10 MHz sample rate as our digital reference generator, in 

order to test the system concepts being investigated in this thesis. The limited 

5MHz bandwidth of this frame buffer, and its video line rate format, will result 
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in a limitation of the analysis bandwidth of the time integrating DFT processor 

that is well below the coarse frequency resolution of the space integrating spectrum 

analyzer. By using a larger area CCD, or changing the magnification of the op

tics one could increase the time integrating analysis bandwidth, but not enough to 

equal the coarse frequency resolution. The experimental folded spectrum data to be 

presented in this section will thus be only a small part of the full folded spectrum, 

but this should be enough to demonstrate the principles involved and to explore 

the limitations of this signal processing technique. 

In order to use the video frame buffer as the reference function generator, it 

is essential that the laser diode be timed to pulse in synchronism with the video 

scan lines. This can be accomplished by using the 15. 7354 kHz composite blanking 

video timing signal as the laser diode trigger pulse. In this case the coarse and fine 

frequency components are computed modulo this video line rate, or more accurately 

speaking the coarse and fine frequency offsets from the carrier frequency f 0 = 60 

MHz are computed modulo the video line rate. It is also convenient to have the 

time integrating CCD in frame synchronism with the video frame buffer, so that 

a single frame of processing is an integration over the full reference function. This 

can all be accomplished by synchronizing all of the system components as indicated 

in Figure 5.2.29. The carrier frequency for the reference function need not be 

synchronized with the video signals, but it should be coherent enough to avoid 

introducing unwanted phase modulations. 

An idealized DFT mask produced by the frame buffer is shown in Figure 5.2.30, 

the 2-D format of the reference function is raster scanned to produce a baseband 

modulated video waveform. This baseband video waveform needs to be mixed up to 

the AOD center frequency, and the mixing operation is illustrated in Figure 5.2.31. 

The mixer has a low frequency cutoff, and suffers from ringing produced by the 

video sine signals, and it produces a double sided modulation with some unwanted 
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Figure 5.2.29. Synchronization needed between the video frame buffer, the CCD 

camera, the pulsing laser diode, the coherent clock and the coherent signal genera-

tor. 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 5.2.30. Idealized DFT mask produced by the frame buffer, with no scale 

factors or interleaving taken into account, and a cross section through a single 

horizontal line. 
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Figure 5.2.31. An example of the first few lines out of the frame buffer, and the 

resulting signal after mixing with 60 MHz. 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 5.2.32. a) Video image and cross section through ridge produced when 

Fourier plane filter was removed allowing both sidebands and carrier to interfere on 

CCD. b) Video image and cross section through interferometric ridge with proper 

reference Fourier filtering. 
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carrier feedthrough. These effects can be eliminated by careful positioning of the 

reference arm Fourier plane filter, in order to completely block one sideband and 

the carrier. The importance of this Fourier plane filtering of the video amplitude 

modulated RF carrier is illustrated in Figure 5.2.32a, where the effect of allowing 

both sidebands to fall on the detector can be seen to produce unwanted modulations 

due to the reference arm alone, as well as additional interferometrically produced 

spatial beats along the ridge due to the carrier feedthrough and unwanted side

band. The properly filtered interferometrically produced sinusoidal modulation is 

illustrated in Figure 5.2.32b, where the reference beam alone produces no unwanted 

modulations, and the modulation along the ridge is an excellent approximation to 

a single spatial frequency. It was found that the carrier feedthrough was strong 

enough that even the first few spatial sidelobes had to be filtered, thereby losing 

signal bandwidth of the reference function lines that had a frequency near DC. It 

was interesting to note that each successive sidelobe caused a different spatial fre

quency interferometric fringe pattern to be produced on the detector, all moving 

at the same number of spatial fringes per second, which means the spatial fringe 

velocity was different for each sidelobe. This is because the sidelobes were at shifted 

positions in the reference Fourier plane, as if they were due to different reference 

frequencies, but they all oscillated at the same sampled fine frequency. Because of 

this effect, apodization of the reference AOD should be used in order to decrease the 

sidelobe amplitude, and improve the spatial reference bandpass filtering operation. 

The details of the interleaved fields must be appropriately compensated for in 

the video frame buffer reference function programming. A video frame consists of 

two successive video fields, referred to as odd and even fields, which are interleaved 

by the video monitor in order to form a conventional TV image. However, they will 

occur sequentially in the time-space raster format, with a video blanking interval 

between them, during which the laser diode will not be pulsed. This transformation 
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Figure 5.2.33. Transformation between interleaved field video format, and sequen

tial field space time raster with vertical blanking dead time between fields. 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 5.2.34. Video images of DFT reference masks used in these experiments a) 

vertical blanking interval ignored. b) appropriate scaling to compensate for dead 

time during vertical blanking interval. 
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from standard interlaced video format to sequential field time space raster format 

is illustrated in Figure 5.2.33. The representation of the DFT kernel in the frame 

buffer should be a properly sampled DFT matrix in the de-interleaved format of 

the space time raster, so when it is displayed on an interleaved monitor adjacent 

scan lines from the two fields will not appear continuous. The video format consists 

of 525 scan lines per frame, which are divided up between the two fields, with 262 

lines in field 1, and 263 lines in field 2, which are out of phase by one half of a video 

line time from those in the first field. The laser diode is pulsed at a correspondingly 

half line phase shifted time during field two, thereby spatially aligning the scan lines 

during the two fields, but sampling the temporal interferometric beats at a phase 

shifted time, which can alter the results for very high fine frequency modulations. 

Typically the last 20 horizontal scan lines of each field contain no information and 

this blanking time is used for vertical retrace. This dead time must be compensated 

for with appropriate phase shifts of the DFT rows during the vertical blanking 

interval even though the laser diode is not pulsed during this time, because the 

sampled fine frequency temporal oscillations continue to phase advance during this 

blanking time. An example of a DFT mask that ignores the vertical blanking 

interval, and one that compensates for this blanking time are shown in Figure 

5.2.34, as interleaved images taken off of a video monitor. The DFT operation that 

is implemented during an entire field of integration has the center 4 % of the rows 

blanked out by the vertical blanking interval, but this will not affect the processor 

operation very much. An additional complication arises due to the nature of video 

time integration, where adjacent fields of video output, separated by 1/60 second, 

have performed half overlapping 1/30 second time integrations, so the frame buffer 

reference should be continuous between frames as well as between fields. Each scan 

line contains 52 µsec of video data, and 12 µsec of horizontal blanking before the 

next line begins, however in the experiments reported here I only utilized about 
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8.5 µsec of the available video line, because of the acoustic velocity and optical 

magnification scaling factors. All of these scale factors must be included in the 

digital program used to generate the space time reference raster. Additionally, the 

frequencies near DC should be avoided to facilitate Fourier plane carrier feed through 

filtering without filtering the reference function information, and the frequency near 

the Nyquist frequency of the horizontal frame buffer sampling should be avoided to 

minimize the effect of frequency fold over that occurs about the Nyquist frequency. 

All of these considerations are properly taken care of in the DFT reference function 

shown in Figure 5.2.35, where the DC and Nyquist frequency regions have been 

translated into the middle of the vertical blanking interval. The 8.5 µsec portion of 

this mask that is imaged onto the CCD is shown in its interlaced format and in its 

space time raster format, and a vertical cross section is shown that demonstrates 

the phase continuity between fields and between frames. 

A useful method of testing the reference waveform was to apply it to the signal 

AOD, while the CCD was operated in the TDI mode in the direction orthogonal to 

the signal AOD, with a very narrow slit placed in front of the CCD. This produces 

a video output which is a mapping of the instantaneous frequency produced on 

each laser pulse versus pulse number, as a 2-D format, as illustrated in Figure 

5.2.36, where the instantaneous frequency is clearly seen to be a linear function 

of time, or pulse number, as is desired. The successive video frames are displayed 

in an interleaved format, because the TDI mode of operation produces one TDI 

scan per field and the monitor interleaves these fields. If this frequency versus pulse 

number representation were deinterleaved, and stacked on top of each other with the 

appropriate vertical blanking interval between them, a linear relationship between 

frequency and pulse number would be observed throughout the entire frame. The 

simple space integrated spectrum of the fully optimized reference function shown in 

Figure 5.2.35 is shown in Figure 5.2.37, where the DC component and the Nyquist 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

Figure 5.2.35. a) Fully optimized DFT reference mask displayed on interleaved video 

monitor with single sided scaling and frequencies near DC and Nyquist translated 

into the vertical blanking interval. b) The 84 pixel section that is imaged onto the 

CCD in its interlaced format and in its space time raster format, c) a vertical cross 

section showing continuity between fields and frames. 
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frequency component are seen to be suppressed, but the above Nyquist fold over 

terms are apparent. Both sidebands are clearly evident, and the symmetric Bragg 

frequency response roll off is also visible, proper reference arm Fourier plane filtering 

must be used to completely remove one sideband and the above Nyquist terms, and 

this is facilitated by the lack of scan lines at these frequencies. 

Folded spectrum data produced by the time integrating CCD were taken using 

the same video frame buffer that was used to generate the reference waveform. As 

the reference waveform was read out, the pixels accumulated on the previous frame 

of integration were shifted out of the CCD, and these analog values were digitally 

sampled and stored in the frame buffer. This facilitated digital post processing op

erations that needed to be performed on the time and space integrated folded spec

trum data in order to remove the unwanted bias terms. Two generic approaches to 

bias removal were investigated, subtraction of constructive and destructive frames, 

and spatial carrier demodulation. 

In the subtraction of constructive and destructive frames approach, the beam 

splitter was rotated in order to remove the spatial carrier producing an interfero

metrically detected peak which beat up and down without producing a travelling 

fringe structure under its envelope. It was necessary to observe the data, and grab 

a frame with the frame buff er as the phase of the input tone drifted at its super fine 

frequency between producing a constructive peak and a destructive one. This was 

only possible with a single tone, because multiple tones would achieve maximum 

constructive and destructive peak size at arbitrary times. If two CCD detector 

arrays were used on both output ports of the recombining dielectric beam splitter 

cube, then a real time bias subtraction technique could be implemented. This would 

require that the phase shift upon reflection from the multilayer dielectric surface 

would be 90 degrees, and this is often a good approximation to the actual phase 

shift behavior. In this case the relative phase of the interferometrically produced 
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Figure 5.2.36. Frequency versus line number display on interlaced monitor of the 

DFT reference mask shown in Figure 5.2.35. 

Figure 5.2.37 Simple space integrated power spectrum of the DFT reference wave

form shown in Figure 5.2.35. 
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modulation would be 180 degrees, so that the video outputs from two synchronized 

CCDs could be directly subtracted to produce a bias free folded spectrum. It was 

in order to simulate this type of two CCD bias subtraction operation that the suc

cessive frame bias subtraction technique was investigated, not because successive 

frame subtraction is a viable system approach to bias removal in a multitone signal 

environment. The video reference used in these experiments was a double sided 

mask, shown in Figure 5.2.34, that had the phase reset position in the middle of 

the CCD, so that any single tone input would produce two fine frequency peaks 

symmetrically about this central position, and positive and negative fine frequen

cies were indistinguishable. This mask was chosen in order to be able to measure 

the phase uniformity of the fine frequency processing at different spatial positions, 

if one of the two symmetric peaks was significantly smaller than the other then 

that indicated that they were out of phase, and hence a poor phase uniformity and 

phase stability could be inferred. These foded spectrum images were obtained by 

grabbing first a constructive peak pair image and storing it in the computer mem

ory, then a destructive peak was grabbed, and the two were subtracted. All of the 

bias terms should be constant between the two images, and should cancel, while the 

interferometrically produced folded spectrum information will be doubled in ampli

tude, while the uncorrelated CCD noise will grow by \1'2. Since the peak in these 

experiments was quite wide, and the remaining CCD noise was spatially white, the 

signal to noise ratio could be significantly improved by low passing the difference 

image with a sampled Gaussian convolution, thereby limiting the within band noise 

power, without decreasing the peak height or increasing its width too severely. The 

measured signal to noise ratio improved from 8:1 after bias subtraction to better 

than 15:1 after the 3 by 3 Gaussian convolution. 

Several examples of bias subtracted folded spectrums are shown in the sequence 

of photographs in Figure 5.2.38, where both fine frequencies and coarse frequencies 
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a) b) 

c) d) 

e) f) 

Figure 5.2.38 Double sided bias subtracted folded spectrum video images for input 

frequencies a) 60,000,120 Hz b) 60,002,700 Hz c) 56,003,211 Hz d) 56,004,709.3 Hz 

e) 50,008,027.5 Hz f) 69,991,972.5 Hz. 
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are varied. The fine frequency resolution can be inferred from the input tone at 

60,000,120 Hz to be about 120 Hz, since the resulting peak pairs fall approximately 

on each others first zeroes, and the full width at half max of the peak was 11 vertical 

pixels which is also equal to 120 Hz. The fine frequency analysis bandwidth is 5400 

Hz over the 484 vertical pixels, which can be seen by noting that the peak pairs 

fall on the edges of the CCD for an input frequency of 60,002, 700 Hz. The sampled 

and interferometrically detected coarse frequency analysis bandwidth is better than 

±10 MHz, although the laser pulse width had to be cut down to 40 nsec, and the 

signals applied to the AODs had to have a compensating amplitude increased in 

order to obtain the data at 50,008,027.5 Hz and 69,991,972.5 Hz. These frequencies 

are displaced from 60 MHz by exactly 635 fLD, so they produce a single peak at the 

0 fine frequency coordinate. Examples of cross sections through the coarse and fine 

frequency axis before and after bias subtraction, and after Gaussian convolution are 

shown in Figure 5.2.39. From these cross sections it is clear that the bias has been 

successfully removed, and the coarse and fine frequency components of the single 

tone inputs have been measured by the time and space integrating folded spectrum 

technique with successive frame bias subtraction. 

Cross sections through the time integrated interferometrically produced folded 

spectrum ridge are shown in Figure 5.2.40, for fine frequencies varying over the fine 

frequency analysis bandwidth for the double sided reference DFT mask of Figure 

5.2.34, with the 0 fine frequency peak at the CCD edge. This reference DFT sweeps 

down during one field, analyzing negative frequencies, and it sweeps up during the 

other field analyzing positive frequencies, and this has the disadvantage that the 

0 fine frequency component is contributed to by both fields and is therefore twice 

as strong and half as wide. When the reference mask of Figure 5.2.35 is utilized 

an entire frame of processing produces a single sided coherent time integration over 

half the bandwidth per sideband of the previous example. Cross sections through 
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SI coarse analysis cross section TI fine analysis cross section 

a) 

b) 

c) 

Figure 5.2.39. Cross sections through the coarse and fine axis of the folded spectrum 

data a) as constructive and destructive frames come out of the CCD, b) after the 

bias is subtracted and the resulting image amplified by 8, c) and after the 3x3 

Gaussian convolution. 
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60,002,400 Hz 

60,001,800 Hz 

60,001,200 Hz 

60,000,600 Hz 

60,000,000 Hz 

59,999,400 Hz 

59,998,800 Hz 

59,998,200 Hz 

59,997,600 Hz 

Figure 5.2.40. Cross sections through the coarse frequency ridge for various positive 

and negative fine frequencies with the double sided reference of Figure 5.2.34. 
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60,001,200 Hz 

60,000,900 Hz 

60,000,600 Hz 

60,000,300 Hz 

60,000,000 Hz 

Figure 5.2.41. Fine frequency cross section of the single sided time integrating DFT 

processing with the reference mask of Figure 5.2.35. 
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the coarse frequency ridge for the single sideband of analysis are shown in Figure 

5.2.41, and the resolution and gain are found to be constant over the fine frequency 

analysis bandwidth. In this case negative fine frequency inputs produced no time 

integrated peaks, however if the reference Fourier plane filter was translated to the 

other side of the carrier, then negative fine frequency processing occurred. When 

the reference Fourier plane filter included both sidebands, then both positive and 

negative fine frequency processing occurred, but the reference arm alone acted as a 

DFT processor to produce a time integrated ridge at the 0 fine frequency position 

in all of the coarse frequency bins. 

Spatial carrier encoding of the time and space integrated folded spectrum data 

is accomplished by rotating the recombining beamsplitter in the plane of the in

terferometer, in order to produce a fringe pattern along the coarse frequency bias 

ridge at the position of the fine frequency peak. Cross sections through the coarse 

frequency ridge for various fine frequencies are shown in Figure 5.2.42, for two differ

ent beam splitter rotation angles, showing how the time integrating fine frequency 

analysis can be placed on an arbitrary spatial carrier frequency. When a DFT ref

erence waveform was applied to the reference AOD, the beam splitter was adjusted 

to produce a fringe pattern of 4 pixels per cycle at the fine frequency locus. This 

spatial carrier frequency was chosen because a short and simple tapped filter with 

7 delay stages could be used to filter the image, and produce a bias suppressed 

image. The zero mean unapodized filter which was convolved with the video image 

stored in the frame buffer in order to remove the bias was oriented along the coarse 

frequency bias ridge in the vertical dimension of the CCD, and had tap weight co

efficients given by [1 0 -1 0 1 0 -1). A typical high frequency spatial carrier which 

was interferometrically produced when 60 MHz was applied to both AODs is shown 

in Figure 5.2.43a, as a video image. When a cross section along the ridge of every 

other pixel is plotted as in Figure 5.2.43b, the spatial carrier can be seen to be 
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60,001,200 Hz 

60,000,900 Hz 

60,000,600 Hz 

60,000,300 Hz 

60,000,000 Hz 

60,001,200 Hz 

60,000,900 Hz 

60,000,600 Hz 

60,000,300 Hz 

60,000,000 Hz 

Figure 5.2.42 Fine frequency cross sections for various input frequencies for two dif

ferent spatial carrier frequencies corresponding to different beam splitter rotations. 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Figure 5.2.43. a) Interferometrically produced high frequency spatial carrier as a 

video image, b) as a cross section of every other pixel, c) as a cross section through 

every pixel, d) after band pass filtering and rectification, e) after low pass filtering. 
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approximately 4 pixels per cycle. A cross section of every pixel is shown in Figure 

5.2.43c, and the resulting cross section after band pass filtering is shown in Figure 

5.2.43d, which can be seen to have removed the bias and rectified the filtered car

rier. Low pass :filtering of the rectified and band pass filtered image will demodulate 

the entire ridge on a carrier with a radiometric accuracy that will depend on the 

relative phase of the carrier with respect to the pixel structure that can vary by 

v'2, and this is shown in the low passed output shown in Figure 5.2.43e. 

A typical single tone image grabbed by the frame buffer is shown in Figure 

5.2.44a, where a small region containing a high frequency fringe pattern can not be 

seen along the bias ridge, because of the low contrast of the reproduction. A cross 

section through the bias ridge shows the localization of the time integrated peak 

on a carrier in Figure 5.2.44c before filtering and after filtering and rectification is 

shown in Figure 5.2.44d, and the corresponding image produced after the filtering 

operation is shown in Figure 5.2.44b. Typically about 4 or 5 cycles of the 4 pixel 

per cycle carrier were produced under the full width of the time integrated peak, 

so the spatial frequency spectrum of the peak was narrow enough to be easily 

separated from the bias. The bipolar filtering operation of the unipolar video image 

in the digital frame buffer produces a zero mean bipolar bias removed output image 

that was then rectified by a digital absolute value operation, which was simply 

accomplished by dropping the sign bit. This effectively doubles the carrier frequency 

of the filtered image to 2 pixels per cycle, and produces a baseband component of the 

rectified peak, which allows a succeeding low pass Gaussian convolution to produce 

a fully demodulated folded spectrum amplitude image. A cross section along the 

coarse ridge produced after low pass filtering the band passed and rectified image 

is shown in Figure 5.2.44e, and this has removed the frequency doubled carrier 

that results from the rectification operation. As the phase of the input tone drifts 

with respect to the system clock frequency, the phase of the carrier linearly drifts 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Figure 5.2.44 Single tone folded spectrum a) video image, b) video display after 

carrier demodulation, c) cross section along coarse frequency ridge, d) cross sec

tion after carrier demodulation and rectification, e) cross section after Gaussian 

convolution . 
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through the region of the time integrated peak. However, the phase information 

is lost after the absolute value rectification operation, so if phase measurements 

are to be performed they must be performed before the rectification operation. A 

significant advantage of spatial carrier encoding is that the amplitude of the signal is 

measured by the :filtering, rectification, low pass, demodulation scheme, as opposed 

to the amplitude of a projection of the signal onto an arbitrary axis, such as the real 

axis, which is obtained in any bias subtraction scheme. As the phase of the spatial 

carrier changes with respect to the sampling pixel structure the amplitude passed 

by the discrete filter can vary by about a factor of J2, so radiometric amplitude 

measurements will require a compensation for this effect. The SNR after carrier 

demodulation was typically 8:1, and after the following Gaussian :filtering the peak 

height decreased significantly, but the SNR improved to 16:1 for a dynamic range 

of the fully demodulated amplitude spectrum of 24dB. The resolution was typically 

better than 60 Hz in these experiments, which is within a factor of two of the 

theoretical maximum for an unapodized transformation. 

The performance of the folded spectrum processor in the presence of multiple 

tones was examined through the use of amplitude modulated signals, and some 

examples of fully· demodulated multitone spectra are illustrated in Figure 5.2.45. 

These spectra had a typical SNR of 6:1, so the probability of a noise sample exceed

ing the peak height was on the order of e-6 , but with close to 200,000 pixels this 

meant that hundreds of noise samples were larger than the desired peak. For this 

reason, at least 4 frames were averaged, thereby doubling the SNR and decreasing 

the probability that any noise samples would exceed the peak to a negligible level, 

and allowing good photographic presentation of the resulting multitone spectra. 

When the amplitude modulation was less than the coarse resolution, as in part b), 

then the bias ridges added incoherently, and the modulation depth and SNR of each 

peak along the ridge fell. Typically, the modulation depth was adjusted so the side-
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a) 

b) c) 

d) e) 

Figure 5.2.45. Demodulated multitone spectra that have been frame averaged. a) 

60 MHz, b) 60 MHz 611.3 Hz AM, c) 60 MHz 975.5 kHz AM, d)60,000,900 Hz 

suppressed 959.2 kHz AM, e) 60 MHz 959.2 kHz AM. 
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bands had equal power to the carrier, so that when low frequency modulations were 

used the SNR fell as the one plus the square root of the number of equal power 

tones within a coarse frequency bin, which for amplitude modulations would be 

1J / ( 1 + y'3). As the modulation frequency was increased the coarse frequency bias 

ridge split into two separated ridges, and the interferometrically produced fringe 

patterns within each ridge produced larger modulation depths. When the modu

lation frequency is an exact multiple of the laser diode PRF, as in parts c), then 

the sideband peaks appear horizontally displaced from the main peak, since they 

have the same fine frequency. For an arbitrary modulation frequency the sideband 

peaks are displaced symmetrically in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions 

from the carrier frequency folded spectrum peak, as shown in part d), since the 

upper and lower sidebands are separated in frequency by the same coarse and fine 

frequency components from the carrier. In a double sided analysis system, positive 

and negative fine frequencies produce peaks at the same fine frequency position pro

ducing a reflected folded spectrum as shown in part e). When a very strong square 

wave modulated carrier was applied to the signal AOD, the first harmonic would 

saturate the CCD detector in that coarse frequency vertical column, but successful 

time integrating fine frequency analysis was still performed on the weaker higher 

order harmonics. This is one of the significant advantages of the TSI technique 

over purely time integrating approaches, in which a single strong frequency com

ponent can saturate the entire detector. The size of the demodulated amplitude 

spectrum peaks was a monotonic function of the input spectral amplitude, but the 

relationship was not as linear as would be desired for typical radiometric applica

tions. There were several reasons for the lack of linearity, these included nonlinear 

compression in the CCD, nonlinear response of the reference AOD, nonlinearities 

in the reference mixer, and sampled filter response variation. The nonlinear com

pression of the CCD could be avoided by only utilizing the region of linear dynamic 
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range, which in a high quality CCD can approach 104:1, but in these experiments 

in order to minimize the effects of the CCD noise and to appropriately use the 

digitizer quantization window it was necessary to work near the compression point 

of the CCD. In order to fully utilize the available optical power of the pulsed laser 

it was necessary to drive the reference AOD as strongly as possible, which resulted 

in nonlinear compression of the reference waveform by the sin2 transfer function 

of the large modulation depth AO diffraction. The signal AOD was not operated 

with a high diffraction efficiency since the diffracted light was space integrated onto 

a single column of the CCD, rather than being imaged over the entire aperture 

like the reference AOD. The phase of the spatial carrier with respect to the CCD 

sampling pixel structure introduces an amplitude variation upon bandpass filtering, 

as mentioned above. Another amplitude variation was introduced due to the super 

fine frequency of the input tone, which results in a motion of the carrier fringes 

during time integration, thereby maximally suppressing frequencies with a super 

fine component of 15 Hz, although this suppression depended on the relative phase 

of the spatial carrier with the pixel structure. 

The main results of these experiments are summarized in Table 5.2.2 along with 

the potential characteristics of a fully optimized state of the art TSI DFT based 

folded spectrum processor, and the system characteristics which will limit the pro

cessor performance. In the experiments reported in this section I have demonstrated 

the feasibility of this approach to time and space integrating folded spectrum pro

cessing, based on a pulsed source and a DFT fine frequency analysis. A practical 

system would require a much better CCD detector array with larger dynamic range 

and better spatial resolution. The CCD performance was the primary limitation on 

system operation, and further characterization of the limitations of this processing 

scheme would require a CCD detector optimized for scientific purposes, rather than 

the industrial video camera used to demonstrate this folded spectrum system. 
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Parameter Prototype Potential Limiting Factors 

B=Bandwidth 24 MHz 250 MHz pulsed laser power 

Nc=Coarse Bins 384 pixels 2048 pixels CCD Size, AOD TB 

Coarse Resolution 68 kHz/pixel B/1000 1/Ta 

150 kHz FWHM CCD MTF 

N1=Fine Bins 50 1000 CCD size, carrier 

Nil./ freq., Reference BW 

Fine Resolution 60 Hz lHz CCD Integration Time 

SBR=Signal to .4 single tone .9 single tone ,., I rm laser coherence, 

Bias Ratio path lengths, 

multitone limited 

DRo=CCD 40:1 104:1 Readout rate, 

Dynamic Range Output Circuitry 

DR=Spectrum 24:1 after filter >102:1 Dfl-Ory/(1 + ..;m) 

Dynamic Range rect.,and low pass multitone limited 

N=Number of 104 106 CCD size, CCD MTF, 

Spectral Bins Reference BW 

Spectral Sensitivity -40 dB -60 dB N/y'm, 

TSI Processing Gain 

Table 5.2.2. TSI folded spectrum processor performance and the potential for this 

technique, with some of the important interrelated limiting factors. 
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5.2.11 TDI approach to DFT processing 

A major performance limitation of the TSI DFT processor is the presence of 

a large modulation amplitude coherent artifact due to multiple reflections in the 

cube beamsplitters, which appears in the form of a honeycomb ripple produced on 

the staring CCD. The bias subtraction technique will remove this pattern since it 

is constant from frame to frame. Alternatively, the spatial carrier demodulation 

will eliminate most of the unwanted ripple because it is at a much higher spa

tial frequency than the interferometric spatial carrier, although there will be some 

residual leakage through the sidelobes of the filters frequency response. However, 

the spatial frequency content of other coherent artifacts, such as dust or scratches 

on the optical components, can be within the bandpass of the bias removal filter 

producing large amplitudes of unwanted feedthrough into the demodulated output. 

For this reason a DFT folded spectrum processing technique, that incoherently av

erages these coherent artifacts was experimentally tested. This approach relies on 

the ability of a TDI CCD to sequentially integrate photogenerated charge at each 

of the photodetector sites within a TDI column, and average the coherent artifacts 

at each position to produce a coherently processed output with the suppressed spa

tial noise characteristic of an incoherently illuminated system. One such approach 

would be to utilize a TDI chirp transform of each coarse frequency bin of the pulsed 

source interferometer, as proposed for the DLO interferometer, and this approach 

is examined in section 5.3. In this section I will consider an alternative system 

which computes a DFT in a TDI translating coordinate frame, and serves to illus

trate the connection between the DFT approach to spectrum analysis and the chirp 

transform approach. 

The DFT operation as analyzed in section 5.2.2 requires the time integration of 

the phase reset sinusoidal columns of the raster scanned DFT matrix on a staring 

CCD detector array. The key to this processing operation is that the DFT rows 
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which are summed over as the laser is pulsed are imaged onto stationary pixels of 

the detector. In this manner the phase reset reference position is always integrated 

within the same pixel, producing a coherent radiometer for a sampled fine frequency 

at DC. An alternative which is easily accomplished with the flexibility provided by 

a digital video frame buffer acting as the reference function generator, is to have the 

columns of the DFT reference translate linearly along a TDI column of the CCD 

from pulse to pulse of the laser. When the TDI CCD is synchronously scanned 

with this image of the spatially moving reference, the signal detected in the moving 

coordinate frame will again appear as a phase reset DFT raster. At the phase 

reset position a coherent radiometer for a sampled fine frequency at DC will be 

synthesized by the time integration within the moving pixel. At the other TDI time 

delays, corresponding to images of different rows of the DFT mask in the TDI sliding 

window coordinate frame, an array of equally spaced coherent radiometers will be 

synthesized. An idealized TDI DFT mask, which is a tilted version of the idealized 

DFT reference of Figure 5.2.30, is shown in Figure 5.2.46. The phase reset position 

runs along the central diagonal of the reference mask, and any parallel diagonal 

in this mask will contain a sampled single tone, just like vertical slices out of the 

original idealized DFT reference mask. However, there is an important difference 

between the two approaches to computing the DFT. In the stationary integration 

approach the length of each row which is time integrated across is the same, giving 

equal resolution and processing gain at all fine frequencies. In the sliding window 

TDI DFT the integration is across the diagonals of the square mask, so the main 

diagonal is longest, while other diagonals linearly decrease in length away from the 

main diagonal. The resolution and gain linearly decreases away from the main 

diagonal, just as in the chirp transform algorithm. A quadratic phase factor is also 

produced by this sliding window processing operation, because the centroid of the 

integration period is a linear function of the output frequency variable. This effect 
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also produces an additional quadratic phase factor in the chirp transform algorithm. 

A TD I processing time on the video format detector array used in the experi

ments lasted for one field readout time, with coherent integration over 245 successive 

integration stages at a 15,735.4 kHz line rate for a total integration time of 15.6 

msec. Thus the maximum resolution that is obtainable with this mode of fine fre

quency processing is 65 Hz for a pixel that begins the integration at the top of the 

TDI column and coherently accumulates charge at each position until it reaches 

the bottom of the array. The super fine frequency in this case is measured modulo 

the field repetition frequency which is 60 Hz. The next field of integration pro

duces a completely independent processing operation, and the time integrated peak 

produced during successive fields will have a relative phase given by the superfine 

frequency component which causes a phase drift between those fields. The video 

frame buffer grabs two successive fields of processing, and interleaves them in its 

memory. If the same tilted DFT reference is used during the two independent fields 

of processing, and the super fine frequency drift between fields is eliminated then a 

peak will be produced by both fields of processing along the coarse frequency ridge 

at the position corresponding to the fine frequency. When the super fine frequency is 

30 Hz, the phase drift between fields is 7r, so one field would produce a constructive 

peak, and the following field would produce a destructive peak, so upon interleaving 

these peaks in the frame buff er memory an apparent Nyquist frequency carrier is 

produced. The envelope of this fake carrier frequency is given by the difference of 

the constructive and destructive sine patterns, rather than a sine function envelope 

as a true carrier encoding would produce. The sine function is itself on a true car

rier which is at a spatial frequency that is a linear function of the output frequency 

variable, and this carrier has a relative phase during the two successive processing 

fields that is given by the super fine frequency phase drift. The coherently pro

cessed information can be demodulated by bandpass filtering the interleaved data 
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Figure 5.2.46. An idealized tilted DFT mask for performing fine frequency spectral 

analysis on a TDI CCD. 
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in the frame buffer with a filter along the fine frequency TDI dimension with zero 

mean tap coefficients given by [ 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1]. Rather than thinking of this op

eration as a carrier demodulation, it should be considered a successive TDI field 

bias subtraction with spatial redundancy averaging, which is facilitated by the in

terleaving of the successively processed fields in the digital frame. buffer. This is 

because this operation is really a projection of the input super fine frequency phase 

drift onto the real axis, like a bias subtraction technique, and it is not a magnitude 

detection technique like a true carrier demodulation. If the phase drift is zero no 

carrier will be produced upon interleaving the two TDI fields, and the bandpass 

filtering will not produce a peak. The two successive TDI fields of processing can 

have independent DFT reference functions, and by making these two DFT masks 7r 

out of phase with each other, then a projection of the super fine frequency induced 

phase drift onto the orthogonal imaginary axis will result. In this case a super fine 

frequency of 0 Hz will result in a fake carrier when the two fields are interleaved, 

and no carrier will be produced when the super fine frequency is 30 Hz. This mode 

of bias subtraction was convenient to implement with the experimental apparatus 

that was available, and it helped to characterize the TDI DFT processing, but it is 

not a viable approach to system implementation. 

To demonstrate this type of TDI DFT processing it was necessary to compen

sate for the acoustic velocity and reference magnification in the tilting of the DFT 

reference mask. The appropriately tilted TDI DFT reference mask is shown in Fig

ure 5.2.4 7, along with an expanded version of the 84 pixel wide portion which was 

imaged onto the CCD during processing. It is interesting to note that in the digital 

frame buffer, this mask is poorly sampled in the tilted coordinate frame of integra

tion on the TDI CCD, as demonstrated by the ripples in the main diagonal (DC) 

slice shown in Figure 5.2.47e. However, the reference AOD diffracts a plane wave 

component for each shifted DFT column, which accomplishes an almost ideal inter-
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a) 

c) 

b) 

Figure 5.2.47. a) Properly scaled and tilted DFT reference mask, b) the magnified 

portion which was image onto the TDI CCD c) vertical, d) horizontal, e) and main 

diagonal cross sections. 
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polation operation upon interferometric detection in the sliding coordinate frame of 

the TDI CCD. The actual processing operation is determined by the interferometric 

detection of the tilted DFT reference mask on the TDI CCD. It was found that as 

the recombining beamsplitter was rotated in order to vary the center frequency of 

the chirping carrier, the center frequency of the processing operation also shifted. 

This is in distinct contrast to the staring approach to DFT processing where for a 

single tone input the time integrated fine frequency peak remained in a fixed po

sition as the beam splitter was rotated, and only the carrier frequency under that 

peak varied. In the TDI approach to tilted DFT processing as the beamsplitter 

was rotated the position of a time integrated peak translated across the TDI win

dow, and the carrier frequency simultaneously changed. This can be understood by 

considering the pixel at the top of the CCD at the start of a TDI processing field 

corresponding to a sliding window integration across the phase reset position at the 

tilted rectangular mask main diagonal. We would expect this pixel to correspond 

to the time integrating radiometer for a fine frequency at DC, but by rotating the 

beam splitter the interferometric detection can introduce extra spatial fringes along 

the TDI dimension that will be encountered as spatial phase variations as the pixel 

translates across the CCD aperture. H we rotate the beamsplitter sufficiently to 

produce an extra interferometrically produced spatial carrier frequency of 1 cycle 

per each 10 TDI stages, then the center frequency of processing will be shifted by 

1/10 the TDI line rate, and the output due to this center frequency will be on a 

spatial carrier of 10 pixels per cycle. This is because the sampled fine frequency of 

interferometric oscillation which is necessary to shift the fringes detected along the 

TDI column in order to compensate the additional spatial variation encountered as 

the pixel traverses the column is equal to the number of additional fringes seen by 

the moving pixel per unit of time. The undesired spatial intensity variations of the 

signal and reference beams produced by the multiple reflections off the beam split-
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ter and other optical artifacts will be averaged out by the incoherent summation 

over a TDI column. However, the multiple reflections in the reference arm consist 

of tilted plane waves that can interfere with the signal arm at an offset angle from 

the directly transmitted beam and produce a shifted spectral scan artifact, similar 

to the shift introduced by rotating the beam splitter. This was not observed in our 

system because the dynamic range of the CCD was too small to detect small shifted 

sidelobe contributions, but in a high SNR system these multiple reflections should 

be minimized in order to avoid this effect. 

The calculated tilt of the DFT reference mask was confirmed experimentally by 

applying a mask consisting of equivalently tilted sinusoidal tones to the reference 

AOD, and switching the CCD into the TDI mode of operation. The interferomet

rically produced magnified fringes were reproduced on the CCD output with much 

better fidelity than when this type of imaging was performed in the staring mode, 

because the coherent artifacts are greatly suppressed in the TDI dimension. When 

the tilted DFT reference function with out of phase interleaved fields shown in Fig

ure 5.2.48 was applied to the reference AOD, and the CCD was operated in the 

TDI mode, out of phase folded spectrum processing was performed on successive 

fields. An example of the video image produced by this folded spectrum technique 

is shown in Figure 5.2.49a for an input frequency of 60,000,600 Hz. The smooth 

quality of the image in the vertical TDI direction is readily apparent from this 

photograph, but some spatial variations of the bias are still visible in the coarse 

frequency dimension as vertical streaks. The processed folded spectrum peak is not 

visible in this video image, because of the low contrast of the reproduction, but 

a cross section through every other pixel of the coarse frequency ridge reveals the 

presence of the peak, as shown in Figure 5.2.49c. The low contrast is partly due to 

an artifact of the digitization and direct analog measurements indicated a modula

tion depth of better than 30%. A magnified cross section which displays each pixel 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 5.2.48. a) Reference TDI DFT mask with out of phase interleaved fields, at 

a tilt angle of 84 horizontal frame buffer pixels over the frame buffer vertical height 

of 240 pixels per field. b) Deinterleaved into the out of phase successive field space 

time raster format. 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Figure 5.2.49. a) Video image produced by the TDI DFT processor for an input 

frequency of 60,000,600 Hz. b) Cross section through ridge showing reinterleaved 

out of phase peaks, c) cross section through constructive field only, d) cross section 

after demodulation. 
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is shown in Figure 5.2.49b, and the presence of an impulse on a carrier of every 

other pixel is visible. This image can easily be demodulated in the video frame 

buffer by convolving with the bipolar impulse response [ 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1] in the TDI 

dimension, and dropping the sign bit of the result, which effectively rectifies the 

bandpass filtered image. The rectification operation doubles the frequency of the 

fake Nyquist frequency carrier caused by the interleaving of the out of phase fields, 

and produces a demodulated peak at baseband because twice the Nyquist frequency 

folds back to zero, completing the necessary demodulation operation. The resulting 

folded spectrum had an SNR on the order of 12:1, and this could be improved by 

using a 3 by 3 Gaussian convolution, which resulted in an SNR of 24:1. The fully 

demodulated peak is shown in cross section in Figure 5.2.49d, and a large peak is 

clearly visible. 

Some examples of fully demodulated single tone TDI DFT folded spectrum 

images are shown in Figure 5.2.50. The sequence of images shows a single tone 

moving up in frequency by 600 Hz increments from 59,999,400 Hz to 60,001,800 Hz. 

For the tone with a negative fine frequency of -600 Hz the peak appears near the top 

of the image with high resolution. At exactly 60 MHz the peak lies near the bottom 

edge of the CCD, and any tone with fine frequencies from -150 to -350 would occur 

during the vertical blanking interval and would not produce visible peaks. As the 

fine frequency is increased the peak moves up the CCD, but a considerable amount 

of widening, and a decrease of amplitude is apparent for a fine frequency of + 1800 

Hz. The final image shows a peak corresponding to a +600 Hz offset from the lOOth 

laser diode harmonic, and it can be seen to be at the same fine frequency position 

as 60 MHz +600Hz, but it has moved over in the coarse dimension as expected, 

although by less than 100 pixels as would be appropriate in a properly scaled folded 

spectrum system. 

Multitone spectra were created by amplitude modulating a carrier with a sinu-
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a) d) 

b) e) 

c) f) 

Figure 5.2.50. Some fully demodulated single tone folded spectra. a) 59,999,400 Hz 

b) 60,000,000Hz c) 60,000,600Hz d) 60,001,200Hz e) 60,001,SOOHz f) 61,574,140Hz. 
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a) b) 

c) d) 

e) f) 

Figure 5.2.51. Some demodulated amplitude modulated multitone folded spectrum 

images. Carrier is at the lOOth LD harmonic +300 Hz, modulation frequencies a) 

125 Hz b) 46.8 kHz c) 149 kHz d) 959 kHz e) 3.1 MHz f) 5.26 MHz. 
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soidal modulation of various frequencies. This creates two sidebands of equal am

plitude and displacement from the carrier, which appear symmetrically displaced 

from the position of the carrier peak in both coarse and fine dimensions. Some 

examples of demodulated multitone folded spectrum images made with this modu

lated carrier technique are shown in Figure 5.2.51, for a carrier frequency of 60MHz 

plus 100 times the laser pulse frequency plus 300 Hz fine frequency offset. When 

the modulation frequency is much less than the coarse resolution, then the modula

tion depth of each peak within that coarse frequency ridge is decreased by 1/ y'm, 

where mis the number of equal power tones within that coarse frequency bin. The 

resulting spectrum will have a lower SNR, and the maximum dynamic range that 

is achievable is decreased from the CCD dynamic range by rJ/(1 + y'm). This is 

illustrated in part a) where a modulation frequency of 125 Hz is used to split the 

carrier peak into three peaks stacked vertically, and the resulting folded spectrum 

is of low SNR (approximately 6:1). When the modulation frequency is increased 

to 46.8 kHz and the carrier is suppressed, the 3 pixel wide coarse ridge produced 

on the CCD does not widen, but the resulting fringe patterns occur only on the 

edges of the ridge, so that the demodulated peaks are in different coarse frequency 

columns. This seems to indicate that the actual optical resolution incident on the 

CCD is on the order of a single pixel wide, and it is CCD blurring that results in the 

3 pixel wide coarse frequency blur spot which is detected, and for this reason the 

modulation depth is not decreased in this case. When the modulation frequency is 

increased to 149 kHz the coarse ridge splits into two ridges, each producing an inde

pendent peak symmetrically displaced from the position of the suppressed carrier. 

When a large modulation frequency is adjusted to be an even multiple of the laser 

diode pulsing frequency then the modulation sidebands are displaced horizontally, 

as shown in parts d) and e). For a modulation frequency of approximately 5.26 

MHz, three peaks are clearly lined up in a tilted straight line, corresponding to the 
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carrier and two sidebands. 

The linearity of the TDI DFT fine frequency analysis operation is plotted in Fig

ure 5.2.52. The spectral analysis is linear to almost one pixel, although repeatability 

is to only 4 or 5 pixels. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) is indicated by 

the vertical bars, and it is seen to grow with frequency offset, as expected. Typical 

full widths at half maximum for these peaks are about 6 pixels out of a single field 

in the fine frequency dimension, but this almost doubles for the + 1800 Hz offset 

case. The resolution corresponding to this 6 pixel width is approximately 69Hz, 

which is almost equal to the theoretical limit on the unapodized resolution that is 

obtainable with this system. 
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5.3 Pulsed Source Chirp Transform Interferometer 

The chirp transform algorithm can be used to perform the fine frequency spec

tral analysis of a pulsed source interferometer, in a manner similar to that proposed 

for the distributed local oscillator interferometer. This has the advantage over the 

DFT based processor analyzed in the previous section that the reference waveform 

is an easy to generate low time bandwidth product, phase modulated chirp, rather 

than the complex, extremely high TB, stepped frequency raster scan of the DFT 

matrix. However, because of the chirping carrier the chirp transform algorithm suf

fers from the difficulty of the spatial carrier demodulation that must be performed. 

This problem can be overcome in 2-dimensional processing by placing the spatial 

carrier in the coarse frequency dimension, which also allows the utilization of the 

widest possible bandwidth two sided chirp transform. This is important because 

readily available CCD detectors can be made to TDI at a video line rate of 15.7354 

kHz, giving a Nyquist limited analysis bandwidth per sideband of 7.867 kHz. With 

special effort these scan rates can be doubled yielding a two sided analysis band

width of 31.5 kHz, which implies that the space integrating AO spectrum analyzer 

must have a resolution of about 30 kHz, and because of the spatial apodization 

effects this will require an acoustic transit time of about 65 µsec, which is near the 

limit imposed by acoustic attenuation in Te02. An unapodized 65µsec Bragg cell 

could be combined with a video rate double sided chirp transform array in order to 

build a prototype of the system ideas presented in this section. Another approach 

to TDI chirp transform demodulation is the interlaced video field carrier demodu

lation which is easily performed in a digital frame buffer. This approach relies on 

super fine frequency drift from video field to the next video field of operation, and 

successive TDI processing fields are subtracted to eliminate the bias. 

The Mach Zehnder architecture for performing interferometric TDI chirp trans

forms on each space integrated coarse frequency bin is very similar to the additive 
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Figure 5.3.1. Schematic diagram of the pulsed source TSI folded spectrum processor 

that uses an interferometric implementation of the TDI chirp transform algorithm 

to perform fine frequency analysis on each coarse frequency bin. 
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Figure 5.3.2. The modification of the TDI DFT system that was used to perform 

experiments on the TDI chirp transform approach to folded spectrum processing. 
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architecture used in the last section for performing the DFT, except for the re

alignment of a cylindrical lens, in order to produce a chirping interferometric fringe 

pattern along each coarse frequency ridge, and the replacement of the orthogonal 

reference AOD with a collinear acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The AOM is op

erated as a phase modulator with a focussing input optic field, which means that 

the focal spot in the modulator must be smaller than an acoustic wavelength, or 

a Fourier plane filter must be used to block the DC if it is spatially resolvable. 

The phase modulated wavefront emerging from the AOM must be recollimated in 

the x dimension, and a quadratic spatial curvature must be introduced in y in 

order to produce the desired spatial chirp interference pattern along each coarse 

frequency ridge produced by the signal arm. The quadratic spatial curvature in the 

y dimension can either be negative (focussing), or positive (expanding), so that by 

collimating the diffracted field from the AOM in the x dimension with a cylinder an 

expanding cylindrical wave is produced that could be used as the reference beam. 

However, in this case the quadratic spatial profile in y is then only a function of 

the distance to the AOM, and is not easily programmable, and the light utilization 

efficiency is not good if the expanding wave illuminates a region much larger than 

the CCD. For these reasons it is desirable to collimate the output of the AOM, and 

place a movable focussing cylinder with curvature in y beyond the Fourier plane 

to reimage the point source of the AOM as a slit at a plane beyond the CCD. A 

schematic diagram of the architectural implementation of this type of interferometer 

system is shown in Figure 5.3.1. Actually the reference AOD of the DFT processor 

shown in Figure 5.2.3 from the previous section can be used as a wide aperture 

modulator without any realignment, and an existing cylinder can be moved so that 

it deviates from the telescopic condition and leaves a residual quadratic curvature 

orthogonal to the dimension of space integration. This type of system is illustrated 

in Figure 5.3.2, and it is seen to be very similar to the system used to perform the 
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TSI DFT approach to folded spectrum processing, and in fact the same system was 

used to perform experimental verification of both system concepts. 

For interferometric chirp transform analysis the reference waveform is a phase 

modulated chirp, with a very low bandwidth which is matched to the CCD TDI 

rate. Since the AOM is illuminated by a pulsed laser source, the phase modulated 

chirp used as a reference can be produced with a discretely phase stepped waveform 

that jumps to a new phase delay obeying a quadratic phase profile each CCD shift 

time. Since phase values are measured modulo 27r, the quadratic phase history can 

be phase unwrapped and reset to 0 each time it reaches 27r. Over small bandwidths 

phase shifts can be interpreted as time delays, so the actual reference waveform is 

a discretely stepped, phase unwrapped, quadratically time delayed carrier at the 

AOM center frequency. 

r(t) =El rect [t -kT] e-i2'll"fo(t-~(k-ko)2modto) 
k=O T 

(5.3.1) 

= L rect - e-i2'll"[fot-~(k-ko) ] K-l [t kT] b 2 

k=O T 

The important parameter in this equation is the sampled quadratic chirp rate b, 

which must be made equal to the spatial chirp rate of the interference fringe profile 

detected on the CCD, scaled by the TDI shifting velocity. The phase unwrapping 

is represented as the modulus (or residue) of the quadratic phase delay divided by 

the carrier frequency period t0 = 1/ / 0 , yielding a time delay between 0 and t 0 , that 

is multiplied by the carrier frequency to yield a phase delay between 0 and 27r. 

Spatially the reference wavefront is quadratically curved along the dimension 

orthogonal to the acoustic propagation in the signal AOD in order to produce an in

terferometric spatial chirp profile along each coarse frequency ridge. The wavefront 

diffracted from the reference Bragg cell on the kth laser pulse is collimated along 

the x dimension and after passing through the non telescopic sphere cylinder pair, 

retains a residual spatial curvature along the y dimension, so the incident reference 
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field at the CCD plane on the kth laser pulse can be represented as follows. 

(5.3.2) 

The spatial quadratic curvature at the detector plane /3 is determined by how far 

the separation between the sphere and cylinder, z = F2 + Fcs +A, deviates from 

the telescopic condition, zo = F2 + Fcs· This can easily be found by solving for 

how far behind the detector array the image of the Fourier plane comes to a focus, 

zb = A+ F;3 A, which yields a spatial curvature f3 = l/"Azb = A/"A(F;3 + A.2) at 

the detector plane. The offset factor of the quadratic spatial curvature, y0 , can be 

adjusted with the beamsplitter in plane rotation, and is used to match the offset 

of the time domain quadratically phase modulated reference, ko. For double sided 

baseband processing, both the space and time chirps are made symmetric within 

their respective windows, the space chirp is centered on the TDI CCD aperture, 

and the time chirp is centered within the temporal processing aperture. The spatial 

frequency of the reference wave in the x dimension az = sin Oz/ A is adjusted by the 

beam splitter tilt angle Oz, and is designed to place a high frequency spatial carrier in 

the x dimension in order to allow the separation of the signal from the bias terms. 

The aperture function of the reference wave in the x dimension is. the magnified 

collimated laser profile, while in the y dimension it is given by a diffracted version 

of the the orthogonal laser profile, but if the Fresnel diffraction regions near the 

edge of the lens apertures are avoided it can be assumed to be a smooth Gaussian 

weighing function. 

As usual we will interferometrically combine the output of a space integrating 

AO spectrum analyzer with the reference wavefront to obtain a detected intensity 

on the CCD with each pulse that is the modulus squared of the weighted fields from 

the two arms, and this will be time integrated over the duration of each pulse. The 

input to the spectrum analyzer is a signal s(t) with a single sided complex spectrum 

s (!) that can be broken up into its magnitude 1s (!)I and phase n (!). 
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t(k+!)T [t] 
I(x, y, k) = 

1 
erect - * L 8(t - kT) 

(k-~)T r k 

jcre-i27rvt p( mxx) q(y) e-i27r[/0 t- ~(k-ko )2
] ei27r[a..,:i:+~(y-y0 )2] 

+ c,e-"'"'p(M,y) J S(!)e'''1'W (,\~ + !.) dfl' 
=crc~p2 (m,x)</'(y) + crc~p2 (M,y) IJ S(f)W ( ,\~ + !.) dfl' 

(5.3.3) 

+ 2qcc8 crp(mxx)q'(y)p(M11 y) j rsinc[(f + fo)r]IB(f)IW (,\~ + ~) 

cos [211" ( (! + fo)kT - b(k - ko) 2 /2 - o:xx + f3(y - Yo) 2 /2) + O(f) l df 

As before the interferometric term is weighted by the amplitude of the spectral har

monic of the pulsed laser diode waveform at the difference frequency of the signal 

and reference. The fringe pattern detected on the CCD has a quadratic spatial 

profile in y, and has a quadratic temporal variation plus the difference frequency 

of signal and reference sampled from pulse to pulse. The difference frequency sam

pling will yield an aliased fine frequency variation that will be localized by the fine 

frequency processing TDI chirp algorithm. The coarse frequency information can 

be determined by the space integrated ridge position as before. The TDI chirp al

gorithm is completed by detecting on a shift and add CCD, that spatially shifts in 

the y dimension by one pixel of width D.y with each laser pulse, yielding an effective 

velocity veen = D.y /T. The spatial and temporal chirp matching requirements will 

be met by "focussing" the time integrating chirp transform. This yields the chirp 

rate matching condition bT2 = (3D.y2, or bf (3 = vben' the chirp offset matching 

condition bk0T = -f3yoD.y, and the arbitrary phase alignment bk5 = {iy~. Ignoring 

the spatial weighing functions and the apodization effects of the CCD MTF, we can 

arrive at the simplified output of the TDI chirp transform system. 
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D(n, m) = E J J hx(x - nllx)h11 (y - (m - k)Lly)I(x, y, kT)dxdy 
k=m-M 

= I:rect (k - (M - m)/2
) [crc2p2 (m n8x)q12 ((m - k)Lly) 

k M-jmj r :z; 

+crc!v'(M,(m - k)h.y) I! S(f)W ( n>."'": + !.) dfr 
+ 2TJCC8 Crp(m:z;nllx)q1((m - k)Lly)p(M11 (m - k)Lly) 

J rsinc[(f + /o)r]jS(f)IW ( n)..~x + ~) 
cos[27r((! + fo)kT- b(kT- ko) 2 /2 + P((m - k)Lly - Yo) 2 /2) 

- a:z;nllx) + ll(f)] df] 

R<(M - lml)crc~ + (M - lmlJcrc! I/ S(f)W ( n>.~x + !.) d/1
2 

+ 2TJCCsCr J rsinc[(f + /o)r]jS(f)IW ( n)..~x + ~) 
(M - lml)sinc[(M - lml)T[mbT + (! + /o)mod:f.] 

cos[27r(mbT(ko +TM) - (M - m)[(f + /o)modj.J 

- a:z;nllx - bT2m 2 /2) + 11(/)] df (5.3.4) 

The impulse response consists of the triangularly weighted in m reference beam 

bias, the triangularly weighted signal dependent coarse frequency analyzed ridge, 

and the desired interferometric term. The interferometrically detected term con-

sists of the spatially channelized amplitude spectrum in n, with the triangularly 

weighted spectral scan of each coarse frequency column with the usual chirp trans-

form triangular resolution and complicated phase factors, placed on a carrier in the 

n dimension. This theoretical pulsed source TDI chirp transform impulse response 

pattern is shown in isometric projection in Figure 5.3.3, and the triangular profiles 

are readily apparent, and the peak riding on the coarse analyzed ridge can be seen 

to be on a high frequency carrier running across the ridge in the coarse dimension. 

The triangular bias variation can be removed by performing successive folded spec-
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trum transforms without a delay between them, thereby overlapping the triangular 

ridges and bias terms to produce a uniform background in them dimension, but at 

the expense of overlapping the successively computed spectral scans. 

The principal differences between the pulsed source chirp transform folded spec

trum system and the pulsed source D FT system are the triangular gain and res

olution effects, and the inconvenient chirping phase factors in m. The principal 

difference between this pulsed source chirp transform interferometer and the DLO 

chirp transform interferometer is the spectral weighing by the laser pulse train har

monic spectrum rather than the DLO reference spectrum, and the absence of the 

coarse axis sidelobe suppression factor due to the time integration of the temporal 

oscillations caused by interference with the adjacent DLO beads. This is because 

the DLO interferometer spatially channelizes the local oscillators which are used 

for time integrating detection, while in the pulsed source processor the harmonics 

of the laser diode are available as interferometric baseband converters at all spatial 

positions. So in the DLO interferometer the sidelobes of a coarse analyzed fre

quency component beat with adjacent DLO beads to produce moving fringes that 

time integrate to zero, while in the pulsed source processor the sidelobes choose the 

laser diode spectral harmonic closest to the signal frequency in order to produce an 

unsuppressed sidelobe contribution. The high sidelobe level means that coarse fre

quency apodization of the signal Bragg cell is more important in the pulsed source 

family of processors than in the DLO interferometers. In Figure 5.3.4a the theo

retical impulse response for a coarse apodized pulsed source TDI chirp transform 

folded spectrum processor is illustrated, and in the coarse dimension the additional 

sidelobe suppression is obvious, but it is not as great as in the DLO approach. The 

coarse frequency ridge has been widened by the apodization, which allows more cy

cles of the spatial carrier to be contained within the peak amplitude profile, which 

helps to better define the spatial frequency of the carrier, allowing improved bias 
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Figure 5.3.3. Theoretical impulse response of the TDI chirp transform folded spec-

trum processor. 
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Figure 5.3.4. a)Impulse response for the coarse frequency apodized TDI chirp 

transform folded spectrum processor. b) multitone folded spectrum for nine equal 

power tones in one coarse frequency bin. 
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rejection in the carrier demodulation circuitry. In Figure 5.3.4b a theoretical mul

titone spectra is illustrated, for the case when the nine spectral components are all 

equally spaced in one coarse bin and they all have equal power, and the total power 

is the same as in part a. The triangular gain and resolution effects normally associ

ated with the chirp algorithm are apparent, and the modulation depth decrease of 

each tone over the single tone case is apparent. The modulation depth decreases as 

1/ Vffi, where m is the number of equal power tones, as in the previously discussed 

interferometers, and not as 1/m, which would be a disastrous decrease in a white 

noise environment ( m ~ M). 

5.3.1 Experimental realizat_ion of the chirp transform interferometer 

The experimental demonstration of the chirp transform interferometer required 

moving the cylinder, which was used for reference AOD reimaging, forward on its 

translation stage in order to interferometrically produce a chirping fringe profile 

along each coarse frequency ridge. The limited range of travel of the translational 

stage only produced a few fringes along the ridge, and by rotating the beam split

ter the DC position of the chirping fringe could be positioned at the edge of the 

CCD. The resulting spatial impulse response is shown in Figure 5.3.5d, which was 

produced by applying 60 Mhz to both AODs and operating the CCD in the normal 

staring TI mode. A matched temporal impulse response was produced by apply

ing the appropriately quadratically phase modulated 60MHz carrier to the reference 

AOD, which acts as a wide aperture modulator for these low frequency phase modu

lations. The phase unwrapped, and sampled quadratic phase modulation is clocked 

by the TDI CCD horizontal reset signal, and is shown in Figure 5.3.5b, along with 

an electronically produced interferometrically detected chirp profile. The phase 

modulated signal actually applied to the reference AOD had almost no amplitude 

modulation, and is shown in Figure 5.3.5c. The resulting optically produced tern-
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a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Figure 5.3.5. a) Interferometric temporal impulse response detected on TDI 

CCD with slit. b) Phase unwrapped quadratic phase delay of reference and elec

tronically detected temporal impulse response. c) Actually phase modulated signal 

applied to reference AOD. d) Optical interferometric spatial impulse response. 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 5.3.6. a) Image of the spatial impulse response, b) image of the interfero

metric temporal impulse response detected on a TDI CCD with slit illumination. 
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poral impulse response is shown in Figure 5.3.Sa, which was measured by applying 

60 MHz to the signal AOD and operating the CCD in the TDI mode with a single 

pixel wide slit placed in front of the detector array. The corresponding images of the 

interferometric spatial and temporal impulse responses are shown in Figure 5.3.6. 

The temporal impulse response (14 fringes) is seen to be reasonably well matched 

to the spatial impulse response (13 fringes), although reversed in direction as is 

appropriate for a chirp convolution. 

Folded spectrum processing was accomplished by applying the phase modulated 

60 MHz tone to the reference AOD while applying a single tone to the signal AOD 

and operating the CCD in the TDI mode. A set of overlapped constructive and de

structive cross sections through a coarse frequency ridge for various fine frequencies 

are shown in Figure 5.3.7. The resolution is best for the tone that produces a peak 

at the edge of the CCD, corresponding to a pixel that coherently integrated over 

the full TDI aperture of the detector. The resolution decreases as the input fine 

frequency moves away from a harmonic of the laser diode PRF, and the resulting 

spectral peak widens. The carrier frequency is a linear function of the fine frequency, 

which results in a chirping carrier under the spectral peaks, which approaches zero 

for a fine frequency near +1200 Hz. The peaks at ±1200 Hz exhibit extended 

sidelobe response which probably indicates imperfect chirp matching or chirp non

linearities. The TDI CCD is continuously shifting, even during the vertical blanking 

interval when no output is produced, so the spectral scan between a fine frequency 

of 0 Hz and +200 Hz is blanked out. The foldover of the positive frequencies to the 

successive field is best illustrated by plotting a cross section of a coarse frequency 

ridge for an entire frame as shown in Figure 5.3.8. The triangularly varying bias of 

two successive fields of computation overlap to produce an approximately uniform 

bias, and the spectral scans of two successive fields also overlap. However, there 

is little difficulty in distinguishing to which field of processing a spectral peak is 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Figure 5.3.7. Cross sections through a single field TDI coarse frequency ridge 

for various applied fine frequencies. a) 60,001,200 Hz b) 60,000,600 Hz c) 60,000,000 

Hz d) 59,999,400 Hz e) 59,998,800 Hz. 

a) 

1 
b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Figure 5.3.8. Cross sections through a full frame TDI coarse frequency ridge 

for various applied fine frequencies, showing foldover of positive frequencies to the 

following field. a) 60,001,200 Hz b) 60,000,600 Hz c) 60,000,000 Hz d) 59,999,400 

Hz e) 59,998,800 Hz. 
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a) d) 

b) e) 

c) f) 

Figure 5.3.9. Single tone successive frame bias subtracted images produced by the 

TDI chirp transform folded spectrum processor. a) 59,999,400.6Hz, b) 60,000,000Hz 

c) 60,000,599.4 Hz, d) 53,705,242.1 Hz e) 53,705,841.5Hz f) 53,706,440.9 Hz. 
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due, because of the chirping carrier. Single tone successive frame bias subtraction 

demodulation was accomplished in the digital frame grabber by manually grabbing 

constructive and destructive frames, and subtracting the results. Several single tone 

images are presented in Figure 5.3.9, and these images provide the best example 

of multidimensional spectral analysis presented in this thesis. This is primarily 

because successive frame bias subtraction works much better than carrier demod

ulation, but a real system can not use this type of bias removal in a multitarget 

environment. The chirping carrier and triangular resolution associated with the 

chirp algorithm are clearly visible, and independent of the coarse frequency. The 

SNR of these images was typically better than 30:1, on a CCD which resulted from 

peaks with about than 40% modulation depth before digitization, on a CCD with 

an SNR of 40:1, so the expected SNR should be 32:1. The use of a pair of high 

SNR CCDs operating out of phase on the two output ports from the recombining 

beam splitter, with real time frame subtraction could produce high quality folded 

spectrum processing with this architecture. 

In order to demonstrate the full frequency analysis bandwidth capabilities of the 

video rate TDI chirp transform fine frequency analysis technique it was necessary 

to insert an auxiliary cylindrical lens in the reference arm. The additional focussing 

power was needed to increase the space bandwidth product of the interferometric 

spatial impulse response to that imposed by the vertical Nyquist limit. The two 

sided quadratic phase modulation which was applied to the 60 MHz reference, can 

be visualized with electronic interferometry and the resulting chirp and the cor

responding phase unwrapped quadratic phase delay function, are shown in Figure 

5.3.lOa. When the purely phase modulated carrier is applied to the reference AOD, 

with an unmodulated carrier in the signal AOD, then the optically produced tem

poral impulse response can be measured with a TDI CCD with a slit illumination, 

and the result is shown in Figure 5.3.lOb. The reference cylinder was translated 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 5.3.10. a) Two sided, phase unwrapped quadratic phase delay ofreference 

and electronically detected temporal impulse response. b) Optical interferometric 

temporal impulse response detected on TDI CCD with slit. 
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a) 

b) 

Figure 5.3.11. a) Image of optically produced spatial impulse response. b) cross 

section through optical interferometric spatial impulse response. 
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59,991,000 Hz 
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Figure 5.3.12. Cross sections through a single field TDI coarse frequency ridge for 

various applied fine frequencies for Nyquist limited chirp transform fine frequency 

analysis. 
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along the optical path in order to produce an interferometric spatial impulse re

sponse that was well matched to the temporal impulse response. An image of the 

interferometric profile detected on a staring CCD, and a cross section of the inter

ferometric modulation along the bias ridge are shown in Figure 5.3.11. Both the 

spatial and temporal impulse responses exceed the Nyquist frequency and are thus 

under sampled at the high frequency ends of the chirps, but this had a negligible 

effect on the processing operation because of the small extent of the under sampled 

region, and the MTF suppression of these high frequencies. The actual position 

of the reference cylinder was optimized by "focussing" the time integrated chirp 

transform in order to obtain the highest and narrowest peak possible. Overlapping 

constructive and destructive cross sections through the coarse frequency ridge for 

various fine frequencies are displayed in Figure 5.3.12, which illustrates that success

ful two sided chirp processing over the full video line rate has been demonstrated. 

The bottom three traces show a spectral peak with a corresponding positive fine 

frequency due to the next lower laser diode harmonic. The spectral peak is handed 

off to the next laser harmonic in the middle 7 traces, and finally the peak is handed 

off to the next higher laser diode harmonic in the top three traces. Ideally each 

time the fine frequency changes by a laser diode harmonic the coarse frequency ridge 

would move over to the next pixel in order to produce an unambiguous folded spec

trum, however this experiment did not have sufficient coarse frequency resolution 

to accomplish this goal. Frequencies close to half way in between two laser diode 

harmonics produced two peaks, one corresponding to a negative fine frequency due 

to the higher harmonic, and one corresponding to a positive fine frequency due to 

the lower harmonic. The linearity of the chirp transform fine frequency analysis is 

plotted in Figure 5.3.13, and is found to be linear to within a slope variance of less 

than a pixel, with a best resolution of about 260 Hz, corresponding to a FWHM of 

the chirp transform impulse response of between 3 and 4 pixels. A pair of phase av-
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eraged impulse responses separated by 60 Hz are plotted in Figure 5.3.14, and they 

appear to be shifted by almost 1 pixel and they have the stated 3 to 4 pixel width, 

although they have an asymmetrically extended tail which is probably due to CCD 

charge transfer inefficiency. Within the two sided Nyquist limited analysis band

width of ±7867 Hz, there are about 62 independent fine frequency measurements 

being performed, although 7 of these occur during the vertical blanking interval 

and do not produce an output peak within the video frame. The folded spectrum 

processor computes about 104 independent spectral observations at a 60 Hz rate, 

although the 24 MHz analysis bandwidth divided by the 260 Hz resolution achieved 

indicates that 105 spectral observations should be achievable if the coarse frequency 

resolution of the CCD could be improved. This processor thereby performs analog 

multiplication and additions at a rate of 6 x 109 operations per second, which has an 

FFT equivalent (N log N) processing rate of 7 x 106 operations per second. These 

processing rates can be greatly increased by using a higher resolution CCD detector 

array that can compute many more parallel spectral samples, and the utility of such 

a spectral analysis module will be greatly increased by using a CCD with a higher 

dynamic range. 
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Figure 5.3.13. Linearity of the high space bandwidth chirp transform processor. 
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59,997,000 Hz 

59,996,940 Hz 

Figure 5.3.14. Phase averaged impulse responses of the TDI chirp transform pro

cessor for input tones separated by the integration time dictated fundamental res

olution limit of 60Hz. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

The multidimensional acousto-optical signal processing technique of temporal 

and spatial integration (TSI) has been investigated in this thesis, both theoretically 

and experimentally. Spatial variations of the diffracted wavefront from an acousto

optic device (AOD) are transformed with a multichannel optical processing systems, 

and the temporal variations of successively transformed wavefronts are used for time 

integrating processing in the orthogonal dimension of a 2-D detector array. This 

technique allows the utilization of highly mature one dimensional AOD technology 

to enter the data and spatially transform small segments, and two dimensional 

charge coupled devices (CCDs) in order to detect, time integrate, and read out 

the processed results. This approach can be used produce compact yet powerful 

signal processing systems for very high time bandwidth waveforms, which may find 

application niches in real time, on board systems, where power consumption, size, 

and weight are hard limited by the operating environment. 

The capabilities of TSI architectures are well matched to image processing prob

lems since the serial raster of the images produced by a video camera can be applied 

to the transducer of an AOD, and the processed image appears in real time at the 

processor output as another serial raster. Individual image raster lines are entered 

sequentially into the AOD, the acoustic motion is frozen by a pulsed laser, and the 

diffracted wavefront due to a single line is spatially transformed by a multichannel 

optical system. The succession of 1-D space integrated video lines are appropri

ately, multiplied, delayed, and accumulated on a 2-D CCD, in order to implement 

a time integrating transformation in -the orthogonal dimension upon each spatially 

resolved channel produced by the space integrating system. TSI systems can be 
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configured to perform image correlations, separable linear transformations such as 

the Fourier transform, and some types of cascadable transformations. 

Alternatively, very long I-dimensional waveforms can be processed with the TSI 

technique by sliding small sections of the long signal into the AOD, spatially trans

forming these individual components, and temporally transforming the succession 

of space integrated portions in the orthogonal dimension of the 2-D detector array. 

This displays the long 1-D output in the 2-D coordinate space of the output detector, 

which turns it back into a long 1-D signal through the raster readout mechanism. 

Very high time bandwidth signals can be correlated, or separable transformations 

can be performed, such as the folded spectrum transformation. 

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging is a cascadable two dimensional trans

formation with a range dependent azimuth kernel whose processing requirements 

are an excellent match for the TSI technique. Range focussing of high bandwidth 

chirp waveforms can be simply accomplished with free space propagation, and az

imuth focussing can be accomplished on a TDI CCD multichannel correlator array, 

in which the azimuth kernel is range dependent. By using the TSI technique the 

high bandwidth capabilities of AODs can increase the achievable range resolution 

of real time SAR systems, and the video rate TDI capability of CCD detectors can 

increase the PRF rates that are obtainable with real time SAR processing. The 

complex kernel of the SAR transformation can be implemented with carrier en

coding techniques, or an interferometer can be configured with an auxiliary bias 

subtraction CCD that performs the real part of the complex transformation. 

Several different TSI architectures were considered for the folded spectrum 

pr ocessing of very high time bandwidth input signals. Two classes of architectures 

were considered in detail, the distributed local oscillator (DLO) interferometers, and 

the pulsed source processors. The DLO interferometers use CW visible light, and 

a pair of colinear signal and repetitive reference AODs whose spatial Fourier trans

forms are interfered in order to remove the position dependent coarse frequency 
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component of the signal spectrum. An additional curvature is introduced between 

the signal and reference wavefronts and the travelling temporal and spatial interfero

metric beats are detected on a 2-D TDI CCD detector array which performs the fine 

frequency analysis through a multichannel implementation of the chirp transform 

algorithm. The pulsed source processors use a pair of crossed AODs illuminated 

by a repetitively pulsed IR laser diode, and the transform of one AOD interferes 

with the image of another on the output detector array. The pulsed laser aliases 

the coarse frequency components of the signal spectrum to baseband, where they 

interfere with the reference for subsequent time integrating fine frequency analysis. 

The fine frequency analysis is performed with the aid of the orthogonal reference 

AOD, and the extra flexibility provided by the use of a pulsed source allows a wide 

range of different fine frequency analysis systems to be implemented. 

The DLO interferometer has several potential advantages, since it uses CW 

visible light, there will be no problem with optical efficiency, and CCD resolution 

will be improved by operation in the visible regime. The sidelobe suppression 

which occurs because of the continuous time integration is an attractive feature not 

present in the pulsed source architectures. This is because the local oscillators used 

for interferometric baseband conversion are spatially channelized, so the sidelobes 

interfere with adjacent DLO beads, and produce moving fringes which time integrate 

to zero. While in the pulsed source processors the spectral harmonics of the laser 

diode which are used for baseband conversion are all available at all coarse frequency 

bins, so the sidelobes can .chose the appropriate component which will alias to 

baseband and produce stationary fringes. The alignment of a pair of colinear AODs 

needed for the DLO interferometer should be easier than the alignment of a pair of 

orthogonal AODs needed for the pulsed source DFT processor, because all of the 

optical components can remain in the plane. However, the appropriate overlapping 

of the spectra may be quite sensitive for the DLO interferometer. 

The pulsed source processors are light starved because of the low duty factor of 
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the laser, and the limited coherence available with pulsed laser diodes is a severe 

drawback, as is the resolution loss in the CCD due to the deep penetration at the IR 

wavelength. The time integrating fine frequency analysis of each coarse frequency 

bin can be performed with a TDI chirp transformation as in the DLO interferom

eters, or a discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) can be utilized. This is possible 

since the laser is pulsed, which allows entire columns of a space variant reference 

matrix to be slid into the reference AOD in the interval between pulses. This al

lows the implementation of a parallel array of time integrating DFT fine frequency 

spectrum analyzers operating on the temporal phase history within each resolvable 

coarse frequency bin produced by the space integrating spectrum analyzer. This 

DFT approach avoids the generation of the chirping carrier normally associated 

with the chirp transform, allowing simple carrier encoding, and it achieves equal 

gain and resolution at all frequency bins, unlike the triangular dependences of the 

chirp algorithm. However, the sequentially entered rows of the DFT matrix form 

an extremely high time bandwidth (TB) reference which must be entered into the 

processor, using an auxiliary high bandwidth digital frame buffer, rather than the 

simple low bandwidth chirp needed for TDI chirp transform processing. The TDI 

approach to fine frequency analysis has the distinct advantage of suppressing spa

tial noise due to coherent optical artifacts by incoherently averaging across a TDI 

detector column. This inherent advantage of the TDI approach led to the develop

ment of a new TDI DFT approach to fine frequency analysis. However, this new 

technique suffers from the same chirping carriers and variable gain and resolution 

as the conventional chirp transform, and it has a high TB reference waveform. So 

a main advantage of the DFT was lost by performing it in a scrolling coordinate 

frame, and the only gain was the incoherent averaging within a TDI column, which 

is more easily performed with a chirp transform approach. The simplest system 

with the widest analysis bandwidth that was implemented was based on a multi

channel interferometric implementation of the TDI chirp transform fine frequency 
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analysis of the outputs of a pulsed source acousto-optic spectrum analyzer. 

The crossed Bragg cell interferometer that was built for the application of folded 

spectrum processing successfully demonstrated the capabilities of these one dimen

sional devices to perform very high time bandwidth processing operations in the 

folded coordinate space of the two dimensional output detector array. The perfor

mance of the systems was inadequate for systems applications primarily because 

of two major factors, problems with the coherence of the laser diode, and the lim

itations of the CCD detector array. Coherence limitations of the laser diode can 

be minimized by appropriate pulse shaping, and by carefully equalizing the path 

lengths in the interferometer, or by using an in line approach. Beam collimation is 

critically important for obtaining highly coherent space integrated transformations 

across wide AOD apertures, which is necessary to obtain a complete frequency cov

erage of the folded spectrum. A technique for minimizing coherence requirements 

caused by Bragg diffraction was suggested, by aligning the transform lens with the 

undiffracted beam, thereby compensating for the path length differences caused by 

the diffraction. The CCD which was used in these experiments was an inexpensive 

industrial video camera, and it is expected that a scientific CCD will improve the 

obtainable SNR by more than an order of magnitude, and the resolution capabil

ities can be improved by almost an order of magnitude in each dimension. The 

resolution of silicon CCDs is significantly worse in the near IR than it is in the 

visible because of migration of deep car!iers produced by the penetrating IR ra

diation. For this reason a visible pulsed source would be highly desirable, which 

could be accomplished with a cavity dumped gas laser, however the small size and 

low power advantage of laser diodes would be lost, along with the possibility of on 

board applications. 
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6.1 Future Research and Limitations of TSI 

Optical signal processing techniques have been reasonably successful in a few 

extremely demanding signal and image processing tasks, such as synthetic aper

ture radar, and wideband spectrum analysis. As an example, a 1 GHz Bragg cell 

can perrorm a 1000 point SI Fourier transform each µsec, thereby computing 1012 

analog multiplies per second with an interferometric dynamic range of 60dB, while 

obtaining an FFT equivalent processing rate of 1010 multiply-additions per second, 

which is quite respectable for such a simple system. However, modern digital sig

nal processing techniques, using parallel, pipelined array processors and accelerated 

algorithms, have achieved a performance level that is beginning to rival the high 

throughputs of optical techniques, and with much higher fidelity, accuracy, repeata

bility and flexibility. For this reason it is necessary to go well beyond the current 

level of data throughputs and processing power obtainable with 1-D acousto-optic 

signal processing systems. 

The approach taken in this thesis in order to enhance the processing power ob

tainable with these 1-D AO devices is to raise the dimensionality of the problems 

on which they can operate. Thus, video images, very high time bandwidth signal 

waveforms, and radar holograms were chosen as appropriate large dimensionality 

problems to be tackled by real time acousto-optic signal processing systems. How

ever, practical limitations, such as available optical power, coherence, and CCD 

readout rates, decrease the speed with which data can be entered into and read out 

of these systems. An optimistic estimate of the performance capabilities of this type 

of system suggest that 100 MHz bandwidth data can be entered 1000 points at a 

time each lOµsec for a total of 106 points in lOmsec. With the techniques presented 

in .this thesis, these data can be Fourier transformed and read out on a parallel out

put CCD within this lOmsec time window, thereby increasing the processing power 

to 1014 analog multiplies per second, but decreasing the multitone dynamic range 

to under 40dB, and the FFT equivalent processing rate drops to 2 x 109 multiply-
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adds per second. Although the analog computation rate has increased considerably 

with the multidimensional system, the digital equivalent processing power and the 

dynamic range have decreased making this less competitive with digital techniques 

than the simple AO spectrum analyzer. The reason for the decrease in processing 

power is the existence of an accelerated digital algorithm (the FFT) for spectrum 

analysis, which can also be applied to convolutions and correlations. The high res

olution spectrum analysis problem discussed in this thesis has been an attempt to 

discover the strengths and weaknesses of the TSI technique, and not an attempt 

to compete with digital signal processing alternatives in terms of raw processing 

power. 

The most competitive application of TSI optical signal processing technology 

is for problems that do not have accelerated digital approaches. For instance the 

pulsed source DFT folded spectrum system has the capability of performing an 

arbitrary time integrating matrix vector product on the output of each channel of 

the spectrum analyzer, and this could result in a digital equivalent processing rate 

of 1011 multiplies per second. Another example of a more competitive TSI system 

might be the separable space variant kernel image transformation, or triple matrix 

multiplier, which can achieve a processing power of 1014 multiply-adds per second, 

which would require a processing rate of 2 x 1011 multiplies per second to implement 

digitally. The TSI technique makes use of all the information that is available in an ' 

acousto-optic system by processing it both spatially and temporally, so if optical 

signal processing is going to be competitive, then it will probably be through the 

hybrid technique of TSI. It is hoped that some type of TSI optical processing system 

can find a practical niche in real time signal processing applications, and that a 

significant performance advantage can be demonstrated, although this may only be 

possible in size, weight, or power, constrained applications. 


